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This study _as undertaken as part of the I

Humanitarian Policies Studies Program of the Carnegie I
Endowment for International Peace. ,Micronesia was selected

for study not simply because it was a current issue The I

right of the people of Micronesia to decide their own form

• Iof government and to govern themselves is also-a uniquely

humanitarian issue which, however, has been and regrettably I
continues to be subordinated to the political and strategic

interests of other countries. Very few of those who have the I

power to influence, indeed to determine, Micronesia's

" ipolitical status have taken the timeto reach an informed

conclusion. "Who cares _''._ is too often a candid but i
revealing observation.

Fortu_at$1_, during the course ofthis Study, i

which included a sixweek visit to Micronesia, we discovered

a number of people who do Care. The gr0up ihcludes Micro _ "

nesians, of course, but it also includes many persons in and I
out of government. They did not all agree on the wisdom of

United States policy. Many would disagree sharply with the i

I
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i observations of this study. Many others were concerned but, given

i the paucity of information available, were uninformed. But they
cared. We hope that this study will increase the number of people

i who are informed and concerned.

i ..One of the most interesting and stimulating aspects of

i the Humanitarian Policies Studies Program is the involvement Of

young people, mostly graduate students, for brief periods in

I research and writing on foreign policy issues. The Micronesia

study included:

I ERNEST C. DOWNS, Williams College

I MARY GRACE, University of Louisiana at New Orleans
KHRISTINE HALL, University of Kansas Law School

I CINDY HARMER, Colorado College

SUSAN HILLIS_ University of Oregon

I PAUL KAPLAN, Boston University

i ROBERT LACKS, Columbia University
MARK LEFCOWITZ, University of Pittsburgh

i GAIL STORM, University of Southern California

CHERYL YAMAMOTO, University of Chicago

I CY MUGUNBEY, a Micronesian student from Yap, studying

i at State University of New York at Brockport/

In a group research project, the research and writing

I contributions of some are greater than those of others; acknow-

ledgement of that fact is indicated by special listings in the

I table of contents. Even that listing does not fully reflect

I

i
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the contributions of Chuch Downs, who remained for most of the I
project, or of Carol Ritter, Who served in the dual capacity of

secretary and researcher'writer. I

An important element of the study was a review panel,

jointly sponsored by the Carnegie Endowment for International I

Peace and the American Society of International Law. The I

fifteen member panel, many with experience in government, met

four times for extended discussions of the research. The panel I

consisted of recognized experts on domestic and international

• I
law, territorial affairs, military strategy and international

organizations, as well as on Micronesia and the negotiations I

We are grateful for the time, care, and candor with which

panel members read and discussed the report. Their assistance, I

as well as that of Robert Stein and John Lawrence Hargrove of i
the Society's staff, was most valuable. Neither the panel

members nor the Society bears any responsibility for the I

contents of the report.

Inevitably, there are a large number of people who i

contribute to a study of .this kind, not all of whom can be I
specifically mentioned. We are especially, grateful to those

who consented to be interviewed, some on several occasions. I

In every instance where requested, we have respected their

confidentiality, i

Almost all of the Endowment's Washington secre- I
tarial staff at one time or other helped with the typing.

I
I
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I
At a crucial moment, Diane Bendahmane joined the Endowment's

I staff and took over the.demanding task of editing the

i manuscript. Only those who have had the experience can fully
appreciate the contribution of a skillful, interested and,

I above all, patient editor.

I myself was involved at one point in Micronesian

I questions as a member of the United States government. That

experience was the beginning of my interest in Micronesia.

However, most of the material included in the study is based

I on developments which took place since 1968 when I no longer
had any connections with the subject in any official

I capacity.

Finally, I am indebted to the Carnegie Endowment

I for International Peace and to its President, Thomas L.

i Hughes, for supporting the research.

I Donald F. McHenry

i •Project Director

I
.
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Chapter I

I The Micronesian Dilemma: Altruism Versus Self-Interest

I The COncept of strategic trust-

I eeship appeared to be de facto
annexation, papered over with

I the thinnest of disguises. On

the other hand, trusteeship im-

I plied a measure of international

I accountability, and as such was
initially resisted by American

i advocates of outright annexation.

I -Stanley de Smith

i When the United States captured Micronesia from Japan in
World War II, the territory presented America with a dilemma: how

I to reconcile traditional American views in favor of self-government

and self-determination with the belief that American control of

Micronesia was required in Order to defend the United States and to

I maintain international peace and'security.

i
\
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The problem was not resolved in 1947 when the Unit.ed States

_and the United Nations Security Council reached an a_reement under which I

_the islands were _laced under the United Nations trusteeship system.

Cnlike other trust territories, Micronesia was designated a strategic •

trust_which allowed the United States to maintain almost absolute control I

while it worked toward self-determination. Stanley de Smith, in

his book Microstates and Micronesia, suggested that the concept of I

strategic trusteeship appeared to be de facto annexation "papered

over with the thinnest of disguises." Indeed, American control and

administration of Micronesia went unquestioned in the late forties I

andthroughout the fifties.
m

However, it was inevitable that the conflict between g

United States strategic interests and Micronesian self-determination

would have to be resolved eventually. The United States could not

fulfill its obligation under the Trusteeship Agreement to promote I

the economic, social, educational, and political development of
l

Micronesia Without ultimately having to reconcile the dilemma. First, g

given advances in communication, transportation, and improved ed-

ucation, the Micronesian dilemma would have come to a head even if

the United States had done nothing to develop the area politically, g

The United States could hardly teach the principles of American
[]

democracy at increasingly higher levels of education and yet escape

the eventual question of why the same democratic principles were not g

applied to Micronesia.

Second, Micronesia no longer exists, if it ever did, in '1

isolation from other world-wide political developments. The world

• |

I
I
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I of 1947, when Micronesia became a United Nations Trust Territory,

I had changed drastically by 1960. Instead of 50 nations in the
United Nations, there were 99--and now there are 138 member nations.

I The new nations see a duty and obligation to help the remaining .

dependent peoples achieve self-determination. Colonialism, even in

the form of trusteeship, is an outmoded concept

I Finally, since 1945, defense requirements in the Pacific,

as elsewhere, have also changed, of the major countries in the

I Pacific, Japan was an ally in World War I, but by World War II,

Japan had become the enemy. In the post-war era, she is again an

I ally. China was a friend in World War II and was considered an enemy

I in the fifties and sixties. Now the trend is toward d_tente and the

establishment of working relations between the two countries. A simi-

I lar situation exists with the Soviet Union. The United States and the

Soviet Union fought on the same _ during Wn_1_ War !!, but became

I antagonists after the war. With the Soviets, too, there is now a

i move toward dSten_e.

The concept of strategic trusteeship developed in its em-

I bryonic form in the period of conventional warfare. But the atomic

i bomb, ironically first perfected and dispatched from
Micronesia, introduced a new era. Conventional warfare was by no

I means eliminated and certainly remains preferable to using weapons

of mass destruction. However, conventional warfare in the global

I sense of World War II is less likely.. The probability that a Micro-

nesia in unfriendly hands might be used for World War ll-type war-

I
I

I
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fare has been reduced greatly.. !
Today, although island bases are often useful, the pri-

mary means of defense is not via isolated island locations, but I

by submarine and land-launched missiles equipped with atomic

Iwarheads and supersonic, long-range aircraft capable of delivering

weapons of mass destruction. Even the logistics of conventional I
warfare have changed drastically. Islands remain Useful for

weapons and storage, but they are not essential. Aircraft can now I

transport huge quantities of men and material wherever they are

needed in extremely short periods of time. I

Thus, at the same time that dependent status is no longer I

acceptable to either the international community or to the Micro-

nesian people, the military justification for keeping Micronesia I

a strategic trust is also questionable. However, this is by no I
means a Universal conclusion. For thirty years United States

control of Micronesia has been aimed at denying the area to other I

powers. The United States has had a network of bases throughout

East Asia--in Korea, Taiwan, Okinawa, Japan, the Philippines, and I

Thailand. However, as United States military strategists have i
seen the need for less restrictive, more politically secure, and

less costly bases away from the Asian mainland, military objectives I

in Micronesia have changed from denial to active use. The military

has advanced many of the old reasons and some new ones for con- I

tinued American control of Micronesia. Even the military, however, I
has recognized that there has to be a new legal basis for continued

!

!

!
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United States control. In hearings on the 1976 Defense approp-

I riations bill, Secretary of Defense Schlesinger made the point

concisely when he said that the United States sought "only to

m change the form of the [trusteeship] arrangement while retain-

i ing the basic objectives and responsibilities we have had for
30 years." In Schlesinger's view the reasons for the change were

I "largely international and political."p

I This is the story of America's second effort to reconcile

i conflicting American and Micronesian interests. Unlike the first
attempt in 1947, this more recent effort is far more complex.

I lllustrative of the of questions involved are the following:
range

I --What is the_role of Micronesia in the United States

i defense posture in the Far East? .
--Will a permanent United States military and political

i presence in Micronesia affect United States-Soviet and United

States-China relations?.

I --What is the role of the United Nations in determining

I Micronesia_s future? Is there a continuing United Nations respon-
sibility and, if so, what is it?

I --If parts of Micronesia split off and establish a perm-

anent relationship with the United States, what are the implica-

I tions for

-n a) the economic, military, and political status of

m
N
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the remainder of Micronesia? I

b) the attitude of United Nations members;par-

_cularly "third world" members, toward fragmentation/secession? I

c) the concept of "self-determination ''? i

--What are the economic, political and strategic implic-

ations of a rejection by Micronesia of any permanent association I

with the United States?

--What will be the nature of a permanent relationship I

between the United States and Micronesia? What are the implicat- i

ions of a new status for other United States territories (Guam, the

Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Puerto Rico)? I

--What are the implications of a new relationship for !
traditional United States policy in support of self-determination?

_ _s Micronesia America's Namibia? I

i_ '-What problems face the Micronesian as a new American

|minority and how can his rights be protected?

--What are the respective roles of the Congress, the I
_%ecutive (and within it the Departments of State, Interior, Defense,

and Justice) in determining United States policy? i

Some of these same questions, of course, also arose when

Micronesia was placed under United Nations Trusteeship. However, I

today, in addition to the changed factors already discussed, there i
is an even more basic new factor. There is a new party participat-

ing in the decision-making process--the Micronesians. Since 1967, I

Micronesian representatives have been studying the future political

!

I
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I status alternatives open to the t'erritory. Since 1969, the

United States and the Micronesians have engaged in formal negot-

iations on the territory's future political status. In 1947 dec- "

i isions were made by the United States without consulting the
Micronesians: until even fairly recently, it was thought that the

I Micronesians would go along with whatever the United States wanted

to do. But the Micronesians have not been willing to go along so

I easily. They came to the negotiations full of hope and confident

i that the United States ha _ thei_r_best interests at heart, but to- ,_
day the Micronesians consider that hope naive--even those from the _,, _

I Marianas who have negotiated an agreement with the United States. _

i ParticiPation in decisions regarding their own status is

i anew experience for Micronesians. They have known four foreign_
rulers: Spain, Germany, Japan, and the United States, the latter

I two under the general oversight of the League of Nations and the

United Nations, respectively.

i Spain maintained nominal control over Micronesia from the

i late 1600's. The period was marked by numerous disputes with
Germany and the United Kingdom over trade. Spain was also faced

I with native resistance to efforts to impose Christianity. Accord-

ing to one account, Spain was responsible for reducing one pop-

I ulation group, the Chamorros of the Mariana Islands, from 50,000

I in the 17th century to 4,000 by the earlY 18th century.
Germany seized the Marshalls from Spain in 1885. Later,

I

!
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the United States acquired the Philippines and one island in the i

Marianas chain (Guam) in 1898, following the Spanish-American i

war. In 1899, Germany purchased Spain's remaining holdings in

Micronesia,,The German holdings made up Micronesia as it is

presently known, i
Japan took the islands from Germany at the outbreak of

World War I, and after the war administered the islands under a i

League of Nations Mandate. It was Micronesia's first experience

with an external ruler who did not claim sovereignty and who was i

to some measure accountable to the international community for the i
way the islands were administered. It was, however, minimal

accountability. It was not thought that Micronesia would ever be i

able to stand alone, and Japan was allowed to administer the

islands as if they were an integral part of Japan. i

Japan developed the territory extensively, particularly i
in the production of agricultural and fishery products Large

and flourishing Japanese communities were built, complete with i

_the necessary roads and other public works facilities. By 1938,

almost 58 per cent of Micronesia's population was composed of i

Japanese settlers, the primary beneficiaries of Japanese develop- i
ment programs. It was from Micronesia that Japan launched its

attack on Pearl Harbor. i

The United States captured the islands from Japan after ,ibitter fighting in World War II. Since 1947, the United States

has administered Micronesia, excluding Guam, under the United i

!
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I Nations Trusteeship system. Of the eleven original trust terr-

I itories, only Micronesia and New Guinea remain. Micronesia is

designated a "strategic" trust. The desig- l_J'_ r
the only territory . _ _{_m

I nation has allowed the United Statgs to .exe_c_se-vir_a_ly-_com - ' (_

p_ete control over the territory. Unlike other trust territorles, ,

Micronesia is the responsibility of the United Nations Security

I Council butthe Security Council delegated to the Trusteeship
Council the responsibility for supervising United States admin _

I istration.

In the United Nations Trusteeship Agreement, the United

I States obligated itself to promote Micronesia's economic, social,

I educational and political development. However, during the first
thirteen years of United States trusteeship, little progress was

I except limited advancement in local political partici-
made for

pation. Critics in the sixties were to accuse the American admin-

I istrators of the late forties and the fifties of maintaining an

I_ anthropological zoo. .Micronesia was all but forgotten except
for quaint stories about the removal of the people from their

! •islands so that atomic weapons could be tested.

I One thing the Navy and early Interior administrators didaccomplish was progress in political development. The plan appar-

i ently was to develop Micronesian government at the community
lev_land later at.a central or territory-wide level. Accordingly,

I looal government ounits was followed by.
theestablishment of

establishment of a territory-wide advisory council and then a

I'
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legislature with limited authority. But even here, American l

administrators have been sharply criticised. The proliferation

of govermental units for such a small population, one observer l

remarked, makes Micronesians easily one of the most overgoverned I
peoples in the world. More important, the emphasis on local

• !government units encouraged the continuation of isolated, expen-

sive but entirely dependent population groupings.

2

The terms "Micronesi_" and "Trust Territory of the I

Pacific Islands" are used interchangeably. Technically Guam and the

Gilbert Islands are part of Micronesia, but the United States had I

already acquired Guam and the United Kingdom the Gilberts by the

time the United Nations Mandate was established.

Micronesia consists of three island chains in the Western

Pacific, just above the equator: the Carolines, the Marshalls,

and the Marianas. The territory has more than 2,000 islands, l

fewer than i00 of which are inhabited, scattered across an ocean I
area roughly the size of continental United States. Yet the total

land area (roughly 700 square miles) is only half the size of the i

Rhode Island. The total populationis less than 120,000.

Although there are_obvious indications of Spanish and I

Japanese influence, most of the present population knows only the I
period of Trusteeship and American administration. Fifty-three

per cent of the total population is school-aged (under nineteen 'l

years of age), and an even larger number (64 per cent) are under

!

!
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twenty-five Also Micronesia has a growing population. The

I average annual growth rate from 1968 to 1972 was 4.5 per cent,
more than double the world average for the same period. The

I growth rate decreased to approximately 3.5 per cent in 1973.

Although migration from district to district is limited, _-

I the high population of the district centers shows great movsment

i from the outlying islands. Census records show a gross dispro -_
portionate distribution between the district centers and the outer

I islands. In the Marianas, 10,745 people live on Saipan, which is

more than 80 per cent of the total population of that district.

I A major portion of the remaining percentage can be found mainly

i n Rota and Tinian and a few sparsely populated outer islands. _
The inhabitants of the Marshalls are even more widelY dispersed.

I In addition to their island locations, most of the

people of Micronesia have in common such things as chiefly hier-

I archies, collective land tenure, extended familieg and village _)_,___., ......

I organization..._ However, there are _ubstantial differences amongst/ O
the districts. The Marianas, for example, have adopted many of

I the practices of their alien administrators and have neither

chiefly hierarchies nor collective land tenure.

I Nine major languages are spoken in the territory, with

i many dialectical variations from island to island: Palauan,
Yapese, Chamorro, Ulithi-Woleai, Trukese, Ponapean, Kusaien,

I Marshallese, and Kapingamarangi-Nukuoro. Many of the older

peoplespeak Japanese. English has rapidly become the common

I

I
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language throughout the island as a result of a 1963 decision I

making English the language of instruction in schools.

Micronesia's limited land area, widespread location,

limited population, and lack of capital have been major obstacles H

to economic development. Economies of scale are virtually im-
i

possible; therefore, the costs of administration are substantial, l

A single high school might be sufficient to service a community

the size of Micronesia. However, fifteen public high

are presently operated in Micronesia. In addition, there I
Schools

are twelve private high schools.

There seems to be general agreement that the United States

has failed dismally to develop Micronesia economically. Micro_esia's H
i

known natural resources are a limiting factor. Until recently,

scrap metal from World War II was the second major export, follow- I

i

ing behind an ever-fluctuating trade in copra. Government-sub-
[]

sidized economic enterprises in agriculture and fisheries were

highly developed by Japan but have not been tried under American I
i

administration, primarily because of the shortage of trained labor

and because Micronesians dislike deep-sea fishing. (Micronesians i

i

now eat fish caught off their own shores, frozen, shipped to the

United States or Japan, canned, and shipped back to Micronesia •

for sale.) Most economic studies look to tourism and Micronesia's I
i

potential for bases as its major asset but see little prospect

that the Micronesians themselves will be able to exploit those i

resources_ Now, there is a growing belief that changes resulting i

i

I

I
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l from the Law of the Sea Conference will give Micronesla com-

mercial and legal control of the large quantities of tuna and other

l fish which are•regularly taken in the waters surrounding
Micro-

nesia. In addition, Palau may benefit from the construction of

! a multimillion dollar oil storage facility which Japanese in-

l terests are now considering. 'm
The question of Micronesia's economic development cannot

I be overemphasized. Its economy, even on many
of the outer islands,

is a long way from subsistence. Micronesia imported goods totaling

l $26 million in fiscal 1973. At the same time, Micronesia itself _ener-

I ated only $6 million of its budget and that largely from taxes
on the salaries of United States military operations in Kwajalein

! •• and the United States funded Trust Territory government. Another

$59.4 million was from funds appropriated by the United States.

l Repre.sentative Raymond Setik described the islands' dilemma starkly

l in a statement at the United Nations Trusteeship Council in 1975.
My colleagues and I from Micronesia would not feel •

| •so strongly about the lack of men, money, and materials

at this critical time if it were not for the yaung

l people of Micronesia. We are advised that 47 per cent

l of 52,000 Micronesians are under the age of 15 years
old. They are now being educated, for better or worse,

l in western context of education which tacitly im-
a

plies that if they do not stay in school to study and

I receive a diploma they •will not be able to find satis-

I fying and gainful employment But the question'which
must be asked is where will these graduates find

!
!
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employment? The Government today employs approxi-

mately 7,500 Micronesians. It is predicted that by I

1992 Micronesia's population will have doubled. Will I

the Goverment then employ 15,000 Micronesians? Who

will pay the taxes to meet the Government payroll by ]

1992, a date in time only 18 years distant when we

now have difficulty meeting our current payroll. Will

the new Government of Micronesiacontinue to expect I

Go receive large grants in aid from the United States

andoother foreign Governments to meet the cost of ]

their Government?

For administrative purposes, Micronesia is divided into I

six districts: Palau, Panape, Truk, and Yap in the Carolinas; the

Marshalls; and the Marianas. The current administrative arrange- I

ment has not always been used. Originally, Japan divided the I
territory into asfew as three districts. In 1977 Kusaie, now

a part of the Ponape District, will become a separate district. ]

The most heavily populated district is Truk, with a population of

32,732 (28 per cent of the total). Yap_is the smallest area in i

terms of population with 7,536 (6 per cent). Palau and the Marianas I
Districts are about the same size, with populations of 13,025 and •

13,381 respectively (approximately ii per cent each.) The Mar- I

shalls and Ponape also have similar figures of 24,248 and 23,723,

respectively. ]

The Department of the Interior is primarily responsible I
for the administration of Micronesia. Through its Office of

]
!
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I Territorial Affairs, Interior also _inisters Guam, the Virgin ....

I Islands, and American Samoa--al! _[_zries over which theUnited States claims sovereignty. Prior to its becoming.a

I Commonwealth, Puerto Rico was also administered by Interior.

A high commissioner, appointed by the President and con-

I :firmed by the Senate, is the principal United States goverment

i official in Micronesia. The high commissioner presides over a
government which resembles the government of the United States.

I That is, there are three branches: a bicameral' legislature

called the Congress of Micronesia; a judiciary, whose members

I are appointed by and may be removed by the. Secretary of the Interior_

i and the executive branch, which consists of the High Commissioner,
a cabinet, and an administrator for each district.

I However, the analogy between the organization of .the

United States government and the Micronesian government is mis-

I leading. The high Commissioner is an extension of, and takes

i instructions from, the Department _f the Interior,.which created
the Congress of Micronesia and the judiciary. Unlike the United

I States where the branches are coequal, the executive branch in

Micronesia-has final authority. The Congress of Micronesia may

I repass vetoed legislation, but the legislation nevertheless does

not become law if the high Commissioner's veto is upheld by the

I Secretary of the Interior. Similarly, the Congress of Micronesia

I controls those funds raised in Micronesia, but has only rec-

ommendatory powers regarding the funds appropriated by the United

I
I

!
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States for Micronesia. This is not to say that the Congress of i

Micronesia is without power. The Congress approves appointments i

of the high Commissioner and its views on appropriations cannot

be lightly dismissed, i

Since Micronesia is a strategic trust, the United i
States is allowed certain prerogatives to use the area for defense

purposes. Within the Department of Defense, the service most in- i

terested in Micronesia is the Navy, which at one time administered

Micronesia, Guam, and A_erican Samoa. Navy still retains a major i

influence over developments in nearby Guam. In addition> i
Army is interested in Micronesia and is responsible

for the Pacific Missle Range facility on Kwajalein in the MarShall i

Islands. The Coast Guard has a number of stations in Micronesia.

Plans call for a joint Navy-Air Force base on the island of Tinian

r_',in the Marianas, and the Marines have expressed an interest in i
. ..training facilities in Palau. The Department of State represents

the United States in all contacts with the United Nations. Within i

_he Department of State, the offices primarily responsible are the

Bureaus of East Asian Affairs, International Organizations, the i

Legal Adviser, and the United States Mission to the United Nations. i
The United States is represented on the United Nations Trusteeship

Council, which oversees trusteeship affairs. The Department of i

State annually submits to the United Nations reports on Micro-

nesia, but these are based on material furnished by the Department i

of the Interior. i

.

!



I In brief, American administration of far-flung
3

Micronesia can be divided into the following four periods:

I i. Following capture of the islands from Japan

I and continuing until signature of the Trusteeship Agreement of

1947, the United States Navy was responsible for administration

of the islands. "

I 2. From signature 0fthe Trusteeship Agreement
until 1951 when the islands were placed Under the civilian

I administration of the Department of the Interior, except for
most of theMarianas which were shortly returned to the Navy and

I remained under Naval administration until 1961.

3. From 1961 to 1969 when the Kennedy and Johnson

I administration began an accelerated education program; established

I the Council and laterthe.Congress of Micronesia; .improved

transFortation; and began planning for the territory's future

I political status.

i . 4,. From 1969 to the present when the Nixon and Ford
administrations continued improvements in Micronesia and in-

ibiated negotiations with _z.uLt_sianrepresentatives on "_^

island's futurepolitical status.

!
In the first two periods, the United States successfully

I postponed the dilemma inherent in the concept of a st'rategic

I trust. In the third and fourth periods, the Kennedy, Johnson,

Nixon and Ford administrations sought to put American military

I

I
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presence in Micronesia on a more permanent footing under United I

States sovereignty. It is on the last two periods that this

study concentrates. I

I
I

|

I

I
I
I

I
I

i

I

I
I

I

I
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Chapter I Footnotes

| ..
I. Stanley de Smith, Microstates and Micronesia

I (New York: New York University Press, 1970 ), pag e 128.

i 2. "Micronesia" means "tiny islands." The term i§
not to be confused with Polynesia, which means "many islands"

I or Melanesia, which means "black islands."

3. For a detailed history of Naval Administration,

I see Dorothy Richards three-volume work, U.S. Naval Admihis-

I tratiOn Of the Trust TerritOry Of the Pacific Islands (Washington,
D.C.: Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, 1957). E.J.

I Kahn's A Reporter in Micronesia (New York: W. W. Norton, 1966)

is useful, especially for the period to 1965. Other works are •

I referred to in the text.

!

!

.

!
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Chapter II

|The United States Position

I
Their search was simple--just find what's right

.!To insure a favorable plebiscite,

And see that the long-shelved Micro-nation - i
Would be American-owned by affiliation.

-Joe Murphy i

|
United States policy on Micronesia has for the most part []

been hidden from the public eye and has usually differed from
m

the policy statements of United States officials. For example,

stated pol _ _T i
_c_ has been in keeping with American anticoioniaiism

and support for self-determination. But what has motivated the
m

United States in Micronesia has been instead an assumption that i

Micronesia was "ours"--though its status might suffer a nominal m
|

the United States has always seemed to support

_thange. Similarly, i
he United Nations resolutions against separatist movements and

ithe fragmentation of territories. But United States policy seemed,

on the contrary, to support the concept of separatism for the

Marianas. SeParate administration, location of the capital on •

|I f
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Saipan, financial discrimination--all served (especially in the

absence of any program to promote unity in Micronesia) to encour-

i age the Marianas to think of themselves as set off from the rest
of Micronesia. And it is a fact that the United States was quick_

I to accept the Marianas break with the rest of Micronesia when __

it happened.

I In addition to being hidden from view, United States

i policy on Micronesia has also been confused and inconsistent,
arising as it has from interminable bureaucratic squabbles and

I suffering usually from a lack of attention of administrations

distracted by "larger" issues.

I Thus, United States policy on Micronesia has been emer-

I ging in two ways: the hidden policy has been forced out of hiding
by events and the inconsistencies and confusions have been re-

solved over the years as Micronesia has pressed for a change in
status.

i
Kennedy and Johnson Administrations

Initially, Micronesia did not ....._ .........._ _m

United Nations Trusteeship Council supervision of American admi-

nistration. Most United Nations attention was devoted to the

I larger, more populous territories of Africa and Asia. Visits
by United Nations Missions were brief formalities. In 1960,

I however, colonialism, even that internationally sanctioned under

the trusteeship system, came under sharp criticism. Newly inde-

pendent countries used the United Nations forum to press for
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an end to government by foreign countries. At the_1960 •United

Nations session, where Soviet Premier Khrushche_ banged•his shoe l

and Fidel Castro plucked chickens at a New York hotel, the General

Assembly "declared: " "

Immediate steps shall be taken in trust and non- l
self-governing territories or all other territo-

ries which have not yet attained independence, [

to transfer all powers to the peoples of those

territories, without any conditions or reservations, l

• in accordance with their freely expressed will [
and desire, with0ut any distincti0n as to race , •

creed or colour, in order to enable them to enjoy I

complete freedom and independence. I
Shortly after this Colonialism Declaration, the United

Nations Trusteeship Council, • which bY then had only Micronesia l"

and four other•territories under its jurisdiction, devoted de-

tailed attention to Micronesia fbr the first time. A United

Nations Mission .visited. Micronesia in 1961, and s_nce that time " [
similar missions have•visited the territory at three-year inter-

_a_s. " , I

The 1961 Visiting Mission to Micronesia was sharply •crit -

• |ical of American administration in almost every area: poor trans- .... _ . .

portation; failure to settle war damage claims; failure to ade- I
quately compensate for land taken for military purposes; poor

living conditions at the American missile range in the Marshalls; I

inadequate economic development; inadequate education programs; l

.!
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and almost nonexistent medical care.

I The Mission was particularly critical of the "political

consequences" of the continuing division of the administration

I of the territory between Navy and Interior. The Visiting Mission

i said that Saipan, under Navy administration, was benefiting from
"financial discrimination" at the expense of the remainder of

I Micronesia. In addition, the Visiting Mission felt that the

economic advantages available to Saipan as a result of larger

I expenditures by the military encouraged separatism. The Visit-

i fing Mission called on the United States to "take the heat out"

of the Marianas separatist movement, and included in its report
I material which indicated that United States Naval administrators

had encouraged the Saipanese to break away from the rest of Micro-

I nesia and ',reintegrate" with Guam.

i J Later, when the Trusteeship Council considered the Visit-
ing Mission report, U Thant, then the delegate of Burma and later

i Secretary General of the United Nations, sharply criticized sep-

arate administration and the promotion of separatism. The argu-

I ment of the United States that strategic considerations required

separate administration might be valid, said Thant, "in so far

!
as it does not adversely affect or retard the Territory's progress

I towards its prescribed goal of self-determination or independence

under the International Trusteeship System." Thant was particu-

I larly critical of a September 29, 1960,address tothe Saipan

i Legislature by the naval administration. The naval administra-
tor's statement, said Thant, spoke of the future of Saipan

!

I
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"as a separate entity apart and in isolation from the rest of I

the Trus.t Territory;" talked of developing Saipan. into. a_self-_. I

governing or independent entity; confused the people about the

final goals of trusteeship, andwould have the_ effect of"inten,
_°

sifying separatist tendencies rather.than promoting a sense of

• |
unity and territoriai consciousness."

Sharp criticism of separatism in th$ Marianas was consis- lt

tent with prevailing poiitical sentiment in the United Nations

against What is called "fragmentation." In its 1960 Declaration I

on Colonialism, the United Nations General AssSmbly had staunchly declared i
that !'any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the"

national unity and the territorial integrity of a country is I

incompatiblewith thepurposes and principles of the Charter

of the United Nations." l

During the sixties, other criticism of United States l
administration of Micronesia appeared in such journals as the

New Yorker, the Saturday Evening Post,.and the. Honolulu _tar E

Bulletin. Some articles were inspired by. United States officials

who thought publicity would result in improvements. Micronesia, i

which Rober_ Trumbull had called Paradise in Trust, was referred I
to as America's Paradise Lost, "Our Bungled Trust," the "Rust

_Territory"._. , (the term could have referred_ to either the c0rrugat_d.... , l

steel buildings which were used for schools, homes, and public

" |buildings or to the rusting relics of World War II), Burltis

" "Showcase of Neglect " l
"n Paradise, "The Forgotten Islands,

and "Trust Betrayed."

!
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According to one former Assistant Secretary of State,

I the report ofthe 1961 Visiting Mission and attendant publicity

stunned the new Kennedy administration--all the more so becuase

I neither the Visiting Mission nor the Trusteeship Council, which'

I endorsed the mission report, were dominated by anti-American_
countries or by the newly independent countries. Kennedy also

I realized that colonialism, even as
sanctioned in the form of

international trusteeship, was rapidly coming to a close. The time

I would soon come when pressures would build up in Micronesia and

I in the United Nations for self-determination. In his address
to the General Assembly on September 25, 1961, President Kennedy

I expressed the position the on
of United States colonialism.

Within the limits of our responsibility

I in such matters, my country intends to be a par-

I ticipant and not merely an observer, in the peace,

ful, expeditious movement of nations from the

i of colonies to the partnership of equals.
status

That continuing tide of self'determination, which

I runs so strong, has our sympathy and our support.

I But colonialism, in its harshest form,
is not only the exploitation of new nations by

I of dark skins light, or the subjugation
old, by

of the poor by the rich. My nation was once a

I colony, and we know what colbnialism means: the

I exploitation and subjugation of the weak by the
powerful, of the many by the few, of the governed

!
!
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who have given no consent to be _overned, what- I

ever their continent, their class, or their • i
i

color ....

Bet .US debate 6olonialis_ in fail--and .....

apply the principle of free choice and the prac-. []
L

|
tice of free plebiscites in every corner of the

globe. I

Kennedy's statement to the General Assembly sealed the United

States position inall subsequent debate on colonialism.

As a result of the criticism and of new sensitivity about •

colonialism, a series of new programs was begun in Micronesia.

The programs took-on increased importance when Kennedy himself I

became incensed over the number of people crippled by the rapid

spread of polio in the Marshall Islands at a time when vaccines -_

were readily available. The administration of the territory was i
m

moved from Guam, and, for the first time, to the Trust Territory

itself. The territory was united under a single civilian adminis- I

tration when Saipan, Tinian and Pagan were returned to the juris- []

diction of the Interior Department. An accelerated education

program was begun; English became the language of instruction; i

and large numbers of American teachers were employed. The Admi-

nistration Set State-side standards for health. United States -- I

appropriations for Micronesia, which had averaged $i million []
|annually between 1947 and 1952 and $5 million between 1947 and

1963, were raised to $15 million in 1963. •

I
I
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When the 1964Visiting Mission made its report, the en-

I tire tone different from the critical report of 1961. The mis-
was

sion noted "a great change" in United States policy. There was

I still extensive criticism, particularly of the absence of econo-

I mic development and of the failure to settle war damage claims
against the United States and Japan. However, the mission said

I it had the"first fruits" of a new policy--marked improve-observed

ments in education, medical care, transportation, and political

! •development,-which would transform Micronesia in ways which could

i not be fully foreseen.
As in 1961, the mission spoke out firmly against fragmen-

I tation. So did the Assistant Secretary of the Interior who met

" he said "favor fragmentationwith the mission. "We do not,

I of the Trust Territory." The mission noted the firm United States

i statement in favor of territorial unity and saw a reflection of
that policy in Micronesia. There were, the Mission found, encour-

| ,aging signs that "a nation of Micronesia--a Micronesian 'self,

as distinct from a collection of island communities--is emerging

I from what has been in reality no more than a haphazard grouping

i of islands and peoples which an accident of history brought under
the administration of a single__RQ_W_r as tu__tee." The mission

I expressed ±ts belief that the creation of a Micronesian self was

essential if self-determination was to be meaningful. The alter-

I native, it said, would be fragmentation--the "self-determination

of a multitude of separate islands or districts."

I
The 1964 Visiting Mission found United States officials

I vague about the future political status of Micronesia, but

!
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I
affirming that the United States did not "itself'contemplate 1

integration or having Micronesia come under American. sovereignty.,,_ i

All %hat could be said at the present stage, the Mission recalled

J " " '" ibeing informed by United States officials, "was that the range "

of. operations would start with independence and cover all other i
possibilities:-possibilities which were changing as the territory

developed." Actually, American officials were not being candid i

with the Visiting Mission. The full range of options might theo-

retically have been available, but American policy was secretly, i

aimed at a single option--some kind Of permanent association with i
the 0nited States. The'only thing left unclear was how that ob-

jective would be achieved, i

The policyhad been set forth by National Security Action

Memorandum 145, issued by President Kennedy on April 18, !962, i

almost two years before the 1964 Visiting Mission. NSAM 145 .i
established an interagency Task Force consisting of representa-

tives of the Departments of In_erior, Defense, State, and Health, i

Education and Welfare, to oversee policy development and imple- ,

mentation for Micronesia. John A. Carver, Assistant Secretary i

of the Interior for Public Land Management (1961 to 1964),, later i i
UnderseCretary of the Interior (i964 to 1966), chaired the group.

Harlan Cleveland,. Assistant Secretary of State for International ..... I

Organization Affairs, represented the Department of State.

NSAM 243 of May 9, 1963, established a survey mission i

headed by Harvard Economics Professor and later Assistant Secre- i
tary 0f State for Economic Affairs Anthony N. Solomon to visit

|
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Micronesia and report on economic, social, educational and poll-

tical developments. The group was to lead-
"make recommendations

ing to the formulation of programs and policies for an accelera-

I ted rate of development so that the people may make an informed

I and free choice as to their future, in accordance with U.S. re-
sponsibilities under the. Trusteeship Agreement." The Solomon

I group visited in the summer of 1963. Its three-volume
Micronesia

report was submitted late that summer. At first those parts (volumes

I II and III) of the report which discussed social, educational

I and economic developments were unclassified, but the entire con-
tents were promptly classified at the insistence of the Depart-

I ment of State. State officials ostensibly did not wish criticism

contained in the report to be used against the United States at

I the United Nations. More important, they did not wish to make

i public the secret political policy objectives which were referred
to throughout volumes II and III.

i The economic and social volumes of the Solomon have
Report

since been declassified after the excision of controversial poli-

I tical information by the Department of State. However, the NSAM's

l and volume I on political development remain classified.
! An indication of American policy and of the content of

still classified volume I can be found in the October 1971,

Young Microneslan, a newsletter published by Micronesian students

I at the University of Hawaii. The students reprinted the entire

il introduction and summary of the Solomon Report (See Appendix I-),
im This paper disclosed for the first time the official rationale

| ..
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I
and description of United States policy objectives in Micronesia:

For a variety of reasons, in.the.almost. _ _ . I
°

twenty years of U.S. control, physical facilities "

: .... " " " " " • Ih_ye. further deteriorated in many a_eas, the eco_
• .

nomy has remained relativelydormant and in many I
ways retrogressed, while progress toward social

development has been slow. The people remain largely Il

illiterate and inadequately prepared to participate

in political, commercial.and other activities •of I

more than a rudimentary character. The great ma- I
• jority depend l'argely upon subsistence agriculture--

fruit and nut-gathering--and fishing. As a result, _ I

criticism of the trusteeship has been growing in _ " Ithe U.N. and the U.S. press--and, in certain ways, •

among Micronesians. I
Despite a lack of serious concern for

the area until quite recently Micronesia i_ said _ I

to be essential to the U.S. for security reasQns.

iWe cannot give the area up, yet time is runnin_

out,for the U.S._in the sense that we will soon I
be the only nation left administering a trust

o

territory. The time could come_ and shortly, when _ I

the pressures in the U.N. for a settlement of the Istatus of Micronesia could become more than embar-

rassing. I
In recognition of the problem, the Presi-

dent, on April 18, 1962, approved NSAM No. 145, I

I
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I
which set forth as U.S. policy the movement of

i icronesia into a permanent relationship with the

U.S. within our political framework. In keeping

i with that goal, the Memorandum called for accele-

I rated development of the area to bring its poli-
tical, economic, and social standards into line

i with,an eventual permanent association.

i In order to implement this policy, Solomon thought three
key steps were necessary: preparation and timing of a "favorable"

i plebiscite; development of the type and cost of capital improvement

and operating program.s needed to "insure" a favorable vote; and

I improved coordination, especially between Washington and the

i Trust Territory government to insure that the necessary politi-
cal strategy and development program could be implemented "with

i reasonable efficiency and effectiveness."

The report recommended an '!integrated master plan for

i action" which by fiscal year 1968 would achieve three objectives:

i a) Winning the'plebiscite and making Micronesia a United
States territory under circumstances which will:

i (i) satisfy somewhat conflicting interests of the

Micronesians, the U.N., and the U.S. along lines

I satisfactory to the Congress ; (2) be appropriate °

to the present political and other capabilities of

l
the Micronesians, and (3) provide sufficient flexi-

i bility in government structure to accomodate to

whatever measure of local self-government the

i
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Congress might grant to Micronesia in later years

b) Achieving rapidly the minimum but satisfactory social
• . • ° • . .

standards in education, public health, etc.

• |2

c) Raising.cash incomes through"the development of the .....

current, largely crop-gathering subsistence economy.

•. |
There were, said the report, "unique elements" in the

delicate problem of M±cronesia and the attainment of United States I

objectives that urgently required the agreement of the President B

and the Congress as to the guidelines for United States action. I

These elements were:

. ." Io

i) The United States was."moving counter to the anti-

colonial movement!' and was "breaching its own policy since World I

War I of not acquiring new territorial possessions."
D

2) Of all eleven United Nations trust territories, Micro- _I

nesia would be the only trusteeship which did not terminate in

independence or merger with a contiguous country but affiliated

with the administering power. I

3) If termination as the United States proposed was

vetoed, it "might have to decide to proceed with a series of i

actions that would make the trusteeship a dead issue_ _t lea_t

from. the Micronesian viewpoint."

. 4) Nicro.nesia would_ for the foreseeable future, have '_ I

to be subsidized.

5) While a subsidy could be justified as a "strategic I

rental," it would amount to $300 annually per Micronesian and •
|

could be reduced only with long-range planning.

I
• • m• •
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I
6) None of the objectives could be realized without

"a modern and more efficient concept of overseas territorial

administration than was evident in the prevailing approach of
the quasi-colonial bureaucracy in the (present) Trust Territory

I Government."

AmOng other things, the Mission recommended that a pleb-

iscite present a choice between independence and "permenent af-

filiation" with the United States. The Mission thought an in-

dependence option Was safe since it detected "little desire" for

independence, and, in any event, its recommended programs, if

successful, would dispose Micronesians toward the United States.

Few details are given in the summary of the natur@ of a

post-plebiscite government, although these are said to be dis-

I cussed in detail in Volume I of the report It is clear, how-

i ever, that the nature of "self-government" troubled the Solomon

group. The report speaks of the "many-pronged dilemma" of Satis-

i fying United Nations demands and the expectations of increasingly

sophisticated Micronesians for "self-government or independence."

I "On the other hand," the report states, "consideration must be

given to the need for continued adequate control by the U.S. and
the traditional attitudes of the Congress toward the organization

of territorial government," as well as the clear limitations on

the ability of Micronesians to govern themselves.

I In the final analysis, the report recommended the "appear-

I ance" of self-government through an elected legislature and Micro-
nesian chief executive. The United States would retain "adequate

|
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I
control" through continuationof an appointed United States High

I_ommis.sioner (similarto the then United States administration .
!

in "Qkinawa). The power s of t'be High C0mmissibner could, range. I
from:

" a) The. minimum of being able to'withhold all or any " I

part of the U.S. funds going to the Micronesian govern-

ment and the authority to declare martial law and I

assume all. legislative and executive powers when the .I
security of the U.S. so requires; tb

• b) the maximum additional power of vetoing all iaws,. I

confirming the Chief EXecutive's appointments of

key. department directors and dismissing the Chief I

Executive and dissolving the legislature at any time. I

Though classified, the Solomon Report was immediately

controversial within the government• Interior officials looked I

upon many of the recommendatiqns as '!mischievous" and maintain I

that all the "appropriate and feasible" recommendations were , •

• iimplemented. A1thoug_ the report spoke of the importance of

.satisfying Congress, there was little effort to bring Congress i

- I
in on the report. It was never formally given to Congress, but

was appa.rently.,passed to House, Interior Committee staffers surrep- I"' -- ° 4_ - .... _ .

titiously

On the whole, the Solomon recommendations represented I

an effort to reconcile altruism and United States self-lnterest.

Implementation of the Solomon recommendations would have resulted I

in an immediate increase in all aspects of Micronesia's development, I

!
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I an actual fulfillment of long neglected obligations under the

Trusteeship Agreement. That this was being done also in the in-

I terest of the United States was no less cynical than the concept

I of strategic trusteeship.
However, the Young MicrO neSian described the group's rec-

•I ommendations as "a ruthless five-year plan to systematically _

Americanize Micronesia into a permanent association in clear and

I conscious defiance ot its trusteeship obligations." The Palau

newspaper Tia Belau and the American organization, Friends of Mi-

• cronesia (started by returned PeAce Corps volunteers), described

I the Solomon Report as "America's ruthless blueprint for the assim-
ilation of Micronesia."

I ........• In 1971, the Micronitor (now called the Micronesia Inde-

i pendent), a weekly newsPaper published in the Marshall Islands,
carried the following poem by editor Joe Murphy, a former Peace

i Corps volunteer.
APOEM

i_ Dedicated to the Wonderful and l.nspring Men

Who comPrised the Solomon Mission

I July'August 1963

I
On the 18th of April in '62

I _With afresh wind blowing, and skies of blue

The Pres approved memo one-forty-five

I And the So.lomon Committee sprang alive.

I

I
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Eight summers ago--in '63 I
Nine men came out from the Land of the Free

To the sunny trust isles, facts to find-.- . I

As well as assess the islanders' mind.

!
Their search was simple--just find'what's right "

To insure a favorable plebiscite, I

And see that the iongrshelved Micro-nation I
Would be American-owned by affiliation.

Yes, out they came, these nine great guys

To serve as the President's personal., eyes "I
And determine which wa@ the natives would go

When the status winds began to blow. I

The objectives were stated as a, .b, and c I

And were geared to do everything rapidly.

Their outline proclaimed that the Trust Islands' fate I

Could be sealed and delivered by late '68. I

In motif their work was 'American Colonial'

But knowing this bothered them not one i-on-ial, i

For these were old men who remembered the .WAR . I
And knew that the islands had long been a whore

To SPafiiards and. Germans and Nip pons ,and such .. -- I

--'Protectors' who screwed without paying much. I

Their final plan was really quite simple,

And resembled the act of picking a pimple. I

I
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- After starting a TT-wide Congress as head

I They fill it with loads of Commonwealth bread,

I And when it gets soft and ready to flow,
They pump in some plebiscite fever and blow.

I The name of the game was 'Follow the Leader'

i And the •Solomon crew swore nothing was neater.

They also suggested that leaders be caught

I By leadership grants and to Washington brought.

I And even commented that kids in school

Could be curriculated toward American rule,

I Adding that scholarships in gay profusion

i Could win the voters through confusion.

To top this off, they said PCV's

I Will teach "The West" for chicken feed

I And a dash of Social Security, please

(To replace the function of coconut trees)

i _ Will guarantee, without a doubt,

i That Microne'sians won't get out.

The Solomon Report was submitted to the President on

I October 9, 1963, and was followed by NSAM 268, which apparently

i irected that the interagency group proceed with the implementa-
tion of the report•'s recommendations. One official recalls that

I in a covering memorandum attached to NSAM 268, a White House of-

ficial passed along President Kennedy's request that he be

"I

I

I
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notified by November 30, 1963, of the date for a plebiscite in I

Micronesia. I
Kennedy died on November 22, 1963, and it is idle to "

speculate what. policy he wouldohave foli_wed withregard to. Micro-: I

nesia's future statu's. One former State Department official

. |
recalls asking an Interior official about the plebiscite date

shortly after Kennedy!s death and being told that there was a I

new President! In any event, the interagency group disappeared

(along with any real focus on Micronesia), although there were I

numerous efforts to revive or re-establish an ".interagency body .on Micronesian questions. Pressure from the White House decreased I

notably as New Frontier activists left government and as Vietnam I
vied for and quickly won the attention of White House staffers. -

The Department of the Interior once again had almost sole I

responsibility for the islands. But none of the big issues had I
been resolved. Interior and Defense on the one side, and State

and the United States Mission to the United Nations on the other I

side, spent the next five years arguing essentially three ques-

tions: i

l) Must independence be included on a plebiscite? State

said yes, for political and legal reason_ and staunchly maintained

_that it was responsible for interpreting the legal requirements• I

of the Trusteeship Agreement-. Interior said no, arguing that

either self-government or independence had to be offered, not I

both. Interior argued that self-government was the only status I
consistent with Article 6 of the Trusteeship Agreement, which

!
I

I ......... I" " I'_1 1 I ------
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! •
states that the new status should be "appropriate to the parti-

! .cular circumstances of the territory and its peoples andthe freely ,..

expressed wishes of the peoples concerned." Defense straddled

I the fence but essentially agreed with Interior on the grounds-

I that inclusion of independence risked loss of a strategically
important territory. The issue remained basically unresolved

I even the administration. _
in Nixon

2) Must the territory be fully selflgoverning? Again,

I State said yes and Interior disagreed. State argued that self-

I government meant just that and cited United Nations guidelines
on when a territory was no longer self-governing. Interior, on

! •the other •hand, argued that Micronesia was not ready for complete

self-government and that Congress was not willing to grant Micro-

I nesia a larger measure of autonomy than currently being enjoyed

i y the more advanced United States territories of Guam and the
Virgin Islands. As one former Interior official put it, for

i State, status a condition; Interior,
Puerto Rico' s was minimum for

• American Samoa's status and maybe Guam's were the maximum to be

I offered Micronesia.

[] 3) Must a self-governing Micronesia be allowed to un_i-
[]

laterally end a status of association with the United States?

I State said yes. Interior and Defense disagreed. State cited

United Nations resolutions which provided that a territory which

I opted for a status short 0f independence or for full integration

i ith another state, must have the right to unilaterally alter
its status if it later wished to do so. In State's view,

!
| "
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a properly developed United States-Micronesian relationship based Ii

on friendship and interdependence ran little risk of an abrupt.. -- . I
or unilateral change. On the other han_, both Intsridr and De-

" " " I_ense argued that an opt-out provision was unacceptable for str a-

tegic reasons and for the precedent it would provide for'other

|United States territories. Congress,-it was argued, had not even

given such a privilege to Puerto Rico. I
Ruth Van Cleve, Director of Interior's office of Terri-

tories from 1964 to 1969 and before thatfor ten years Interior's I

Assistant Solicitor for Territories, acknowledges sharp differen-

ces within the Executive Branch in herbook, The Office" o__fT__erri=. I

torial Affairs. She writes: I
In connectionwith this question of the Trust

Territory's future, the interested dePartments I

of the executive branch--principally State, De-

fense, and Interior--had (and have) particular I

and primary concerns that necessarily differ: .. I
the posture of the United States vis-a-vis the

rest of the world, and particularly the United i

Nations; the security interests of the United

States; and good government for and the well'being I

of.the, Micronesian. people. In ,the 1960s these " •.-" • I
concerns proved impossible to reconcile within

the executive branch itself , even though during ,, I

this period there was substantial evidence that

the Micronesians would then have welcomed close I

I

I
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and permanent political association with the

l United States .... Territorial status, similar

to that of Guam, seemed to be what the Microne-

I sians then wanted. But while close and permanent

l associati0n between the United States and the _.
Trust Territory was regarded as acceptable to

l the U.S. Congress, that status would almost surely

have encountered extreme hostility at the United

l Nations. Any political status for the Trust

Territory that would be easily acceptable at the

I United Nations would, on the other hand, then

I have encountered extreme hostility in the U.S.2
Congress.

,l Van Cleve obscures and over-simplifies the differences

l between the three agencies, particularly when she implies that

only Interior was interested in "good government for and the

"l well-being of the Micronesian people. ''3 It would be more accurate

'to state t_at on territorial affairs, Interior was concerned with

I its posture vis-a-vis Congress just as State was concerned with

l world opinion and United States obligations. Interior, correctly,
thought Congress, as then organized, would reject any status which

l might meet the prevailing United Nations criteria for self-govern-

ment.

l In the circumstances, the administration had two alter-

l _ natives. One alternative was to reach a single executive branch "
policy decision and press for congressional approval. However,

!

!
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Micronesia competed poorly with Vietnam and even most other In- I

terior programs. There was not enough sustained; high-level I
attention available to raise complicated status issues t@ the -

.presidential level for resoluti0n. / .... _ •I

It" was Interior which proposed the time-tested alterna-

• !tive device for resolving--or shelving--resolution of a sticky

problem: oa presidential commission. Interior's idea was to I
create a commission by act of Congress. The commission would

involve representatives of the Micronesians, the Congress, and I

interested government agencies. The partlcipation of Congressmen

would involve, and partially obligate Congress in the implementa- I

tion of the _commission's recommendations. At the same time, the I
Congress of Micronesia was petitioning President Johnson to es-

tablish a commission which would consult with the Micronesian I

people, so that Micronesians could freely express their views

and political alternatives could be determined. I

However, even these status commission proposals ran into

bureaucratic difficulties and delays. It was difficult to reach
°

agreement on legislative proposals because each agency sought i

to advance its position on Micronesia's future status by includ-

ing that position in the commission's terms of reference. A bill

was finally sent to Congress in 1967 after what Ruth Van @leve _ I
describes _s "a legisiative clearance p_ocess that involved more

Cabinet-level visitations and importunings than any piece of I4
legislation in the Office of Territories' history."

But in the final analysis, the draft legislation used I

!

!
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the exact but unclear language of the Trusteeship Agreement

I ("self-government or independence") • and left to•the proposed

Commission the determination•of the meaning of "self-government"

I and of whether both "self-government" and "independence" must

i appear on a plebiscite. In other words, _he basic differences
within the executive were not •resolved. Even Undersecretary

I of State •Nicholas Katzenbach's exPlanation to the Senate Subcom-

mitteeon Interior and Insular affairs•used the inexact language

I of the Trusteeshi_ Agreement. Left to executive sessions and

i informal lobbying was the continuation of the State-Interior
disagreement on the amount of autonomy which had to be offered

I in order to fulfill United States trusteeship obligations in

Micronesia.

I Katzenbach did not address the basic differences in the

i definition of "self government", but he was clear, and precise
about the problems he thought would arise if there were mistakes

i in the timing of events in Micronesia. He saw considerable dam-

age in not holding a plebiscite in Micronesia by June 30, 1972.

I That timing, he said, avoided two dangers: delay could create

serious disappointments and cause grave difficulti@s at a later

I time; on the other hand, a premature plebiscite would not allow

I time to permit the education necessary if Micronesians were to

make a meaningful choice, nor allow time.to prepare for implemen-

I tation of the alternative chosen.

I Katzenbach's•testimony was particularly prophetic.
The accelerated education program (including the university

| •
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5 !
training of Micronesians in political science and sociology ),

the addition of large numbers of Peace Corps volunteers, @n d the I

creation of the Congress of Micronesia had set in motion a pro-

' * " "" * " " Icess which, could not be reversed but would underscore th$ need

to resolve Micronesia's status.. I
While the bureaucracy delayed and argued, the Microne-

sians, despairing of ever seeing a United States status commis- If

sion, took matters into their own hands and created their own

status commission. In the final _nalysis,. delay jeopardized I

the attainment of American policy objectives. Status commission I
legisration _ever got through Congress; the Micronesians, having

taken the initiative, then more or less outgrew the status that I _

the United states had, with such confident assurance, reserved

for them. I

But all the delay had its impact on the Micronesians I •

too, for the longer they • waited, the more dependentthey became

on United States money and the more difficult it was for _hem I

to consider going it alone as an independent country..

i

The Nixon Administration I

The Nixon administration was almost immediately seized

with the M_cronesia qUestlon When Nixontook office in 1969. ....

Administration officials g_ve the impression that nothing had I
been done before then to resolve Micronesia's status. Secretary

of the Interior Hickel recalls in Who Owns America? that within I

less than a month, his staff called to his attention information

I
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I
that the United States was likely to be sharply criticized during

I the next session of the United Nations General Assembly for
6

"mishandling" Micronesia. Another version of the Nixon admini-

I stration's initial interest in Micronesia.'s future status has

I the question arising in the context of the so-called Nixon.Doc-7
trine, first enunciated on Guam.

I Howeve.r, it is clear from the Solomon Report, among others.,

i that the effort to resolve Micronesia's status predates the Nixon
administration. And, as will be seen in a discussion of the

I strategic importance of Micronesia, general plans for military

facilities in Mi0ronesia grew out of perceived contingency needs

I which also Predate the Nixon administration. Specific military

base plans grew out of the necessity to specify military land

I
requirements if progress was to be made in negotiations with the

i .Micronesians.

There is evidence, h0wever, that the Nixon administra-

i tion's attention was drawn to Micronesia as an outgrowth of the

already existing bureaucratic struggles between the Department

I of State and the Department of the Interior.

I The Nixon administration had re-established and central-
ized the role of the National Security Council in determining

I and coordinating •foreign policy questions. Richard sneider,

a foreign service officer who had been involved in the Microne-

I sian questions as a result of having handled Micronesian war dam-

I .age claims discussions with the Japanese, joined the NSC staff
to handle East Asian questions. State Department officials drafted

i

i
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and informally sent to Sneider the suggestion and language for

a directive which would once again formally place Micro_esia under .. I

interagency scrutiny. The appropriate directive was issued bY

" °" o' _ Ithe Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, ..

Henry A. Kissinger, at the direction of the President. The direc- I
tive called for a new study of the Micronesian question by an

intera_ency group headed by Interior, but reporting not to the I

NSC Review Group chaired by Kissinger, as State had suggested,

but to the new NSC Undersecretaries Committee, chaired first by I

Undersecretary of State Elliot Richardson and later by Undersec- I o

retary of State John N. Irwin. The Undersecretaries Committee

included the head of the Joint Chiefs, the Deputy Secretary of I

Defense, a representative of the CIA, the Assistant to the Presi-

dent for National Security Affairs (who almost never attended), I

and, for purposes of the Micronesia study, the Undersecretary I

of the Interior. Thus, State succeeded again in one of its long-

held aims, which was to focus in_era_eney attention on Micro - I

nesia, albeit at a lower level _. Ironically, State would subse- i
quently lose on most of the policy issues.

The Undersecretaries Committee was one way of g_tting I

priority for Micronesian programs. Appropriations increased from

$39 million in 1969 to $5,9.8 million in 1971. 'Defense provided -" I

civic action teams for badly needed road and sanitary construc- I
tion projects. Greater responsibility was given to the Congress

of Micronesia. Micronesians were rapidly moved into governmental I

positions, and by 1973, Micronesians served as administrators

I
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I i. .

of all areas except Yap. (That position was held by an Ameri-

i Can from Guam.) The Trust Territory government also decentralized

many of its activities.

i However• as carried out, "Micronesianization', and decen-

i tralization of the government had distinct disadvantages for
Micronesian unity. The new Micronesian government officials were

i largely placed in their home districts on the substantially justi-

fiable grounds that Palauans should govern Palau, and Yapese

i should govern Yap. Among other things• home assignments resulted

i in substantial savings in travel and housing allowances. Simi-
larly• decentralization of government is normally a desirable

i objective. In Micronesia, however, home assignments and decen-

tralization tended to reinforce parochialism and factors of dis -_

i unity. Micronesia needed more interdistrict activities, such as

a e_*_ ....._ junior college and a vocational school which. J . •

it got, and regular rotation of Micronesian officials throughout

i the districts, which it did not get. For political and economic

reasons• Micronesia needs a deliberate scattering of specialized

i functions among the districts. (For example, in the age of jet

transportation• there is no reason why some of the relatively

i sophisticated laboratory facilities at the Truk Hospital need

i to be duplicated in other districts.) Failure to promote district
interdependence worked directly against the administration's an-

i nounced policy of a unified Micronesia.

The Undersecretaries Committee also took definite policy

i decisions on the issueS which, between 1963 and 1969, had been

l

i ..
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mcontended between the Departments of Interior, State, and Defense.

Ruth Van Cleve writes that the new movement seemed to indicate

that the "inter-departmental warfare" had ceased" "The Foreign

"Service,",.she Said, "has swept the State DeDartment offi'cers to |• °

new posts, and their key Interior adversaries are also elsewhere.

8 IHarmony has returned."
\

Van Cleve's view is only partially correct. It implies
e

that bureaucratic differences between the agencies were largely

personal rather than substantive, a conclusion which the facts I

do not support. The new administration did us@ new personnel,

many of whom were entirely unfamiliar •with Micronesia and with

the fundamental questions at issue. More important, as will be l

seen from a discussion of initial proposals to the Mic_onesians,

the Nixon administration restored "harmony" largely by adopting

the Interior and Defense Department positions. "Harmony" resulted

from overruling the long-held State Department view on such issues

as fragmentation, the inclusion of independence on a plebiscite, l

and the definition of "self-government." .This was to prove a

costly error. Not until the administration _as willin_ to enter- i

rain Micron_sian proposals along the lines of those advocated

• |- °

by the Department of State was there to be progress in its nego-

tiations. _ •
|

!

BureauCratic Infighting "l

Bureaucratic fighting among State, Interior, and Defense

(particularly the Navy) was not limited to the question of Micro- I

nesia's future status but has characterized the United States

|

!
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whole, this dissension has worked to the detriment of both Micro-

.....nesi-an and United States interests. Events concerning Micronesia--

'. . "_

from the establishment of a strategic trust to the onset of United

I States-Micronesia negotiations--have always taken place against

a backdrop of bureaucratic in-fighting.

i An insight into Interior-State Department bickering is

i found in the Van Cleve book. At one point Van Cleve writes that
State and Interior Territorial personnel "got along swimmingly"

I through the years. HOwever, the whole of Van Cleve's discussion

of Interior-State relations seemsto imply--and she later states--

i what most officials candidly admit: relations between State and

Interior on Micronesia were poor throughout most of the sixties.

l Van Cleve writes:

i Faced with U.N. criticism of the United States'

territorial and Trust Territory administration

i during the mid-1960's, the State Department mot

_,,_p_ngly decided that it could do Interior's

I job better than Interior was doing it. And Inte-

I rior, although accustomed to receiving advice

from a wide variety of sources, found itself grow-

I ing testier and testier with each new State De-

e partment incursion into its area of responsibility.So as criticism from U.N. sources of U.S. admini-

I

I

I
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stration increased, so did disharmony between I

State and Interior personnel. Ikey
I

Viewed form the Office.of Territories standpoint,
g

it appeared that Sbate Department employees were

all over the executive branch inspiring " Iboun_ing

agencies to de things to make U.S. territorial

administration look better, but always leaving

the message that Interior must be the last to I

know. The amount of energy and imagination employed

by some of State's people was phenomenal, as was I

their lack of candor. Inevitably the State-inspired
B

plans, generally in the form of another agency's I

project to do something "for" a territory or the

Trust Territory, would surface. Sometimes they

would surface through the good offices of a friend I

in the other agency, who would ring up to tell

Interior what was going' on; sometimesthey sur-

faced because the other agency, having not quite "

got the word, would telephone, the Office of Terri-
f

I

tories for information that agency needed to I

plan a helpful project. Whenever the project

did emerge, Interior'needed to run fast to catch up.. _ .... _

The most sensational effort was one conducted I

for several months during 1966, when a highly

placed State Department official sought "unoffi- I

cially" to cause the transfer of administration .-

|
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I of all the Trust Territory from Interior to State--

I with never a word to Interior. He failed, as9
befits one employing improper means.

i Van Cleve accurately cites the different functions and

I interests of the two agencies but also implies that State was
nosy, indecisive, cunning, and acted With an air of superiority.

i On the other hand, State Department officials found Interior

provincial, staid, bureaucratic, and most of all afraid of Con-

i gress to the point of being unwilling to recommend policies In-

i terior thought correct but knew were strongly opposed in the
Congress. Secretary of the Interior Udall, said one former high

i official of the Department of State, was progressive and in the

spirit of the "new frontier" on most matters , but not on M_cro-

i nesia. The official speculated that Udall simply never got deeply

_onc±_d_u that it was not worth

i involved in Micronesia or had ^ _'" _
spending his capital in the Congress.

The Peace Corps, which began operations in Micronesia

i in 1966, also jumped into the inter-agency crossfire. Originally,

. it had been concluded that Micronesia was not sufficientlY for-
eign for inclusion in Peace Corps programs. However, Ross

i Pritchard, an energetic Peace Corps official, encouraged by State

Department officials, particularly Ambassador Arthur Goldberg

I and the United States representative'on the United Nations Trust-

i eeship Council, Ambassador Eugenie Anderson, and by Micronesians,.
pushed hard for a Peace Corps program not only in Micronesia

I

!
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!
but in other Pacific islands as well. The Micronesia Peace Corps

program was massive--for the •Peace Corps and for Micronesia._ ,_• I
r • " ,"

At one point there was almost one Peace Corps volunteer for every

.6he hundred Microndsians. They worked as teachers, in community

development and as business and legal•advisers. They were young,

|
idealistic, and enthusiastic. They spoke the languageand lived

closer t•o the people than any foreigners haddone previously. It

Many of them became critical of American officials in Micronesia

and of the • Interior Department. I

The most serious problem occured, not with Interior I
(although it w$1comed the result) but with the Defense Depart-

ment over Peace Corps lawyers Peace Corps lawyers began to I

teach Micronesians about their rights and encouraged chffllenges

to previously unchallenged land practices. The Pentagon saw I

such challenges as dangerous political agitation which might I
adversely affect the political status desired by the United States.

More immediately, the Micronesians were discoverin _ ways to pro- I

-tect their land. The result was a decision by the Nixon adminis-

trat•ion to phase out the-Peace Corps legal program. The problem I

was to arise_again however,_ when lawyers from the Office of Eco- I
nomic Opportunity also challenged administration practices.

This time thehigh, commissioner was overruled, in his. disappr°val_.. , I

of a legal program.

!Differences between agencies in Washington were matched

by differences between Washington and American officials in Micro- I
nesia. Some of the latter were conscientious and probably made

!

!
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the most of the niggardly resources with which they worked.

H However, most American officials in Micronesia came under sharp

H criticism, especially in the Solomon Report, as incompetent.
Many were holdovers from Navy or former Interior Department offi-

H cials who had been forced to leave the Alaska and Hawaii admini-

stration when those territories became states. Some were rejects

D from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In "exile" in Micronesia

g they were away from and insensitive to new international politi-
cal pressures. Protected by their civil service status, they

! were vulnerable to the charge of perpetuating their positions

rather than fulfilling developmental Obligations which would have

g resulted in their replacement by Micronesians. In any event,

g long before Micronesians had assumed posts of district administra-
tors, a number of Micronesians were more capable than the Ameri-

i can officials.

Friction between Washingtqn and the high commissioner

has taken some bizarre turns. At one point, low level White

H House officials in the'Kennedy administration decided to fire
High Commissioner M. W. Goding, whose tenure gave rise to the

H "In Goding we trust." Word reached Goding,
affectionate slogan,

who had his Senate Patron ask President Kennedy about his status.

D With no knowledge of Goding, Kennedy responded favorably and

i Goding's position was thus secure--at least for a while. Told
later what he had done, Kennedy reprimanded his staffers, "That'll

D teach you s.o.b.'s to let me know what is going on."

History repeated itself in the second term of the Nixon

B administration. Interior officials had decided to replace High

!
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Commissioner Edward Johnston. Two reasons were advanced. First,

Johnstonl,.who was looked upon favorably by the M$@ronesians , _. I

had served six years in an isolated..,area and. had "developed.Pr0-"' " I
blems" whic_ made it difficult for him tohandle some situations

wisely and without bias. Second, Jphnston was a POlitical appoin- I

tee and could not be expected to have some of the professional

sensitivity necessary during status negotiations. The idea was I

to appoint a senior foreign service officer who would be more I
sensitive to the views of Washington and _ould carry out instruc-

tions with fewer questions. A list was prepared of Several FSOs I'

of ambassadorial rank and at least one was interviewed.

As in the Goding case, Johnston became aware of his planned I

ouster and through the office of Senator Fong (R. Hawaii) had ii
the plan killed.

It is with the above background of poor administration

and bureaucratic in, fighting at all levels that the United States _I

and Micronesians began negotiations of future status.- Later we .I
shall discuss the negotiations in detail. First, however, it

is necessar_ to examine 'the international legal and political I

factors involved in changing Micronesia's status and the strategic

rationale _n which the United States policy i.s .based. ...

I

I

I

I
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Footnotes Chapter II

i i. The implication, opposed by the Department of State,

i was that the United States could end the Trusteeship Agreement

without United Nations approval.

i 2. Ruth Van Cleve, The office of Territorial Affairs

i (New York: Praeger, 1974), page 142.3. Van Cleve is not alone in making this characterization.

i Similar views were expressed in interviews with other Interior
officials and with some members of Congress.

l 4 Van Cleve, Territorial Affairs, page 142.

5. one former Trust Territory education official suggests

i that the Micronesians should have been studying agriculture,

i marine biology, nursing and medicine--subjects which are develop-
ment related.

• • j

i 6. Walter Hickel, Who Owns America? (New York: Warner Paper-

back Library, 1974); page 188.

i .... 7. The Nixon Doctrine was repeatedly cited in interviews

i by _i_,o_, See also .......H _.r_ _ M_ .... •
. ,........ j strategists. • T.... . ..... , _., _........ esla

and U.S. Pacific Strategy: A Blueprint for the 1980's] (New York:

i Praeger Publishers, 1974).

8. Van Cleve, Territorial Affairs, page 179.

i 9. Ibid, page 179. Note: We can find no verification

i f such an effort. There were State Department efforts to make
an individual in the White House responsible for policy and an

i effort to have the high commissioner replaced by a Peace Corps

!
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official. Van Cleve is correct, however_ about the bad blood

!which, apparently, does not disappear with time. -JohnA. Carver, •

.Jr,, who as Assistant. Secretary .(1961-64 ).and later Undersecretary_." ' N
of the lhterior (1964-66) was the highest official at _nterior ° " ..

usually dealing with Micronesia, devoted one of his three para- -. 'I

graphs in the introduction of the Van Cleve book to bureaucratic

hassles: "Other participants may not agree with her. One cannot n

imagine the Department of State people or the Peace Corps 'Estab- I

lishment' concurring in her assessment of their activities, in

certain respects.• Some key figures over several national adminis- I.

trations will look in vain for their names, and some will not

have the perception to be grateful." n

I

!

n
"° • J m

!• J

.!

n
.
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I Chapter III
Sel_Determination for Micronesia:

I Some International, Legal, and Political Factors

I The United States feels that it must

record its opposition, not to the principle

I of independence, to which no people could

i be more consecrated than the people of the
United States, but to the thought that

i it could possibly be achieved within any
foreseeable future in this case.

i -Warren Austin

I . Following American occupation of the islands and be-

fore the final defeat of Japan, a debate took place within

I the United States government as to what the United States

I relationship with Micronesia should be after the war. It
was clear from the Cairo Declaration of 1943 between

I Churchill, Roosevelt, and Chiang Kai-shek that Japan would

lose the islands; but it was unclear who would inherit

I
m \
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!
Lhem. Convinced by the lessons of the war that American

i

.qoDtrol. of the. area was essential to national s@cu_ity,_ . I.

military officials argued that in light of the substantial
P

• . . .. •

d h

losses in terms-of American.lives and material in securing

the.islands, the United States. was entitled to exercise " i

territorial rights over Micronesia.
n

On the Other hand, cognizant of statements in the l

Atlantic Charter that the Allies sought "no aggrandizement, n

territorial or otherwise'," and in the CairoDeclaration

Ithat the Allies "covet no gain for .themselves and have
• .. ..

" the Department of Stateno thought of territorial expansion, •

.|.opposed annexation. State Department officials were also

concerned that annexation might provide a precedent to

support the Soviet Union's allegations of its national

security "needs." State, instead, fav0red putting the I

islands under a trusteeship with international supervision.

!International trusteeship arrang@ments, however, were

o

unacceptable to the military, even after provlsions limitSng

the United Nations supervision to non-security interests
f

wgreadded to an early draft outlining t-he trusteeship system. _

n

n

The resulting compromise was a proposal to set up

two categories of trusteeships': one category to incorporate ...... I

what had been the original plan for trusteeship and a i

"strategic trusts_" to comply with thesecond category,

States military demands. Micronesia was placed in I
United

i
!
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_ this second category.

| The Trusteeship Agreement

I The Trusteeship Agreement was approved by the
United Nations Security Council on April 2, 1947, and by

I President Truman on July 18, 1947. Prior to Truman's '

action, each house of the United States Congress approved

! the agreemen_ without significant debate after military

I officials expressed their satisfaction that it had sufficient
safeguards to maintain United States control, and thus to

I protect United States strategi@ interests.

Micronesia as a whole is

I a strategic area (Article i) and the United States is

l) given full powers of administration, legislation, and
jurisdiction as well as the authority to apply United

i States laws to the territroy (Article 3). A provision that

the terr±tory could be administered "as an integral part

i of the United States'! was deleted at Soviet suggestion,

I but the deletion d_d nnt ]_s_n TTm_hmd _hm_ _,leh_e_,
Inaccordance with the United Nations Charter

! provisions that trust territories should play their part in

maintaining international peace, the Trusteeship Agree-

I ment explic{tly allows the'United States to establish

I militarF bases, ereot fortifications and station
and employ armed forces in the territory; the United States

I" can make use of volunteer forces, facilities and assistance
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from the trust territory in carrying out obligations to I

the Se_curity Council, and for local defense and internal _ . _. I
order (Article 5). "_' "

While the Trusteeship Agreement gives the United -- ..... I

States broad authority, exercise of that authority must

|be Consistent with specific obligations (Article 6) assumed

by the United States I

...to foster the development of such political

institutions as are suited to the trust territory I

and shall promote the development of the'in-

habitants of the'trust territory toward self- I

government or independence, as may be appropriate I

to the particular circumstances of the trust

territory and its peoples and the freely expressed I

wishes of the peoples concerned ..to promote the

social advancement of the inhabitants, and...to I

promote the educational advancement of the in-, .. I
• habitants.

A "most favored nations" clause stated that the i

United States would accord to nationals of 'each United

- |
Nations member and to their companies and associations,

• . |
treatment in Micronesia "no less favorable" than that

given nationals and companies of any other United Nations

member except the United States (Article 8). until 1974 I

the United States used this provision to limit investment -_ I

I
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|c, in Micronesia to United States investors, mostly to .

! prevent JaPanese economic control before the future

political status of Micronesia could be determined.

I However, there is ample evidence that considerable Japanese

i commercial activities took place behind Micronesian
"fronts ."

! -According to the agreement,. Micronesia could be

joined into a customs, fiscal, or administrative union
m

I or federation with one or more United States-owned

i territories (e.g., Guam), or could use common services
with such territories so long as these were not in-

I consistent with the basic objectives of the trusteeship

system, or with the Agreement (Article 9). Despite this

t_ provision and the proximity of Guam, Micronesia has

i always been administered separately.
The agreement obligated the United States to

! •provide information to the United Nations on political,

economic, •social, and educational developments in

I Micronesia and to receive periodic visiting missions,

Ii but the United States could determine when these
obligations could not be met because part or all of

I the territory had been closed for security reasons (Article
13),

I There are several significant distinctions-between

_) strategic and ordinary trusteeship arrangements. First,



_tr_e_ctrustterr_or_osa_esu_e_v_se__ t_e_n_te_ I
..Nations Security Council instead of the Trusteeship Council, ' •I

although the Security Council could call upon the Trusteeship

Council Tor assistance in Supervision.This, of course, en- " " I

• ables the United States to retain a large degree of control I
over the islands, since it can exercise its veto in the

Security Council on any matters it deems not in the interest I

of national security or international peace. Over Soviet

objections, ini949 the Security Council decided to delegate I

_e_on__or_te__at_onssu_orv_o:on,exce__or I
security matters, to the Trusteeship Council. The Security

Council itself has considered Micronesia only once since approval I

of the Trusteeship Agreement--regarding use of the islands

!by the United States for nuclear testing--and reports of the

Trusteeship Council to the Security Council have been per- I
functory.

Second, Under the strategi c trust concept, the United I

.States as administering authority has the right, for security

reasons, to close any or all of the Trust Territory to United I

Nations inspection or supervision. Thus, for -example' ' " I
the United States closed much of the Territory for security

reasons prior to 1960. Even today, the American,military ' I

maintains control over movements into and out of KwaJalein

Iwhere the United States has test facilities for its Pacific

Missile Range. Again for security reasons, the United States I
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enjoys preferential treatment for economic development of

the territory.

Micronesia is the only territory that has ever

been placed in the strategic trust category. The

system of trusts, including strategic trusts, was never _ meant to be

permanent. A basic objective of the _system, as set out in the

United Nations Charter and in the Trusteeship Agreement for

Micronesia, is to promote the progressive development of

the territory towards "self-government or independence."

This is in sharp contrast with the League of Nations Mandate

system where Micronesia, as a "C" mandate, was not expected

to attain either self-government or independence.

Of the eleven original trust territories, nine are

t_ no longer trust The tenth territory, New Guinea,
territories.

presently under Australian administration, will obtain inde-

I pendence in union with Papua in 1975, leaving the United States

im as the last administrator under the trusteeship system. It
was in response to thissituation, to continuing anti-

I colonial United Nations and to demands forpressure in the

.. a new status from the Micronesians themselves, that the United

States and Micronesia started negotiations in 1969 towards

I termination of the Trusteeship Agreement by an act of self-
determination on the part of the Micronesians. These negotiations,

I however, involve more merely determining
than the wishes of

the Micronesians as to their future status. Inevitably,
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|
they involve reconciling those wishes with United SLates •

security interests in the territory. _ E

- Many complex domestic and international legal and political " •

quesfi_ns, have been raised in t'he course, of the United. . I

States-Micronesian negotiations on Micronesia's'future
m

pol_tical status. Primary among these are I

i) What is "self-determination," whether a right or n

principle, as it applies to Micronesia? That is, what is the

meaning of the clause in Article 6, paragraph I, of nproper
o

the Trusteeship Agreement that the United States is obligated

to promote development '.'toward self-government or independence,

as may be appropriate to the particular circumstances of the n

trust territory and its peoples and the freely expressed

wishes of the peoples concerned?" n

2) Who or what in Micronesia has a legitimate claim

mto exercise the right to self,determination?

3) What procedures and processes must the United I

.States follow in terminating the TrusteeshipAgreement and

• !insuring that a proper act of self-determination has takeh

place? In this process,._hat are the rights and obligations p

of the United States, the United Nations, the elected re-

presentatives of Micronesia and the peoples of Micronesia? n
g

Alternative Cholce_ I
Two principal doc.uments govern determinatisn of future

political status for the Trust territories: The United Nations I

Charter and the Trusteeship

-!
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!
i_ Agreement. In the Charter,_self-determination is referred toexplicitly in Articles I and 55 and implicitly in Article

76, which speaks in terms of "self-government or independence."

I The Trusteeship Agreement, Article 6, paragraph i, provides,

I in part, that, in accordance with its obligations under

Article 76 (b) of the Charter, the administering authority

I "shall promote, the development of the inhabitants of the trust

territory toward self-government or independence as may be

I appropriate to the particular circumstances of the trust

I territory and its peoples and the freely expressed wishes

of the peoples concerned."

I Nowhere in the Charter or in the Trusteeship Agreement

l,

is there a definition of "self-determination, or of

"self-government or independence." Secondary materialssuch

l as preliminary drafts of the Charter, the Trusteeship

Agreement debates at the United Nations Conference Qn

i International Organization and in the Security Council and

General Assembly resolutions provide some basis for inter-

I
pretation of these terms and therefore for standards by which

I the negotiations on Micronesia's future status can be
measured.

I In the earliest drafts, the trusteeship system was

considerably-broader in scope than the system which finally

I materialized. American planners intended that all dependent

I areas would be placed under the trusteeship system with

I
!
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the "status of full independence" as the goal.. This plan i

was scrapped because Great Britan objected strongly

' i• both to pu_ting all its empire under international, supervision -

and to the goal of independence. Two separate systems were set ....... i
up within the Charter to deal with dependent areas, one for

• ldependent areas not placed under trusteeship, so-called

non-self-governing territories, and the other, with more

detailed requirements, for trust territories. Independence i

was not explicitly included in the list of objectives for I

non=self-governing territories, despite efforts on the part

of China and the Soviet Union to have. it included. The i

objective with respect to non-self-governing territories

is simply to "develop self-government" though the United i

States argued at the San Francisco Conference that the concept I

of self-government included independence as one of its_forms.

The administrator of a non-self-governing territory had I

fulfilled its obligations under the United Nations Charter

" ionce self-government was attained. That limited obl_gation was,

of course, consistent with the French view of politica_ prospects i
for French colonies and with Churchill's view that he did not

become His M_Jesty"s Prime Minister to preside over the I

• liquldation of the British Empire.

On _he other hand, the obJectiveg for trust territories-

Include "independence." Thi_ was the compromise reached within i

the committee working on the drafts at the San Francisco

i

I
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__i) Conference: indepencence could be left out of the draft on

non-self-governing territories, but must be included as a

goal for trust territories. Thus, the inclusion of independence

I as a •stated goal for trust territories but not for non-self-

governing territories means that the obligations of administrators

| • ,of trust territoriesdo not cease when self government is

attained, but continue until independence if that is

| "appropriate to the circumstances of the particular territory and

Im if the people so desire.
Whatever may have-been the view in 1945 about the ultimate

I political status of dependent peoples, subsequent practice

l has shown a very definite trend toward independence not justfor trust territories but for non-self-governing territories

jr as well. With the exception of Southern Rhodesia and Namibia

in southern Africa where race is a deterrent factor, no

territory of significant size will remain dependent after

1975. This refl$cts, in large part, strong pressure for

independence from a majority of United Nations members, most

i nc whnm ,^T_ _ _m_r_ of the TT_oA _T_ ...... _-_ a_ major
Western countries were delineating fine differences between

I non-self-governing territories.
trust and

I Resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly
It soon became clear that the United Nations had to

I develop criteria for deciding when a territory was no longer

non-self-governing or when and how to terminate trusteeship
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status. Three resolutions of the United Nations General

Assembly contain recommendations regarding the ultimate-. ., .. !

status of dependent peoples. These are Resolutions.742, 1541, _nd : •
"" o' []

1514 • , • °°

General Assembly Resolution 742 (passed November _7, " i

1953). Addressed to non-self-governing territories, the

resolution reasserts the need to make decisions on the basis

of particular circumstances and the wishes of the people

concerned. The resolution held that the manner in which a

territOry:dould beeSme fully self-governing was "primari!y" _

through the attainment of independence, although it Stated

" |that self-governmefit could also be achieved by association or

integration with another state or group of states if done I

freely and on the basis of absolute equality. Resolution

742 was passed, it should be noted, prior to the surge of i

African independence and the admission of African states to the

United Nations. i

General Assembly Resolution 1541 (passed December 21, I

1960). Resolution 1541 is a more precise restatement of

R@soiution 742 and specifically, states principles which _houla i

be used in determining when states Should cease submitting

information because a territory is no longer-no_-self-governing_ _

A territory is described as having reached "a full measure, of I

self-government" by:

• ia) Emergence as a sovereign independent state (Principle VI).

!



l_ b) Free association with an independent stage. Here
L9

free association is defined as "the result of a free and

I voluntary choice...through informed and democratic processes."

I The association sho'uld respect the individuality and the
cultural characteristics of the territory and its peoples

I and for the of the associated statepeople "the freed6mretain

to modify the status of that territory through the expression

I of their will by democratic means and through constitutional

I processes." Finally, the people have the right to determine
their internal codstitution without outside interference

I (Principle Vll).

c) Integration with an independent state is to take

I place on the basis of "complete equality between thepeoples

_! of erstwhile non-self-governing territory and those of the
independent country with which it is integrated. The peoples

i of both territories should have equal status rights of
and

citizenship and equal guarantees of fundamental rights and

i ..• freedoms without any distinction or discrimination; both should

i have equal rights'and opportunities for representation and
effective participation at all levels in the executive, legislative,

! .and judicial organs of government" (Principle VIII)..

In addition, the integrating territory should have

I attained "an advanced stage of self-goVernment with free

i •political institutions, so that its peoples would have the
capacity to make a responsible choice through informed and

!
!
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democratic processes." The resolution states that the United I

• " supervise a plebisciteNations could, "when it deems necessary,

"" I

o_ integration. The addition of this provision and-the provision

that-Deople have the right to change.their minds if free I

.association were selected wbuld seem to indicat'e considerable

effort by theUnited Nations to insure tha_ a decision to opt I

for a status short of independence must be carefully scrutinized I
by the international community. ._

The three categories of Resolution 742 and 1541 are I

frequently illustrated by referencetol-terr±toriesll

now. lor_once under United States control, The PhillSppines I

attained independence; Hawaii and Alaska attained integratio _ I
as states; and Pu.erto Rico is frequently cited as an example

of free association. In fact, the United Nations General I

Assembly specifically exempted the United States from

further reporting on Puerto Rico on the grounds of the new I

"free association." This was, however, prior to either of

the resolutions discussed above which define free association

and at a time of American dominance in the= United 'Nationa. I " i

It is unclear what position the United Nations would take today J

-- |if it decided to reconsider Puerto Rice's status. United

States law does not explicitly acknowledge a Puerto Rican right I
to unilaterally alter its_status, i.e', to "opt out,'" and the- ".....

United States Congress unilaterally extends United States laws I

to Puerto Rico. Some United States laws, for example, specifically

state that Puerto Rico is a "territory of the United States." These

I

|
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provisions make Puerto Rico fall short of the "free association"
status defined in United Nations resolutions.

At one point, in 1953, President Eisenhower, partially

to help gain United Nations recognition of Puerto Rico's new

status, authorized the United States Representative to the

| "United Nations Henry Cabot Lodge to inform the United Nations

i that Eisenhower would recommend that Congress grant Puerto
Rico independehce if the people wished. Eisenhower's pledge,

I of course, is not binding on his successors any more than on

Congress, which under the United States Constitution is solely

I responsible for United States territories. However, in the final
..... 7

I analysis, neither United States laws nor United Nations
resolutions but practicality will determine Puerto Rico's

status. Puerto Rico is likely to remain associated with .the

United States so long as Puerto Ricans and Americans are able

to maintain a status sufficiently flexible that i_ meets with

i the approval of the overwhelming majority of Puerto Rico'.s .
population.

I While the attitude of today's United Natior_s towa_.d

I he United States-Puerto Rico relationship is in doubt, nodoubt exists about the United Nations' attitude towards

the association between the Cook Islands and New Zealand.

! .The Cooks delegated to New Zealand broad responsibility for

- * o

I " defense and foreign affairs.but exercise complete control over
their internal affairs. Moreover, the Cooks have the right to

"I " '

i
I
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unilaterally declare their independence. This relationship I

was speci.fically endorsed by.the General Assembly, which added,_ I

however, that the United Nations wa'sstill available to the

_ooks should they wish assistance in changingtheir.status.
_°

A similar relationship exists.between the United I.. j

Kingdom and the West Indies Associated States (WIAS). However,

the United Nations refused to endorse the new status of the I

.WIAS and continues to carry the WIAS on the list of non-

self-governing territories (United Nations General Assembly I

Resolution 2357, XXII)• This would se'em"to indicate I
that t_e majority of United Nations members have had second

thoughts about the status of "free association." _ I

General Assembly Resolution 1514 (passed December 14,

!1960). Clearly reflecting the influence of newly independent,

particularly African_ states, Resolution 1514 is specifically I
made applicable to all dependent territories, that is, to trust

as well asto non-self-governing territories. The emphas_s is on I

"the right to complete independence" as the ultimate political

- !status. There is no mention of either integration or fr_e i

association_ In. its most quoted paragraph the resolution I
declares:

Immediate step.s shall be taken, in Trust and Non-. _ I
. . f .. •

Self-Governing Territories or all other territories

which have not yet attained independence, to transfer

all powers to the peoples of those territories, without I

I
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any conditions or reservations, in accordance with

their freely expressed will and desire, without any .

distinctions as to race, creed or colour, in order to :

enable them to enjoy complete independence and freedom.

While the equation of self-determination with independence

l later United Nations re-
was implicit in Resolution 1514,

solutionsseem to make the equation explicit, frequentlyn

I speaking of the right to "self-determination and independence."

l None of the resolutions discussed above is mandatory
since the General Assembly can only recommend. And as noted,

I two of the resolutions did not address trust territories.

However, the United States (which for various reasons abstained _

I on Resolutions 1541 and 1514) has recognized the essential

_} applicability of the resolutions to Micronesia. In fact,
American representatives in the Trusteeship Council have

i insisted keeping open a full range of options
repeatedly on

on

Micronesia's future_ Thus, in Trusteeship Council recommendations,

| "the United States has always insisted on reference to Re-

B solution 1541 as offering a full range of choice. SimilarlF_
the United States has consistently opposed reference to

l Resolution 1514 on the grounds that it would appear to

restrict Micronesian choice to independence.

l Actually, the United States reluctance to think of

l Micronesia in terms of independence or under the control of
a country other than the United States has been an important

I .
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element of United States policy since World War II. When the I

United States submitted the first draft of the Trusteeship

"Agreenlent for Micronesia to the Security Council on February -" I

26, 1947., the objectiveslisted-includ_only• the obligation " : I
to promot_ development • "toward Self-government"; they d_ not •- "-

include "independence." The-exclusion of "indePendence" was • I

a glaring omission, especially in light of the decision almost I
two years earlier.to include independence among theobjectives

for trust territories. Therefore, the Soviet Union moved to I

add to the agreement the phrase, "self-governme.nt or-inde-

pendence as may be. appropriate to the particular. ¢irc.umstances I.

of the trust territory and its people and the fully expresse d I
wishes of the peoples concerned,".language patterned on

Article 76 of•the Charter. The United States accepted the addition I

of "independence," but in a statement remarkably similar to the

League of Nations philosophy that inhabitants of some mandated I

territories could not expect independence, the United States I
Representative, Ambassador Warren Austin, stated:

The United States feels that it must record its I

\ opposition, not to the principle of independence,

• . |to which no people could be more consecrated thaSu the

people of the United States, but to the, thought• that . _ I
i_could possibly 'he'-achieved withihany •f0reseeable •

future in this case. I

The question of independence as a possible future status

!

!
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li for Micronesia was to arise several times in the United

k_ States-Micronesian negotiations. One question which arosewas whether United States strategic interests per se limited

l the the.oretical alternatives available to Micronesia. In

1973, when the Micronesians suggested discussion of inde-

pendence, the United States refused to discuss it.

Nieronesia couldnot be independent because of .

I its strategic nature. The United States

l representative stated:
I should say again, however, that the circumstances

l which led to the Trust Territory's designation as

a strategic trust will continue to exist whatever your

l future status might be. I cannot imagine; for instance,

_ that my Government would agree to termination of the
EJ

trusteeship on terms which would in any way threaten

i the stability in the area and which in the opinion

i of the United States endanger international peace and• security.

l The 1973 _3nited Nations Visiting Mission reacted
sharply to the refusal of the United States to discuss

! -• independenceexcept underprior conditions and to the impli'

cation that whatever Micronesia's status the United States

I " had a legitimate security interest by virtue of the original

I • designation of Micronesia as a strategic'trust. The following
excerpts from the 1973 Visiting Mission Report are relevant:

!
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In our opinion, it is implicit in the Charter and in I

the Trusteeship System that the goal is eventual in-

I
dependence unless agreement is reached on _some:other

status acceptable to the people..°f the Territories. " " I

concerned throu'gh _n act of self-determination. Mi-'

Icronesia is no exception tO this _ule. That being so,

if one of the parties concerned wishes to discuss the

• I
question of independence as one possible option, the

other should be prepared to join in such a discussion. I

What either party sees as the conditions-which should

or might apply in an independence situation would I

naturally emerge from these discussions. There should be I
no insistence by one on getting an explanation of how

the other party sees those conditions, before agreeing I

in principle to discuss the option.

iWhatever solution is finally adopted, it is important

that the basic_ issues, including the question of which I
lands, if any, will be rstained by the United States

as military retention lands, should be settled b_fore i

the Trusteeship Agreement comes to an end. It may be

legitimate to say, as the United States representative / I

did...that "the circumstances which led to the Trust

• I
Ter_itory'-s designati'on as a ,strategic trust will .......

continue to exist whatever its future status might I

be." But this is so only in the sense that, because

I

I

I
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of its geographical location, Micronesia may continue

i_ to be of substantial interest to the United States and

other Powers. Naturally, when'_the Trusteeship Agreement

m comes to an end, the idea of a strategic zone in the sense

m sed in the Charter vanishes at the same time. The.fact
that Micronesia was designated a strategic zone under

! •theTrusteeship Agreement does not, in our view,

in any sense derogate from the basic objectives of

m the Trusteeship System.

m From the above discussion, it is possible to conclude
that, although the world community has indicated a preference

m for independence, it has not held that is-theindependence

sole legitimate expression of self-determination by a dependent

_ii i territory. Such a conclusion would seem especially warranted

m with respect to Micronesia.
In the Micronesian negotiations, the United States

i "accepted a definition of self-determination as "the process

by which a people determine their own sovereign status."

m According to this definition, either self-government or

m ndependence would be possible results of self-determination_
The choice selected would seem to depend on the wishes of

m the people, concerned, _.e., the peoples of Micronesia. If

this analysis is correct, it would appear• the United.States

! was not justified in refusing to discuss independence with the

-m Micronesian.negotiators, Actually, the United States has taken

m ......

!
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both sides of the issue: on th_ one hand, it says that the I

Micronesians have a free choice; on the other, it'implies

and_acts-as if free choice does not, inc,lude independence

because of strategic factors "6-rbe0ause of..a belief that. " ....... I

Micronesians are not capable of assuming the responsibilities

of independence. The latter position • clashes sharply with I

Resolution 1514 which states that '/inadequacy of political, .. I
economic, social, or educational preparedness should never

serve as pretext for delaying independence." I

Notwithstanding Resolution 1514, ther.e is a case to be

made against independence for Micron_sia. One must keep. in mind I

the environm@nt and surrounding circumstances. The islands are I
widely dispersed; interisland transportation is extremely

difficult; and, indeed in a very real sense, Micronesia is I

not yet a country, only what one Micronesian has called

"a potential country." The lack of a common language, culture, i

or history for all of Micronesia makes development, and even

more basically, communications, very difficult. Finally, except

for its strategic location, Micronesia is_ without known and i

reliable economic resources.

- |It is therefore highly possible that upon termination of

the Trusteeship Agreement in Micronesia, self-government as

opposedto _ndependence will be preferab].e. Des_it@ a cleir "

preference for independence, United Nations members, even some I

of the most avid proponents of independence, have suggested

!
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that a status short of independence is best for Micronesia,
/

particularly if that is their free choice. There has seemed

to be an emphasis, however, on complete self-government and

I on the right of Micronesians to decide--a right even to make

I the "wrong" choice.
Self-government was not defined in either the drafting

I of the Charter or the Trusteeship Agreement. However, up to nowI

some standards have been set-forth in General Assembly

I resolutions, specifically Resolution 1541 and, by incorporation,

i Resolution 742, which state.that alternatives to independence ,are
free association or integration with an independent state.

I "The Problem of Fragmentation

_._ In addition to determining the substantive content of
self-determination as it applies to Micronesia, there is the

I of what "people" in Micronesia may a legitimatequestion have

claim to exercise self-determination. This-issue arises in the

i Micronesian context because the United States engaged in two

I separa_ _ _? negotiations: nn_ _ n? n_gn_tinn_-with
representatives Of the Northern Mariana Islands and the other

I with representatives of Congress who,
the of Micronesia however,

still included representatives of the Mariana Islands. For

I reasons discussed in a later chapter, the Mariana Islands

I sought not 0nly a separate status, but a different status:
the Marianas prefer to come "permanently" under American -,-._

I United States territory, as opposed to
sovereignty as a

!
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inclusion with other Micronesians in a "free ass0ciated I

state" which has the right to unilaterally end the association I
with the United States. _

"° ' '" IC-ritics argue that separate _egotiations _re contrary ,
°.

to t'he accepted world community definition of the "peoples"

|
entitled to exercise the right to self-determination and are

a violation of United Nations principles in support of I

"territorial integrity." The goal of the United Nations has

been to preserve whenever possible the boundaries of states I

or territories, even when they have been arbitrarily drawn by

• I
coloni_l powers and 6uta6ross tribal and ethnic lines. In

its Declaration on Colonialism (Resolution 1514), the United _ I

Nations Genera]. Assembly specifically stated:

Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption I

of the national unity and the territorial integrity of i
a Country is incompatible with the purposes and principles

of the Charter-of the United Nations. I

• Reactions to separatist movements in Namibia, Kenya, , •

• |Ethopia, and Nigeria are evidence that the majority of

United Nations member states define "peoples" in a strict " I
sense--limiting the definition to the inhabitants of an'already

]existing state or territory. In fact, much to the discomfort

of the United States, the 1973 United Nations Visiting Mission

specffically referred to Namibia: I

The United Nations has consistently opposed in principle I

|
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! •£-_ the fragmentation of dependent Territorles on tribal

I or regional lines. This is exemplified by the case
of Namibia. On all other Trust Territories it has

I recommended that the Administering Authority should

emphasize theunity of the country to overcome racial

! •..: or regional cleavages. In the two instances when

t _ " Trust Territories were divided, this was done only
after a territorial referendum had taken place.

I R. Higgins, in her work, The Development of International La__w

Through the Political Organs of the United Nations, argues that

I "self-determination refers to the right of the majority within

i a generally accepted political unit to the exercise of power. ''2
Rupert Emerson, in SelfaDetermination Revisited in the Era

|C o_ffDecolonization, argues that "since there are no rational

and objective criteria by which a 'people' in the large and

I abstract can. be identified, it _ragmentatio_ introduces

i an incalculably explosive and disruptive element which is
±ncompatible with the maintenance of a stable and organized

I society." Thus the principle against fragmentation, as

" providesevidenced by the narrow definition of "peoples,

I said Emerson, "a fixed principle for the orderly succession

i from colonialism to a system of independent states. ''3
On the other hand, this definition of "peoples" is

I not universally accepted, and some would define the term

in a sociological sense as applicable to a tribe or group

}
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of people ethnically bound together. Theynote that. the term

"peoples" is nowhere defined in the United Nations Charter and I

contend that the sociological definition is more compatible

with basi-c human rights concepts. No_ Surprisingly, this latter -

defi'nition is favored by the negotiators from the Mariana ' I
Islands and now by the United_States. Both argue that, if

the United Nations were to reject separate negotiations _ I

between the United states and the Mariana Islands, it would

_iolate the right of the people of the Marianas to self- I

det erminat, ion. I
To support their case, the Mar_anas cite the termination

!of the Trusteeship Agreement for the British Cameroons.'The

British Cameroons was divided into two parts for purposes

of administration. The Northern Cameroon was administered I

as an integral part of Nigeri a , then a non-self-governing i
territory. The Southern Cameroon, although also administered

as a part of Nigeria, enjoyed greater autonomy as a region I

-with its own political organs. Upon termination of the trust, , '

• |the two parts were permanently separated, based on a finding of

1961 United Nations Visiting Mission that there was "a _ I
profound difference between them both in the administrative

• !systems and political loyalties which were partly due to a

distinct ethnical and historical development." The northern

sectsr became part of Nigeria, and the South achieved inde- I

pendence and became Cameroon. I

!
!
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__) , However, the precedent of the Cameroons is not entirely

I apposite for the Marianas. First, the division of the Cameroons
was made pursuant to the recommendations of a United Nat.ions

I " Visiting Mission report. No such recommendations exist in the

case of the Marianas and Micronesia. In fact, United Nations

Visiting Missions to Micronesia have spoken strongly against

I separation in every report since 1961. The 1973 Visiting Mission

noted that separate negotiations were in an advanced stage

I and perhaps the clock could not be turned back. H0wever, as

already noted, there is no doubt that the 1973 Visiting

I Mission did not accept separate negotiations with enthusiasm.

I S_, in the case of the Cameroons, the part which split off,
the Northern Cameroon, united with an adjoining territory to

l) form a newly independent country and indeed had been administered

as an integral part of that territory prior to L{nificatinno

I This is not the case with the Mariana Islands. The Marianas

i have not been administered by the'United States as an integral
part of Guam, _for example; nor are they presently seeking

I unification with Guam upon termination of the Trusteeship

Agreement" Thi_rd, the two sections of the British Cameroons

I were never administered as one entity. On the other hand,

I the Marianas have been administered as an integral part of
Micronesia.

I Moreover, separate negotiations between the Marianas

and the United States may have ramifications which transcend

!
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the-borders of Micronesia. Specifically,• they could serve I

as precedent for other attempts at fragmentation. For instance,_. _. I

Australia's sharp criticism of the separate negotiations in

the 1973 sessions of the Trusteeship Counc._l's cons'ideration " "

of Micronesia was attributed by American officials to Australia's

concern that the Marianas might serve as precedent for an

attempt by Bougainville to separate from Papua-New Guinea I

(orby Papua to separate "from New Guinea). At least one

motivating factor is similar: Bougainville, like the Mariana I

Islands, is the more economically developed and'has the I
greatest fores&eable ecdnomic potent_al. American officiais

say that Australian opposition was based on the personal views I

of the Australian representative and did not represent t.he

official views of the Australian government. Australia ceased its I

open opposition to separate negotiations only after the •United I
States made informal representations (called "informal

discussions" by the United States) to the Australian_ embassy I

.in Washington and the embassy in turn sugg@sted a changed

position to Canberra. i

South_ Africa has for some time used arguments, similar to I
those used by the Marianas and the United States to support

its policies of fragme1_tation in Namibia.. Ironically, South .._ I

Africa's primary interest in Namibia may also be for defense

purposes. Namibia serves as an important buffer against hostile I

black countries to the north. Americans resent the comparison I

!
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to South Africa and argue that South Africa is forcing this

I arrangement upon the Namibians, while the people of the Marianas /

have voluntarily expressed their desire for separate negotiations.

|
But there too the American response is not unlike the South

i African position. Few accept South Africa's case, but that country \
• also argues that separate "nations" are being established in

I Namibia at the freely expressed request of tribal groups.

The fact is that the American justification for

I fragmentation in Micronesia is no different from that offered

i on other fragmentation questions. A case can always be made
by some group for separation and the issue becomes whether

I fragmentation is politically feasible and sometimes militarily

desirable.• TheState Department, concerned with the effect of

the-.sep_rate negotiations and ultimately the separate status

as pre ___,_ for _v_,_',+_Africa is part _''_''__J sensitive to

the issue and reacted sharply and indignantly to the United

i Nations Visiting Mission's comparison with Namibia.
For the Micronesians, the ramifications of separate

I negotiations are well understood. There is the obvious question

I Of the effect on the remainder of the territor_ if the areamost developed and thought to have the greatest economical

I potential were allowed to separate. As in Katanga or Biafra
or Bougainville, can the interests of one group be allowed to

I jeopardize the interests of the
whole? The United. States

__ Representative Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt addressed the question

!
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before the United Nations General Assembly on November 18, I

t_952 _

Does self-determination mean the right of secession?

• . |Does.se2.f-determination constitute-a right oI' fragmentation.:

or a justification of fragmentation of nations? Does

-. |
self-determination mean the right of people to sever

association with another power regardless of the l

economic effect upon both parties., regardless of the

effect upon the internal stability and their external I

security, regardless of the effect upon'their neighbors " •

"or the international community? Obviously not

The United States, while rejecting further requests I

for separate negotiations, has had substantial difficulty

justifying separate negotiations with one district, but not l

with others. In 1973, the principal Micronesian negotiator,

Lazarus Salii, accurately predicted that other districts would

seek separate negotiations with the United States. Proliferation I

.of fragmentation was also the concern Qf the 1973 Visiting

Mission: • i

No purely ethnic argument can be seriously advanced
-" _ f •

in support of separation. Of course, the Chamorros are

not identical with the inhabitants of the Marshall ,

Islands; nor are the latter the same as the•residents

• !of Yap or Ponape. Acceptance of the Mariana Islands

argument would mean acceptance of the fragmentation I

!
!
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of the territory.

Termination of the TrusteeshipAgreement

A significant aspect of the United Nations Trusteeship

I System is the paucity, one might even say the absence, of

I provisions regarding the timing of or procedures for termination
of trusteeship. At the San FranCisco Conference, none of the

! •proposals submitted by the organizing countries contained

provisions on termination, although earlier American Charter

I drafts had specified that the full United Nations membership

I ould in each case "determine the terms and conditions under
which the trusteeship shall be altered or terminated." The

I the addition of an article on termination
Egyptian delegate urged

of trusteeships, which would have given the General Assembly

the power to terminate a .trusteeship and "declare the terri-

tory to be fit for independence." This provision was not adopted,

however, in the face of arguments that termination by decree

i of the Assembly, without the consent of the administering

. authorities., would.be contrary to the voluntary basis of

! .the trusteeship system.

_. In place Of the Egyptian proposal, one finds in the

Charter only the vaguest of references to termination of

I trusteeships. Article 78 provides that. trusteeship cannot

apply to territories which have become m_mbers of the United

I Nations, and Article 79 states that the terms of trusteeship,

__ : "including any alteration or amendment," shall be agreed upon

\
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by the states directly concerned and approved by either the

General Assembly or the Security Council• Similarly, under n

A'r_icle 83, the Security Council exercises the fun_tion_ of

• "in .... • Ithe _nited Nations with respect,to strategic ar6as, . ._ ..

eluding the approval of the terms of the trUste@ship agreements

!and "of their alteration or amehdment,"and Artic,le 85 provides

that the General Assembly, with the assistance of the Trusteeship

- |
Council, shall have the same functions concerning nonstrategic

areas. Nowhere in the Charter, however, does one find a specific I

provision for termination of any trusteeship.
l

• A Primary rea.son advanced at San Francisco for not including n

a specffic termination provision in the Charter was that such

provisions could be written into the individual trusteeship

agreements• In practice only the Trusteeship Agreement for I

Somaliland and the Trusteeship Agreement for Micronesia

contained provisions with direct references to termination. R

And only Article 24 of the Trusteeship Agreement for Somaliland, l
m

which provided that the agreement would cease to be in forceo

approval Assembly,ten years after its by the General specified

the process and the timing of termination. In contrast, Article

15 of the Trusteeship Agreement for Micronesia provides, simply

that the terms shall not be "altered, amended or terminated" n

without the consent-of the United Sta_es. There was no pro-

vision pertaining to the processes or timing of termination• I

At the same time, under Article 76 (b) of the Charter

!
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_ and Article 6 of the Trusteeship Agreement, the United States

I is required, in the words of Article 6 of the Agreement, to
"promote the development of the inhabitants of the trust

I territory toward self-government or independence, as may be

appropriate to the particular circumstances of the trust terri-

tory and its peoples and the freely expressed wishes of the

I peoples concerned." Accordingly, perhaps the first question which
should be considered is what procedures should be followed in

I to best determine the "wishes of the peoples concerned."
order

Most of the trust territories have achieved independence

I after the people expressed their wishes in a plebiscite

I conducted under United Nations auspices. J

There is no legal requirement for a plebiscite or for

t i the conduct of a plebiscite under United Nations auspices

or observation. However, a plebiscite under United Nations

I supervision or observation is usually considered the most

I acceptable method of politically dStermining the wishes of the
people. In Resolution.l_4i, the United Nations General Assembly

I suggested that, in those cases where inhabitants of non-self-

governing territories were, selecting integration with another

I state, "the United Nations could, when it deems necessary,

i supervise these processes." But Resolution 1541 was not addressed
to trust territories and is in any case recommendatory only;

I the inclusion of the supervision clause was one of the reasons

given for the United States abstention on Resolution 1541.

"I - " ' " ....... " " " ' "

I

,
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The United States planned to hold plebiscites in both I

Micronesia and the Marianas Islands. The question ks whether

the people will be given a meaningful chbice. That-iS, _ill

.the plebiscite be valid as an expres.sion of.the wishes of .. ........ I

the people if it contains only the alternatives of accepting

or rejecting the package presented tWem by the negotiators? i

Must independence be included as an alternative choice in I
either or both plebiscites? Mdst Micronesia as a whole be given

the opportunity of approving or disapproving the separate I

status of the Marianas?

A choice of simply rejecting a negotiated package.or I

retaining the'status quo would seem to be against the interests I
of both the United States and the Micronesians. United States

interests would not be served by retention of the now politically I

outmoded trusteeship status. United States officials have

•already seen that delays in settling Mic_onesia's status have i

only resulted in an increased political and economic price i
_ag. That price can only be expected to grow with increased

Micronesian political sophistication. Moreover, to exclude i

a choice of options would be inconsistent with numerous

" IUnited States statements about the right of people to make

a-free .and._.. informedchoice., -.. It is also inconsistent.. ..with . - --_ I
United States support for the essential provisions of the

United Nations Resolutions 1541 and 742. The latter states I

that one factor by which self-government is measured is the

I

•
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) "freedom of choosing on the basis of the right of self-deter-

I mination of peoples between several possibilities, including
independence."

I A crucial issue is whether the whole of Micronesia
more

need approve a separate status for the Marianas. Negotiations

with the Marianas were opposed by the Congress of Micronesia.

i In the spring of 1973, the Congress of Micronesia announced
that its Joint Committee on Future Status was the sole official

! -negotiating body. The issue arises whether the United States

is entitled to continue negotiations affecting part of the

I territory in the face of the express disapproval of representatives

i of the majority of the people of the territory and as to
whether an option for a wholly united Micronesia (including

m_i]; the Mariana Islands) must be included in either or both

plebiscltes, or even whether two separate plebiscites should

=1 be held.

In the final analysis, the issue is political rather
than legalDespite international sentiment against fragmentation

I and the opposition of the Congress of Micronesia, the United

I States has not wavered from its decision to negotiate _with the Marianas. At one point, the United States was even

prepared to take the drastic step of rewriting the Interior

I Secretarial order creating the Micronesian legislature to

I exclude the Marianas and thus eliminate the legal basis for

objections by the Micronesian Congress. Such an action, however,

| .
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would undoubtedly have resulted in a storm of protest, albeit i

|of little effect, from Micronesia. .

Termination and the United. Nations. ,
|

An'important procedura'l issue is the role','if any,- "...

of the United Nations in terminating the Trusteeship Agreement. I

Specifically, Should the United Nations be involved in the

negotiations? Should the plebiscite(s) be supervised.by.the •

United Nations? Most important, must the United States get the i
u

approval of the Security Council in terminating the Trusteeship

Agreement? .... I

There are no requirements in the Charter, the Trusteeship

" |
Agreement or general customary international law that the

United Nationsparticipate in negot£ations on termination of i

trusteeship. In practice, however, the United Nations has

participate d in the termination of other trusteeships, i

directly or indirectly, through visiting missions, consultations,

and the supervision of plebiscites. Some'United Nations
m

members have suggested that the United States has not given i

sufficient attention to United Nations suggestions with respect

to Micronesia, thus downgrading United Nations'participation. " I

Although not legally required, united

Nat'ions- supervision of plebiscdtes in. trust t.errltorles seems J

highly advisable from a political point of view where, as here, I

theresults of.!the plebiscites are likely to be unpopular with

man_ members-of the United Nations,. l

m•
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:_ Perhaps the most important procedural question facing

the United States is whether approval of the Security Council

is necessary in order to terminate the Trusteeship Agreement.

I There is ample evidence to indicate that Security Council ap-

proval is desirable for political purposes. T_e counsel for the

Joint Committee on Future Status of the Congress of Micronesia

i has suggested that the United States is not legally required
to seek Security Council approval of termination. A measure

I of support for this view may be found in the terms of the

Charter and of the Trusteeship Agreement and in the negotiating

| 'history of the agreement, Article 83 (i) of the Charter, in

referring to the functions of the Security Council concerning

! .
strategic areas, specifies only that Security Council approval

I_i is required for the alteration or amendment of the Trusteeship

Agreement. No reference is made to the necessity 0f Security

I Council approyal for termination of the agreement, Article

i 15 of the Trusteeship Agreemen t requires the consent of the
United States, as administering authority, to any alternation,

! •amendment, or termination of the agreement, but makes no te-

l ference to the Security Council• Moreover, in the SecurityCouncil debates on this provision the United States absolutely

i refused to consider a proposed Soviet amendment making thealteration, amendment, or discontinuation of the agreement's

I erms subject to the decision of the Security Council, rather
than the administering authority and even threatened to with-

!
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draw the propose0 agreement if such an amendment wereadopted.

_ However,.a close reading of the drafting history of If"

IArticle 15 leads one to question the correctness of the view

that Security Council aPproval is. not required for. terminat _ __o_,,. |I

.Although it rejected the Soviet amendment,, iO response the .. iIUnited States submitted a text which would have provided that

the terms of the agreement "shall not be altered, amended _

or terminated except by agreement of the administering authority

and the Security Council. '_This was unacceptable to t.he Soviet i

Union, and. it was accordingly., withdrawn. Nonetheless, it i
reflected an understanding on the part of the United States

that the approval of the Security Council would be required i

for termination Of theTrusteeship Agreement. Moreover, at the same

meeting of the Council , the United States Representative Warren i

A-o_ said, "mh_ United States wishes to record its i
View that the draft trusteeship agreement is in the nature

of a bilateral contract _etween th'e.United States on the one i

hand and the Security Council on the other." As a bilateral

contract, he added," the T_usteeship Agreement could not be i
f

amended or terminated without the approval of the Security, i
Council•

.. A further argument _hich may be advanced in support i

of a United States obligation to obtain Security Council

approval for termination is that the terms "alteration and i

amendment," found in both Article 83 and Article 85 of the i

!
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_(,"-',_ Charter, are expansive enough to encompass termination of a_j

I trusteeship agreement as well. In United Nations practice, all

nine administering authorities of territories formerly Under

I trUsteeship sought and received United Nations approval of

i termination of the Trusteeship Agreement. While Article 85 ,
related only to nonstragetic trusts, its language on alteration

I or amendment of Trusteeship Agreements is identical to that

found in Article 83 with respect to strategic trusts.

I On balance, then, the language of the Charter, pro-

cedures followed in the termination of other trusteeships,
and explicit recognition by the United States of a United

Nations role in the termination process supports a conclusion

that the United States has a legal duty to obtain Security

_.._._ Council approval for termination of the Trusteeship Agreement.

i s_t_o_ of American officials ......e matter, .........,

The po _ _ _ _ _ *_ _........

seems to be that the extent of the United States obligation

i is only to submit the question •of termination to the Security

Council and does not 9nclude any requirement to secure the

] Council's approval of termination of the trusteeship. According

to this view, even if the Security Council should fail to approve

I a United States proposal, the United States, having dis-

I •charged its.obligation by submission of the proposal to the

Council, would be free to carry out termination despite the

I .Council's lack of approval.

It has been suggested that, if it appears that the

I
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Security Council might reject the United States proposal for I

termination, the United States might attempt to avoid a con-

frontation in the Security Council, either by gaining the approval l

• . |
of the Trusteeship councii4-and forwardinE Zhat result to

the Security Council, or by merely informing the Security

Council of the results of an act of self-determination and" J

stating that accordingly the United States considers the agreement l
terminated. The United States could then veto any'resolution

which affirmed continuation of the Trusteeship Agreement. This [

)rocedure would .presumably avoid a situation where a veto

would block any affirmative action by the SecurityCouncil I"

approving termination. But it is doubtful, that the procedure _ [
is politically feasible or legally'correct.

The need for Security Council approval for alteration l

or termination of the Trusteeship Agreement would also seem

to indicate that, whatever decisions are made on " " I

separate acts of self-determination, the present Trustee-

ship Agreement will apply to the whole of Micronesia until the

agreement _is terminated for all of Micronesia. Even though the i

Mariana Islands, for example, have opted for a separate relation-

. . |ship with the United States, theTrusteeship Agreement would

continue, to apply.,to..the Mariana Islands. as well..,as..t° those " -- l
portions of Micronesia which have not reached a decision.

The United States can administer the Mariana Islands separately, l

and plans to do so, but still under trusteeship. Any effort

!
!
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to exclude the Mariana Islands from provisions under the
I

l Trusteeship Agreement would require an alteration of the
Trusteeship Agreement and security Council approval. In

! -recognition of this and because to do otherwise would be of

questionable political wisdom, the United States at this

juncture has dec±ded not to seek Security Council approval of

l any action until all of Nicronesia has made a decision on
status.

I At any rate, the United States expects to
avoid such

I problems by gaining the approval of the Security Council ofany plan it may submit for termination. To this end, United

l States officials are relying on the spirit Of d_tente with
the Soviet Union. That spirit was clearly noticable in the

_ criticism of United States administration
sharply reduced Soviet

of Micronesia just before and since Nixon's visit to Moscow _

i United States officials are also relying on a continuation of

i the relativel F mild temperament so far displaYed by the People's
Republic of China in the United Nations. Some officials

l calculate that the tensions between the People's
severe

Republic of China and the Soviet Union will lead those powers

l to conclude that it is more in their interest to have the

l United States occupy this strategic area rather than either
of them or Japan.

l The possible reaction and role of the United Nations has

turned out to be secondary in negotiations on terminating

!
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_rones_'__rustee__a_, _e_n_te__tes,o_course, |
has _ontinued to report annually to the United Nations

"°' ITrusteeship Council and, periodical!y, to submit documentson "

the negotiations.. But these reports have. b.ee9 just that--reports" , I
not a means of seeking _r accepting United Nations

advice. The State Department itself has downgradedUnited ,.

'Nations interests in Micronesian affairs. The Bureau of

International Organization Affairs (I0), which had been primarily I

responsible.for State's policY on Micronesia, was relieved I
of its task and the Bureau ofEast Asian affairs .made responsible.

The reason given was. that Micronesia was a regional, matt er.and I"

that the move would take advantage of the experience of John

Dorrance, the State Department officer who had been assigned _ I

to Micronesia to work on status questions and. who was later _|
assigned to the East Asian Bureau. However, that was only a

cover, especially.since Dorrance had once been in I0 and i

State Department officers are routinely assigned to the

bureau which needs their expertise. The real reason for the I

shift was a sharp personality clash between the chief United i

States negotiator and a Deputy Assistant Secretary in IO.

Personnel in IO learned of the move when told by the Under- " I
secretary of State that it had been ordered..

. I
' Whatever"the explanati6n, theresult was to decrease -"

emphasis in Stateon the United Nations aspects of Micronesfa's I

status and to treat the question as a bilateral political

I

I
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_} matter. The trend was increased once negotiations began with

I the Marianas. After the first two rounds, State Department
personnel were dropped from the United States team negotiating

I with the Marianas on the grounds that the Marianas were

negotiating a domestic relationship. State again became involved

in the Marianas question to work out provisions for United

l Nations observation of the plebiscite. Even then, State
Department involvement was late, for the Marianas Covenant

I mid-February , and the United Nations
was signed in 1975,

Trusteeship Council, which did not normally meet until May,

l was asked to observe a plebiscite in mid-June. There was

l little opportunity to assess again the place of the Marianas

in the self-determination of Micronesia as a whole--even if the

_ Council was _ inclined, which it was not. InTrusteeship SO

fact, the major consideration seems to have been whether the

! •French representative could get to and from the Marianas in

i time for the wedding of his daughters.
Even at the ceremony where the Marianas C0venant was

I the role of the United Nations was do'wnpiayed to oh-signed,

servation of the plebiscite. When the United States repres_entat_ve

| "• outlined the ten steps remaining before the "final chapter"

i of the Marianas Commonwealth was written, there was no mention _
of.the need for United Nations Security Council to agree

l to termination of the Trusteeship Agreement. On the contrary,

the tenth step, "Proclamation by the President of the United

!



States that the Trusteeship has been terminated," leaves I
. , j.

the implication that the United States may indeed look upon. I
terminat±on as a unilateral act. The implication is'similar

• " " " I

to that-contained in'the Solomon:'Reporlt. Then, as now, the .....

implication that the United States might act unilaterally

brought strong objections from the State Department, parti- I

cularly the United States Mission to the United Nations. I
Actually, the omission of further reference to the

United Nations was quite .deliberate" The Marianas representa- I
J

tives have sought to de-emphasize the United Nations largely

because of fear that the.United Nations.might de_ail the ..

Commonwealth as a result of its opposition to fragmentation. I
But the Marianas view coincided with the personal views of the

Chief United States Negotiator Haydn Williams who, according I

to several Interior and State Department sources, held the

united Nations in extremely low regard. Williams, said one i

official, had "this thin_" about, the United Nations. I
• For the Micronesians, the international legal factors ,

• |which govern self-determination were to prove far less

important than the practical realities Sf international politics, i

-- |

. ... ° ° • , _ ° _ . . .
J

!
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Chapter III FoOtnotes

!
1. Even in 1953, the United Nations vote wasfar

I from overwhelming: twenty-six for with sixteen against and

I eighteen abstentions.
2. See R. Higgins, The Development of International

I Political United Nations (New York,
Law Throughthe Organs of the

Oxford University Press, 1963).

I 3. See Rupert Emerson, Self-Determination RevSsited in

I the Era of Decolonization (Cambridge: _ Harvard University Center
for International Affairs, No. 9, 1964).

I 4. There is no Veto in the six-member Trusteeship

Council and the votes of the United States, France, the United

I Kingdom, and Australia would assure majority approval even if

I the other two members, China and the Soviet Union, opposed. The
opposition is more likely to be limited to the Soviets since

the People's Republic of China does not participate in Trusteeship

Council meetings, ostensibly because of a shortage of personnel
n

l 'but probably because the moderate Trusteeship Council does not

I fit into China's anticolonial image.

!

!
|

!
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Chapter IV

The Military and Micronesia' Ie

What right does a small number I

of people have to shape the destiny I
of th_ world?

-A high-ranking I

military officer..

!

We fought for them, we've got i
them, we should keep them. They

are necessary for our safety. I _ _ I

see no other course.

l •
-F. Edward Hebert

Most young Americans probably don'_ know very much about

Mieronesia_ except, that it is "somewhere in the Pacific.". But _

thousands of American men fough.t and died in Micronesia and sur-

rounding waters.in World War II. Mention Kwajalein, Ulithi,

Saipan, and Peleliu and you are likely to waken the memories •
|

!



i millions of Americans who by newsreel, radio and newspaper
of

followed the advance of American forces across the Pacific toward

i Japan after that country launched a surprise attack against _.

i Pearl Harbor from Kwajalein in the Marshall Islands, one of
the eastern-most atolls in what were then referred to as"the

i islands of mystery."

Between the spring of 1942 and the fall of 1944, American

i forces struggled for control of Micronesia. Some of the island

i ortresses erected by Japan in violation of its obligations
under the League Of Nations. Mandate were attacked directly;

i others were bypassed, leaving their Japanese defenders helpless,

cut off from food and new supplies, and, more importantly, in

i no position to assist Japanese forces elesewhere. Befor$ the

i icronesian campaign was over, American forces had engaged in
some of the costliest battles of the war. At Saipan, 3,272

I Americans died and another The battle10,952 werewounded.

at Peleliu lasted ten weeks and left 1,864 dead and 6,459 wounded.

i The battle for Kwajalein was briefer and less costly--still, 372

die4 and 1,582 were wounded. Tinian cost 389 dead and 1,816
wounded; Eniwetok, 195 dead and 521 wounded. All told, 6,288

_ Americans died and 22,810 were wounded in Micronesia.
Japanese

casualties were, of course, even heavier. More than 5,000 Japanese

died on Tinian alone. An additional 3,000 were unaccounted for;

many had committed suicide rather than be captured. And there
were Micronesians, innocent victims who little understood why a

battle was befng fought on their islands. Five thousand died,



or i0 per cent of a Micronesian population estimated at 50,000.
B

Micronesia's cap%ure did not end its role in the war.

which in the Nati0nal Ge0graphic is no%ewgrthy_ largely I
Ulithi,

for the cultural oddity of bare-breasted women riding Honda

motorbikes_ became an important naval base at _hich the force"
q 4

|

was assembled for the eventual invasion of Okinawa. Peleliu, " B

Angaur, Saipan and Tinian became importantnaval and air bases.

By farthe most important bases were those on Saipan and Tinian. I

On Saipan the military built two large airfields, Kobler and Isley,

both capable of handling B-29's, as well as faciolities for servicing •

naval and air forces. Tinian became the world's largest airfield_

even bY modern standards it was formidable. Tinian's North Field

had four parallel runways, each 8,500 feet long. West Field I

i

had two 8,500-foot runways and a 6,000-foot runway. In addition,

there were smaller runways, some as long as 4,700 feet. By-way

• |
_^e contrast, runway _,'_g_o___,._ for _,,'_j s C5A and B-52 _ "

8,800 feet and i0,000 feet, respectively.

To support th$ armada of B-29's and personnel stationed I

at Tinian, thirty-four miles of new paved roads were constructed " []

(including a dual-laned highway named. "Broadway"). Thirty-five
J

• iles-of road previously built by the _apanese were radically

improved. In addition, a huge breakwater was built at the harbor

to accommodate scQres of-ships laden,with supplies, bombs, and- - "

other ammunition. Almost 200,000 men were stationed on Tinain •

alone. That was the number needed to support the 29,000 missions

which B-29's flew from Tinian to Japan.
[]

m.

I
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The hustle and bustle that was Tinian base is no more.

Fewer than 1,000 Micronesians live where thousands of soldiers

I once worked feverishly. The only significant structures remaining

from the war are the building which served as headquarters for

General Curtis Le May and a bombed and shelled building used

I "
by the Japanese for communications but used today as a place_ to

slaughter the cattle which graze among Tinian's deserted runways

and roads.

From a military point of view, Tinian was built to last.

Even now, thirty Fears after the war, Tinian's coral runways can

clearly be seen from the air and are in remarkable condition,

although the Jungle threatens from all sides and some tangen-

tangen trees have managed to take root. Even today Tinian prob-

ably has more miles of paved roads than the other islands of

Micronesia combined. Tinian stands as mute testimony that those

who built it as a military stronghold anticipated the island's _

heavy use in a prolonged assault on Japan itself. Tinian's

builders obviously did not know, or if they knew, did not place

much faith in the bomb which'on August 6, 1945, was loaded on a

Tinian-based B-29, the Enola Gay, and a few hours later rained

terror over Hiroshima. Tinian's builders probably would not

have believed that on August 10, 1945, one day after the flight

of another Tin ian-based B-29, Japan would sue for peace and World

War II would come to an end.

The unexpectedly sudden defeat of Japan and the rapid

demobilization of American forces had an immediate effect on
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Micronesla. Japan's military fortifications and JaPan's war i

machinery lay in ruins. Japan's fleet, bottled up in the pic-

turesque Truk lagoon, lay on the lagoon floor_-virtually_ignored . i

for twenty-five years until the 1970's when, with the intro-

" " " "': °" • " " " " ' " l

duction 0_. jet transportation to the territory, the sunken fleet

became an attraction for touring scuba.,divers. Few military i

buildings survived: among them fortress-like communications

buildings at Truk, Palau and Tinian which, though obviously i
#

heavily bombed, are today used as a high school, an airport i
check in terminal, and slaughter'house. ,

Japanese civilian structures were also devastated. Today i

a few'buildings, Japanese lanterns (particularly on Koror in

Palau), retaining walls, and hospital and prison ruins at _ i

Saipan are all that remain of the thriving cities the Japanese i
built in Micronesia for Japanese settlers. Many of these struc-

tures fell before the islands were secured, but particularly in i

Palau, where Shinto shrines were evidence of Japanese influence,

many buildings were needlessly destroyed by American forces after

the islands were secured. One old Micronesian hand w_o served ii
in the naval government tells of deliberate orders by a'well-

intentioned_United State_ military officer to _estroy buildings i

in _alau simply because they were Japanese built. "We're going

to tear th_s stuff down and showthe Mic_ronesians what the Ameri-

" the officQr is quoted as saying He may indeed i
cans can build,

have thought that the United States would institute a massive

rehabilitation program , but the opposite was to be true. The i

!

i
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i Japanese settler economy lay in ruins, and Japanese citizens
were repatriated to Japan and Okinawa. In the rush to demobilize,

I even the mighty base at Tinian was dismantled. Scrap metal,

the debris of war, became Micronesia's second most important

I export. ..

Once the war was over, Micronesia, which had been a

|
dependent of Japan under the League of Nations, became a depen-

i dent of the United States under the United Nations.

In 1945, the American military wanted tohave hard-won

i Micronesia placed under American sovereignty but was bitterly

opposed by the Department of State. However, the United States

i did gain virtually unlimited use of Micronesia for military

i purposes with the establishment of a strategic trust--the compro-

mise that postponed the issue of annexation.

I State, joined by the Department of the Interior, was

cr_tica! also of the idea of military administration of civilian

!
populations and fought hard against the formal assignment of

i Micronesia to the Navy in 1947. There were even proposals for

administration by the.State Department. In the end, Navy got

i the assignment, largely because they had been put in charge of

American'Samoa and Guam already and had been administering Micro-

! nesia since the end of the war.

I Navy's initial victory was not to last long. President
Truman was commiteed to civilian administration, and in 1950 and

i 1951 he transferred first Guam and then American Samoa from Navy

to Interior. Effective July I, 1951, he did the same for Micro-

I

I

I
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nesia. However, part of the "transfer of Micronesla to Interior I

was also short-lived. Navy pulled an end-run and succeeded

in breaking off part of th_ Marianas. RuthVan C_eve -

provided the following account of the Navy's victg_y. " " " I

Sometime between June 29, 1951, when President

• !Truman signed the order, transferring all of the Trust

Territory to Interior, and November I0, 1952, there •

was perpetrated., in, the hyperbolic language of former

Director of the Office of Territories James P. Davis, I

"the worst end run in the historj of hhe United States

Government." _t is alleged, that the Navy, smarting I

under its loss of jurisdiction in Guam, Samoa, and

the Trust Territory , importuned President Truman pri-

specifically through the persuasive Admiral I
vately,

Arthur W. Radford, to transfer back to the Navy the

|northern Marianas islands of Saipan and Tinian.

Following whatever prompting, PreSident Truman did •

|
on November I0, 1952, transfer Saipan and Tinian back

to the Navy, and the interested Interior officials i

first learned of it when they read the executive order
f i •

the next dayin the Federal:Register.

The precise reason for the continuation of military _ •

rule in t_e Marianas was not announced'at the time, nor has it "

been since. But it is now known that there was a $28 million I

CIA base on the island of Saipan. This base was used between I

!
I.
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i 1951 and 1962 for training Chinese nationalists who still believed

i Chiang Kai-shek's forces would recapture the mainland and, re-
portedly, later for training Vietnam advisors. Even today, although

i official confirmation can be found in the Pentagon Papers, the

CIA's Saipan operation was originally one of the items which the

i _ United States government sought to censor through court order from

i he book CIA and the Cult of Intellisence (New York: Knopf, 1974)
by Victor Marchetti and John Marks, • former employees of the CIA

i and of the State Department.

For Micronesians_ the establishment and subsequent aban-

i donment of the CIA facilities was to have far-reaching effects.

First, the Marianas were separated off with definite economic

!
advantages and henceforth would press for separation from the

i remainder of Micronesia. Second, the existence of the clandes-

tine facility meant restricting entry into the Marianas area,

i except Rota, for "security reasons." Restricting entry into the

i Marianas, in effec t_, meant closing Micronesia, for the Marianas
were Micronesia's port of entry, its most immediate link to the

i Outside. Under these circumstances, efforts at economic develop-

ment through tourism there or elsewhere were hamstrung. The

i CIA's departure in 1962 had even larger effects. The Trust Terri-

tory government, which had previously been based outside of

i Micronesia in Hawaii and later on in Guam, looked upon the newly

i abandoned facilities as a cheap, in fact free, and ready-made

location for '_nterim" headquarters and a response, albeit not

| •ideal, to the United Nations recommendations that government
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headquarters be moved to Micronesia proper, i

But this windfall had a number of unfortunate effects

for Micronesia, most of which could have and should have been - i

foreseen. First, a more centrally located.. eapital--Truk was'. l

the planned site--would have been a major force for unity. A " " ""

central location would have meant shorter lines of comm_nica- • i

tion, more frequent travel to the capital by residents of the

districts, and the advantages of education and development in the i

heart o_ Micronesia. However, the location of the capital in i

an area geograPhically close to the Americam territory of Guam

with its military-inflated economy and the concentration of still i-

more of the advantages of development in Saipan increased the i
tendency of the people of the Marianas-to wish to reintegrate

with their fellow Chamorros on Guam and to think of themselves _i

as better than other Micronesians. "Better off" would be a

more accurate description. Except for the nearly abandoned i

roads on Tinian, Saipan has Micronesia's best roads, schools, i
communications, shipping, commerce and transportation. And its

• ipeople, even more than in the rest of Micronesia, learned that

the best jobs-- those held by Americans-- were white collar, or

, |at least government jobs, whose availability at headquarters was

plentiful.,. In. such circumstances,._ agriculture, was de-emphaslzed _ i
and an artificial and expensive economic structure was substituted. -"

In the forties and fifties, Micronesia was no longer important i

to the military except to deny the area to other powers, to con-

iduct weapons tests, and to hold for distant contingency_ purposes.

!

!
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i These objectives were achieved without the erection of a single

i base and without the stationing of either naval vessels or
armed personnel, except Coast Guard personnel stationed at Long Range

i Radio Aid to Navigators (LORAN) stations, and the few personnel\

assigned to testing facilities. There were not even enough Coast

Guard personnel to catch more than a few of the Korean; Okinawan,

and JaRanese fishing vessels which frequently intruded into Micronesian

i territorial waters.

i Nuclear Testing: Bikini and Eniwetok

i Ironically, the nuclear device which ended Micronesia's
role in the war was later to return Micronesia to the world's

i headlines. Bikini and Eniwetok Atol_Is became United
important

States atomic bomb test sites, necessitating the relocation•in

I •1946 of 166 people from Bikini and in 1946 of 146 from Eniwetok.

i Some of the people were relocated several times as successive
locations proved undesirable. The people of Bikini lagoon first

i to Rongerik where •suffered from Of
,move, d they severe shortages

food and water, _hen to a Kwajalein camp, and finally to the
i

B island of Kill--from thirty-six islands with over two square

i miles and a tranquil lagoon to a single island located 475
miles south With less than one-half square mile of land and no

i lagoon. For Micronesian fishermen, the new location meant an

unaccustomed struggle with the pounding .waves of the Pacific in

i order to get the fish which were an "essential part of their diet.

i They became increasingly dependent on supplies brought by Trust

!
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Territory ships which, however, could not approach the islands l

four months of the year because of high wind and waves.

Testing in Bikini ended in 1958 and all .atmospheric I.

nuclear testing was banned by the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of

1963. Although the Bikini people longed to return to their homes, •

Defense retained the island.s for some unspecified use. However, " " I

it was not until 1968 that State, Interior and the Atomic Energy

!Commission overcame defense objections and announced that the.

Bikini people, now numbering 750, would be returned after the I
necessary rehabilitation of the isla.nds had been completed.

The rehabilitation.. ° . of Bikini was an extensive undertaking., l

The-entire island was bulldozed toreduce radiation, debris was

removed,and old coconut trees were destroyed. Almost 90,000 new [

coconut trees were planted and construction was started on [
forty of eighty planned homes and supporting public faciiities.

Some things could not be rehabilitated. One of Bikini's twenty- I

seven islands had been completet$1y destroyed by a 1950 hydrogen bomb

test and a large portion of th$ reef destroyed, thus per- I

mitting the entrance of sharks to the once tranquil lagoon. [
And crabs remained too "hot" to eat-safely.

f

As it turned out, the construction of housin_ ran into

difficulties. Funds ran out after the completion of only forty

homes a_dthe return of only three _families. TMe people became ...... .l-

cQncerned about the level of radioactivity of the islands and, I

most important,held out for additional financi'al payments for

having moved in the first place. In mid-1975, Bikini was still I

I.

!
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I inhabited by only three Bikini families and by Marshallese

construction workers whose principal job is to keep the buildings

I in good repair.

i In 1972, it was announced that Eniwetok, now two islands
smaller as a result of forty-three nuclear tests, would also be

I returned to its former residents--at the end of 1973, the _

announcement said. As is turned out, Defense had further plan s

I for Eniweto_. According to newspaper reports, the United States

i Air Force initiated, in April of 1972, a series of TNT explosions
designed to simulate the effect of hydrogen bomb explosions on

I _land. These explosions left craters of up to 50 feet deep and

300 feet around. Government sources described the tests as

aiding in the effort tO better understand the geology o£ nuclear

craters and coral atolls. No mention was made of the permanent

I damage which would result. Fortunately, Micronesia was saved

i from further damage when a Federal District judge in Hawaii, for

environmental reasons, issued a t_mporary and then permanent

i injunction against the planned tests. However, the judge's order

was too late for Aumon Atoll where, the test director admitted,

1 an excavation 6 feet deep covering 19 acres was left in

I Micronesia's scarcest resource: land.

The plan to return the poeple of Eniwetok ran into an

I additional snag. The cost of rehabilitating the island was

estimated at $40 million in 1972, but a Defense Department request

I for an initial four million dollars was turned down when a majority

".1 of the membership of a subcommittee on appropriations questioned

I



spending $40 million on 450 ""natives." Thus, no work has begun I

on the rehabilitation of Eniwetok, although the islanders,

assisted by Micronesian legal services lawyers,-con_inu_Ito .....

press their case.. ' " ' " " " " ........ I
Such destruction of landand relocation of people wasn't

the•only undesirable effecfi of. post-World War II military operations. I

In a 1954 hydrogen bomb test, eighty-six Micronesians on Rongelap

were caught in a storm, of radioactive fallout after a sudden I

wind blew clouds in their direction. The people of Rongelap I

have since received $10,494 each in compensation from the United

States government. In addition, the. Rongeiapese have received I

constant and excellent health care from United States scientists.

On the other hand, the United States made an ex gratia payment I

of $2.3 million to Japan for the twenty-three Japanese fishermen I

caught in the same incident. Micronesians are quick to note

that the amount given to Japan was approximately $i00,000 for I

each fisherman.

KwaJ alein Atoll

Kwajalein Atoll, also in the Marshalls, was tO feel the

far-reach_ng effect of'military operations again, this time under I
the guise of a "civilian" contractor. While the rest of Micro-

nesia...was.• strugglingon. , a budget, of less. •than $i0• million, a..__ • • - I

large part of which was _sed to cover the salaries of American

administrators, the Pentagon decided in 1946 to construct what I

eventually became a billion dollar missile test facility on I

!
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I Kwajalein Atoll. From the Vandenburg Air Force Base in Cali-

I fornia, missiles are fired 5,000 miles across the Pacific to
impact or be "intercepted" by Spartanand Sprint missiles in

l world's largest atoll. Kwajalein is an
and over Kwajalein, the

important facility, as attested by the presence of Soviet "fishing"

! ,vessels on test days. "We know when a test has been called off

I and it's safe to go fishing," said one Micronesian official.
"All we have to do is watch the Soviet ships. They get their word

l from their boats' off California even before Kwajalein."
'fishing

For Micronesians, the Kwajalein test facility brought

l mixed blessings. At least 148 islanders were forced to relocate

I to nearby Ebeye Island. Seventeen years later, the military
"leased" the island for ninety-nine years at the rate of

l /$I0 year. But Micronesians didn't think much of that
per

agreemeflt after they saw what was done to the island and became

i more knowledgeable about the monetary value of their land. A

i renegotiatio n of the lease in 1970 resulted in payments of $420,000
per year, with possible further renegotiation later. It is a

I Standard American military men that they have already
joke among

purchased the land several times.

I There are usually fewer than twenty or thirty United States

I military personnel stationed on Kwajalein. The facility, which
is run by a civilian contractor, has had as many as 5,000 other

l American employees, including dependents. For the Am@r_can con-

tract employees, all the amenities for American e_xpatriates areB /

I present, including alr-conditioned housing, movies, a golf course,

!
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Iand shopping and laundering facilities. But Kwajalein also has

"all the attributes of a military base, with the usual resulting

tensions. Kwajalein is off-limits to Micronesians outside -" . I

working hours. Micronesians are ferried, in and out to perform. I

unskilled labor. They claim (and American officials'deny) "

they are searched each way and that the unfortunate Mi_ronesian • I

who misses the last ferry is locked up for the night. The

!
Micronesians may stare at but not use the golf course or self-

service, laundry. The PX is a problem, as it is worldwid e . I

Except for one day of the year, the day they. receive their annual

bonus, Micronesians are prevented from shoPping in Kwajalein's I.

well-stocked PX. Even though the stores on Ebeye suffer serious I
shortages asia result of poor cargo ship service to Ebeye, Defense

officials argue, with some justification, that Micronesian mer- I

chants would complain if Micronesians were accorded regular access

to the PX. I

The United States military has built houses to replace I
the shanties initially built on Ebeye. Miraculously, there has

been no new major disease such as polio, which left 196 crippled I

and ii dead when it spread from Ebeye to the rest of the Marshalls

!• • s

in 1963. However, all agree that Ebeye is an overcrowded and

disgusting slum right in the middle of "paradise.", Lamented one , I
American officiai, "The _ stench isso bad 'you can hardly walkthe

street." I

Micronesians are lured to Ebeye by the possibility of high

wages and, so far, steady employment. At the behest of Congress- I

!
\
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I woman Patsy Mink of Hawaii, Congress extended federal minimum

wage legislation to Kwajalein, mostly to help the large number

of Hawaiian laborers. Only about 500 Micronesians are employed

I on Kwajalein, but the number of people per Ebeye household grows

steadily as more and more Micronesians abandon outer island life

I and head for Ebeye to live with relatives. Today, almost 8,_000

people, one-third of the entire population of the Marshalls, live

I on Ebeye. Pro'blems of overcrowding, pollution, juvenile delin-

l quency--all the problems of decayed urban communities--are multi-

plying there atan astounding rate.

I These problems and the restrictions on Micronesians seem

to be fully recognized at district and TrustTerritory head-

i quarters. A significant exception in early 1974 was the Trust

I Territory government liaison representative for Ebeye, a long-
time American employee who lived and worked amid the comforts

i of Kwajalein and who, all sources agreed, had overstayed his time.

"Things are g0i'ng very well here," he told an interviewer. "And

l there is none of the friction and resentment of restrictions to

I whlch T,_o_ _,__ Vi_ - _ ......... " _
• _,,_ _,_o o±_n_ _,,_u,_ _v_ referred.-- un_y

minutes before, a highly regarded Micronesian, being trained

l for the liaison position, and who, as a result, has become the

0nl'y Micronesian who lives on Kwajalein, had painted a starkly

I opposite picture. Early in 1975, the Microneslian "trainee"

I was still waiting to assume his post..
Micronesians . have also benefited from the Kwajalein

I installation. A tax of 3 per cent on all salaries goes into the

l
l
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" " 1Trust Territory. coffer. As in.the Marianas, the irony is that

the presence of an income-producing facility in economically

poor Micronesia als0 has a detrimental effect.+'Th_ people in

the Marshall Islands, the "island chain and political district " I_o

in which Kwajalein is located, believe that a larger share of

revenues generated' at Kwajalein _hould be kept by the Marshall I

Islands district and not sent to the general treasury at Saipan-- I
a kind of revenue sharing' Unless this is done, the Marshallese,

who also produce more than 50 per cent of Micronesia's major I

export, copra, have threatened to withdraw from Micr0nesia.

Their threa_ remains-even though a level of revenue sharing was. I

approved by the Congress of Micronesia in 1974. But an economy I
based on the Kwajalein missile range may prove to be.short-lived,

or, at best, uncertain• Although Kwajalein is designated by the I

United States as one of the areas which would remain under United

States control in self-governing Micronesia, there are rumors I

that successful Strategic Arms Limitations Talks (SALTJ would I

seriously affect the scope of activities at Kwajalein and there-

!fore Micronesian employment opportunities. Such rumors are,

however, denied by the military, who state that a SALT agreement

- |
would not prohibit research and development. But employment at

Kwajalein can be expected, to vary sharply. For exampl$, it is I

estimated._'that the conclusion of Safeguard testing would reduce

!the United States population at Kwajalein to below 3,000, down

sharply from the 1970 population of 5,000. I
!

!
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I Changing United States Policy: From Denial to Usage
The administration of John F. Kennedy saw the end of

I the caretaker philosophy followed by the United
Micro _States in

nesia between 1945 and 1961. A new policy was formulated to

I• assist in the transition of the Trust Territory from inter-

I national status to status as a territory under United States
sovereignty. Interestingly, though there were numerous studies

I of future United States base requirements and Micronesia always

appeared in the list of contingencies, throughout • the Kennedy

I and Johnson administrations, no concrete base plans were developed

for Micronesia.
Beginning in the late 1960's, shifting power relation-

I ships in East Asia caused the United reassess
States to its

approach to a changing Asia. The most important aspect of the

I present focus on Asia was set forth in the so-called Nixon

Doctrine in July, 1969. As summarized in a report• of the Secre-
tary of State, Nixon stated:

| .The United States will keep all its treaty

commitmefits. We shall provide a shield if

.! a nuclear power threatens the freedom of

I a nation allied with us or of a nation whose
survival we consider vital to our security

I and the security of the region •as a whole.

In cases involving other types of aggression

I we shall furnish military aid and economic

m assistance when requested and as appropriate.
|

!
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But we shall 16ok to the nation directly I
threatened to assume the Primary responsibil-

ity of providing the manpower for its defence. _. . I

The Nixon approach did not declare. United States military with-

drawal from. Asia. It did provide a rati0n_le for reducing tile

size, number, and role of United States military installations I
in Vietnam, Thailand, Korea, Japan and the Philippines. Nixon

made no mention of establislhing bases in Micronesia, even though I

he outlined his plans during a refueling stop on Guam; nor was

the Nixon Doctrine drafted to "fit" the Trust Territory. But I

the military quickly cited the President's statement as justifi- I

cati6n for activation of then vague contingency plans for Micro-

nesia. In the minds of most Department of Defense officials I

interviewed, United States troop reduction in Asia makes Micro- I
nesia more strategically important to United States security.

Micronesia also fit well into the philosophy, .....

apparent in the early sixties, that United States military bases

would be moved to island areas if, as seemed lik_ly,increasing I

nationalism made the continued presence 6f bases untenable in

.!
some countries. Planning for a base at Diego Garcia fn the

Indian, Ocean started-in'f963 on Just such a hypothesis_ The I

theory was that isolated islands with small populations,, if any,

and even _maller •resources would be less subject ••toadverse po._i-, I

tical movements and woul_ not automatically involve the United I
States in another nation's conflicts. Similarly, when it first

appeared that United States bases and unfettered operations in I

!
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I Okinawa might be imperiled by the reversion of Okinawa to Japan,

and, at the same time, nationalist sentiment rose in the Philippines,! .
potential Micronesian bases took on a more concrete form in

I strategic planning.

In 1969, when the United States first began negotiations

for use of Micronesian land, the military sought maximum flexi-

i bility in its planning. It refused to indicate specific land
areas it might use and insisted on an unlimited right to eminent

I domain even in the face of known and steadfast opposition in

Micronesia. Not until St was clear that no progress on status

I could be made without a clear indication of military land needs

i id the Departments of State and the Interior prevail upon Defense
to submit its land requirements to an interagency body of the

I National Security Council _ By this time, however, the military

had b@en reassured that bases in Okinawa were not immediately

i imperiled.

Stated Military Requirements for the 1970's

| ,
An analysis of United States efforts to acquire additional

military facilities in Micronesia will be discussed in a _1_er

devoted entirely to the status negotiations. However, it is

I necessary at this point to discuss the specific initially stated

requirements of the United States military in assessing the stra-

I tegic importance of Micronesia. The qualification "initial" is

I important because essential military needs for the United States.

proved to be flexible in a downward direction. The United States

I gave its general requirements during negotiations at Hana and

I



later outlined more specific requirements, first for five dis-

tricts and then for the Marianas.

|
In the Draft Compact of Free Association'first issued

inAug_st, 1962, the united states and M_crbnesia (excluding the .: I

Marianas) agreed that the United States should hold "full res- ' ""

• lponsibility for, and authority over all matters which r$1ate

to defense in Micronesia." This responsibility included the

• I
defense of Micronesia and "the right to prevent third parties

from using the territory of Micronesia for military purposes." I

More generally, the United States would be &l'lowed to establish

|military bases in Micronesia for "the security of the United

States, and to support _s responsibilities for the maintenance i
of international peace and security."' The parties also agreed

that the United States could conduct "all activities and opera- _I

tions on the lands and waters in the territory of Micronesia in

the exercise of this responsibility and authority." The last I

general agreement between the United States and Micronesia would i
give the United States the option torequest the use of Trust

Territory areas to satisfy future defense requirements, i

Annexed to the Draft Compact was an outline of specific

"° q _ Idefense needs in Micronesia. The United States wished to main-

tain "continuing.rights, to occasional or emergency, use of all _ i
harbors, waters and airfields throughout Micronesia,, as well

as "continuing rights to use existing Coast Guard facilities." i

In the Marshall Islands, the United States specifically

• lasked for continuing rights for the use of lands and waters asso- i

I

i
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i ciated with, and currently controlled as part of the Kwajalein

Missile Range, the land portion of which encompasses approxi-

I mately 1,320 acres." In the Bikini Atoll, the United States

I sought "continulng rights for use of 1.91 acres of Ourukaen
and Eniman Islets, and the use of the pier, airfield and boat

I landing on Eneu upon the return of
Island." Finally, Eniwet'ok

Atoll to the Micronesians, the United States sought to retain

i use rights there. "....

I In the Palau Islands, the United States sought "access
B

and anchorage rights in Malakal harbor and adjacent waters,

i together rights acquire forty acres use
with the to for within

the Malakal harbor area which is composed of submerged land to

I be filled, and adjacent fast land." The United States asked

i for rights for "the joint use of an airfield capable of suppor-
ting military jet aircraft (the proposed airfield at Barreru

i Island airfield Airai site), the right toreef, or Babelthuap

improve that airfield to meet military requirements and specifi=
I

• I cations, and the right to develop an exclusive use area for

I aircraft parking_ maintenance and operational support facilities."
On the island of Babelthuap, the United States wished to reserve

i the "right to acquire 2,000 acres for exclusive use, along with

the right for non-exclusive use of an adjacentarea encompassing

! •30,000 acres, for intermittent ground force maneuvers."

i The bulk of the United States r@quests were in the Mariana
Islands. The United States wanted to purchase facilities on

I:. three islands, all of which are located in the proximity of Guam':

!

!
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Farallon de Medinilla, Saipan, and Tinian. I

The United States requested the use of Farallon de

Medinilla for target range purposes. The island _as _hen being I

used-by.the Department of DefSnse as a b0mbing range. It is '. ._ ' '.... '1
uninhabited and the United States said that it would be used

only for air-to-ground and ship-to-ground target practice. I

On the island of Saipan, United States military interests

|
centered on the use of so-called military retention land which

the United States took. from the Japanese after World War II. I

Approximately 4,996 of the island's total of approximately 30,000

acres, including Kobler.Field, which serves as. Saipan's commercial I

airport, is in retention land. The military said it required I
the retention of Isley Field for military purposes, although

civilian activities would be allowed. Th$ United States would I

relinquish rights to 4,100 acres of retention land, retaining

almost 900 acres. Five hundred acres around Isley Field were I

required for reasons the United States considered ,,not hypothetical

" said the Unitedbut contingent." "It will be needed immediately,

States representative_ "if we are to move out of some other io- i

cation of if another location could handle a new requirement."

The planned use of this area was for "aircraft maintenance and

repair facilities as well as limited_logistical support." Near I
the village of Tanapag, the United S'tates would release some of

the' 320 acres of retention land presently used for commercial I

development, provided that the area was used for harbor-oriented

purposes. I

!
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.|
With regard to Tinian, the United States presented a

I detailed seven-stage plan for the construction of a base. As

outlined in May, 1973, construction of the base would cost

I
$144.6 million, plus an estimated $13.5 million for relocation

I of San Jose Village. Ultimately •, the base would have 930 '
Air Force and Navy personnel, supported by 2,370 others. Up

I to 1,000 persons would be involved in four stages of the seven.

stage development plans.

I The Department of Defense wished to purchase the entire

I island of Tinian, but use only two-thirds, or 18,500 acres.
Plans called for a new airfield on Tinian. San Jose harbor

I was sought by Defense on the grounds that "it is the only site

reasonably suited to harbor development." Joint use of the har-

I bor would be allowed 90 per cent of the time. The village would

i have to be relocated for reasons of safety. Areas within a
"safety zone" of the harbor would be allowed the people of Tinian

i for agricultural and recreational purposes. Warehouses would be

built; the church would be permitted to continue its function;

I and citizens would be employed at the dock. Finally, the•Defense

I Department would control development of the civilian community
on the remaining one-third of the island "in order to prevent un-

I desirable conditions and consequences which could possibly result

from the presence of a major military base." The planning of the

I civilian community would be a "joint military/civilian effort."

I

!
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Military requests for lands and waters in the Trust •

Territory were.more than a ca_ssual list prepared by the Depart-

ment ofDefense. Each request had been carefullytailored to4

reinforce strategic justifications for c.ontinued _nited..Sta_es .... i

occupation and, in the initial request, each branch of the United

States military sawto it that it _o.t some facilities in Micro-

nesia. I
i

Defense Justifications for Micronesia •
@'

A seasoned Pentagon official sat,at his desk,_and spoke

about the United States military role in the Pacific for the I

197Ors and beyond. He responded to specific questions with regard

to strategic theory -- What does the military define as our I

first line of defense? How far back are we prepared to retreat?

" he replied "I wish we could be certain.""I have no idea,

He talked at length about the sweeping political changes i

in Asia, the shifting power relationships. He expressed concern

Over united States troop reductions andwithdrawa-I from'United I

States military bases stretching from Indochina to Japan. Through- g
m

out the conversation, he was troubled that despite American pre-

sence in tNe Pacific_ there is no longer any hard and fast line i

of defense as defined by accepted military strategic thepry.

.... T_is encounter with theDefense official.was typical of.,

subsequent interviews. An ever present concern of the military

is the fear of uncertainty and coping with that uncertainty

is neither superficial nor unrealistic. •

!
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,| •The concern for United States military preparedness in

I the face of uncertainly has fostered the development of two ...
important strategic concepts: first, the United States should

retain possession of the Pacific Islands; and second, the United

States should remain the most resilient and formidable military

power in the world.

I In 1945, it was the sense of Congress that the United
States should retain permanent control of the Pacific islands,

I entrusting them to the military in defense of United States

security. Agreeing with'military officials, Congress felt that

I giving up the islands would be an irresponsible breach of national

I security that could lead to another war. Congressman F. Edwardy
Hebert of Louisiana, who would from 1971 through 1974 become the

I powerful head of the House Armed Services Committee, expressed

the v_ews of Defense officials and Congress in 1945 when he said,

! "We fought for them, we've got them, we should keep them. They

i are necessary to our safety. I see no other course."
There was also a feeling among the military that reten-

I tion of the Pacific islands was realistic and practical consider-

ing the military investment expended in their capture. Congress

I shared the feeling that no one had the right to give away land

I which had been bought and paid for with American lives. The
passing of time does not seem to have altered the conviction of

I the military and some congressmen that the Pacific islands must

be kept. As noted below, many Pentagon officials and congress-

I men today echo the sentiment expressed by H_bert in 1945.

!
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The second military concept resulting from the fear of I

uncertainty has been more readily apparent to the casual observer

in recent years -- that the United States should remain a firsts I

rate pewer with superior strategic capability. " I

Many Department of Defense and military officiais are "

increasingly concerned that the United States will become a second -.• I

rate power. Defense officials fear that the United States. has I
been lulled into complacency by such things as d6tente and the

SALT agreements , leading to widespread troop reduction in foreign I

bases. They fear that the public remains d_ngerously uninformed

• Iaboutthe realities of growing Soviet superiority in all phases

of nuclear strategic capability and particularly naval power. I
" defense experts say, "is"Soviet naval buildup, a major element

in the shifting balance of military power." As a 1970 Blue Ribbon I

Defense Panel, appointed by the President and the Secretary of

Defense stated in their report, I

The road to peace has never been through I
appeasement, unilateral disarmament or

negotiation from weakness. The entire i

recorded history of mankind is precisely

"° • _ Ito thecontrary. Among the great nations,

only the strong survive. Weakness of the U.S. I
-- of its military capability and its will --

could be the gravest threat to the peace of I

the world. I

!
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I In the late 1960's and the early 1970's, a number of

Micronesian studies by military officers at war colleges through-

I out the United States were published. Many of these officers had

access to classified information and were able to interview key

military strategists. Without exception, these studies have indi-

I cated that the major immediate strategic justification for re-

taining Micronesia is to deny the use of the Trust Territory to

I a third power, and perhaps secondarily, to prevent denial to the

United States. Indeed, except for testing, denial has beenthe

I major United States strategic objective in Micronesla.

I Theoretically, denial does not require military occupation.

Since World War II the United States has relied on the legal sanction

! •of the United Nations and the Trusteeship Agreement to deny the

territory to others and to insure its military access to Micro-

| "
nesia.. Would an end to the legal sanction of the United Nations

•i necessarily mean that the denial objective is no longer obtainable?
U

Are there alternatives.to United States military presence which

I still adhere to the principle of denial?

. The Micronesians have favored United States military pre-

I sence in theTrust Territory for the peace it has brought to the

I_ islands and the belief that continued United States protection is
necessary. They have also maintained that potential use by the

l

! American military is probably Micro_esia's greatest economic asset.

I _ For these reasons, the Micronesians have indicated a willingness

I

I
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to continue to accommodate the United States military provided I

they receive adequate compensation -- compensation which_ they i

believe has been lacking in past years. Assuming that the United

• iStates would find it in its be_t interest to offer adequate com-

pensation to the Micronesians, the possibility would exist for• i
continuing denial to others and potential access for the united

States. I

In the event of the termination of the Trusteeship

Agreement, the alternative in keeping with denial would be the I
o.

neutralization or demilitarization of'-the region by international

agreement. (A unilateral declaration along the lines of the Monroe I

Doctrine might be unsaleable in 1975 .) Few military officials I

place much faith in neutralization, fearing infiltration by Com-

munist powers who might be less scrupulous than the United States I

in observing Micronesian neutrality. That fear, however, seems i
unjustified to other defense experts. One high Pentagon official

ventured the view tha_ "neither the Soviets nor the Chinese have I

an interest in Micronesia; and even if an interest were present, , •

• ithe threat of United States power would serve as a strong deterrent."

This would seem to be an accurate evaluation_ judging from the _ i
mild Soviet and Chinese reaction thus far to the ongofng negotia-

tions with the Micronesians and the United States proposals for _ - _ I

military facilities in the islands. On the contrary both the

Soviets and the Chinese may look upon clear American interest in I

Micronesia as protection against the aggressive intentions of i
each other.

i
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.I The military.fears neutralization for another reason --

i it would require foregoing.access to lands they consider essen-
tial to United.States security even though Micronesia.is currently

i unused for While it is true that neutralization
except testing.

would prevent third power access, it would also prevent United

! ,States military access -- a bleak prospect in the minds of mill-

I tary strategists.

i Fallbac k i(Cont Ingency_Some Defense Department officials agree that while mili-

i tary bases in Micronesia are not immediately essential to United

States security, they would become essential if bases in Okinawa,

i Japan and the Philippines were no longer available. The assump-

i lon is made, probably correctly, that United States use of Taiwan
has been or will be sacrificed for improved United States-Chinese

i relations. Similarly, with the fall of Vietnam, Thailand will

seek some accommodation with North Vietnam and China and shut

I down United States bases in Thailand. Further, while outright

expulsion of the U_itSd States from Asian bases might not occur,

i restrictions on the use of nuclear weapons and offensive opera-

i tions might necessitate fallback to the Trust Territory. In

Japan and on Okinawa, for example, the ability of the United

i States tolaunch combat missions and to use nuclear weapons has

been restrictedseverely and might remain soshort of an attack

H on Korea or Japan itself. In addition, the United States can no
t

i longer store weaPons used in chemical and biological warfare in
[]

i
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Okinawa. Finally Defense officials see a possible need for

facilities, On Umited States controlled soil in the Pacific_• -'- i
facilities which do not automaticaily' involve the United States

" " ' "' " " " ' " Iin another nation's conflicts. .• " ""

Contingency planning attempts to prepare for every

eventuality. Defense experts have repeatedly asserted that the I

Department of Defense must prepare for the worst contingency. Ie

"Contingencyplanning is fully 50 per cent of our justification

for Micronesia," said one military official at the Hawaii head- I

quarters of the commander in chief of United States Pacific forces I
(CINCPAC), 'Rut we have to be careful in advancing it because

contingency arguments don't get appropriations." I

Sprinkled liberally among Pentagon comments about the

POssible loss of United States bases in Japan, Okinawa, and the I

Philippines are doubts about the political situation in each i
location. There is concern about Japanese "leftists." Okinawa

" said one _nited States i
is a ".hotbed of leftist sentiment, . _

official, and you never know when this sentiment will "strike

the right chord." Even before the fall of Vietnam, similar i

reference_were made by the military with regard to the Philip- I
pines where the United States has bases under a lease which runs

e

until •1991:, the political siutation in, the Philippines was ....." I

described as "tenuous"; the Philippine government was said to be

ibecoming "belligerent" in dealing with the United States military;

and Clark Field was described as becoming a "no-man's land for I
Americans."

i
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I While fallback and denial are the main justifications

i for the United States military in Micronesia, Defense officials _
have supplied various other rationales for United States mili-

I tary expansion in the islands.

I Forward Defense
Some experts see the need for a forward position in

I Micronesia to defend Hawaii against Asian attack. They
contend

that if Hawaii and Wake Island remain for the United States the

| first line of defense, the enemy could easily reach the United

I States mainland. On the other hand, if Micronesia were not
militarily accessible, the distance between the nearest United

! •States military forces and potential Asian attackers would be

much extended. The military could not quickly reach Asia from

I Hawaii or the West Coast of the United States. One officer

I predicts a problem of credibility with our allies if the Depart-
ment of Defense makes its forward line of defense in Hawaii rather

I than Micronesia. "How much can the United States reassure its

"if we are not closer" he asked,allies or deter its enemies, .

I to Asia?"

I According to Defense, a forward base in Micronesia
would be equipped and fully able to withstand an enemy assault

I which might Hawaii or our are
threaten "Daysallies. vital in

Conventional warfare," said one General, "and the islands

_4icronesi_ .would provide ship refueling re-
and aircraft and

I supply that is necessary to maintain forward defense."

!
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The Defense Department considers Micronesia an important I

forward defense position for another reason not generally,. stated_.. i
by the military. There are strong feelings with ih the Depart

ment of Defense about the possibility of another "island_hoppin_" i
. .

World War ll-type conflict and the need to meet the enemy as

far away from the United States as'possible. "We have to remember I

that the center of the United States is somewhere in the Pacific, I
not in Kansas," said one United States military officer.

Admiral John McCain, former commander in chief, Pacific, I

and former head of the United States military-mission at the

United Nations, strongly advocated.Micronesia's retention on a I

forward defense rationale: I
.... one of the points I continually stressed

was to do something with the Trust Terri- i

tories Vsic]; because if the Trust Terri- i
tories are not kept under-the immediate con-

trol of the United States, the next .fall- _, I

back position is Honolulu, and that's a long

• jway back. The Trust Territories, if properly . _.

used, will put the United States in a position

. |not too remote from advanced.bases in the .

Philippines... and other forward bases. _ i

SimilarlY, Hanson Baldwin, former New York Times

tmilitary writer and a man with close Pentagon connections,

advanced the case for military, retention of Micronesia in a I
1970 book, Strategy for Tomorrow. Baldwin, who covered the war

!
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I in the islands' argues that if the United States is to maintain

any forward position in the west Pacific, "retention of these

I Trust Territory islands--indeed, their outright ownership by
2

I the U.S.--is essential•" Stating that political conditions
make continued use of United States bases in Japan and Okinawa

I " Baldwin concludes that formalization and _
"tenuous at best,

perpetuation of United States sovereignty in the Trust Territory

I is one of the "strategic imperatives" we face in the Pacific

i unless the United States is prepared to withdraw its defense
line to Hawaii. "

l Dispersal

I Dispersal of forces is normally considered a major means

of defending oneself in conventional and nonconventional war-

i •fare. With its 2,000 islands, Micronesia is the perfect place

to disperse forces "^__ a time when ......._*ions are vit_1

I .as they would be during warfare," said one officer, "several

.I communicationsinst'allationswould be advantageous."

Others concur-on the necessity of dispersal in the nuclear

l age. With an extensive nuclear capability in the hands of poten-

tially hostile powers, it is necessary to have many bases to make

[] it difficult for the enemy to destroy all or most military in"

I stallations_in a single blow• According to one defense expert,
many bases would facilitate an effective counterattack upon an

I enemy attempting to achieve a quick•victory by surprise
attack.

m
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Spillover I

While massive facilities already exist on United States- l
owned Guam, the military argues that Guam is too far away from

Asia and not adequate to handle future military.needs..B_igadier _ ,. I

General Hanker, director of the Far East Division, Joint Chiefs.

o'f Staff, sta.ted that Guam was "oversaturated" with Air Force " l

and Navy personnel and that facilities there ha.ve been developed l
to the maximum. In the event it became necessary for the mili-

tary to move its installations from other Asian bases, Tinian in .l
°.

the Mariana Islands would aid in absorbing the spillover.

• lOther Defense •officials believe that .future expansion

of Guam is limited by the desire of Guamanians for ec-onomic l
development. Presently, much of the land and many of the better

roads remain off limits to the Guamanians. Although Guamanians l

are ambivalent, it is commonly held that transferring some mill-

• |.tary facilities to Tinian would be an economic asset to Guam.

Guamanians could then concentrate on building an economic struc- l
ture based on tourism or some other industry.

Unforseen Resources "
J

- Oil interests have already begun to look into, the possi- l

bility of constructing transfer, storage and refinery facilities

worth up to$1.5-billion at a protective, circularreef north -..... l

of Babelthuap in the Palau Islands which not only has no inhabi- l
rants, but alsohas no islands. The spot woul.d seemingly be ideal

for storage of oil from the Middle East orSouth Asia and distri- l

bution to Japan or the United States. Also, in the mid-sixties

l
l
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I a Texas oil entrepreneur, Fred Fox, became interested in Micro-

_ nesia partially because of his wartime service there but also

because he speculated that oil could be found in the islands.

m there is increasing demand for tin and rubber
,TOday

an

from the Western Pacific area. Australia and Indonesia are

! •sources of raw materials for the United States and Japan. The

n ilitary has noted recent worldwide interest in Indonesia be-
cause of itsloil, raw material, minerals, and its strategic

n location by the Malacca Straits. Areas around Indonesia are

considered politically unstable by the Defense Department.

I Therefore, they contend, United States military presence would

I elp to stabilize the situation and protect United States inter-
ests.

! -Most defense experts agree that the Pacific basin is

vital to worldcommerce, and that theUnitedStates should

n strengthen its position in the western Pacific. A recent De-

I fense justification for remaining in the Trust Territory is to
maintain control over ocean resources in the three million square

I miles covered by Micronesia. "if sea farming were developed,

Micronesia would be the biggest pastureland in the world,"

I said one Deputy Assistant Secretary for Defense. "Because no _

i one knows the worth of resources to be found in Micronesia,"
said another Defense official, "its strategic importance cannot

I be defined...The area will possibly be extremely important to

the United States and therefore we ought to keep a strategic

I position in Micronesia to maintian the flexibility we might need."
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Storage "" I"

The military considers the Western Pacific a potential

storage area for material •and fuel. Land is sCarc@ on'Guam and.:

Japan,. and there is said t'o be. no room.f.orlarge.._torageare_s. _ 1

Defense officials believe that Micronesia is better suited for

|storage. The mil±tary maintains'that storage depots in Micro-

nesia could double as refueling stations for transports en roUte •

to Asian ports from the Uflited States. The use of the islands

!as supply depots would rule out the need to store large amounts

of fuel in more vulnerable ports like Korea. •

lAss.uming the-Seventh Fleet will remain in the. area,

there is a need, according to the military, for repair facili- •

ties for United States ships requiring regular maintenance.

The repair facilities on Guam are adequate for minor repairs on l

U

|
small ships only. Furthermore, the Navy has been cutting back

on the number of ship-tenders which supply the Fleet, making

it "necessary that bases be available in the Western Pacific
[]

which are readily accessible and well-stocked with supplies."

In addition, Micronesian land.....under American sovereignty _i-

provides storage space for nuclear weapons or even chemical and

lbiological weapons, none of which can be-stored in such places

as Japan and Okinawa.

Res:earc_and Development. '" •
|

The missile testing range on the eastern edge of Micro-

!nesia is considered essential for research and development of

• i
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i antiballistic systems. Nike-Zeus, Nike-X, Sentinel, Safeguard,

"Site defense" all stand for antiballistic missile systems which

i one after another have been tested at Kwajalein. The Kwajalein

lagoon is said to be ideal for missileresearch because it isI .
easy to recover missile projectiles which fall into surrounding

i waters. The Pentagon has stated that Kwajalein will be needed

indefinitely. According to Pentagon officials, there will be

i no reduction in the research and development facility as a

result of the SALT agreements. They argue that Kwajalein is

i important to the military because there are no better alternatives.

i The military considers Kwajalein a "must" for the United

States due to the expense of the equipment already there. The _-

i •facilities are seen as "unique" and "extremely difficult to

i duplicate."

Training and .Pract_ce "

i Finally, the Department of Defense is making plans to

i put a Marine training facility and maneuvers area on the island
of BabelthuaP. According to officials, the United States is

i running out of readily accessible training areas in the Far East.

In addition to Babelthuap, Tinian has been suggested as a multi-

| "purpose facility for Marine maneuvers, communications and track2ng J

i stations, and long-range reconnaisance activities.
In 1974 and 1975, the military began actual small scale

i training maneuvers on Tinian. Training , however, seems to have

been an incidental objective, for the exercises more clearly

i served to show the islanders that training was not necessarily

!
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injurious and was sometimes advantageous such as when the visit-

ing forces interrupted their exercises to hel p the islanders I
make civic improvements. Secondly, this training program , once

• Iestablished, would constitute a deprivaGion for the military if

discontinued.

|
Analysis and • Conclusions

Military planning for Micronesia has prooeeded largely I

on the basis of Defense Department assertions, particularly I
those of the Navy and the Air Force, that Migronesia was essen-

tial to American security and to the maintenance of international I.

peace and security. There was a lively debate between Defense

and State. State took the posi.tion that Micronesia was worth I

holding onto provided the political costs, particularly at the I
United Nations and in Micronesia, were not too high. State also

took a more optimistic view than Defense about the reliability i

of United States bases in Japan (including 0kinawa) and the

Philippines, provided Defense was reasonably responsive to pres- I

sures in those countries to reduce excessive United States mili- i
tary holdings. However, over the years Defense assertions went

almost completely unquestioned or ignored by most of _he other I

governmental agencies whose views • would have to be taken into

Iaccount. . , ' "

Interior officials tended to accept with little-question I
Defense arguments about Micronesia's strategic importance and

about most other military operations in the area. Defense, they I

believed, is responsible for military assessments and Interior's

I

I
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role was mostly limited to administration, except for those

I occasions as in Ebeye when insensitive relocation Created over-

whelming problems in housing, sanitation, and health. Interior

I officials take a different view once they are out of office.

i hree of the Interior Department officials most intimately con-
nected with Micronesia during the Kennedy-Johnson years, and a

I former Assistant Secretary of the Interior under Nixon, as welI

as William R. Norwood, high commissioner of Micronesia from 1966

to 1969, all now question the strategic importance of Micronesia

i and past military operations in the area.
Nor was there any questioning of administration plans

I in the Congress, or for that matter much occasion t 9 critically

question military plans. No military legislation of direct appli-

I cation to Micronesia waa submitted for enactment. None of the

money spent initially for planning future _i___I_....j bases was

specifically authorized and appropriated and thus subject to con-

I gressional scrutiny'. Rather, that money came from general planning

funds Or from re_r0grammed Air Force and Navy funds. This is not

I to say that there was no congressional attention devoted to mili-

tary plans and their effect on Micronesia's political status.

I The Interior and Insular Affairs Subcommittees on Territories,

I particularly on the House side, were periodically briefed on

Micronesia's military importance. They, too, tended to accept

I Defense assertions without critical'scrutiny. Defens_ officials

i ssert that the ranking members of the Armed Services Committeeand members of the committee staff were consulted and approved

I
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-of military plans for Micronesia. Committee staffers may have I
/

been consulted, or informed. However, F. Edward Hebert, then

chairman of the House Armed Services Committe@_ _old an interviewer I.

on September 23, 1974, that while, some•"upstaFts" on his c°mmittee I
might have bSen consuZted_ he had not been. There is little evi-

dence that members of the foreign relations committees of Congres s - I
were consulted.

Ironically, the first formal congressional• views since _he I

forties on the use of Micronesia for military purposes came about • I
by accident• In the cburse of an investigation.of American mili_-

tary bases in Korea, staffers of the House Defense Appropriations I

Subcommittee became skeptical of Defense plans for Micronesia.

Largely as a result , the House approved the 1974 report of the I

Appropriation Committee that there was no.justification for build- I
ing bases in Micronesia so long as numerous Other facilitles were

_v_±_b±_ in the Far East.

There is no evidence that Defense planners placed these

stated needs for military facilities in Micr0nesia in the context I

of Defense or overall administration economic priorities• The " |
United States was in the process of Closing, not opening, military

i

_ses-at home and abroad. Instead of_eeding ship repair personnel I

and facilities, for example, the Navy cut back on suchactivities

in Guam, much to _the dismay of the Guamanians. The reactions of ..... . l-

the Office of Management and the Budget or the Congressional Ap- I
propriations Committees were clearly not anticipated. For when

it came time to request funds, the administration decided in late I

1974 against immediate base construction. I

I



i In addition to this general criticism of the military's

i planning for Micronesia, there are several specific reasons why
Micronesia is not essential to United States defense and security--

i the array of defense justifications notwithstanding.

i Micronesia Not Needed as Fallback _.
The United Statescontinues to maintain reasonably

i stable relationships with the two countries--Japan
Asian and the

Philippines--in which the most important United States bases are

i located and therefore does not need Micronesia as a fallback posi-

i ion. State Department officials in Washington and at the Ameri-
can Embassy in Japan say there is no evidence that American bases

i in Japan are in danger of forced or
withdrawal would be unduly

restricted. On the contrary, the reversion of Qkinawa and relin-

i quishment of some of the excess American facilities in Japan and

i Okinawa during the early seventies have reduced political pressure
in Japan. Differences with Japan during that period resulted

i United states said State Department official,
from other actions, a

referring to problems'created over textiles, trade relations,

I and unilateral actions on China.

i_ Former Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs,

U. Alexis Johnson, has said that restrictions in Japan have not

i United States military operations there. In
severely hampered

testimony before a Senate Committee, Johnson stated that restric-

i tions had not been imposed to keep American aircraft or naval

,I vessels from stopping at United States bases in Japan, whether
|

!
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en route to or returning from combat operations. Johnson might I

also have added that United States bases in Okinawa, for better

or for worse, are an integral part_ of 'Okinawa's economy, making
l

it unlikely that _apan would take precipitate action against ' I
I

United States military facilities in Okinawa.

!Moreover, United Statesofficials believe Japan will re-

main a close ally of the United States. They refer to public _

statements of Japanese officia!s concerning the role of the

United States military in Japan, which includes preserving peace I

and security in the Far East. Whereas the United States has re-

duced the number of troops stationed in Japan, the Japanese I

hope for th@ continued presence of United States carriers and

tactical power. Even on the most sensitive issue, storage of

nuclear weapons on Japanese soil, there seems to have been a I

softening of the original Japanese position.
e

Furthermore, Defense Department" plans for American bases I

in Japan do not indicate that the military is overly concerned I

about its tenure. Plans are underway to modernize and enlarge

petroleum terminals at Sasebo; and in October, 1973, i
American

the President declared Yokosuka Naval Base to be the homeport

- !of the aircraft carrier, Midway. AS a result, about 1,000 fami-

-lies have been moved from the United States to Japan. _ •
°.. |

Far from wanting to kick the United States out, the

• !Japanese were somewhat concerned that initial military plans

for Micronesia might imply a change inthe way the United States

.!looked on its military obligations toward Japan. Because of

!
I.
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!
this concern, the United States military has stressed the limi-

i tations of Micronesia as a site for bases so as not to under- .

mine Japanese confidence in American protection, or give anti-

I United States groups in Japan, Okinawa, and the Philippines the

i mpression that those facilities are no longer essential and
that active political pressure would force the United States

I to withdraw. Indeed, Robert S. Ingersoll, then ambassador to

Japan and now Deputy Secretary of State, is reliably reported

I to have been sufficiently concerned that he made a special

i effort to discuss the implications of Micronesian facilities
for Japan and Okinawa With Pentagon officials. Ambassador Inger-

soil's concern was well placed. According to a Japanese Foreign

Office official, perplexed Japanese military officials had

already raised serious questions about American intentions in
°

Micronesia and _'

_,_Ir implications for Japan
Largely because of an historic special relationship,

the United Stateshashad large military holdings in the Philip-

pines. .- " The United States still has two major

I military facilities there: Clark Air Force Base and Subic Naval

Base, both of which the United States occupies under a mutual

defense treaty rent-free until 1991. The facilities on both

I bases are extensive and, partly as a result, the United States

economic impact in the Philippines has been tremendous. Accord-

I ing to the New York.Times of April 18, 1975, about 14,000

Americans and 54,000 Filipinos are employed at Subic and Clark.

I Together they spend as much-as $150 million annually, about i0

per cent or more of the country's gross national product.
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Since the mid-sixties, the United States and the Philip- I

pines have sought to reduce strains in their relationship. Econo-

mi_ arrangements and the 1947 mi_ifiary base agreements have -" I

received special attentions.. As aresult,.. .. the durationof the : I
military base agreement was reduced in 1966 from nin6ty-nine to ""

twenty-five years, a base labor agreemen t was negotiated in 1968 I

and in 1969, a custom's agreement. In 1971, in response to

Philippine requests, the United States agreed to explore modern- I

ization, of the basic agreement itself. In addition, in 1971, I
the United States turned over to the Philippine government the Sangley

Point Naval Air.Station in Manila Bay and LORAN stations operated' I"

by the United States Coast Guard in the Philippines. A steady

reduction in the size of United States holdings in the Philippines I

can be expected as the Philippine government tries to make an .I
accommodation with post-Vietnam Asia, to grapple with economic

and political forces at home and to attain a greater measure of i

control over the level and nature of United States military opera-

tions on Philippine soil.

Despite the adjustment in United States-Philippine re-. iL , .......

lations, members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff have described mili-

tary presence in the Philippines as an "ongoing proposition."

There is no doubt that the Joint Chiefs continue to hold this

view even aster the Phi'lippines saw the need to review their re-

lations after the fall of Vietnam. State Department officials I

replying to comments by the military.that the Philippinegovern-

ment is becoming more belligerent toward the military have said l

!



that ,any anti'military noises on the part of the Marcos govern-

I ment are merely part of a bargaining strategy." Even after the
Philippines called for a re-examination of their defense pact

I with the United States, a senior American diplomat told the

New York Times, ,'Until now the Phflippines have suffered one key

fault...the Filipinos never learned how to be a Squeaky gate."

! But, United States overseas bases in the Pacific extend

beyond Japan and the Philippines; Micronesia is not the only

| fallback. Even after withdrawal from Thailand is complete in

1976, the United States will still have bases in Taiwan, South

! Korea, New Zealand, and Australia. In addition, there are

I major facilities on Guam over which the United States has sover-

eignty. It would appear unlikely that the United State_ would-

engage inlany activity which would result in a simultaneous expulsion

..... _ ...._a_j _,,, _,_ bases. _ is also i,_6_,_j_7....._,,_'-_'_j

I that the United States would engage in any activity which would

I be restricted by all these countries or by even a substantial
portion of them. If this did occur, it would be a prima facie

! case for a thorough re-evaluation of policy. Indeed, the in-

ability of the United States to enjoy the full support of its

I allies or to. conduct military operations without restriction

I was a necessary sobering'influence on United States policy in
Vietnam.

I Partial losses could be absorbed by other facilities if

the United States were forced to withdraw from some of its bases.

! When asked the effect if the United States gave up a lot of.

!

I



facilities in Japan, the Philippines and elsewhere in Asia," I

_Admiral B. A Clarey, then Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet, I
t_Id the U.S News and World RepOrt in April, 1972_ "in:the

unlikely event that we gave up:basesin one area,.we would

•simply concentrate in other'areas .... We would use Subic Bay in

• " l'the'Philippines.more if we gave up bases in Japan .... We have

a lot of capacity at Subic. Or we could come back to Guam." I
Admiral Clarey thought it "unlikely in the foreseeable future"

that the United States would lose bases in Japan, Okinawa, and I

the Philippines. Such a situation wou!d "represent a major

political change out there, which Would affect more than just I

the fleet. It would affect the whole American posture in the I
area."

There are, of course, no current plans to concentrate I

United States Asian and Pacific military might in Micronesia,

but that is the implication of planning based on the total loss i

of current bases in East Asia. Such planning has an air of un- I

reality, especially since forward defense needs of the United

• iStates can be met by other means. It conjures up the image ....

of the United States as a malevolent giant sitting off the coast /

of Asia waiting to come to the aid of countries unconcerned

about their own defense. Henry Kissinger emphasized the mutual I
Importance of unit$d States bases when - in the wake of pressure

on United States bases by Turkey, Thailand, Greece, Spain and I

the Philippines - he bluntly told an Atlanta audience (June 24,

¢ "'I

1975): "No country should imagine that it is doing us-a favor

I
I



I by remaining in an alliance .....no ally can pressure us by a

i threat of termination, we will not accept that its security is
more important to us than it is to itself .... We assume that our

I friends regard their ties to us as serving their own national

purposes, not as privileges to be granted and withdrawn as

| means of pressure. Where this is not the mutual perception, _

i then clearly it is time for a change."
While military officials have emphasized the contingency

I nature of Micron esia, they have also prudently stated that the

"modest"'facilities proposed in Micronesia would not, could not,

I replace the extensive United States naval and air facilities in

Japan, Okinawa, and the Philippines. Among other things, Micro-

I nesia does not have the developed eocnomy or the large pool of

I skilled and unskilled labor necessary to repair and service

modern military equipment. The military facilities initially

! proposed on Tinian, for example, would require large numbers

of construction workers. The proposed joint Navy-Air Force

! base on Tinian would have required imported labor during and

I after construction. 'There are oniy 779 peopie--423 male and
356 female as of June 30, 1972, excluding commuters from Saipan--

I on Tinian. Micronesia, said one official, is a "poor man's

fallback," to be relied on as a last ditch attempt to retain a

l foothold in East Asia. Deputy Secretary of Defense William P.

I Clements told a September 16, 1973, Tokyo press conference that
the need for the Tinian base complex is in the "out years,"

I meaning, fifteen to twent_ years from now.

!
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Indeed, there is a psychological argument for continued

United States presence closer to Asia. If the United States wishes I

to follow a policy of active military, "economic,and political

•
.' . , .. . . - ,

"involvement in Asia--which it apparently does ev@n-after the

debacle in Indochina--it undoubtedly is helpful to have actual

• |
military forces in the region rather than based on Hawaii or on

Ithe United States mainland. But this does not mean that the

United States should build up its forces in Micronesia. Rather,

if only for psychological reasons , there is a strong case for I

keeping some of the current United States bases in East Asia, I
recognlzlng, _f course," the necessi_y to make necessary adjust-

ments, in their size and purpose. _ I

Japan, for instance, could not be expected to feel more

secure knowing that American forces and nuclear protection are I

to be removed from the Japanese defeuse perimeter and relocated i
1,00D miles! south in Micronesia. Some Asian experts have even

suggested that both China and the Soviet Union would prefer that I

the United States retain credible, albeitreduced, forces in

-East Asla as a deterrent-against precipitant actions b_ one -i

of the communist giants against the other; or against other I
countries in the area; or Soviet efforts to upset the delicate

• Ibalance in the area by getting a foothold. _

Modern Armaments Change Strategy I

There are already massive facilities available on United

States-owned Guam. These facilities and the existence I

_

.



I
of sophisticated new weapons, aircraft and ships obviate the

I installations in the Trust Territory. '
need for new military

It is argued that Guam is too far away from Asia and

I not sufficient to handle future military needs. During the

I "Guam almost tipped into the Pacific from the
Vietnam war,

weight of B-52's at Anderson Air Force Base," stated one mili-

I officer. Economic development pressure on Guam limits
tary

the possibility of future expansion there, said another military

I official. We need additonal space for dispersal, said another.

I The argument that Guam is too far away from Asia is
particularly ironic since during the Vietnam war B-52's daily

I made the journey from Guam to targets in Indochina. In fact,

economic costs, not technical capabilitY, led to the build-up

I and use of bases in Thailand instead of Guam during the Vietnam

I war. While it is certainly true that it is more convenient
and/less costly for the United States to have big bombers as

I close as possible to targets, it does not mean that they must

be at the closest point. For example, if United States milf-

I ary authorities decided that the United States must maintain a

i bomber force capable of hitting targets in China and Siberia,
such forces could be maintained on Guam or as far back as Hawaii,

I Alaska, or even the West Coast.

The same situation applies to United States ballistic

I missile subs, six of which are now homeported at Apra Harbor on

i Guam, and. to United States antisubmarine (ASW) land-based

!
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aircraft. On station time for United States ballistic missile I

subs would be shorltened if there were no room on Guam. On

"" ' Ithe.other hand, the United States.has mobile sub,tenders, and

will be introducing the Trident sub into the fleet in the late •
o _. .. |

seventies. The Trident will carry a missile df'great}y, increased

range, increasing the optimum-maximum distance between a sub I

and its target. The need for forward submarine bases would be

lessened. I

Similarly, the range of ASW land-based planes--which

are a majorpart of the United States effor_ to keep the sea

• !lanes open to commerce--can be extended by inflight refueling,

as the Russians do over theAtlantic Ocean. Again, this obviates

the need for having a string of.island air bases. The United i

States has a fleet of fifteen aircraft carriers on which these

planes can be stationed. The Soviet Union has no aircraft
3

carriers, i

As to overcrowding and saturation of current military

facilities on Guam, a number of 0bservers expressed strong i

doubts. Much of the military land on Guam was unused even at

the height of the Vietnam war. A number of B-52's and other

Aircraft
were relocated to bases on the mai_land aftSr'the con- I

clusion of United States participation in the Vietnam war. Further,

Congress has given preliminary approval to.military plans for " -- i

a new generation of bomber, the B-l, which would probably require iB

only half as many planes as are required with B-52's. In addition,

|carrier-based fighter b.ombers'.capable of carrying nuclear weapons "

!
I



I
I can reach many Asian targets, as can land-based F-4's. Finally,

I argued one former Pentagon analyst, the bomber is no longer the

main force in the Untied States strateglc arsenal and is of

I less strategic value against China, for example, because of

that country's "thick" ground-to-air as well as air-to-alr

I bombsr defense system. The United States is much more dependent

I on the other two parts of the United States nuclear triad, inter-
continental ballistic missiles and submarine-launched missiles,

I to protect its national security.

Since World War II, the United States has built a

I sizable carrier-based navy in the Pacific, The Seventh Fleet

I already consists of 35,000 men, three aircraft carriers, two

cruisers, and about twenty destroyers. These are being modern-

I ized, and funds are committed to build thirty-seven _new DD-963

_ v_ _ v_ ......_oyers that have a range _? _Y_m_e!y g,O00 mi!e_ _t

I cruising speed.s. In addition, the United States has committed

I unds to a fourth nuclear-powered aircraft carrier and to twenty-
eight new 688-class nuclear-powered hunter killer submarines.

These nuclear-powered ships have virtually an unlimited range

of operations. With Hawaii in the East Pacific and Japan,

:I Okinawa, Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines in the

I West Pacific, Micronesia takes on the appearance of an outmoded
atage coach stop that is by-passed by modern trains.

I Several Guamanian lawmakers, have found military pro-

testations about "saturation" and economic development pressures

I . . °on Guam unappealing and "hypocritical." Over 33 per cent of

I

I



resp0nsib.le for Guam's economic stagnation , and Sven today the "

mil_tarj actively opposes or"delays major projects which might " .. I4
assist the economy.

n
There.remains, with regard to Guam, the dispersal argu'

ment. Dispersal of military facilities is desirable to pre- I

vent damage from a single attack, to force the enemy to disperse

his attack, or to provide alternate weather locations.. Obviously, .I
o.

the military planners do not rate dispersion as the first priority

in current military plans for Micronesia. Dispersal arguments n

are Undermined by ge0graphy. Tinian, where plans called for a U

large Joint naval and air facility, is within sight (five minutes

by plane) of Saipan and 150 miles from Guam, where two other I

major United States airbases are located. The weather in all i
three bases is likely to be the same. In short, a major facility

on Tinian grossly ignores the rules of dispersal, i

The Department of Defense has maintained that.Micro-

nesia is essential to. United States security by providing logisti .....

cal support in contingency planning and_ forward defense strategy, i I
At a time when the Department of Defense debates "limited nuclear

warfare" as opposed to "unlimited, nuclear warfare," it appears I

strange to speak of conventional means of military buildup.

NeVertheless, Defense continues to plan in accordance with con- i

ventional methods, knowing that the ultimate use of United States N
nuclear capability would mean total annihilation. But even in a

i
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I
conventional sense, sophisticated aircraft and ships capable

I . . ,of enormous capacity and range cast doubt on the need for new

facilities in Micron esia.

I
Some members of Congress have publicly stated their

I skepticism about the_need for the United States to retain all
current fixed bases or to establish new ones. Former Senator

I Fulbright, ,noting the "great change in weapons systems" stated, •

"If we are going to have an ABM and missiles, why do we have

I to have Clark Air Force Base?" Senator Symington, ranking Demo-

I cratic member of the Senate Armed • Services Committee and former

Secretary of the Air Force, thought many developments, princi-

I pally the •Polaris sub, had eliminated much of the necessity

for bases. •

I Symington was also skeptical of the fallback policy

I hen he said, during 1970 Senate subcommittee hearings on United

States Security Agreements,

I I do not think we have to have so many

islands Sn the Pacific to back up Korea. The

•I Philippines back them up, Okinawa backs them

I up, Taiwan backs them up, Japan backs them
up, the Polaris sub backs them up. How many

| places do you have to back them up before

you break your own back?

Military."Requirements" Constantly Changing

I Finally, changing statements of United States mili-

i tary needs and constantly changing strategy of the United States

l



in negotiations cast doubt o_ the judgment that Micronesia I

is essential to either United States military needs or to

the maintenance of international Deace and secuzi.t-y.- _

At first,, the United-States insisted_on a. virtually." .... i

unlimited'right to eminent domain and "permanent" control

of Micronesia. Allof Micronesia was said to be strategi- i

cally important and the military did not wi.sh or was unable

to designate specific r_quirements. Consistent with this i

view, high ranking military officials swooped down on Micro- I

nesia with vague but grandiose plans for'military facilities.

Marine Corps.Commandan_ Lewis Walt _robably created ever- • i

lasting concerns in Palau as a result of his insensitive I
remarks about United States land needs in that district.

For example, he envisioned using large sections of Babelthuap i

for Marine Corps training. Advocacy of unlimited needs was

later changed to designation of specific military land needs i

and acceptance, in principle, of Micronesia's right to "opt

out," indicating that the United States saw a time when Micro-
o

nesia as a whole might not be strategically_ important or at - - i-

least saw a way to protect its real strategic interest, denial,

- Iby means other than permanent associati0n (such as a mutual

-defense treaty). Giving.. the five districts of Micronesi_ the _ i
•right tO _opt out" came about only after the M&rianas had broken '

away from the other islands and appeared agreeable to providing i

land if it became a "permanent" part of the United States.

The point was made bluntly by a Deputy Assistant Secretary of I

i

!
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I Defense who asked an interviewer, "Who cares about the rest

I f Micronesia as long as the_United States has the right to
build bases in the Marianas?"

I There is strong evidence of bickering
between State

and Defense Department experts about United States military

| "needs in Micronesia and about the political position the United

I tates should take in light of those needs. From the time of
the recommendation of theSolomon group in 1963 until the

I Defense Department was overruled by
NixonPresident in the fall

°..

of 1973, Defense has maintained that Micronesia was of such

I strategic importance that the option of independence should not

I " demanded one high
be included on a plebiscite. "What right,

ranking military officer, "does a small number of people have

I to shape the Of the initially,destiny world?" Interior but

reportedly not later, accepted the Defense view. On the other

I hand, the State Department has argued that the credibility of

I the United States Would be sufficiently on the line that the
political • importance oflnciuding an independence option out-

I Weighed the risks of its selection. In any event, State De-

partment officials argued the Micronesians were unlikely to

! •select:..independence.-

I Similarly, when the •strategic importance of Micron esia
was reviewed in the summer of 1973, Defense presented a long

| "list of reasons for Micronesia's strategic importance. On the
/

other hand, the State Department took the position that access

I toMicronesia should be retained only if the financial and
/

I political costs proved reasonable.

I
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The State Department official concluded that if there I

was great resistance, for example, in Palau, the United States I- • . • . .

was ""buying trouble" if it insisted on obtaining iand in that

district. And, indeed, Pa].au is an ex_mpleof sharp differences I
o• "+ ".

between State and Defense, and perhaps even within Defense.

Palauan leaders are on record as strongly opposed to United " !

States military operations in their district. Actually, Palauan I

leaders say they+re not opposed to a United States military

presence" in+Palau i_f their public lands are first returned and I

if the United+States negotiates with Palauans'for specific I
land use. " +* "

Originally, •said one State Department source, there was I

no real requirement for facilities on Palau. Palau had been

"tacked on." At first Navy had written to the+Deputy Under- I

secretary of State U. Alexis Johnson to emphasize the Navy i
view of Palau's importance. Johnson responded, rather un-

enthusiastically, that Palau might be too expensive politically I

but that the United States would make its best efforts. Navy

+ ithen persuaded Defense and the _oint Chiefs of Staff to shift ....

ground +and to claim that Palau was "equally •important." A

subsequent Defense Department letter to the Deputy Secretary

of St•ate is said'to describe Palau as "essential, an,irreducible _ I

minimum." But the State Department again was described as less

than enthusiastic. Deputy Undersecretary Porter; _ who had re- I

placed Alexis Johnson, responded that Defense could not uni- I
laterally change United States policy. The majority view con-

I
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tinued that the United States "would go for Palau only if it "

I was not too expensive." Arguments over Palau, said State,

I should not be allowed to delay an agreement on Mi.cronesia,
lest the "seeds of erosion" destroy everything..

I Even with to Tinian the United States position
regard

changed drastically, Within little more than a year, the

I Department of Defense went from a proposed multimillion dollar

I base development program in all of Micronesia, costing several
hundred million dellars, to a "modest" airfield and port •

I Tinian to lease for training areas onfacility on a long-term

Tinlan. "Why was this done?" asked Congressman Robert Sikes

I at a March, 1975, Defense House Appropriations Subcommittee

I hearing. Secretary of Defense Schlesinger replied that "basic
military-land requirements for Micronesia have remained constant

I for the five or six the plans to develop military
past • years _

facilities on Tinlan have changed in the past two years. Plans

I for .a training and logistic support base were developed in the
+

i 107n-79 _4m_e_m_ +_h_ __n _sato_s clouded the outlook for
our future posture in the Western Pacific and seemed to require

I the early development of alternative facilitles_" Among other

th_ngs, Schlesinger refers • to initial military concern about .

I the Okinawa reversion, and the uncertain political climate in .

I Japan and the Philippines, He does not _account for the fact
that concern within the State Department was not nearly as great.

I _ Nor does-he state why contingency plans for Micronesia continued

long after uncertainty regarding Okinawa had disappeared.

!
i



Useful But Not Essential I

IThere is little_evidence that Micronesia is essential

to United States security or to international peace and security.

(In _an_ary,.1974', CINC.PACof'ficialls wer.e able to identify.only ' :!
.,

one classified use of a new baseon Tinian, presumably storage

"' " " I

0f nuclear weapons.) Micronesia's importance in 1975 remains

as it has been since 1945: the area must be denied to any I

hostile power. This objective .does not justify the rigid posi-

tion which the United States used in negotiations aimed initially I

at the development of a permanent relationship with the Micro-

nesians and the construction of a major new base i-n the Pacific.

Rather, at a time when the United States is reducing military I

bases at home and abroad and is under severe budgetary pressures,

the United States could have used Micronesia's arrival at the I

juncture of .self-determination as a.way of assuring that the i
people of those islands, already pawns in two world wars,

were further removed_from international conflict. This.might I

have been accomplished by an international agreement which ,

' iwould have neut.ralize_ the area. There is no evidence that the

United States, particularlythe cautious military,.gave serious / I
consideration to neutralization. Only with regard t@ missile

testing in the..Marshalls would, such a proposal have affec_d ._ . - • _ I

current American military use of Micronesia and, as already

noted, .that use has an uncertain future. I

There might be distinct advantages in such an approach I
which might outweigh any loss of American facilities'in Micronesia.

I

I



I
i Although the Soviets have expressed little interest in Micro-

I e_ia, they have not discounted the potential use of other mid-
South Pacific islands. Eugene Mihaly, a former advisor to the

I Congress of Micronesia, argued Foreign
in "A"f falr s in July, 1974,

that supply and maintenance points in the mid- and SouthPacific

have "the same attraction to the Soviet Union that Diego Garcia

I has to the United States in the Indian Ocean." "Given the
number of small and imPovershed Pacific island states," said

I "it would just a matter of time before one or another state
Mihaly, seem

finds a Soviet base arrangement irresistible. Theprospect of

I United States and Soviet fleets encountering .one another in

I uch close proximity presents political ambiguities of a deli-
cate nature. The negotiations between the Soviets and the

I Americ&ns have reached a stage.in ,an attempt forge
crucial to

l 1
detente between the two powers. The ultimate goal of detente

I is to limit the arms race: but military, build-up, in the Pacific

I by the Soviets and the United States would surely lead to a
naval arms race between the two countries. Competition of this

•I nature would have a negative impact on the stability of tLhe
I

I

• Pacific area and on the chances for permanent detente.

While Micronesia is not esential to the United States,

I t is clearly useful. It may be worth retaining access for
training , storage , research and development, and even for a

I future base if costs are n¢t excessive. Although not even

Pentagon officials placed much faith in their initial estimatei

I of $144.5 million as the cost for building a base on Tinian, for

I
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the Pentagon the base costs are not high in the context of a I

$90 billion budget. Even in absolute terms, Micronesia is - I
cheap. Rehabilitation of World War II docks and'runways costs

!considerably less than new construction. The relatively sma!l ....

amount of money to be paid for land leases and grants for oper-

ations of Micronesian governments _o_pares most favorably with I

Pentagon expenditures for bases in Spain and elsewhere. I
On the other hand, 'given Micronesia's poor economic

propsects, the financial costs for the relationship which I

the Pentagon seeks must be looked upon as expenditures which

will continue indefinitely. Rather than push unquestioningly I

for an economy based on uncertain military needs, it would.be I
better to develop a firm base for Micronesia's economic support.

Costs must be measured in political as well as economic I

terms. What will be the effect of the effort to achieve Penta-

gon objectives in terms of the relationship of the United States i

to the Micronesians, of American standing in the United Nations I

and of American adherence to long held principles such as

iself-determination? Such political costs are more difficult

to measure_than financial outlays but they are no less real. I
Few Micronesian leaders were intitially opposed to determining

their future political status within United. States strategic _ . I, . #

constraints. Even at times of exasperation with the United

States, Micronesian leaders admitted that they had little re- I

course, either because of their need for American economic I
assistance or because they were resigned to the combination of

I

I
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| United States power, a disinterested and uninformed United States

I Congress, and a disinterested and powerless United Nations. But •
as the negotiations proceeded Micronesian leaders in every

I district became convinced that military Considerations were

so dominant that the United States had little concern for

intangible political considerations, especially if they remained

i within manageable proportions. This assessment was shared by
all districts including the Marianas which, however, came to

I realize that the dominant military considerations could work

toward their immediate advantage.

I • • * •

I Thus, it was with a constantly changing and exaggerated

I assessment of Micronesia's real strategic importance to the

United States and to international peace and security that the

I United States began negotiations with the Micronesians on their

i future political status. American thinking, at least among
the dominant group which professed to be pragmatic and hard-

I nosed, distinctly placed military considerations above:humani-

tarian considerations, despite international trusteeship obli-

I gations. As a matter of fact, there is little evidence that

i defense officials ever recognized that the Micronesians them-
selves had rights. The United States, said Secretary Schlesinger ,

. looked on the negotiations "only to change the form of the

[trusteeshlp] arrangement while retaining the basic objectives

I. and responsibilities we have had for nearly thirty years."

m
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|
For Schlesinger and the military, the impetus for the negotla L

tlons was not an effort by the Micronesians to exercise their I
. - . . . ° . ,

right to self-determination but "international and political"

5 - " : I
considSrations. American .officials r_t1onal$zed, to.the extent ....

they.saw any need to do so, that the small, powerless and poverty- I

stricken Micronesian population had to sacrifice its right to

decide its own future to the greater good as perceived by the

United States. Military considerations, dominated the negotia, I
tions.

.. I,

!
I

i
I

-. I _ I

!
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I Chapter IV Footnotes

I
I. Ruth G. Van Cleve, The' 0ffice of Territorial

I Affairs (New York: Praeger , 1974), page i0.

2. Hanson Baldwin, Strategy for Tomorrow (New York:

Harper and Row, 1970), page 279.

I 3. According to the Institute for Defense Analysis,
the Soviets have two helicopter carriers and are building two

I aircraft carriers. They plan to have three40,000-ton aircraft

carriers by 1980; however, none is expected to be used for

I heavy aircraft.

I 4. Guamanians themselves are not consistent in their

desire to see the military reduce its role on Guam. In May,

l 1975, the Guam delegat e to Congress implored the Secretary of

Defense to maintain the Guam Naval Repair Facility at its pre-

I vious high level and to review the decision to lay off several

.I hundred emp!oye.es.-Guam sees a continued role for the mill-.

tary, first to assure greater protection than they got in World

[ War ii and, second, as a mainstay of their economF until other

sources of income are developed.

[ 5. U.S. Congress , House, Subcommittee on Defense

I -Appropriations , Department Of Defense Appropriations for 1976,

Hearings, P art I, pages 398-399.
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Chapter V

united States-Micronesia Negotiations i$_i

!
There are •only 90,O00/people out .

there. Who gives a damn?, i

-Henry A. Kissinger,

as quoted by Walter

Hickel. I
...and Micronesia would become the

newest,, the smallest,, the remotest i

non-white minority in the United-

- IStates political family--as per-

manent and as American, shall we • i
say, as the American Indian.

/

I-Lazarus Salii

!In1963,--it was-thoUght that Micronesia-could rather -- .... ..._' .
T-

easily be made a permanent part of the United States and at (- I
acceptable international political costs. Micronesians were . .,..•

not politically conscious. 'Those who were were favorably " : I

I
!
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I disposed toward the United States, partially out of gratitude

I for American economic and educational assistance and partially

because of the new feeling of political freedom which United

I States administration had introduced. In fact, American policy

. _ makers believed that Micronesians would overwhelmingly select

I • _ _T' ."_ _.. •permanent association with the United States in any plebiscite,

I a judgment shared by most observers, among them E.J. Kahn in

his sensitive book, A Reporter in Micronesia (New York: W.W.

I Norton, 1966).

American policy was to. strike while theiron was hot,.

I hold a plebiscite at .the earliest possible date, and to• insure

I a favorable and credible outcome,_ take rapid economic, educa-

tional, and political measures which wouldpromote the attainment "

I of policy objectives. Almost •the opposite took place,_ Educational

--_ _ s .economicand _u_i_ical _v__ ...._.___*_ moved ahead, but_ Micronesia'_

I plight remained the same, for in one sense economic development

I was intimately connected with Micronesia's political status_ 1
on that the United States vacillated. In turn, educational

I development .increased Micronesian political consciousness and

worked against early attainment of initial United States political

I objectives. Micronesia's political elite might have been

I satlsfied.with a status equivalent to or even lower than other
United States territories• in 1963, but Micronesian expectations

I steadily increased.

!
!
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..... ....... ..'_ The Micronesians.. Prepare I

By August 1966, one year after the establishment of the

Congress.of Micronesia, the leaders of the new terri_or_-wide- I

legislature, increasingly aware of'the opportunities open .t.o ..

• ' '" •" "" " • • ' l

them and'prodded by the United Nations, made their first move

|toward self-determination when they petitioned President Lyndon

Johnson to establish a Micronesian status commission. 2 But while

the Department of State first opposed the idea, and then while I

Interior and State bickered over the mandate of such a commission, l
a.year passed. It was not until August _967 that Johnson submitted •

a joint resolution to the United States Congress recommending I

a status co.mmission, to be composed of eight members of Congress

and_eight public members (including Micronesians) and a chairman I

selected by the President. The resolution called for a plebiscite l
byJune 30, 1972!

As already noted, the commission legislation proposed by i

Johnson was approved by the Senate but never really got off the

- |drawing boards. The action by the Senate was already outdated.

A month before the Senate_ Interior Committee action, a committee •i--
of Micronesian legislators had rejected the idea of Micronesian

representation on a United States organized and directed status l

commission. Micronesians were willing to cooperate with-the

UnitedStfftes commission, to testify a_d to exchange information

but did not wish membershlp. More important, action on United l

States territorial policy had become the virtual prerogative of

!



I the House, specifically of Wayne Aspinall, Chairman of the

I House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. The bill never
got a hearing in the House. Aspinall, for reasons discussed in

I Chapter VIII, adamantly opposed the status commission.

I The Micronesian Negotiators

The Congress of Micronesia decided not to sit back and

I passively watch further delay in the resolution of Micronesia's

i status. On August 8, 1967, three weeks before President Johnson
submitted his commission proposal to Congress, the Micronesian

I legislature established its own commission to undertake four

major tasks:

I (a) t0 recommend procedures and courses of Doiitical

i education in Micronesia;
(b) to study the range of political status alternatives

I open to Micronesians;

(c) to" recommend ways of determining Micronesian views

I on their future political status; and

i (d) to undertake a comparative study of self-determination
in PuertoRico, Western Samoa, the Cook Islands

I and other territories.

The Micronesian Political Status Commission consisted of

I a representative of each of the territory's six districts and

i at its initial meeting elected as its: chairman Senator Lazarus
Salll of Palau, a young political science graduate from the

I University of Hawaii. Between its organizational meeting in

I

!
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November, 1967, and the submission of its interim report on June

26, 1968, the Political Status Commission held three sessions,

each lasting a week. °

|, "' . _ . . o" f

The Interim Report .

The commission's first interim report was issued, in July, i
1968. The report reflected a moderate and cautious approach to

the status question. It examined nine possible i

political status alternatives ranging from those theoretically

possible to those which were practical Practicality won out I

and some theoretical alternatives were dismissed even though i• .. o

t_e commission "fully realized t_at many of the theoretical

alternatives should have been considered to provide an academic

base .... "

In essence, the questions before the Micronesians then I

were the same as they are now. What is the geographic scope of i

t_e area or areas whose status is to be determined? Is it the

single political entity which since 1920 formed the League of I

Nations mandate and since 1947 the United Nations Trust Territory? _i
Or is it two or more geographic areas whose only previously

Unifying force (.aside from isolated island location, poverty, I

sparse population, and weakness) had been mutual dependence on

• !an external power? And of, the several pol.iti_al status alterna ....

tives available to Micronesia which was preferable? i
One aspect of the question "Which political entity?"

was resolved rather quickly and has received little formal i

i
i



consideration since: Micronesia could theoretically "expand"

-- that is, j.oin forces with other political units in the Pacific.
But besides Japan, the most logical areas were islands which

I guarded their status jealously, the
own new Moreover, with

possible exception of Guam and phosphate-rich Nauru, other

• Pacific islands faced economic problems similar to those of

I Micronesia and would have brought additional language, cultural,
and physical problems as well. The possibility of union with

I Guam was set aside for later in-depth exploration. Japan was

mentioned and dismlssed, a strong indication of Micronesian anti-

pathy toward Japan as a result of Japanese administration.

Perhaps equally important was a strong suspicion that Japan

desired to reap maximum commerical benefits from Micronesia

without taking on theeconomic and political burdens which

accompany close association.

With regard to separatism, the commission decided to

leave its final, posltlon to a later date_but it reached these

tentative .conclusions:

(a) a divided territory would _% greater_ no political,

economic, .or social advantages t.han a unified territory;

(b) further enquiry into. division was effectively •

"concluded" since both the United State S and the United Nations

had expressly stated on numerous occasions that .fragmentation"

of the territory was "out of the question" as a public policy;

(c) a budding sense of nationalism was growing among



younger Micronesians; and I

(d) Micronesia's size and the possibility of economic I
specializatisn would enable each district to "com_lem@nt" the

other. "" ..... _ " " !

The commission wrote of four broad categoriesof political alter_

natives open to Micronesia: independence; a "free associated I

state" or protectorate status; integration with a sovereign I
o 3 unincorporated territory,nation in the form of a "commonwealth",

or _ncorporated territory;, and remaining trust territory. I
o

Although it was stressed that observations were "preliminary and

" the advantages and disadvantages o.f each status were Itentative,

briefly discussed with no conclusions .or recommendations except I
that a substantial amount of research remained to be done.

• |The major portion of the interim report was devoted to

ananalysis of the methods by which selected territories had

achieved "self-government"--Puerto Rico, • Western Samoa, the

Cook _slands, the Philippines, and Guam, In its comparative I
but, in the commission's own word, "superficial" analysis of the

• |five territories, the. commission reached two principal conclusions.

First, while self-sufficiency is a "prerequisite for a healthy, i

progressive government," none of the territories exam&ned was

self-sufficient., prior to attaining its new status nor had the new..... _ I
status necessarily resulted in self-sufficiency. Second, "a

metropolitan nation which is apathetic to the political status I.

question can be aroused to take an interest by agitation for

!

!
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change from within the territory, but other factors seem to have

H affected the same kind of arousal in the United States with

regard to MicronesiaJ' In the commission's views what apparently

i "arouse_'the United States was not humanitarian concern for the

D Micronesian people, but "an increased awareness of the United
States' strategic needs in the Pacific and an increased level

H of pressure, from the Trusteeship Council of the United Nations."

i Report of the Future Political Status Commission
One year later, in 3uly,_ 1969, the commission submitted

H its second and final report to the Congress of Micronesia, a

report which was noticeably more outspoken than the interim

H report. The commission had clearly acquired a sense of direction

H and was more definitive in its observations and recommendations.

St called for "a government of Micronesians by Micronesians and

B for Micronesians," and spoke• of future status as the ,imperative

primary issue." Openly critical of theUnited States, the

B commission wrote of the "frustration", of the "sad irony...of

H life on islands strewn with unexploded bombs and other debris

of the Se.cond World War," of the lack of a clearly defined objec-

D tire on the part of the United States, and of the slow pace followed

by the United States in taking effective action to bring Micronesians

B toward "self-government or independence." Also noted was the _

H failure of the United States to replace Americans with Micronesians
insenior positions as rapidly as possible and an ineffective

D economic development program which !_iacked the sense of urgencY..."

!
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However, the commission was quick to admit that both politically I

and economically "the United States had not been lacking in

good will," and as the report progresses, an increasingly moderate

tone is apparent as the Micronesian_ommission envisions "not._n . I

end but a redefinition, renewal, and improvement" of Micronesia's

• ]relationship with the United Stat_s,

"We believe that we have acquainted ourselves with every I
alternative we might possibly face, that we havestudied and

contemplated every reasonable political arrangement for Micronesia" ]

reads the report's confident statement of intent. Although

recognizing _hat "independence... is the political status most I

in accord With the intent of the Trusteeship Agreement," the I
Commission based its conclusion on "two inescapabl@ realities"--

the need for Micronesian self-government and long-standing American 'I

stragetic interest in the area--and therefore recommended "that

|the Trust Territory be constituted as a self-governing state

and that this Micronesian state--internally self-governing and I
with Micronesian control of all its branches including the

iexecutive--negotiate entry into• free association with the United

States." The Commission defined "self-government" as "direct

- !and unconstrained involvement of the Micronesian people in the

foundation of their government and, specifically in the'preparation, I

adoption, and Subsequent amendment Of the basic documents of _

government .... " I

In a statement reminiscent of the eloquence of America's

!

!
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Declaration of Independence or Africa's little known Lusaka

I •Manifesto, the Micronesians explained the rationale for their

l recommendation:We choose a free state because the continuation of

I a quasi-colonial status would prove degrading to
Micronesia and unworthy of America. Difficulties

I and problems will surely arise, 5ut .the administering

authority in these .islands mus.t_.become an authority

I administered by Micronesians At the same time,i

l we choose an associated state because we recognize
the historically unique partnership between Micronesia

I and the United states. In recommending free association

with the United States, we seek not an end but a re-

l definition, renewal and improvement of this partner-

I ship.
Whatever our particular evaluations of the American

| •administration in Micronesia may be, we feel that

one contribution has been indelible, one achievement

l almost unqualified: the idea of democratic, repre-

I sentative, constitutional government. Our recommen-
dation of a free associated state is indissolubly

I linked to our desire for such a democratic, repre"

sentative,• consitutional government. We endorse this

I system--which _as brought to us by America and which

I we" have come to, know as an essentially American system.

|
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I
Yet our partnership with the-United States and

our endorsement of the American democratic system I

must be joined by our wish to live as Micronesians,

• !
to maintain our Micronesian idehtity, to. create a .

Micronesian state. Such a state, we believe, would I
be a credit to America and to ourselves. As a self-

governing state in free association with the United I

States, our past twenty years of partnership woula

be raised to a new level in a compact, not between I

guardian and ward, but between more nearly equal I.-" .

f_iends.

But the commission recognized that even as a self-_overnin_ en-

tity Micronesia would continue to need support from the United I
States.

...for representation and protection in international I

affairs, for material and human assistance in the

affairs of government, both in times of crisis I

and in day-to-day operations. As a self-governing i
state, Micronesia's needs will be as great or

greater than as a territory. We do not under- _ _ I

estimate the problems we will face. We do not

wish for any less,en_ng of American concern for __ I

Micronesia or of American presence in Micronesia.. I
From the beginning, however, the commission expressed the

view that Micronesia also had something to contribute to a new I

I

I
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I
United States-Micronesia relationship of an associated free state.

i How, then, will American benefit by entering

into association with Micronesia? How can Micronesia

i hope to reward continued African contributions to

i its development? _ We would point out--without the _
slightest suggestion of self-righteousness--that

i there was an element of trust, of moral obligation,

involved when the United States undertook responsl-

i bility for these islands, and that such an obligation,

i which was begun when these islands were in ruins,
should not be ended when they are reaching for

i political maturity.

Tet there is one item of material value which .

i Micronesians can offer the United States'-an item

i which is most precious In Micronesia and to _^
neslans: the use of their land. Micronesians

i recognize that their islands are of strategic

value, that the United States may require the use

i of some areas for purposes off military training

and defense. We have seen thestrategic value of

i these islands, have seen them conquered in historic

i battles, have seen them used for nuclear experiments

and missle testing. Our expe_ience with the military

i has not always been encouraging. But as a self-

governlngstate in free association with the United

!

!
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States, we would accept the necessity of such i

military needs and we would feel confident that

_ |we could enter into responsible negotiations _ith

the military, endeavorAng to meet American require- I
ments while protecting our own interests.

Relinquishing use of land, ac'cepting the presence I

of large numbers of military personnel, accepting

the risk of treatment as a target area by a hostile i

power in war are not conditions to be lightly I
undertaken. But as a self-governing state we

would be far more prepared to face these prospect s I

than as a Trust Territory.

The commission recognized that achievement of its desired I

status necessitated long and complex negotiations with the. United i
States and that the United States might ,be called upon to make

"unprecedented provisions and accomodations." But as the I

Marlanas group would later argue, the Micronesians believed that

t_e United States had dealt "flexibly and imaginatively" in its I
i

previous territorial policies-, The United States had ."shown i
a willingness to evaluate each terrltory as a separate case--and J

iMicronesia surely is that."

The commission looked forward to successful negotiations

" " - " " • Itoward free association but left no'doubt about their alternative ......

course: I
...it is the second alternative menti$ned in the

i

l
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Trusteeship Agreement, an alternative which might

1 bring economic hardship and administrative difficulties.

That alternative is independence. Independence is

not the alternative we now recommend, but if it "

should prove impossible to renew our partnership ,
with the United States as an associated free state,

l the,Polltical Status Commission feels • that indepen-

dence would be the only road left open to us.

! In the times to come, we will look to the United

I States for friendship and aid; but, whatever our
relationship with the United States, whether

_I as an independent nation or an associated free• •

state, we must also look to Micronesians, look to

ourselves. We maintain tha_ the basic ownership _

of h.hese islands rests wi_h Micronesians and so
does the basic responsibility for governing them.

But the principal Micronesian recommendation as the first

step in achieving a new status was not to be met. The commission

l recommended that the United States Congress pass enabling legis-

lation along the lines of similar legislation used for Puerto
Rico. Such legislation, the commission thought, would indicate

I Congress's endorsement of•the movement toward self-government

in Micronesia and would be a "basic test" of future United States •

policy. If so, the United States flunked the test. Not only '

l did the Congress not pass enabling leglslation but also even

l •

1
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President Johnson's study commission failed passage. United I

States-Micronesian negotiations would begin without any indi-

|° . -

cation of the formal views of the united States Congress. Thus, aDy

agreement reached in negotiations with the execut'ive branch 0f .... I

the American government would risk repudiation by Congress.

" I

The Negotiations Begin

From the Micronesi_n's point :of view, they were finally I

on the road to a future political status of free association or

independence. After two years of careful study they felt well- I

prepared to meet the United States delegation at the first round I

of talks held in Washington in October, 1969. But it was

apparent that United States delegation was not equally prepared. I

The change from a Democratic to a Republican administration in I
Washington brought sweeping changes in personnel not simply at

politically sensitive policy-making levels but also at middle I

and lower management levels. Within months every official in

Interior's Office of Territories had been changed, some precipi-

tously and unceremoniously. The civil servant, director of the i- _ ....... _ j

office of territories, was replaced by the seventy-three year

old widow _f a f0rmer Republican congressman from Hawaii. (She I

"never did figure out what the score was," said one of her

" Iformer su'periors at interior.) At St a_e and Defense, normal .....

assignment rotation had fiaken a similar toll. In addition, I
staff from the seventh floor (the location of State's senior

officers), particularly those assigned to the National Security I

I
I
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!
Council Undersecretaries Committee, •assumed responsibility from

! .those lower-level officials most knowledgeable.

Partially as a consequence of these changes in personnel,
I

l the history of the bitter arguments, hesitant initiatives, and

l attempts at resolution of Micronesia's status were forgotten,
at least at the policy level. But there was also an arrogance

l about the new administration which made it assume that nothing

done by the prior administration was of any value 'Nixon's

ln administration didnot bother to exhume President Johnson's.

l proposal for a joint United States-Micronesian status commission
but, as already noted• started pulling together a position under

I the the Undersecretaries Committee of the National
aegls of

Security Council• then headed by Elliot Richardson at the Depart-

l ment of State:. 4 '

I The new Secretary of the interior, Walter Hickel, _^_^-

_ _ _'.

wrote of his own lack of knowledge about Micronesia. He, like

l Harrison the Assistant Secretary of the Interiorfor
Loesch,

Land Management who was assigned the task of bargaining wi_h the

l Micronesians, believed, that .the United States had made no prior

I effort .to.resolve Micronesia's status--that consideration for
a future status came only with the urging of the Micronesians.

| "In Who Owns America* Hickel writes:• • O

The story behind my trip started in the middle

I of February, less than a month, after I became Seere-

l tary of theInterior. My staff brought .to.my

i
|
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p !attention a report that the United States was

likely to be seriously criticized during the next

session of the United Nations General Assembly • I

for mishandling its responsibilities, in the - E
"Trust Territory. I directed that all'•available • ' ..

information be summarized for a presentation to" " I

me. The information on the T_st Territory

indicated that we had been lax in caring fox the I

.needs of the people of the Territory. The report I
showed desperate needs for better education and

health facilities and--most _important--for some I-

_echanism allowing the voice of the Micronesians

themselves to be heard _n the decision-making that '_ I

affected them. _I
I assigned a number of my staff members the

responsibility of preparing recommendations we I

might make to Congress for improving conditions

for the Micronesians. I also dispatched members l

of my staff to Saipan and throughout the Territory i

to meet with its leaders to get their assessments

of some of their more basic problems.

As t.he matter developed, I became more and more

convinced that _here was a_need for me to visit

Micronesia personally and determine first-hand l

what could be done to help these people. 5

!

!
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The President agreed andin May, 1969, Hickel made a

I dramatic, sp@cial public relations trip to Micronesia a
aboard

presidential plane.. He encouraged the Micronesians to prepare

I for negotiations , and, in his own words, exhorted them to !'dream

I " " Hickel
big dreams." "You will help develop the legislation, •

continued, "which will end the trusteeship and build a lasting

I political partnership with us." Hickel's speech
left the Micro-

nesians ecstatic. Hickel recalls that he pledged immediate steps

! •to+ imProve the Micronesian judicial system, ease tariff barriers

I and travel restrictions, establish major educational and health
programs and invite new investment capital to the islands.

I he continued, "you have had your"For years,
l, little voice in

government. This is wrong. Only when the + people lead their

I government can that government be great and the people prosper. "6

I A member of Congress visiting Saipan in 1969 when Secretary
Hickel addressed the Micronesians reflected, "I was aghast at the

,-I Secretary's speech .... Hickel made promises he couldn't possibly

• keep....It was a _remature speech. The Nixon administration had

I just begun .... It seems every new administration starts out

. bel.ieving that they can correct the errors and inabilities of
past administrations but they proceed to talk themselves into

I the same problems."

Not surprisingly, the first round of negotiations with

I the Micronesians held in Washington'in October, 1969, was

+ _ "a funny round," former Assistant Secretary Loesch recalls.

I

I



"We had no position." The pm_pose, Loesch_said, Was to "explore I

Micronesians'_ feelings without any proposals o,f what, we: would do." I

The Mieronesians are said to have been outrage d that the United

States spent more time-entertaining them than in s.ubstantive

discussions. Yet, two months earlier (August i0, 1969)the new I
_igh commissioner, Edward Johnston, had addressed the Congress

of Micronesia in his first state of the territory address: "We i

(the United States) are prepared and anxious [emphasis added],

from this moment forth; to discuss with this Congress... the 1

exact nature which this partnership should take." The United

• |
States was anxious to secure permanence of the relationship, but

apparently not anxious to discuss or negotiate, and certainly not i

prepared.

But the first round would not be the only round where the I

United States came unprepared. Throughout the status negotiations, i
the United States side complained.about receiving last minute

approval of negotiating, instructions "from the airplane" of I

Henry Kissinger, Nixon's chief foreign policy adviser. The

sixth round broke down because the United States delegation said i-
f

_t-did not know what the Micronesians _eant by independence,even, I
though the Micronesian delegation had always had the mandate to

negotiate, free a_sociation o____independence and the Congress of, ._ _ i

Micronesia had publicly reaffirmed the independence aspect.

(Actually, the United States representative had_been instructed .. i

not to discuss independence.) And six days before the seventh I



l ,.
round of negotiations were to begin, the United States delegation

still had no final negotiating instructions because President

..

Nixon had not yet approved them. Significantly, the United

l States would not be so ill.prepared at the time of the Marianas _
request for separate negotiations. The United States was able

' _
to grant the request on the day it was made.

If the purpose of the first: round from.the United States

I point of view was to explore Micronesian feelings, the Micronesian

I delegation let them be known. In addition to two published reports
on their status desires, they had developed eleven topics for

g discussion and presented them to the United States.

i

i) Micronesians wished to draft and adopt their own

I constitution;

l 2) Micronesians wished assurance that no confiscation of
land and no military bases would be established in the islands

I without full consultation and consent of the government of

Micronesia and fair compensation; that land currently held, con-

trolled or possessed by the United States under lease or other

l arrangements would be renegotiated;
3) The United States, Subject tocertain exemptions,

l limitations, and conditions, would conduct Micronesia's external

affairs and provide protection from outside aggression and

consult with Micronesia before entering into international

i obligations with respect to Micronesia;
4) Micronesia would agree not to allow any other country

!
i
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to enter into Micronesia for military purposes; i

5) The United States would agree to an early settlement

- |
of Micronesia's postwar damage claims;, ..I

6),. The United States would remove, all barr-iers tothe .... i
free movement of Micronesians into the United States;

• 7) .The United States would agree to remove all barriers i

to the free movement of goods from Micronesia into the United i
States; •

8) The United States • would fully consult with the govern- i

ment of Micronesia in matters of shipping, civil aviation and

communicaton_ .. I

9) Micronesians would have access to the United States i
Ninth Circuit Court and the United States Supreme Court;

i0) Micronesia would continue to have access to banking i.

facilities in the United States, to the use of United States

currency and postal services; and I

ii) The United States would guarantee financial aid to

_icronesia.

...... The United States__ _. delegation.......... agreed in principle with the -i

eleven points with two outstanding exceptions. Because land

was so scarce, its control was one of the.mos_ important issues _

_throughout•• , the negotiations... Whether. . a, future• relationship.• should..... _i
be permanent or in the form of a revocable compact was also a

point of disagreement. _ i

These major differences would lead the Micronesian Political

!
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I Status Delegation to report after the next round of n_n_!_tions:

...the difference between current United States and

I Micronesian positions is profound. From the beginning,

I it has been'clear that the United States and Micronesian

Delegations have very different notions of what would

constitute true self-government in Micronesia and

what would be a sound future partnership between

I Micronesia and the United States.

I i" "

The "very different notions of what would constitute

I true self-government in Micronesia" basically narrowed down

to two questions. Should the Micronesians be able unilaterally

I to terminate the arrangement if later they should decide to become

I independent? How much control would the Micronesians exercise
over internal developments?

.I Thus, the negotiations brought out in public the debate

• which had raged in.the bureaucracy. The Micronesians took

| essentially the position which had been advocated by the Depart-

! ment of State while the official United States negotiators took
that of the Departments of Defense and of the Interior.

I .... The Cbmmonwealth Proposal
°_

I The second round of talks was held in Washington from

May 4-8, 1970, but in January Assistant Secretary of the Interior

I : Loesch had met wlth the Micronesian delegation in Saipan during

!
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Ithe special session of the Congress of Micronesia. Informally,

Micronesia got its first look at •what the United States would

tall'the "commonwealth" proposal. "Under this proposal_• the United I

States would gain permanent control and sovereignt-y over t , : I
Micronesla, and after some preliminary procedural hurdles, would ' ""

be free to do what it wished, including acquire land under eminent . 'I

domain.

The commonwealth proposal had been drawn up in late 1969 I

by an interagency group of the National Security Council Under- I
secretaries Committee following a meeting at. the office of

Secretary of State William Rogers. Those wflo attended are said l-

to have included Henry Kissinger, President Nixon's. Assistant

£or National Security Affairs, Secretary of State William P. I

Rogers, Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel, High Commissioner .I

Edward Johnston, and Assistant Secretary of the Interior Harrison

Loesch. At that meeting Kissinger adopted Defense's argument I

that Micronesia could not have a degree of self-government

which included control of,their land. Other minimum Micronesian I

demands such as the_ right unilaterally to alter the relationship i

were obviously out.

"" ( _ IHickel disagreed with Defense and Kissinger. According

to. Hickel's account,.... he "might have gone alongl with almost " '-_ I
anything less than the argument for eminentdomain--such as

negotiated purchase or lease of land. We had established military I

bases in Turkey and Spain without right of eminent domain.

!
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I What right did we have to invoke eminent domain on the Micronesians?"

I Hickel's account of Kissinger's response is readily quoted by
Micronesians: ,There are only 90,000 people out there. Who

I gives a
damn?,, 7_

The United States commonwealth proposal, in the form of

I draft legislation, was informally presented by Loesch, who, in

I his own words, knew he was "dead as a duck." Loesch had taken
the proposai _o the home of Micronesian Status Commission chairman,

I Lazarus Salll, put it on the table, and apologized, "Th_s is

what _ was. sent out with. Don't blame me." The reaction Loesch

I expected was the one hegot.. The draft bill was "almost totally

I objectionable" to the Micronesians. It was labeled a "common-
wealth," apparently to. make the status sound similar to. that .of

I Puerto Rico, whose status the Micronesians had generally spoken

of approvingly_ but according to the bil.l_ Micronesia would have be-

come an unincorporated territory of the United States like Guam or the

I Virgin Islands. The Micronesian delegation felt the "--mm . ,

c_...onwealth offer

directly clashed with the Trusteeship Agreement , with the mandate of the

i Congress of Micronesia and with the basic premises upon which

the Micronesians had opened discussions in Washington. Maintaining

I thatthe internal self-government of Micronesia should be

i "reserved solely to the people of Micronesia" and that they were
totally opposed to. any United States legislation providing for

I the internal government, of Micronesia, the Micronesian negotiators

flatly rejected the proposal as a "camouflaged offer of outright

-|
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• iterritorial status "

Even the manner in which theUnlted States presented

• I
the commonwealth proposal was inconsistent with Hickel's promise

that. Micronesians would assist in developing legislation on their I

future. Instead, the Uni%ed States was saying, "this is what yqu

• Io_ght to do." The usually mild-mannered Salii reacted sharply:

The U.S. _ offers us a new name: This Trust

I
Territory would become a Commonwealth. But the

United States would control our future. Micronesia I

would become a permanent part of the United States'

Political family--that is the phrase they use--but I

emlnent domain would remain eminent domain; veto I
would remian veto; Kwajalein would remain American

and Ebeye would be Mi•cronesia. And Micronesia I

would become the newest, the smallest, the remotest

non-white minorlty in the United States political I"

family--as permanent and as American, shall we say, I
as the American Indian.

iDuring the four months between the January meet.ing in

Saipan and the May status talks, th@ Interagency Group further i

developed the commonwealth proposal--a proposal which Leosch would

later describe as "a disaster." I
In preparation for the May,'1970, negotiations, the-

Micronesians had prepared a list of four basic principles which I

would guide their effort to negotiate free association with the

I

I
I



I United States:

I a) Sovereignty in Micronesia resides in the people of .
Micronesia and their duly constituted government;

I b) The people of Micronesia possess the right of self-

determination and may therefore choose independence or self-

government in free association with any nation or organization of

I nations;
c) The people of Micronesia have the right to. adopt

I ......
their own constitution and to amend, change or revoke any constitution

or governmental plan at any time; and

I d) Free association should be in the form of a revocable

I compact,, terminable unilaterally by either party.
As formally explained by the United States delegation,

I the "commonwealth" prpposals had the following essential provisions:

Structure of Government- Micronesia would become

I a "commonwealth" of the United States--a "part" of the United

I States; in "permanent"association withthe United States--a
relationship neither as close as a "state" nor one implying

I future evolution as in the case with an "unincorporated" territory.

Some powers would be reserved to Micronesia; others shared wlth the

I United States government and a "few" others reserved "primarily"

I to the federal :government.
2. Strncture of Government:_ As with all "otherl political

I subdivisions of the United Statesi," there would have to be (a)

a republican form of government; (b) a bill of rights and (c)

!
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- !three separate branches of government.

3. Powers of the Commonwealth: Micronesia would be able

to controi economic development, education (so long as it remained

.free and equal), and pass all local legislation. .Powers on local E

matters would be extensive "within the limits of Micronesia's

!dependence on financial support'from.the federal government."

4• Shared Powers: i_
m

A. Legislative. Legislation passed by the United

Congress would take precedence over local legislation• I
States

Micronesia would have a non-voting delegate in. the United States

House of Representatives.

B. Judiciary. A federal district dourt _for E
m

Micronesia would be established with the possibility-of appeals

through _his court to the United States Supreme Court. I

C. Taxes generated in Micronesia would be matched

by the United States and could be locally controlled. The United

States Congress would be authorized to appropriate additi0nal E

funds for specific purposes.

D. Lan____ddan__ddProPerty Control. The United States ,i

retained the right of eminent domain but with extensive protec-

tive procedures "unique t_ the Commonwealth, with no other political

subdivision of the United States being accorded _he same'extent_

of review and consultation, in Particular, the right of review

by the legislature." " i

5. Areas Reserved to the Federal Government

!

!
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A. Fo.reign Affairs. Foreign affairs would be conducted by

federal government except where "consistent with national _olicv."

Areas of possible "commonwealth" activities include cultural,
commercial contacts and tourism. Where policy was directly involved,

Micronesian views would be welcomed and would receive sympathetic

attention.

B. .Defense. The United States would have total

i responsibility.
C. Ci.tizenship,,Travel and Trade.. Micronesians

I would become United States "nationals, but couldbecome citizens

by "simple application" to. the federal court. Micronesians would

I have free access to the United states and the same would betrue

of Micronesian goods.

The clash between the Micronesian principles and the United

States offer was obvious_and in the Micronesian view "profound."

SpecificaLly, whilefinding much to. commend in the ."commonwealth'!

proposal, the Micronesians, as expected, rejected it because-they

would not be able to. control"their land, laws or futurestatus.

In attempting to conceal the fact that the United States

policy was solidly against not only independence for Micronesia

but also,ln fact, any status that restricted United States powers,

the United States delegation quibbled.over definitions, contra-

dicted itself, and in general treated the Micronesians as if they

knew little and hadn't prepared for'the negotiations. The

Microneslan delegation had expected, disagreements.; what they.
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hadn't expected was the low esteem in which they were held. I

For example, the United States representativequibbled I

over the definition of "free association" although in the United

• !Nations the United States had itselfbeen a leading exponent of
• °.

"free association" for small territories as an alternative to . !
independence. In fact, in Trusteeship Council reports, the United

!States had rePeatedlYinserted references to United

NatiQns General Assembly Resolution 154.1 which was the basis of

the Micronesian definition of "free association." Moreover, I

internal United States working papers cited Puerto Rico as an I
example of the use of "free association" in thepolitical develop-

ment of United States territories. Yet, according to the Micronesian I

report, the United States representative even stated that the

United States was not obligated to offer "free association" since I

the term was not used in the Trusteeship Agreement. Neither, I
retorted the Micronesians, was the term "commonwealth."

Similarly, when the Micronesians asked what, in view of I

the strategic interest of the United States, was the attitude

toward independence for-Micronesia, the United States represen- i

-tative avoided any forthright discussion of. what was r_ally,an I
essential issue for the United States. Instead, in a long, rambling

.and .imprecise statement,_ he said that Micrgne_ia._was not ready -- I

for independence, would not be "for some time to come," and the

United States. was not prepared to undertake specific programs nor I

to adopt a specific time-table by which time Micronesia would be I

!
!
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I ..ready for independence. In what can only be described as a hypo-

i critical statement, and incidentally, a hint of American thinking
on the possible division of the territory, the United States

I representative said, "The United States would, in fact,: be derelict

to its obligationsunder the Trusteeship Agreement iflt were to

I prejudge the outcome of that act of self-determination by the people

of Micronesia as a whole." (Emphasis added.)

I ,

Clearly, the executive branch wanted a territorial status;

I This view was mirrored in Congress as well. The first two
rounds as well as the commonwealth proposal had naturally been

I influenced by Wayne Aspinall, a "hardliner on possible future

political, relationships--he was on a colony or territory kick

I at the time," recalled Loesch. But the Micronesians' outright

I rejection of the United States proposal complicated matters
because the basic American assumption--that the Micronesians

I would accept any status offered by Washington and in fact that

they wished to become a. part of the American political family--

I was shot down. Because their perception was shattered, United

i States officials began to gain an awareness of the real problems
to be con£ronted in the negotiations.

I There were bureaucratic problems as well Loesch had

essentially a free hand in representing Interior's position to •

I the Interagency Group, but other representatives from the various

I gencies were often not able to speak for their own departments..
In Loesch's opinion, the NSC representative was a "dumbhead, a

I

!
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junior." At one point it took nine months just to get the I

Undersecretaries Committee to meet to discuss Micronesia. In

_ddition, considerable friction remained among those offices respon- - I

sible for Micronesia's administration. The Interior Department,s I

office of territorial affairs harbored resentment toward the "

Trust Territory government. There was aiso a feeling in the " I

United States negotiating delegation that Trust Territory employees, I
because of a desire to hold onto their jobs, hindered the talks

and Interior's Micronesianization program. • I

Harrison Loesch admitted that during his tenure the

main problem regarding _elf-determination for the Trust Territory I

was bureaucratic infighting, inertia, and laziness. Agencies who I
had input in the decision-making process seemed more concerned

about their own particular position than about what happened to I

the Micronesians. The irony was that while putting the status

question off, Washington officials nevertheless thought they were I

securely holding onto Micronesia. But this was not the case. I
Micronesians leaders had been influenced by Western ideals and

by distinguished political advisers from New: Zealand and the j

United States who had been hired by _he Micronesian legislature.

-- |Intellectually, Micronesian leaders had moved farthe_ and farther

away from the likes, of the "co_nonwealth" proposal. The United _ .... I
states hope for a "permanent and lasting" relatisnship with

Micronesia _backfired and United States officials were not ]

prepared to deal with the resulting difficulty.

I
z
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The Establishment of the

I _ Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations

I Not until s'ixteen months later, in October, 1971, did
United States-Micronesian talks resume. The political situation

in Micronesia had greatly deteriorated. The Mariana Islands

representatives began to look upon commonwealth as their long

I sought closer association with the United States and regretted

I its rejection. They found more cause for disagreement with the
other districts of Micronesia when the Congress of Micronesia

I passed territory-wide tax legislation and stipulated that the

funds collected would go into a general fund for use throughout

I Micronesia. In essence, the economically better off Marianas

I (and Marshalls) were to help pay for programs in poorer areas of
, .,...../.. • . .

Micronesia. In that so-called "summer of discontent," the

I building of the Congress of Micronesia was destroyed and the home

of the _gh commissioner, was damaged by arson. Finally, in

!• February, 1971, the Marianas•District Legislature voted bo secede

I from Micronesia ':by force of arms if necessary" in order to join
the United States "with or without the approval of the United

i Nations."

In response to the worsening political climate in Micronesia

I and in an effort to obtain information filtered through neither the

I Trust Territory government nor the Department of the Interior,
the position of Status Liaison officer was created. John

I . ..
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Dorrance, a Foreign Service Officer and a specialist in Pacific I

island affairs at the American embassy in Australia, was_.appointed__ I
to the new post of political adviser to the highcommisszoner zn

Saipan. Later, Dorrance would continue t O handle Micronesian ..... I

affairs from the State Department's Australia, New Zealand and

Pacific islands affairs desk, after his replacement by another I

foreign service officer. I
On June 24, 19ZI, President Nixon, in the words of his

announcement, "demonstrated his continuing interest in the political I

status deliberations" by appointing Hayd_ Williams as his personal

representative with the rank of ambassador to conduct negotiations, I

on a part-time basis, on the future political status of the

Trust Territory with the Congress of Micronesia and other Micronesian

leaders. Negotiations were taken out of Interior's hands and I

put into Williams's by the establishment on July 28, 1971, of an

Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations to support Ambassador I

Williams " - _ I
The Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations is an inter-

agency group located in the Department of Interior but separate _ l-

from Interior and the Office of Territoral Affairs. The over-

" Iriding role of Defense is_ evident, officials assigned to the

office included an office., director who was a Navy capta£n, an _ I
Army colonel who was next in line, two'legal advisors, and one

Ipublic affairs officer. There is an informal understanding that

the top two positions are occupied by military men because, as

I
!
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I one official put it, of the "substantial interest of the Depart-

" he said "if it weren't forment of Defense," "Let's face it,

I that Defenseinterest, the negotiations Would have been over long

I ago." The changeover in personnel was great. In the short span

of three years, there were two office directors, both Navy men.
! •

I In just under four years the position of _eputy U.S. representative,

a full-time position, was filled by three people. This special

I office further removed Interior from responsibility for status

I negotiations. The State Department had long.sought such a change
as ameans of elevating policy above bureaucratic infighting.

I However, according to a former Director of the Office of Territories,

the Department of State, Interior, and Defense were "simply _

I astonished" at this move, for they had no prior warning. Williams

I himself is reported to have expressed surprise at his appointment
Williams's background is a combination of the military ....

I _ and diplomacy and, some icontend,the CIA. He was a member of the

faculty and assistant dean of the Fletcher School of International

! Law and Diplomacy, where he earned his MA and PhD; Deputy Assistant

I Secretary of Defense of NSC affairs and plalls, then for International
Security Affairs; and president of the Asia Foundation, a position

I he still holds today. The Asia Foundation, located in San Francisco,

was created in the 1950's to provide "proper training and education"

I for "promising" foreign leaders. Reports in the New York Times

I and Ramparts that the Asia Foundation was receiving major backing
from the C_A led to extensive suspicions, particularly among young

I .. . . . . " .

!
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Micronesians and returned Peace Corps volunteers, of Williams's I

past associations. There is no evidence, however, that Williams's I'_ork on Micronesian matters was connected in any way with the CIA.

- Various go.vernment officials have described Williams as .. .. I

"sensitive to protocol," "Aloof," "basically non-communicat'ive, 'i

and as a man with no shortage of self-est@em. At one point.,. " !

a State. Department official, concerned about what he Called

!
Williams's "attitude of exploitation", expressed the Mope that

Williams could be replaced. According to the Newsletter of the I

Friends of Micronesia, the Micronesian

negotiating team nicknamed him "crocodile,".-one who grins but. I

_8 '

bites. I
The factis that neither Williams nor his office enjoys

a warm relationship with the Micronesian dr even with the Marianas I

negotiators. Micronesians resent Williams's constant and formal

use of his title, The President's Personal _epresentative, I

speculating that Williams never discussed Micronesia. with President I
Nixon or even with Henry Kissinger. In fact, Williams admitted to ,

never having discussed Micronesia with Nixon and to never having i
'had a detailed substantive discussion with Kissinger.

In a 1972 (Second Quarter)Micronesian Reporte_ article,

P. F..Kluge gave.,a bleak account of the proceedings of the fourth _ - - - _ l-
roundheld in April, 1972 at Koror, Palau, the second round for

Williams: I

The meetings, it soon developed, were rigid

confrontations, in which one side would read a I

!
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'I ....prepared position paper at the other. The other

i side would acknowledge rece%pt of the paper--some_
times with thanks, sometimes without--and we •would

_I all return to our rooms•and prepare for the next

meeting.

It was a Stiff, formal routine, a world of

i lawbook phrases, measured politeness, and Xerox
machines working overtime and it •changed very little

I as negotiations proceeded.. Whether the United

States Delegation ever got close to MicrOnesia,

I whether it everdeveloped • some special feeling

for the islands, I cannot say. 9

Williams's assistants believed that the office shouid have

I "!oQisened up.! ' .They:complained tha t after.negotiation rounds had i _
ended and some Americans would have liked to have relaxed with

I the Micronesians, Williams assigned extra tasks which could., ',-"_

easily have been done on ]return to Washington. Former negotiator

! r

Loesch, though cautious not to interfere with Williams, thought

I that the Micronesians probably found Williams "cold and secretive "
" he saidand thus had trouble negotiating with them. "Williams,

I "thought it was terrible to take a drink with the guys." .Loesch

himself tried to develop personal relationships with Micronesians

I and joked, "I often wished I had taken them up on some of their

I drunken offers."

wiiliams's deputy, James M. Wilson, a foreign service _..

!

i
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officer, 'according to several sources, had even less rapport with I

Micronesians and at one point he engaged in a public dispute with I
Felipe Q. Atalig, representative of Tinian in th_ Congress of

Mic_onesia. One official from the Office of Micronesian Status I

Negotiations admitted that Wilson was highly opinionated, that he

was the most difficult man to work with in the office, and that - I

he was despised by the Micronesians. I
The negotiations appeared to be between hostile countries

rather than close associates. For example, strained relations Io

resulted from the dictatorial manner in which the Office of

Micronesian Status Negotiations handled initial Micronesian I

efforts to educate the Micronesians about the political decisions I
they would have to make in deciding their future status. A

program had been prepared by Carl Heine, a highly respected I
\

Micronesian government official. It was approved by the high

ICommissioner and by Mary Vance Trent, the State Department's

liaison officer in Saipan, and sent to Washington,.. ostensibly for I

information purposes. The program was hurriedly and summarily

stopped by Williams's office, Williams maintains that the _original _ _

program was qualitatively inadequate';_the Micronesians contend I I
that theextensive changes demanded by the United States slanted

the educational program toward the political status desired by I

the United states. In any event, agreement was finally reached

on "the development of a political education program after one of I

the frequent Hawaii summit meetings, but Micronesian legislators !



| . .still express resentment that the United States, through the '

I Trust Territory government, controls political education.
Still another point of conflict was Micronesia's own

I " at least the so-called "executive privilege"
"Watergate, or

aspect. The Congress of Micronesia•charged three Trust Territory

! •government employees with contempt when in early 1974 they provided

I information regarding land to American negotiators but refused
to provide similar information to the Congress of Micronesia.

I to further the feeling of mistrust
Finally, complicate

between the Micronesians and the United States, there is some

I concern that •former Peace Corps volunteers who served in Micronesia

I have "sold out" by taking jobs in Washington. Three former
volunteers worked in the Office of Territorial Affairs and one

I worked in the Office of Hicronesian Status Negofiiations.

Micronesians and former volunteers now working for the Congress

I of Micronesia suspect that government-employed former volunteers

i aren't really concerned about fihe Micronesian people. On th_
other hand, United States administrators and negotiators are deeply

I. suspicious of Americans, and particularly Peace Corps •volunteers

andpoverty lawyers, who are pro-Micronesian.

Despite suspicions and personality problems, the new

measures by the Executive branch did produce results. The Office.

| -.
of Micronesian Status Negotiations provided a center for infor'

I marion and viewpoints. Micronesian _roposals were given more

consideration and study when one office could devote full time

| ,
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to the negotiations. The next round of negotiations would i

reflect these improvements. _ _. i

-- New Approach: Serious Negotiations Begin

_rior to the second round of talks_ the Congress of

Micronesia, hoping to make its position,, clear, had endorsed four i

basic principles and legal rights as the essential premises of

future negotiations. For the Micronesians, these were to. be i
i

the minimum, non-negotiable requirements for future, relationship i
with the United States. The United States, on the other hand,

had never clearly listed defined objectives to be reached through i

negotiation.

The major change in renewed negotiations, held at Hana, i

Hawaii in October 1971, with the Micronesians, was in the United i
States approach. This time it was apparent that the United States

•had carefully studied the Micronesian position. In Williams's i

own words, "rather than presenting a United States blueprint for

the future political status of Micronesia, the United S_ates i

sought to concentrate on those issues of'greatest importance to i
them [the Micronesians ]-and their future." It had taken the

United Statestwo full years to get around to discussing with the i

Micronesians the three key issues which the United States had

itself privately identified and which _he Micronesians made explicit i

at the first and second _ounds of negotiations. These were: i
control of laws, control of land, and control of future status.

Two other issues would remain lurking in the background: finance i

!
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I and Microneslan unity. In his opening statement, Williams correctly

I stated the first two Micronesian concerns. Curiously however,
in his report to the President, the important issue of control •

I of future status would be rephrased to read, "full protection
for

their own values, traditions and cultural heritage," thereby

I obscuring a crucial issue.

I The United States also made explicit its'three basic .......
interests against which any agreement would be tested:

I (a) The united States general concern for the long term

welfare of the "peoples" of Micronesia;

I (b•) The United States general legal and moral obligations

I under the Trusteeship Agreement;
(c) The United States "larger Pacific rol$ and other

I commitments with respect to the peace and stability of the
Pacific

_A_ean area."

I The vague and elastic nature of United States interests

I was to prove a major stumbling block Among other things, the
question was raised anew as to the implications of United States

I strategic interests on the range of options_available to
Micronesia.

When asked to clarify this at the second round, the United States

I delegation had refused. But there was an implied answer, at

I least,_ in.the statement of the three basic United States interests:
United States strategic interests required a continued United

I States presence in
Micronesia.

Since this third and highly successful round in Hana,

I
i
I
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lO IHawaii, in October, 1971, there have been four more rounds.

Round four, held in Koror, Palau, in April; 1972, saw basic I
agreement reached on the issue of termination. Outsid@ the

formal.taks of round four, the.United States announced its " I

decision" to negotiate separately with the Mariana Islands. In" ""

August, 1972, round five Was held in Washington, and tentative I

agreement was reached on the preamble and three titles (internal

|
affairs, foreign affairs, and defense) of a Draft Compact of

Free Association. The Micronesians suggested that the next talks I

focus on the United States response to Micronesian proposals

• !on the. level of United States financial assistance as well as on

transitional arraDgements; however, the sixth round in Barbers I
Point, Hawaii, in September and October of 1972, broke down over

the issue of independence. I

More than a year passed between the sixth and seventh

rounds. In addition to disagreement on negotiations on inde- I

pendence, three other issues had accounted for delay: United I
States negotiations with the Marianas; disputes over the return

of land_ and the dispute with Williams over the content of the i

political education program. And by the seventh round, held

'" 1 s Iin Washington in November of 1973, the level of United States

flnancial, . assistance., and the issue of the Marianas, brought about.. -- I
another, breakdown. After'that breakdown,"the United States "

and Micronesia began to emphasize informal private discussions "I

between the leaders of the Micronesians and two or three

!

!
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Ii representatives of the United States. Informal negotiations

I proceeded in fits • and starts. Preliminary agreement over finances
was followed by disagreement over land followed by a breakdown

l finances. All along there was disagreement on the MarianaS.
over

| i .
Control over Future Status

I In spite of its rhetoric, the United States was never

under any illusions about what the Micronesians wanted--the right

l to unilaterally declare its independence--or about what the United

I States perceived to be the implication of that right. The United
States believed that Micronesia's ability to unilaterally terminate _

! -its association with the United States would endanger the third

"basic" United States interest in Micronesia: its commitments

l with respect to the maintenance of peace and security in the

I Pacific area Certainly the Objectives of the military would
be endangered by "free association"--a status which would not

l bring the much sought guarantee of long-term security
in Micronesia.

Under free association the United States military would be just

! .as vulnerable as in Japan, the Philippines, or any place where

l the United States did not have sovereignty.
At the renewed talks held at Hana, the Micronesians

I forcefully reviewed their position.
"Free association" offered

an "acceptable compromise" between the desires of the Micronesian

I people and the .exigencies of the situations" in Which Micronesia

I and the Un'ited States found themselves, said Lazarus Salii. Free
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association, Salii continued, would afford Micronesia a status I

which_ had most of the characteristics of full independence: and I
which could be translated into independence if and when the

Micronesians chose, butit Would also "offer the UnitedStates ' i

optimal protection of any interests it may have in our islands,

whatever they may be." Salii summarized:

We are here to secure independence, for our

• |
people• We are willing to discuss arrangements "

wherein that independence has minor limitations Io.

placed upon it--limitations as contained in the

Free Association proposal. We arenot interested I

in discussing more limiting arrangements. _- I
Salli's opening remarks were explicit; in the afternoon

he described control of future status and control of laws as 1

"primary" with the.former taking precedence, while land and

funding were "subordinate." But the United States discussed I

land first and did not get aronod to .control. of future status I
for two days, by which time the Micronesians had Sent a pointed s

and formal reminder oT their opening remarks: i
J

.. _ October 6, 1971 I
Ambassador Williams:

' Wewould-like to remind you'that the Micronesian ...... l-

delegation is not authorized by the Congress of I
Micronesia to compromise or negotiate the right of

either side unilaterally to terminate any future I

!
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I association or compact arrived at between Micronesia

and the United States. Our question then is: Is

I the United States Delegation authorized to negotiate•

I on this basis, or are you required by your mandate

from your government to insist upon termination

I only by mutual consent? If you are prepared tO

i accept .the principle of Unilateral termination, we
can discuss procedures which will assure an orderly

I termination should this take place.

(Signed) Lazarus Salii

I Williams responded that he did not wish to_ be evasive

about the scope of his instructionS. But the whole truth was that

I the United States was not prepared to accept unilatsral termination.

I United States strategy was to present sufficient •concession in

other areas to keep the talks going. Williams proposed a procedure

I whereby after• a period of years each •side would promptly consider

i and negotiate in good faith those changes, including termination,
• desired by the other. But it added up to mutual consent. And ....

I Williams, obviously aware that his responsefell far short of

Micronesian demands, twice virtually pleaded with Micronesians

I to recognize.that negotiations involved give and take and to

accommodate United States interests as the united States had tried

I
to accommodate Micronesia's interests on land and control of laws.

I Perhaps, Williams _later suggested, the Congress of Micronesia

might change its insistence on Unilateral termination in light of

I

|
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United States concessions in other areas. • •

Unilateral termination remained, in S.alii's words, "the •
|

single most important area" of basic disagreement The United

"States negotiators left Hana impressed with Micronesiandetermination

on the termination question. But the military also left with a

renewed belief, in the importance of termination by mutual consent,

for the Micronesians also proposed (and withdrew at the next round
r

of talks) that all leasss for military land terminate with the

termination of the relationship.. I

At the Micronesians' suggestion, termination was the key

question for discussion when the fourth round of negotiations w&s _

held at Koror, Palau. The initial United States statement _Seemed I

to indicate no change inthe United States position. Williams

reaffirmed the virtues of the United States position on termination I

by mutual consent but he added that the United States did not

intend that •the Micronesian people "should be forced• to remain

locked forever in a relationship that is detrimental .to _heir best I

interests and one that remains in effect against their freely

.|expressed will."

Bu_ it was the Micronesians whotook the initiative on the

issue. The Congress of Micronesia, said Salii, had authorized •

his slde to "attempt •to arrive at a tentative agreement which _ ,_

in its judgment is best suited to the needs, interests and

asplrations of.the people of Micronesia." Unilateral termination I

remained one of the governing principles "deemed essential" to !
!
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preserve Micronesia's "sovereign rights" and to permit changes: in

I a relationship if the interests of either party required. But,

i Salii continued the Micronesians recognized''the importance to
the United States of being able to plan on a long range and con-

ii tinuing basis." The Micronesians recognized "the importance of

a stable relationship and the American concern for its ability•

I to carry out its responsibilities for the maintenance of peace

i and security in the Pacific area." Salii then proposed four term-
ination features which he said would preserve the "essential

I principle of unilateral action but, at the same time, accommodate

the security and planning concerns of the United States and

I Micronesia" (emphasis added):

i (a) An initial period of five years during which the
Compact could not be terminated except by mutual consent;

I (b) After the initial five years the Compact :could be

unilaterally terminated by either party on one year's notice

I given prior to January I;

" (c) Notice of termination by Micronesia could be given

I onlF after a vote• of the Congress of Micronesia and subsequent

. approval by a majority of Micronesian voters;

(d) Immediately on notice of termination the parties

I would "negotiate in good faith" a security agreement providing

for terms and conditions•under which the United States might

I continue rio maintain previously agrSed military bases. •

I On Aprilll, during an afternoon session, Haydn Williams.

l

I
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again presented the long-held United States position on the 1

subject of unilateral termination:

The events of the past few months have re_nforced 1

the need both for contSnui_y and.securityin the " : 1

relationship we are discussing. Important changes " ""

are occurring, orare certain to occur, in the 1

Pacific and in our relations with countries in

this region of the • world. In this swiftlY 1

changing atmosphere, who can tell what U.S. security 1

interests• may be in the years to come? What we

cannot guarantee is that today's assessment of our l"

strategic interests will hold good indefinitely ....

For this very reason, we consider bilateral termin- 1

ation of our future relatiohship an important .1

benefit for you, aswell as us.

Nevertheless, Williams went on to approve, somewhat be- 1

grudgingly, of the unilateral termination provision: 1
Despite the continuing firm belief of the United

States that the best interests of both sides would i

be better protected by a procedure for termination

• " 1by mutual consent, the United States is nevertheless

agreeable to working out a unilateral,termination ' 1
procedure, which would be Written 'into the proposed

Compact • of Association, provided our basic interests 1

in foreign affairs and defense have been agreed to.

I
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! The procedure suggested by the United States allowed

I unilateral termination after fifteen years instead of five . - :
as the Micronesians had proposed and after a more complicated and

l difficultprocedure than that proposed by the Micronesians. For

example, the United States Stipulated approval by two-thirds of

each house of the Congress of Micronesia and by two-thirds of

I the electorate. And, for the first .time, the United States•
i

formally suggested fragmentation. Procedures should be written

I in the compact,, suggested Williams, to accommodate other arrange-

l ments since "there may exist .or arise sentiment among [Micronesians]for allowing individual districts the option of association with

l the United States despite aMicronesla-wide vote for a change
of status." Moreover the United States added the proviso that such

I a termination arrangement was possible only if_basicUnited

__ _n_erests. in foreign affairs and defense _',,_ __ *_.

l Independence had steadfastly been the Micronesians'

l alternative in case free association was not possible. Indepen-

dence was-a growing force in Micronesia, particularly in Truk

l and Palau, and among Micronesian students at the University. of

Hawaii and of Guam. In addition, when the Congress of Micronesia

I met at Ponape in 1972, it had before it only the partially com-

I pleted Draft Compact drafted at the fifth round. It was a compact
in which Micronesia's concessions were explicit but which did _

I not include, for example, United states financial commitments "

to Microne.sia. Thus, the .Draft Compact was vulnerable to attack, -"

!
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particularly from independence advocates. In itsspecial session I

in Ponape during the summer of 1972, the Congress of Microne_.ia

- i
adopteda resolution authorizing and directing the MicrSnesian

delegation to. conduct negotiations with the.UnitedStat.es ........ I

regarding the establishment of an indpendent nation and to. continue

negotiations toward°free associati'on. In their final report prior i

to negotiations, the Micronesians had said that free association I
was their second choice and independence their first. Free

association, however, had been thought to be the most practical I

alternative. Some therefore thought the'new Congress of

Micronesia d_rectives.were not different from previous instructipns, i

although they emphasized independence a little more. _ I
At the sixth round, Salli explained that the Congress of

Micronesia did not like the way the talks were moving. There i

was, Re said, an "important and growing sentiment" in Micronesia

for independence, on its own merits. .Although free association i

was still the mandate, the-Micronesian delegation, was bound to. i
negotiate, for independence so that an alternative of independence °

would also be before the people of Micronesia when they voted in ....-i

plebiscite on their future political status.

United States officials feel there were other reasons

for this.,new approach.... They think that_ Salii, finding.. _imself_ I
in trouble in hia home district after the fifth round of talks-, " '

wanted to show that there had been significant accomplishments I

in the negotiations and that he could handle the Americans.

I

!
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Thus, he had introduced the incomplete and tentative Draft

Compact for approval by the Congress of Micronesia which wisely

I refused to ratify it. Salii would later comment aboutl the "

I Ponape directive that "it wasn't really clear in our own minds
how we were going to handle free association and independence

I at the same time." United States
officials claim that Salii'

came to the sixth round under pressure to "hardline" the United

I States but _hat the Micronesian position was so confused

I that Senators Nakayama and Amaraich, previously two of the most
ardent supporters of independence, were not prepared to push

I independence.

The United States delegates did not take the Ponape

I directive _er_ously; they pictured the new approach as more of

I a personal move by Salii than a serious demand bY the Congress
of Micronesia and also felt that the Micronesians, wishing ta

I had used the "threat" of indepen-
stretch for negotiating room,

dence as a bargaining tool.

I Perhaps in an effort to assert more authority, the

_h_r_ly be _"threat of l_luep_Id_i_ would u_ _d again. _ _

the seventh round, one member of the Micronesian negotiating

I "If the United States fails [to_ meet Micronesian
team commented,

demands] then we opt for independence."

I - At Barbers Point in September and October, 1972, the

I United Stats s delegation claimed that it did not know what the
Micronesians meant by independence and had no instrnctions on

-!
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how to handle the issue. The fact is the United States delegation I

was specifically instructed to avoid a discussion of independence. I
in addition, in a not too veiled threat (which would later lead

to United Nations chastisement) the United Stateslet the " : I

_icronesiansknow that United States strategic requirem@nts '"

would not countenance ind@pendence. Thus the • talks broke off I

indefinitely. They did not resume until a year later and even I
then, it was so clear that the level of United States financial

assistance was directly tied to the termination issue that I

financial assistance was the focus.

The United States position on independence was not resolved I

until the eve of the November, 1973, negotiations between _he I
United States and the Joint Status Committee of the Congress of

Micronesia. President Nixon approved inclusion of the indepen- I

dence option inca plebiscite for Micronesia. II In so doing, the

President .came down on the side of the Department of State, I

the United States Mission to the United. Nations, and some lower I
level Pentagon and Interior officials who have consistently argued

that whether the inclusion of an independence option, is legally i-

required is irrelevant. The independence option is a practical

political necessity.

Land _ I
Land and its acquisition had long been a major point of

friction between the Micronesians and the United. States adminis- I

trators. The inhabitants claim that a substantial amount of land

!
!
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I was either confiscated by the Japanese or acquired at unreasonably

low rates by the Japanese and the United States. Almost every

I United Nations Visiting Mission has urged the United States to

I take steps to settle long-standing land disputes. Given the
scarcity of their land, the role of land in Micr0nesian culture,

I past experience with foreign land acquisition and the uncertain

and unlimited nature of future military needs, it was not

I surprising that Micronesians summarily rejected eminent domain

I provisions of the ,commonwealth" proposal of 1969.
Two kinds of land h_ve been the subject of dispute:

I i. Public lands--land owned or maintained by the Japanese

as government or public land; land formerly owned by Japanese

I individuals, agencies, and corporations, and land acquired by the

I Trust Territory government for public purposes. Theoretically,
public land is being held for use by Micronesians who would also

I decide on the manner of its disposition. Public land amounts to

60 per cent _of total land in Micronesia and is distributed as

I follows: YaP, 3 per cent; Marshalls, 13 per cent; Truk, 17 per

I cent; Ponape, 66 per cent; Paiau, 68 per cent; and the Marianas,
90 per Cent. According to the United States, the largest percen-

I rages are found in districts with the largest islands, "primarily

because these larger island areas were acquired and used by the

I Japanese for agricultural and industrial purposes."

I 2. Retention land_-land reserved or used by the United i
States government The amount of retention currently totals 3.8

°I
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per cent of the total land in Micronesia. But the figur_ h_

been larger. A total of 21,141 acres had been turned over to l
m

the Trust Territory government including all military retention
't . " ' '" I

land held in Yap, Palau, and Truk. But Defense Still controls |

more land than anyUnited States agency: 3,031 acres under use

|
and occupancyagreements in Kwajalein, Eniwetok, and Bikini.

atolls and 8,882 acres on Tinian and 4,943 acres on SaiPan for I

a total of 13,825 acres in the Marianas. An additional 519 acres
I

is in use by the Coast Guard (500 acres), and the Post Office I
o

(6 acres) and the National Weather Service (13 acres). B

As part of its new approach at the third r0und Of

the United States backed off its insistence during Inegotiations,

the first two rounds that the United States ultimately have an
m

unrestricted right ta eminent domain. For the first time, the

United States outlined a formula whereby specifically stated
i

United States military land requirements would be agreed on prior

to a change in status. Any £_ture United States needs Would be l

in accordance with Micronesian laws and "mutually agreed on g

procedures". Ix addi_ibn, the Micronesians would agree to
f

_n_gotiate in good faith for emergency_and temporary land use.
l

The United States, said Williams, had "gone to considerable

lengths" to. keep.its military land requirements at a minimum. ..... l-

There were no military land requirements in YaP, Ponape or Truk.

.!In other districts the United States outlined the following

requirement" I

!
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I --Marshalls: No additional land was needed in the

Marshalls in addition to existing missile range facilities at

I Kwajalein. There facilities were described as "important and

I integral" to military research. And while consolidated tests

might .lead to smaller land needs, there was "no prospect" that.

I the need for missile testing would disappear or even diminish

in the near future.

!
--_arianas: The United States had definite requirements,"

. primarily on Tinian where the United States wished the "flex-

ibility" to. rehabilitate-some exisitng airstrips and to build

I supporting structures and "other facilities." By "consolidating"

future activities mainly on Tinian, the United States would be

I in°a position to. release a "significant portion" of the 4,00.0.

I acres it held on Saipan. In addition, the United States thought ....._." . u-_!3 • . •

it "essential'" to have use of Farallon de Medinilia Island, for

I which a use and occupancy agreement was then being negotiated

with the Trust Territory government..

I --Palau:. .There was no immediate need for land in Palau .!'

|
• but ._e United States wished four options: ....

a,) forty acres of submerged and adjacent land to establish

I a "very small naval support facility at Malakal Harbor,".configured

tQ support naval ships calling+periodically at Palau;

!
b) an unspecified amount of land on Babelthua p to build

I structures and store material;
c) the right to hold-"intermittent" trainingexercises

I
++
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ashore for ground units (exercises would be for ,,only a few I

limited periods every year" and property owners would be fully •
|

compensated for property use and damage); "

d) the rlght to build or.touse.Jointly a .clvilianair_ I
M

port .to support operations under the options.

In return for its land needs, the united States pr0mised a fair I

and adequate compensation and reminded the Micronesians that •
W

some other benefits would a_crue such as harbor dredging and

and communications facilities. Iimproved road, port,

Thus on the subject of land, the United States made a

major, change "at Hana. -Lands would beunder full Micronesian

control; their major fear, unknown and unlimited military acqusi_

tion, was eliminated. Even by Micronesian standards the United

requests did not appear large. Indeed, a consultant I
States land

to the Micronesians recalls that they were surprised at United
W

States modesty and may also have been disappointed since modest

land needs would surely mean more modest financial support. I

In the fifth round, sharp differences began to develop

over the methods of returning land to Micronesian control and i

to the potential presence of the military. The Palau legislature

- !indicated that the military was not welcome. Still others,

including the speake r of the Palau legislature and a prominent.

chief from Babelthuap, believed that discussion of possible

Imilitary use of land should _ake place only after land had been

returned to _he people of Palau, implying that the United States

!
!
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was withholding land in order to blackmail Micronesians into

agreement.. "It's not that we don.'t like or distrust the Americans,"

the speaker told an interviewer. "Americans are good people--

after you learn how to deal with them. And we now know the rules

of the game." In any event, in late 1972,. the Palau legislature

demanded the return of public land to. the chiefs of Palau to

hold in trust and made the return a precondition to. resumption

of the talks (whichhad been stalled on the question of indepen-

I dence).

The Palau position became the Micronesian position and

it .was only after the United States indicated agreement on

II disposition of land that the abortiveseventh round of negotiations
took place in Washington, in.November, 1973 As if to reinforcei

i! "Mieronesian..,_iews, a delegation of both elected and traditional

•1 !eadSrs from Palau. _A_,_ on ,_ to: hear the Un_d__^ .States state.-
!l

!_ ment of land policy.

_'_ At .the outsets,, the United States announced thatpublic

land would' be. turned over to each district prior to termination

I Trusteeship Agreement after passage of implementing legis-
of the

lation by the Congress of Micronesia. However, the United

| "States insisted on a number of "safeguards." Clearly the most .

I important was the United States requirement .that .title to public
land which had been requested by the United States for military

I would not be until a. con_itment had
purposes changed been made

to meet .United States land needs. The Micronesians objected to.

!
i
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leases as preconditions for the return of public land, noting that n

they were already committed in principle to meet United States

defense requirements. "-

However, the United States announcement that land _6uld : N

be returned to each district Was sufficiently responsive to "

lead to renewed negotiaiOns--only to have the new negotiations N

promptly break down over finances _ But the land question was far

fromresolved. The United States, through the TrustTerritory

government, asked the Congress of Micronesia to pass legislation N

implementing the new land policy. Twice in 1974 the Congress i

of Micronesia passed land legislation , but without all of the N

"safeguards" contained in the United • States policy announcement, n
m

Twice the high commissioner vetoed the legislaton. Among other

things, the Congress of Micronesia insisted that public lands I

be returned to the Congres s of Micronesia and then to the

Districts; that the right of eminent domain rest with the

Districts and not the central government; that agreement to •

meet military lands needs not be a precondition for the return

of land; and that land questions previously "settled" but contro- i

n

versial be subject to review. The United States opposed these
•" f _ •

conditions largely because they would endanger or at least make

more difficult the attainment of United States land objectives, _

notonly in the five districts but in the'Marianas as well.

As in other instances, the United States had th$ authority I

to make its will law by _xecutive order. At a meeting in N

!
!



I Honolulu in November, 1974, representatives of the Interior

Department met .rio"consult" with Microneslan representatives on

I
United States land actions. The United States informed the

I Micronesians that an executive order would be issued implementing

land transfers along the lines of the November, 1973, United

I States policy announcement. The Micronesians promptly.walked out

and negotiations were again at an impasse and •again on the_

I
item of central importance to Micronesians and their culture--

I land.
Control of Laws

I Control of their own internal affairs had been one of

the principal Micronesian objections to the so-called common-

I wealth proposal which the Micronesians had rejected. For,

I unlike the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or even the commonwealth _
which'the United Sates would later work out with the Marianas,

I the initial United States commonwealth proposal retained for the

United States large measures of control over Micronesian internal

I affairs. Even the basic law governing Micronesia would have been

I passed by the United States Congress in the form of an organic
act. _

I At the third round, the United•States reversed its position.

Ambassador Williams said that the Micronesians would be able to _

I write, adopt and amend their own Constitution and write, adopt

I •and amend legislation governing Micronesian internal affairs.
The constitution would be consistent with the basic understandings

i , .

I
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_n_term_o__com_tbet_oent_e_n_te__t_es_n__crono_. I

_e_e_o__e_rov_s_o__o__ep_ote_ono__n_ont__um_n i
_ights. However, circumstances in Micronesia might dictate some

done in the United States. For example, the Micronesians

might wish provisions to protect their land from purchase by other " I

than Mic_onesian citizens. Finally, the compact .would .specifi- I
cally state those areas where responsibility was delegated to

the United States. There would be no other United States respon- I

sibility except .by mutual consent..

The United.States representative recalled.that the I

Micronesians themselves had suggested in 1970 that the United ,I
St atesl handle foreign affairs and defense and that ."it would be

therefore necessary for the United States to retain sufficient I

powers" in those areas to enable it to fulfill its responsibilities.

Indeed, the United States representative acknowledged that his !

_o_orn_en__oo_e_w__vo_ont_o_oc_t_ono_a_t_or_t_con- I
tained in the agreement between the United Kingdom and the West

*

Indies_ Associated Sta_es of 1967, although during the second E

round United States negotiators had'feigned ignorance of that i

- - Iarrangement.12 The United States delegation suggested that there

were services..,in health, education,.public works, and postal and -_ _ I
currencywhich Micronesia might wish to request from the United

States which would require agreement as to rules and regulations. I

For example, if United States postal services were used, United

I

I

I



| States postal laws and regulations would be applicable in

I Micronesia.
The Microneslans were dellghted with the new United:States

I proposals that Micronesians govern their internal affairs.

However, they asked for clarification of the suggestion that

some United States laws would be applicable They recognized

I the ratlonale for the application of Americanlaws where United .
States responsibility or services were made available hut

I suggested that authority derive form Micronesian laws parallel
.

i or identical to. American laws. They envisioned practical pro-blems otherwise, as when American law enforcement personnel might

I seek to. makelarresfis in Micronesia or if a Micronesian were tried
in American courts in the United States. In his response, the

I United States representative acknowledged potential conflicts

but suggested that the best approach was for each side to:

I decide whichservices would be used and then to work out pro-

I cedures to resolve potential conflicts.
There was no detailed discussion of the issue of contrQl

of laws from the fourth to the seventh rounds, except that at the

fourth round, Salii suggested in a summary of agreements already

| reached in principle that United States laws would be applicable

I only if specified in the compact or as otherwise agreed in connec-
tion with specific Unit@d States services and programs.

I Defense and Foreign Affairs

i The Micronesians noted that the United States had not

!

!
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spelled out its approach to foreign affairs and defense or the I

powers that United States would require in Micronesia to fulfill I
-foreign affairs and defense responsibilities. The M_cronesians

however had hardened their o_n views: Micronesia had tO have " I

the "determinative voice '_in defense and foreign affairs without

iwhich it could not be itruly sovereign.

(i) Micronesians had to give their consent before any i
international legal obligation was reached in the:ir name or was

made applicable • to Micronesia. I+

(2) The United States would seek concurrence before

taking "steps which would have a direct+impac.t on. Micronesia's i

interests." _ i
(3) Micronesia would reserve the right to reach agree-

ments on its own behalf with nations other than the United I

States +, and with international institutions in matters of economic,

cultural, educational, social and scientific character. In i

particular, Micronesia would reserve the power+ to: (a) negotiate I
and conclude trade agreements; (b) seek economic assistance from ,

+ iother countries and from international institutions; (C) seek _

technical assistance and employ nationals from other countries I

- " iand from international institutions; and (d)apply for membership

in United Nations specialized agencies or similar international I. , o

organizations.

(4) They wanted a Micronesian attached to those United I

States embassies which handled a high volume of Micronesian

I

I
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| "business.

I (5) Micronesia,would establish its own tariff schedules
and other mechanisms to control imports. Among other things,

I they thought it necessary for balance of payments reasons for

the United States toaccept restrictions on entry of United

I_ States goods, but to allow unrestrained entrance of Micronesian

I goods into the United States.
(6) They wished free entry to the United States and the

I right to seek employment but thought their small size should

allo_ them to restrict Americans in Micronesia on a most-favored-

I nations basis. ,.

I (7) The Micronesians wished prior consent before storage
of dangerous materials.

| In response rio these Vlews, the United States delegation

I pointed out that there was already legislation pending whichwould give Micronesians preferred status in the United States.

I They believed that the Micronesians might better restrict immigra -
tion and tourism indirectly (e.g.,tourist facilities, rates, etc.) _

1 rather than by direct restrictions on American citizens.

Similarly, legislation was pending to allow the free entry of

I Micronesian goods into the United States. The United States

I _ould expect reciprocity; however, there were ways such as
excise and sales taxes_ which the Micronesians could use to hold

I down imports provided suchtaxes did not discriminate, as to.

"I_ country of origin.

|
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Although there was an effort to emphasize areas of agree- I

"ment, there is little question that the United States was disturbed

that .the Micronesians wanted so much responsibi2ity in foreign

affairs and defense, especially since they also insisted on" I
[]

the right to unilaterally declare their independence_ "We w_uld • -

!" said Williams, "if we did not statebe less than forthright,

clearly that there remain some fundamental differences or at a

minimum, misunderstandings between us which must be resolved I

prior to your change in status. These differences do effect I
our legitimate interests, our responsibilities, and our obli-

gations." He continued .-. I.
The fundamental divergence is this: You

|
have described and proposed a relationship which

would be so loose and tenuous, and the protection I
I

of U.S. interests so circumscribed and qualified,

as to raise serious doubts as to whether my Govern- I

ment could be responsive. I am not speaking []

simply of my present negotiating authority but,

more fundamentally, of feelings in both the i
°" --I

Executive and LegislativeBranches of my govern-

iq

ment as measured bymy consultations and their

reactions prior to our coming to Hana, Maul.

' / I

These feelings also reflect the consideration of

the views, attitudes, and interests of other _I

Pacific nations with respect to the need for

" H:

I
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political and economic stability in the Pacific

i ocean area. We know that you too share and have

a vital stake in this matter.

i The United States did not see the proposed agreement •

i as a treaty but a "binding compact with legal definition of its
.own and recognized as such byboth parties and by the world

I community." It would be an "agreement between two parties and

between two peoples concerning the respective power and respon-

D sibilities of each within, and only within, those areas covered _

i by the agreement. The basic division of powers and responsibilities
would flow from the force of the voluntary and freely expressed

I agreement of each party to the compact, rather than being assigned

from one party to another." The United States did not envision

i approval of the compact only by the United States Senate., .as in

i fihe case of treaties, but submission to both Houses in view of
the financial implications of any agreement and the fact that

I appropriations measuresmust originate in the United States

House of RePresentatives.

The United States. delegation particularly had difficulty.

. with M_cronesian requests that they maintain what the United
States representative called a "veto" in foreign affairs and

I with their request for prior consent on the storage of dangerous

w_apons. The United States envisioned close and continuous con-

I sultations but said the Micronesian. proposals would "substantially

vitiate" the authority, of the United States in the. two areas

I

I
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which the Micronesians had all along proposed would be left to •

the United States. The United States delegation said that advance •

revelation of dangerous material movement and st6rage:was "counter

to "the strateglc and tactlcal.lnte_ests of the military" but n

suggested that Micronesian apprehensions could be allayed by
B

looking at the limited nature of United States land needs N

The questions of defense and foreign affairs were dis-

cussed again at the fourth round. Again the United States reiter-

ated that it desiredprerogatives in defense along the lines n

of the West Indies Act, i.e.,while the United States would

"consult', on matters directly related to Micronesla, it required n

full and final authority in defense and in foreign affairs_

to carry out its threefold responsibility: defense; denial;

and use of Micronesian waters and soil to support United States N

military obligations in the Pacific. The United States delegation

saw significant value in a status of forces agreement aimed

at eliminating military/civilian conflict. N

The Micronesian response was again agreeable in principle

• |to delegating authority for defense to_the United States. But

they rejected sweeping authority such as that contained in the i

" mWest Indies Act and several times sought standards and criteria

to insure that there would not be any "unduly expansive inter-

pretations as to defense matters." They wished prior consent,

for example, if the United States changed the use of a facility N

from missile testing to storage of chemical and biological weapons, n

N
!
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I On the other hand, they would not object and sought no control

I over whether military facilities were used for a specific policy

objective. As Salii put it:

I ...we recognize that the Government of Micronesia

would retain no veto power as to the situations

|
and circumstances under which the United States

I might elect to utilize these military facilities.
The determination of when and under what circum-

I stances [the United States] will require use of

these bases will reside within the exclusive control

I of the United States Government ....

I The United States delegation just as repeatedly stated

that it could not accept the severe limitations which the

I Micronesians seemed-to-be p_acing on defense and which the

United States saw as hampering its fulfillment of its three basic

I defense responsibilities. The United States was willing to

I consult on possible changes in use of Micronesian bases and to

insure that defense activities did not adversely affect Micronesia's

I environment. However, it objected to any requirement that

Micronesian approval would be necessary if the use of a facility

I was changed (e.g.,missile testing to chemical weapons storage).

I In the final analysis, in addition to agreements already

reached, the two sides compromised on the issue of changing the

I use of bases. The United States undertook to consult and seek

I Microneslan consent to any military uses which differed signifi-

I
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cantly from the use specified in leases. •

The United States sought to spell out its desired role in

foreignaffairs. Itdesired "fullauthority" (Sywhich it meant.

• !that it.would beresponsible for Micronesia"s. fo_eign relationS)

and would "represent Micronesia in all official government-to.-

government relationships and in international organizations

and conventions which required official government representation I
g

and participation." Micronesia's policies and positions in "areas

touching, upon foreign affairs would have to be consistent with I

or at least not in conflict with American foreign policy." In •

the event of'a dispute, the United'States wanted the "primacy

of overallUnited States foreign policy considerations" to,-be clear, l

For example, the United States would not wish Micronesian control

of their own tariffs to include preferential trade arrangements I

while the United States was promoting non-discriminatory world

trade within the General Agreement in Trade and Tariffs frame-

work.. " l

On the other hand, the United States did not want Micronesia

|to be isolated from the world community. The actual exercise

of foreign affairs in many areas of closest concern to Micronesia

would be "delegated" to Micronesia. The United States would

and assist Micronesian contact with foreign countrles_ encourage

in commercial, cultural, technical and educational areas.

!Micronesia would be free to. seek technical and economic assistance

from regional and international organizations and to participate •
|

!
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directly as members or associate members in appropriate regional

! and other international organizations (e.g., the Economic Com-

mission for Asia and the Far East) of special interest to

I Micronesia and, in certain "limited key areas of major and special "

i importance" (e.g.,airline routes in Micronesia), prior Micro-
nesian consent might be.required. But the United States made

l clear that,in the final analysis, any Micronesian participation

in foreign affairs must be within the "broad concept of plenary

I United States responsibility for foreign affairs."

i The Micronesians responded that they were prepared to
recommend that the United States be "invested" with authority

I to act on Micronesia's behalf in view of what the United States

" but wishedhad described as its "larger role in world affairs,

I rio retain authority to conduct their own affairs in the areas

i of trade; international organization, regional associations and
the llke. For example, they saw no reason why they should not

i be free to enter into direct agreements with foreign countries on

the free reciprocal'entry of goods and people Finally, they

l proposed to uti_lize United States services related rio represen-

l tatlve and protective services.
In general, the Micronesians made a distinction between

I external affairs which involved security matters and areas involving

their economic, educational and cultural development. They were

l willing to delegate the former with reservations, e.g., they

"I opposed weapons storage, but not the latter. As Salii explained:

!
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It is •essential that the compact and the new i

relationship which it brings into existence recog-

nize the fundamental soverelgnty of the State Of

Micronesia. Intrinsic to the;cqncept ofsovereigntY : !
• ". .

is the authority of a country over both its

internal affairsand its foreign relations. Recog- i

nizing the security interests of the United States, i
which are not identical with those of Micronesia,

the Micronesian Delegation is prepared to recommend i

to the Congress of Micronesia that 'full authority

be delegated to the United States for the conduct i-

of the external relations of Micronesia which bea_ i
slgnfficantly on international security matters. _

On the other hand, the Government of Micronesia .i

must reserve to itself the authority to negotiate

and consummate arrangements that relate to•matters i

of trade, economics, foreign investment and cultural i
affairs that are not directly relevant to security

and defense matters, i

The United States representative found the Micronesian

" q _ idlvls±on of authority "directly counter" to the United States

need for "full .authority." The Micronesian,proposal was ' i
unacceptable because it contained "a corollary giving Micronesia

the right to decide what agreements bear on United States interests i

and which ones affect only local matters." The United States

!
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I
representative saw, for example, the possibility, of political

I penetration as the missions, policy
result of trade of conflicts

on items such as free trade and, in general, of numerous disputes

I as to authoritY.

I The United States representative suggested that since
both sides were in general agreement that Micronesian inter-

I would have to be consistent with United States
national activities

foreign policy and security interests, their differences really

I related to the questions of formal and official intergovernmental

I relations. The Micr0nesians in turn agreed to leave government-_
to-government agreements to the United States, provided such

I initiated at the of Micronesia andagreements were request

were concluded with Micronesian participation and consent.

I The Micronesian government •would be free to negotiate, and sign

I contracts, which do not .involve direct intergovernmental obli-
gations andresponsibilities. (These could even include agree-

I with government'owned banks.) Micronesia would also
'merit s

participate in appropriate regional and international organizations.

I Boththe defense and foreign affairs provisions were

I subsequently included in the Draft Compact written at the •fifth
round in Washington. Neither provision was to receive much.

I discussion at later although there was extended
direct rounds,

dlscussion of a mutual defense pact which would come into. effect .

I on termination of the compact. Indirectly, both defense and

I foreign affairs remained at .issue, not so much as to. their

I . -

I

I
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Iprovision but as to.whether the United States should play such

a large role and, particularly, have access to land use if the i•
United States financial offer were not correspofidingiy generous.

Financel . _ _ I

It appeared at the third round that ,the Micronesians and

Unlted States negotiators Were in agreement on the role of finance I

in the negotiations. Lazarus Salii labeled future funding as

|
subordinate toL the issues of control of future status and control

of laws. Williams agreed that any "future relationships should !

not be dictatedby financial considerations" and later added that

financial questions were subordinate to other questions to be I

decided. However, the •real united States position was sa_d- I
wiched between'its statements of seeming agreement with the

Micronesians. In Williams words, "the form, substance and I

continuity of a future association will have a direct bearing

in the long term on our financial relationship." I

At the third round, the United States was diplomatic I
and elliptical in presenting its view on the connection between

• ipermanence of the relationship and the level of financial support.

At the fourth round it was more direct. Recalling _is earlier i

- |remarks at Hana about form, substance and continuity, Williams

added: . , I
.... under a close association there is a greater

likelihood that the United States Congress and the• I

American taxpayer will be willing to accept the I

!
I



i. responsibility of long-term and abiding commitments

to the people of Micronesia. It stands to reason,

| ..
conversely, that the more tenuous the'relationship,

i the more difficult it w$11 be to assure continuing
and adequate budgetary support and the availability

! •of federal programs and services. <

Unofficlally, United States officials were even more

I blunt. One member of the United States negotiating team accused

i the Micronesians of wanting to limit their relationship withthe
United States to "an office where Micronesians can pick up the

i check." A Micronesia which could unilaterally change the relation-

ship could not expect, the official remarked, to get thesame

I financial support it would have had under a "commonwealth" status.

i .But ,the United States was not alone in camouflaging its
real position on financial matters. The Micronesians seemed to

i de-emphasize financial considerations, particularly the tie be-i

tween finances and the nature of the relationship. In fact,:

i the Micronesian position was the exact oppositeof the position of

i the "-_ __ _°_* '_ _
_LL_eG , ......_o a ........ ,_r_ h_nm_ _1_ar when the talks

broke down at the seventh round in November, 1973 For the

I United States, financial levels depended on the nature of the

political relationship; for the Micronesians, the nature of the

i political relationship depended on the level of United States

I financial Support.
The two sides also disagreed on the conceptual approach of

.!
!
!



I
how to calculate United States financial payments after trustee-

ship. The United States wanted to calculate on the basis of-how I

much Micronesia would "need" for support and development, the
. , . . . - •

nature of future financial Policies and institut±0ns, .and the
[]

possible continuation of current United States programs and _
B

services. For example, at the third round, possibliy in an effort

to lower Micronesian expectations, the United States cited the I
s

existing magnitude of United States assistance as the only •

tangible indicator of the amount of support which the United States

Congress might approve in the future. Estimated United States i
l

exp@nditures were said to exceed $75 million, broken down as

follows: $60 million annual appropriation; $7.4 million in

Office of Equal opportunity, Health, Education and Welfare, Peace

Corps, etc. programs; $1.8 million by the Post Office; $i million

by the Coast Guard; plus expenditures by the Department of I

Defense on excess material, ship loans, and Civic Action Teams.

The $75 million appears to be slightly inflated, _ for the United i

States apparently included approximatel_ $2.5 million earned by []
|

Micronesian employees at Kwajalein and approximately "$2 million

realized from sales and income taxes at Kwajalein. I

On the other hand, the Micronesians looked upon their

!"sgrateg_c location" as their only natural resource. The United.

States was being asked to pay for the purchase of that commodity

as- well as to meet moral financial obligations arising out of

trusteeship. Their position was similar to the "strategic rental" I

m.

I



! "concept in the Solomon Report of ten years earlier. The

I Micronesians proposed that financing be divided into four basic .
areas:

I i. Continuing economic support to be provided
Micronesia

during its transition from trusteeship to "economic independence";

I' 2. Compensation on an annual basis for the agreement by

I Micronesia to deny the use of its land and waters to military
forces of any nation other than the United States;

I 3. Annual payment the continuing right use .specified
for It O

land and waters for United States military bases and operations;

I and

I 4.. Payment for specific rentals for military use of land
and territorial waters and options on specific land and territorial

I waters.

The Micronesians suggested that the United States provide

I $50 million annually for the first category, economic support,

I and another $50 million annually for the three categories of
compensation for military privilieges, plus an unspecified amount

I transitional assistance. The Micronesian was
of request substantial,

but as Senator Daniel Inoyue had pointed out earlier, the Micro-

I nesians were aware that .the .United States was then paying Spain

I as much as $i00 million annually for base rental.
The Micronesian request for a guaranteed $1 billion over

I inthe event of inflation and devaluation)
ten (adjustedyears

was significantly higher than earlier United States suggestions

I
i
I
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of about $75 million annually for an UnS.p"ec:ifiedperiod. However,

_aving itself broached the financial ques.tion, the United States

wa_ unwilling to discuss specific figures, preferring•to, hold- I

out .until the Micronesians.were more specific., about .the nature : I
of the'new relationship. But:it was clear that a chasm separated ....

United States and Micronesian views on the amount of United I•

States financial support. "I would be doing you a disfavor,"

said Williams in a statement .inserted into. the record, "if I I

were to leave this [financial]•. issue without .stating candidly I
that our views on the future level and categories of United

States support are far apart." .... I• o

How far the two sides were apart would remain unclear

for. another year and a half when the talks at the •seventh round

immediately broke down over the question.of finances. This time .I

it was the Micronesians who would link finance and the nature

of the association. I

Subsequently, during informal talks in Washington, the I
United States for the first .time suggested an annual payment of

$40 to $43 million, in addition to services of the Federal Aviation i

Agency, the Post Office, and the Weather Bureau. (The • two sides

!were unable to agree on the value of the United Statet proposal--

$40-41 million, said the Micronesians; $43 million, said the

United States.) The f_gdre was significantly below the $i00 mil- -"

lion plus figure advanced by the Micronesians at the fourth round I

and well below the $75 million budget for all of Micronesia,

!



I which the United States originally suggested was a "tangible

I indicator" of the amount the United States Congresss might support.
"that we can-" said Salii,"It has been and remains our position,

I the details of the proposed Compact
not usefully discuss remaining

of Free Association until it becomes clear that there is a sub-

| "stantial likelihood that we can reach agreement on the question

I of financial support.
The United States proposal "for the six districts" was

I unacceptable, said Salii, and the United
States had been unwilling

to improve its offer despite a Micronesian offer to reduce their

I request by $20 million and to accept a "significant diminuation"

I in federal programs. The "wide gap" and "apparently unyielding"
United States stance, said Salii, made it impossible to proceed

I with discussions about a compact unless it was on the basis of

"a significant curtailment" of the degree of authority to be

I delegated to the United States in the areas of foreign affairs

i and defense.
Buried in Salii's statement was the third major difference

I between the two sides on financial questions. The United States

proposal was for a five district Micronesia, since the Mariana

I Islands District was already engaged in advanced negotiations

i ith the United States for a so-called commonwealth status. On
the other hand, the Micronesians continued to negotiate for six

I districts, never having accspte d the Marianas negotiations as

legal.

I The United States did not budge in its response to a

i

i
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virtual ultimatum• The United States proposal, Williams stated, was basedl

on its estimates of Micronesia's future needs: Micronesia's

• |des'ire to work toward economic self-sufficiency;gradual economic

development taking int0 account the-need to preserve Micron@sia : I
traditions and culture; less costly, simpler and decentralize_ " ""

government; reduced dependence on expatriates; exclusidn of the I

Marianas. In fact, Williams argued, on the basis of these criteria

the United States proposal of $43 million, excluding payments for I

use of public land was above United States projections of I
Micronesianneeds and represented United States efforts to continue

to support M_cronesia at substantially the same level as during l-

the closing years of the Trusteeship. In .addition, Williams

concluded, new sources of income such as additional taxes, I

bilateral and multilateral assistance and private funding would _I
become available to a freely associated Micronesia.

!
Informal_Negotiations

The Washington finance negotiations ended abruptly and I

bitterly• A series of informal and unofficial negotiations with ilimited participation on each side would replace the formal

rounds of talks. United States and Micron-esian nego_iator_ met I
quietly and briefly at Guam, Hawaii, and California. At the

same time, the United States unilaterally took a number of -_ I

steps to improve the negotiating climate. The most imDortant

step took place in January, 1974, when Secretary of the Interior I

Morton announced that the United States would no longer I

I

I



automatically exclude countries other than the United States

from investing in Micronesia. Instead, the initial decision

I on investment applications would be left to each district.

I Final approval would be left to the high commissioner, who was to
base his approval "on the security of the area and the general

I welfare and development of the Micronesian people." Thus, the

United States still maintained control over undesirable invest-

I ment whether @apanese, Chinese or Soviet In addition, Morton

I asked the high commissioner and his staff to draw up a five-year
program of capital improvementsand to develop plans for their

I construction.

Both announcements had a potentially revolutianary effect

I on Micronesia's future'-they might have been highly pralsed in

I Micronesia, and they. wer.e,i in fact,, welcomed by some. But the
foreign investment announcement was widelY questioned, and, in

! some instances, strongly denounced. Micronesian leaders objected

to suck an importantannouncement without prior consultation,

I especially since the Congress of Micronesia was in session.

• i_iuru_i_ __oo argued *_o_ _°__' had not

been established to implement the new policy. Said Senator

I head of the Marianas "I think
Edward Pangelinan, negotiators:

tkey'veopened a Pandora's box and I don't know how we're going

! .to. control this monster." Prominent businessmen in T_uk and

1 Palau suggested that Micronesians did not have. the ltechnical
m

knowledge to enable them to evaluate sophisticated foreign " ,.....

-.|

!
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I
proposals or to compete with foreign businesses: others_ particu-

larly in Yap, feared an adverse cultural impact from a _heavy-- 1
influx of tourism. Finally, Micronesians particularly objected_

to the.Madison Avenue nature of theann.o_ncement':.- a filmed. I

speech, hand-carried to Micronesia .by an Interior Department

J ,I

official, then hand-delivered to district headquarters bY the

director of public affairs, and then showlJ and broadcast simui- I

taneously throughout Micronesia. With all that Coordination,

said one official, they could have consulted us if they cared. I

Lost in all the commotion was Morton's announcement on I
capital improvement. " Intentianally or not, the five-year capital

improvement program provided a formula for a resolution of the I

impasse over finances. At meetings in the spring of 1974 at

Carmel, California, and later at .Guam, it was agreed that the I

effective date for termination of the Trusteeship Agreement I
would be delayed until 1981, that is, until after initiation

and completion of a $].46 million capital improvement project. I

Thus, the burden of financing needed capital improvement was

|made a part of the continuing United States Trusteeship obliga _

tions instead of a major and pressing problem of a new Micronesian I
government. Now both the Micronesians and the United States

o

could present a respectable cost figure to their respective _ I

constituencies. In addition, the two parties agreed to the

fo.llowing financial provisions (in constant dollars) of a fifteen- I

year compact:. I

I

I



_. A United States grant to Micronesia of $35 million

I /annually for the first five years; $30 miilion annually for the

I second five years; and $25 million annually for the tenth through
fifteenth year. (Section 401)

I 2. A United grant capital improvement
States offor

$12.5 million annually for the first five years; $11 million annual_

I ly for the next five years; and $9.5 million annually for the next

I five years (Section 404a)
3 The United States will provide economic development

I loans amounting to $5 million annually for fifteen years, subject

to the iterms of long-term, low-interest loan agreements. (Section

I 404b )

I 4. The United States will provide services of the United States
Postal Service, the UnitedStates Weather Service, and the

I Administration. No dollar figure is given,
Federal Aviation

but the UnitedStates had previously estimated the value of

I postal services to all of Micronesia at $1.8 million. The .

I Weather. Service put its services for 1975 at $2,161 and the FAA
budget at $144.,.495. No mention is made of the services for the.

I Coast Guard.

• m

In total, the United States agreed to provide, over

I fifteen years, a total of $690 million, broken down as follows:

I U.S. Grants.
First-5 years $175 million

|



Second 5 years $150 million l

Third 5 years $125 million

|
Capital Improvements _

First 5 _ears., $62.5 million " l

Second 5 years $55 mill_on ' "

Third 5 years $47.5 milli_n i

Development Loans $75 million l

Once again, what appeared to be agreement did not turn

out to be true. During its spring 1975 session, the Congress of l

Micronesia rejected the financial package as inadequate. But i

dissatisfaction on financial matters was only part of the problem.

The Micronesians continued to object to the United states land l

policies and to the extent of American control on foreign affairs, I
and to the United States policy on the Marianas. Finally, disil-

lusioned at the impasse and at their own powerlessness, the Micro- l

nesian spokesman told the 1975 meeting of the Trusteeship Council

that free association was no longer the basis of an agreement. I

The trustee and its wards had reached an impasse.

|
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I Chapter V Footnotes

|
i. United States investors were not attracted to

I Micronesia. Japanese investors were kept out by the United

States pending settlement of the territory"s political status.

! Micronesian businessmen, even those operating as fronts for

i Japanese, were unable to make long range plans because of the
uncertain plans of the United States military which in Saipan,

I for example, controlled about5,000,acres on the island.

I 2. The Department of Interior made a similar sugges-

i tion at this time. Interior officials hoped that a status
commission would not only help resolve some difficulties con-

. cerning the interpretation of "self-determinat±on" for Micro-

nesia'but also serve to draw more high-level attention to the

I Trust Territory.

i 3. The report placed Puerto Rico in this category
but incorrectly states that Puerto Rico has "the option to sever

I their ties with the United States at any time and become inde-

pendent." (Interim Report, page 23.)

I 4. As Assistant to the President for National Security

Affairs, Kissinger was a member of the Undersecretaries Committee

I But Kissinger attended only the first two or three sessions.

i At those he arrived late and left early.
5. Walter Hickel, Who Owns America? (New York: Warner

I Paperback Library, 1974), page 188.

!
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6. Ibid, page 189. i

7. Ibid, page 191.

- 8. A similar name was used affectionately] however,

by-State Department officiais when referring to W. Averell ' i
Harriman.

9. P.F. Kluge, "Looking Back," Micronesian Reporter I

(Second Quarter, 1972): 17-20. " i
i0. See the Appendix for a description of the major

developments of each_ round. I

Ii. It should be noted that United States military

land requirements were already assured by separate negotiations I

with the Mariana Islands. _" i
12. Great Britain was to have responsibility for "any

matter which in the opinion of Her Majesty's government in the i

United Kingdom is a matter relating to defense."

i

.

I
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l

I. " .

I Chapter Vl
The Marianas Break Away

I
l ....After a quarter century of Americanadministration, our peoPle have come

I to know and appreciate the American
system of government. The concept of

I democracy has been very important and

significant to us .... we desire a Close

I political union with the United States

I of America--a membership in the United
States political family.

I --Edward Pangelinan

I ( We've been had.

I --Andon Amaraich

I The United States decision in i951 to administer the Mari-

anas separately from the other districts was taken for United

l States military reasons, not for any separatist sentiment in the

|



• IMarianas. For more than ten years following the separation, how-

ever--even following return of the Marianas from the Navy to In- •

|
terior--the Marianas expressed the desire for a "close and perm-

• !anent affiliation with the 'United States" through.referenda, res-

olutions"adopted by the district legislature, petitions to the

• !United Nations, endorsement of. the 1970 "commonwealth" proposal,

and direct representation to the United States government. Given

their small population, they had pushed for a bicameral instead

of a unicameral legislature at the time of the formation of the I

Congress of Micronesia. However, they had already c0ncluded that
m

this classic, means of.protecting small units from the decisions I

of the majority was insufficient for their purposes. Much_opposed

territory-wide tax legislation had already been enacted despite

opposition from the Marianas. There was every possibility that I

once they were a part of a new Micronesia unit they would be even

more vulnerable to what they saw as U_fair legislation passed for I

the benefit of more Populous districts. The Marianas represent-

atives on the Micronesian negotiating team had become increasingly

dissatisfied after the Micronesian delegation flatly rejected the i

"commonwealth" proposal. They were particularly adverse to in-

" !clusion in a unit that could some day terminate its relationship.

with the United States. _ •
|

Th_s, it came as a surprise tO no one when, at the close

of the fourth round, representatives from the Marianas formally

requested separate negotiations with the United States, Culture,

geographic distance from other districts, relatively greater' I

!
!
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I economic development and aspirations, and underlying each of

these, previous separate, administration by the United States--

all set the Marianas off from the rest of Micronesia. The inhab-

I itants of these islands are largely of Chamorro descent, although
about 4,000 of the total population of 12,500 are Carolineans.l

I Mariana Islanders tend to look down on other Micr0nesians--even

on the Palauans, who are said to look down on everyone. Their

I neighbor, Guam, though geographically part of the Marianas, be-

I came an unincorporated territory of the United States in 1898.
Guam's relatively modest economic achievements have always loomed

I large to the people of the substantially less well-off Marianas

District and have been attributed to Guam's close association

I with the United States. The Marianas decided they wanted the

i same for themselves. As their request said, "The United
States.has brought to our people the values which we cherish and

I the economic goals which we desire."

In the longstanding Marianas drive for close association

I with the United States, the idea of "reintegration" with their

i .............. , _,,, was for the immediate future
and probably indefinitely. In a 1969 referendum Guam's voters

I rejected reintegration. Like budding nationalists elsewhere, the

leaders of the Marianas did not welcome loss of their political

I identity in the larger and already established political unit of

i Guam. They saw themselves as governors and senators and con-
cluded that such positions would surely be held by Guamanians

I with "reintegration." Reintegration came to be viewed as

!

!
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•" |"political suicide"; people believed the Northern Marianas would

_be "swallowed up" by better developed and more educated Guam. I
In the Marianas view, GuAm's status as an unincorporated

terri _ • - " Ito_.y was colonial, and it was thought that the Mariana'% could

do bet6er. They had a protected position as a United Nations '"

ward; the American military really wanted facilities tl_ere (and I

might not be able to have them elsewhere in Micronesia). Thus, I
the Marianas had a unique bargaining position. At a February,

1974, meeting on the subject of Guam and Micronesian status at I

the University of Guam, Edward Pangelinan,.a, graduate of Howard

!University Law School and chairman of the M icronesian Status Del-

egation, openly denounced the status of Guam and even that of I
Puerto Rico as inadequate. The Marianas, he said, wished to de-

velop a new kind of relationship with the United States. 2 I

The Marianas took advantage of their unique bargaining

position at the fourth round of negot±ation; there I

the United States formally accepted the principle of unilateral. I
termination. On April Ii_ 1972_ Marianas representatives on the

Micronesian delegation, Edward Pangelinan and Herman Guerrero, i

presented to the United States delegation a letter

and a statement of position, which they said were transmitted

"with approval of the members of the Joint Committee, on Future , I
Status" '_ This was the 'fir_stknown formal•communication regard- -_

ing separate negotiations. The question was w_ether the United I

States would consider conducting separate negotiations with the

Marianas. The statement of position began simply, "The people I

!
!
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I of the District desire a close political relation-
Mariana "Islands

ship with the United States of America."

I The Uflited States representative Was able to approve the

I request the afternoon it was presented to him. Preliminary con-
tact with representatives of the Marianas had been extensive, al-

l though the amount and timing remain unclear. What is Clear is

that, although up until 1972 United States policy had been clearly

I against separation, the State Department representative in Salpan _

I -John Dorrance had begun to explore informally With Marianas rep-
resentatives the possibility of separate negotiations on numerous

I occasions. The Deputy United States representative •,

Arthur Hummel, had himself explored the question as well during

I a visit to Saipan.

I Micronesian Rea.ction to Separate Negotiat±ons

i According to several Micronesian delegation sources, the
Micronesiansnever approved of separate negotiations or even the

I transmittal of arequest, as the letter from Pangelinan and Gue-

rrero asserted and as UnitedStates representatives were to re-

I peatedly assert, at least initially, in defense of separate nego-

tiations. The Marianas representatives had indeed first taken

I their letter to the Micronesian delegation and had asked them to

I present the letter to the United States representative. The

Mi_ronesian group then had a long debate over whether to trans-

I mit the letter themselves, approve the transmittal by the •Mari-

anas, or disapprove the transmittal. The Micronesians decided

| • ,
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not to transmit the letter to Williams, stating that they had no I

authority to approve or disapprove of transmittal by the Marianas •_
-representatives, but adding that the group had no control over

actions taken by Pangelinan and Querrero in their individual ca- I
I

pacities either.

• IIn fae.t, the Micronesians virtuali.y ignored the fact that

separate negotiations were requested and approved by the United

States. The Micronesian delegation communique of the fourth round

stated they were "pleased" at the progress made in the fourth

round and made no mention of the request for separate negotiations.

No mention of separate negotiations was made in Salii's statement

of the afternoon session of April i2_ 1972, in Ambassador .Williams's l
I

final statemen_ of April 13 (which was inserted in the record but

or in the joint communique of the fourth round. The l
not read)

Marianas letter and statement of position can be found in the

United States version of the official records of the fourth round,

but not in the Congress of Micronesia's version. I

Micronesian disapproval of separate negotiations was ton

• |remain an underlying issue between the United States and the .

Micronesian negotiators. The issue surfaced several times in

.subsequent negotiations. For example, Senator Salii'severa!

times requested materials concerning United States land require-
• . t

ments in the Marianas and pointed out:

As you are aware, the mandate received by I

this Committee from the Congress of Micro-

nesia requires that our consideration a_d

I
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I negotiations encompass the entire present

Trust Territory and not only five out of

I §ix districts.• The unilateral action of

I the United States in accepting separate
negotiations with the Marianas does not,

obviously, relieve this Committee from the

obligations with which the Congress has

i entrusted us.

I In the seventh round, the problem came up again when fi-
nance was being discussed. The Micronesians, in their report

I to the Congress of Micronesia, described the situation thus:

One problem associated with the subject is

I the refusal of the United States Delegation

i to accept the Joint Committee's mandate to
negotiate a future political status agree-

D ment for all of Micronesia, so that each

district.would have the opportunity to ac- ..

I cept or reject that agreement. The United

i States position, in refusing tO negotiate
with respect to one district, would prevent

i the residents of that district from voting

on the Compact. It is not the purpose of

| • this analysis to discuss this situation ex-

i cept insofar as it relates to a furthercom-
plication in the computation of proposed

i support payments.

i
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The United States supplied figures of support payments based on I
_vo__t_, _o _o_o_o_a_,__a_o__o_r_u_e_.o__ |
six. The Micronesians, in order to compare the"Proposals, in-

creased the United States figures by 2Q .per cent.when discussi1_g |
4

six districts and decreased Micronesian figures by 16.7 per cent

" ' ' " Iwhen discussing five districts.

By not openly debating the issue of the separation of the I
Mariana Islands_ the Micrdnesians appeared to consent to the de-

sires of the Mariana Islanders. Senator Lazarus Salii acknowl- I
edged in an interview that the Micronesian negotiations "more or

i
less" gave the Marian.as the go-ahead to discuss separate negoti-

ations when they didnot specifically disapprove the action of I
the Marianas representatives at Koror. On the other hand, Salii

maintains that disapproval would not have stopped a Marianas re- i

quest for separate negotiations or United States approval of them.

The Congress of Micronesia never endorsed separate negoti- I

ations. In the spring of 1973 it passed a resolution %tating I
that'the Micronesian group was the sole authority in the negoti-

ations. Eighteen members of the Congress of Micronesia voted i

for the resolution , eleven voted against, and twelve abstained.

. !
Since in the Congress ofMicronesia abstentions are counted as

affirmative votes, the..resolution passed, thirty to eleven. A_.. |
bassador Williams explained the vote's significance to members

• !of the United States House of Representatives Territorial Subcom-

mittee in this way: I

I
I
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I Thfs vote in both their Senate and their

house was split. The number of congress-

I men and senators who voted "no" added to

those who abstained, in both cases were

I in the majority against the resolution.

I However, bythe rules of the Congress of

Micronesia, those who abstained were put

I in the "yes" column, so the resolution

was passed.

I
United StaGes officials thought the Congress of Micronesia

I resolution was merely a bargaining chip. According to one State

Department official, the Congress of Micronesia, fearing it would

I not get "as big a pot', without the Marianas, was trying to use

its approval or disapproval of separate negotiations as a means

I of bargaining for a better position. He added that by resist-

I ing separate negotiations, the Congress of Micronesia hoped to
achieve more concessions, but the United States negotiators didn.'t

I• feel "the slightest need to buy off the Congress of Micronesia"

'The United States-unofficially took the position that the Congress 'v

I of Micronesia would not be allowed to exploit the issue and if

I they got too troublesome or started to raise legal problems, the
Secretary of the Interior's order creating the Congress of Micro-

I nesia (and stipulating its composition and authority) would simply

be rewritten.

I Although United States officials are quick to explain the

I : logic of separate'negotiations with the Marianas, this logic does

I •

I
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not, in their opinion, apply to any of the other five districts. I

%n fact, Washington is gravely concerned about further fragmen- I•
ta_ion. So concerned, accordingto one •United States 0fficiai,

Ithat in 1973 United statesnegotiators qon$idered ordering, Palau.:

district administrator Thomas Remengesau to veto legisiation " ""

which would have established another status group for Palau. I

Remengesau vetoed the legislation on his own before Washington I
sent its instructions.

One.of the most potentially troublesome problems faced I

by the United States was the proposed separation of the Marshall

Islands, a move.that some government officials saw.as part of I

the bargaining with the Congress of Micronesia over revenue shar- I
ing. In March, 1974, the Marshall Islands District Legislature

adopted a resolution informing the United Nations that it was un- I

willing to be a part of Micronesia after the termination of the

Trusteeship Agreement and that the Marshalls intended to "com_ I

mence shortly" negotiations with the United States. But the I
United States expressed its view that the problems of the Marshalls

were internal and to be worked out within the Congress of Micro- i

nesia. The United States representative to the United States

• . |Trusteeship Council told theCouncil that the United States had

not received,. a .f°rmal request from the Marshalls.., In an inter-. '-_ I
view, Ambassador Williamsdodged taking aposition on separate

negotiations with the Marshalls, again arguing that no formal re- I

quest, had been received from the Marshalls. However, other

United States officials stated that United States policy was to •I

I

!
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I reject the bid. Although some Americans refer to the Marshalls

movement as "different" from the Marianas, the only difference

I appears to be the longer history of the movement in the Marianas.

i Both appear to be motivated primarily by economic factors and
secondarily by a fear of being dominated by the more populous

I (and less prosperous) islands. 3

By mid-1975, the United States was formally faced with a•

I request from Palau for separate negotiations. The United States

rejected the request and urged Palau to work with the other five

I districts.

I The task before the United States was to mount a convinc-

ing case against further fragmentation, but itsown actions with

I the Marianas had already set a difficult precedent. The United

i States would receive neither land nor sovereignty but only admin-
istrative headaches from further fragmentation. "Can you imagine

I the number of people who would have to be involved in Washington

and the various offices that would, have to be created merely for

| ,,administrative purposes? It would be a nightmare, mused a State

__ ................ _. _,,_ same u_auza± maintained that further

I separation would negatively affect what the remaining territory

I could achieve, composed as it would be of the poorest but most
heavily populated and isolated islands.

I Butcertainly the same argument can be used against the

separation of the Marianas.. What Micronesia could achieve with-

I out them is considerably less, since the Marianas district is

I the.most advanced economically and has potential for the two most." . .

!
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attractive immediate resources in Micronesia: tourism and mill- I

tary facilities.
m

Many Micronesians genuinely concerned" about the future of I

the status negotiations and.the future of Micronesia as a country •

|
are worried and baffled by the separate negotiations. Although

all Micronesians will admit to distinct, cultural and social dif-- l

ferences, there is a belief among many that steps taken toward a

united Micronesia have succeeded: English as a common language, I

the Congress of Micronesia, Air Micronesia, the flag, and the
i

educational system. "Many Micronesians, now suspicious of United

States motives, ask why the United States did not "keep its word" l

regarding unity and "sought" to split the islands to the disad-

vantage of the Micronesians. When more than a year passed between

the sixth and seventh round of talks, one member of the Micrones- I
B

ian negotiating team surmised that the United States was deliber-

!ately delaying the talks--now that Tinian was secured there was

no immediate need to conclude t_lks with the rest of Micronesia.

- !This assessment of United States motives was very different from

the earlier Micronesian judgement that the United States had "-_ub

been lacking in good will."
f

!Even if no one was surprised _hat the Marianas requested
l

separate talks, it came as a surprise to many Micronesians that
m

the UnitedStates would grant them_ Historically opposed tothe ..... . I

concept of fragmentation, Washington officials had emphasized 'I
i

that they wanted Micronesian unity. While still a member of the

Micronesian negotiating team, Benjamin Manglona, a member of the I

!
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i Marianas Political Status Commission, indirectly approached sev-

eral top offiCials at Washington parties. When he explained to

I .!
them that the negotiations were not accommodating the needs of

I the Marianas and that the Marianas wished to explore the possi-

bility of separate negotiations, the United States official's

I "We cannot entertain you at this time "reply was, . A State De-

partment legal advisor recalled sitting in on three or four

I meetings before the formal_request and hearing even from those

I American agencies he would have expected to be in favor of a

split, presumably the military, that the Marianas could not be

I separated. In fact, Mangiona felt that those in Saipan who ad-

vocated "reintegration" with Guam or separation from the Trust

I Territory were looked down upon by the Trust Territory govern-

I ment. Since the United States had long held a position against

separatism, former United States Congressman Nieman Craley, now

I the High Liaison with the Congress of Micronesia,
Commissioner's

remembers that the Micronesians were "dumbfounded" when Pangeli-

I nan indicated that the United States would negotiate separately.

I Andon Amaraich, Senator from Truk, remarked "We've been had."
John Heine, then Staff Director for the Micronesians, had the

1 same reaction.

I United States Justifications

United States officials give several reasons for granting

I separate negotiations, ranging from the concrete--the letter re-

ceived from the Marianas, the consent of the Micronesians for the

!

I
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Marianas to negotiate separately (although they have since backed I

away from earlier statements citing Micronesian consent), and the •

unhappiness of the Mariana Islanders'with the CongrSss of Micro-

nesia--to the theoretical--the.argument, that there is no such
i

thing as a "Micronesia" because it is an artificial creation.

• • |Although criticized for not doing'more to promote unity, United

States officials contend there was nothing they could have done to have
D

stopped separatist sentiment in the Marianas and that had separ-

negotiations with the Marianas not been agreed to, the talks I
ate

With the Micronesians would have been stalled. And Haydn Williams

maintained in his rep_y to the Marianas position statement that.

to seek a common solution to the status question against t.he ex- I

pressed wishes of the Marianas population would be imposing upon

a status which they have said is unacceptable and denying I
_them

them their right of self-determination.

But as One State Department official put it most appropri- I

ately, "We call it pragmatism." Separate negotiations_resulted I

primarily from United States military considerations. The Unit•ed

States always preferred a "commonwealth status" to fr.ee associa- I

tion. and free association to independence in the belief that the

more permanent the set-up, the better United States military

interests would be protected. While nothing is really "perma_

nent," the "commonwealth" arrangement would make the Marianas a

territory over which the United States has sovereignty. A mill-

tary base on sovereign United Statesterritory would present

fewer problems than a base where the United States does not have

!
!
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I sovereignty--such as the other Micronesian districts in free as-

i sociation with the United States. "The looser the relationship
the Joint Committee talked about, the more Defense became inter-

| "ested in something closer with the Marianas, recalled a State

Department legal advisor in mid-1973. By early 1975, Secretary °

|° .of Defense Schlesinger Was candidly discussing the importance

i of American sovereignty as a goal in the Micronesian negotiations.
Having Micronesia, said Schlesinger, would "give the United States

I the option of supporting forward-deployed forces when appropriate

from U.S. territory without the political involvement or con-

I straints stemming fro____mbas___e__so__nforeign soil_ Moreover, automatic

i nvolvement i__nnanother nation's conflicts i_s avoided b_y operating
from U.S. controlled soil." (Emphasis added.)

I However, there is no .e_idence presently available that the

Marianas broke away at the explicit urging of the Pentagon.

I State and Defense Department officials maintain there was no plan

i tonnegotiate separately with the Marianas in case an agreement
could not be reached with the Micronesians. However, although

•1_ there were no "plans" there had been consideration of Marianas
separation as an option. One former official recalls that one

I of the first policy papers considered by the Nixon administration

i contained the option of separate negotiations with the Marianas
in light of their longstanding desires and in light of the prime

I ocation of the Marianas Islands for United States military needs_
The fragmentation option had not been selected at that time for

I fear the United States would be accused of following a "divide

m •

I •
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and rule" strategy. But clearly, subsequent events, most notably

the so-called "summer of discontent" when Marianas opposition to
I

continued unity became violent, made it possible for the United

• !States to. entertain separate negotiatio_s at an acceptabl.e, polit2 "

ical cost.

Pentagon officials deny that Defense base construction l

plans for Tinian played a role .in the Marianas request for sepa-

rate negotiations. Such suggestions are "misleading," Defense

Secretary
the House Defense Appropriations Subcom- I

Schlesinger told

mittee in March, 1975, because Defense land requirements and
m

base plans for t.he Marianas were not revealeduntil May, 1973, _"

one year after the Marianas request for separate negotiat-ions. l
u

Schlesinger's response is itself misleading, if not inaccurate. 4

Actually, in October, 1971, United States negotiators had out- _1

lined defense land requirements for all of Micronesia and had

made it clear that the Marianas were the onlY district where the

United States had "definite" plans. In fact, according to the l

negotiators, the United States hoped to.limit land requirements

by "consolidating" future activities on Tinian. More- i
elsewhere

over, it was common knowledge that Defense was interested primar-

, - |ily in the Marianas. Thus, Sehlesinger's statement is accurate

only insofar.as it was not,..until. May, 1973,..that the precise -_ I
acreage and the seven-stage construction plan were Sevealed.

Micronesians may have unwittingly helped ease the "I
The

United States dilemma. Ambassador Williams recalls having been

urged by Salii to bi_ the bullet and lay the separatist issue to

!
!
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I °
rest by coming to the fourth round of talks prepared to take a

firm stand on separation. Salii hoped, and in the opinion of

I John Heine, fully expected, that the United States would again

I reject separation a'nd thus strengthen Salii's hand within his
Micronesian delegation• But the United States quickly calculated

I otherwise and,according'to Heine,"took advantage of us" Instead

of dashing Marianas' hopes 5 and enabling the Micronesians to ne-

I gotiate from a unified and strengthened position, the United

i States accepted separate negotiations.
Military n_eds in the area came to affect not only the

I substance of the talks but also their procedure. There
very

would now be two sets of negotiations instead of one. The bar-

I gaining positions of the United States, the Joint Committee on

i Future Status, and the Marianas Political Status Commission would
all change. The breakawaY of the Marianas left the Micronesians

I in the least desirable bargaining position. One senior staff

member of the Joint Committee on Future Status believes the

I ....• Micronesians were completely undercut by separate negotiations

"with the M _ - m_ _ ...... ians still had their so-called

strategic location, and they had Kwajalein (though no one knew

I howlong the military would need it), but the Micronesians no •

longer had Tinian, the prime immediate selling point.

I However, two Marianas representatives continued to negoti-

ate with the Micronesians. In theory, at least, the Marianas'did

I not preclude the possibility that theY might once again unite

! •with the rest of Micronesia. The chairman of the Marianas

!
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Commission even admitted that he personally had misgivings about I

separation from the rest of the islands• But a reunion with the

other five districts appeared highly unlikely, given:the detail I.

and extent of United States-Marianas, •neg°tiati°ns'. United... States " I
officials did not believe reunification likely, and in fact

s.0ught to accelerate negotiations with _he Marianas and gave the.- I
6

Mariana Islands preferential treatment.

The Setting for Negotiations

The setting for the negotiations between the United-States I

delegation and the Marianas was much different from that of the I
opening round of talks with theMicronesians 'in 1969. Because

the status the Marianas desired was the one the united States also I

favored, the delegations were able to proceed from that assumption.

Already familiar with the provisions of the "commonwealth" pro- I

posal, the Marianas and the United .States could work out_ in their 1
words, "the exact form and substance of that relationship. ''• Pre-

liminary contact had_been extensive,.so the United States delega- I

tion knew what to expect and was well prepared. Time would not , '

• ibe wasted making proposals which would-be rejected. Since the

0ffice: of Micronesian Status Negot_3ations_ had been established _ I
in 1971, • there was one central office which could ca_efully study

the Marianas position, and many of the bureaucratic hassles ap- _ .... I

parent in the opening rounds with the Micronesians were therefore

avoided. In fact, the Department of State dropped out of the

second_ third and fourth rounds of United States-Marianas negoti- I
ations on the grounds, that no international issues Were involved

.
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'i and that the State Department was "short of personnel." The

Marianas could also learn from the mistakes of the Micronesians.

| "Talks with the United States delegation were much more informal, ii

I and there was less of an adversary relationship. One United
States official commented after the second round of talks with

I t
the Marianas that more progress had resulted from three weeks of

negotiations with the Marianas than from three.years with the

I Micronesians.

I The Marianas Political Status Commission also differed !
i

from the early Micronesian Political status Delegation. The rep-

I they wanted and because they were negoti- i
resentatives knew what

ating for one district instead of six, they could more easily

I reach agreement on issues. According to one Micronesian_ staff

I• member, both Edward Pangelinan(.co-chairman) and Herman Guerrero
of the-Marianas Commission had been primarily concerned with pro-

| "tecting the Marianas interests instead of thinking on a territory-

wide basis while they served on the Micronesian delegation. The

I fifteen member Marianas Commission, drawn from both the public

i a,,_ __ o_u_-_ and frola all the principle islands and munic-
ipalities of the district, was described by Ambassador Williams

I at the first round as "broadly representative of the
people of

the Marianas." Unlike the Micronesian delegation, where Chair-

I man Lazarus Salii exerted strong authority, each member of the

i Marianas Commission had equal power.
In the Marianas negotiations, the United States was in a

I good position to pursue its own objectives of denial and use of

i I

i_ J .
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land, for unlike the Micronesian Status Commission, the Marianas I

Political Status Commission did not present the United States

!with apecific minimum requirements f.or a future-re_atibnship_

though clearly they had some. United States objectives were.not

" *" I.

threatened as they had been by the Micronesians' demand for a

• |unilateral termination clause. In fact, Senator Pangelinan did

not state what his minimum requirements were. At the first round

of the Marianas negotiations, Pangelinan stated that the desire I

for the close relationship with the United States was "premised I
upon our conviction that such stability-will enhance our capacity

to develop our resources and to imp<ove the economic well-being I

of our citizens." This goal accon_odated the objectives of the

United States--the United States could pay for permanence.

But even though the signs were auspicious, the Marianas I
negotiators were to drive a hard bargain and not rush into any

new relationship. Edward Pangelinan described himself as a pol- I

itician out to get the best deal out of the circumstances. Be-

" |fore the negotiations began in December, 1972, the Marianas

hired several consultants: Howard P. Willens, from the Washing- l
ton law firm of Wilmer, Cutler, Picketing; James R. Leonard, an

. |economic consultant from James R. Leonard Associates, Inc., of

Washington and a participant in theRobert Nathan economic s.t_dy

of Micro_esia..Jam@s E. White, an £mSri6an, became executive I

_irector of the Commissibn's staff. Joseph F. Screen, an expa- 'I
triate businessman in Saipan, was also listed as a consultant

but seems, in fact, never to'have fulfilled that role. I

!
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i "Willens was to ser.ve as counsel to review questions with

i regard to political status and to make the Marianas presence

known to United States congressional leaders and members of the

i United States executive branch. He was in frequent contact with

the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations. In Micronesian

I terms both Willens ( and Leonard's firms are paid handsomeiy for

i their work, although their fees are undoubtedlY small in United
States terms. The Marianas Political Status Commission devoted

I the largest part of its budget to the services of these consult-
ants.

i ..

The Negotiations

I The talks between the United States and the Marianas were,

in the words of joint communiques, largely characterized by "free,

i frank, and searching exchanges" and "mutual trust and common ob-

I jectives." Appearing frequently in the proceedings of the nego-
tiations and press releases were phrases which described the ne-

D gotiations as proceeding "efficiently and harmoniously" and

"marked by good will and uninterrupted progress." But the joint
i

R communiques gave a false impression and masked rather large dif-

i ferences. For example, members of the Marianas group opposed
i

issuance of a joint communique at the close of the December, 1973,

I According sources on side, was more
talks. to each there dis-

agreement than agreement, but United States negotiators insisted

I on the issuance of a joint communique so it would not appear that

._ the momentum of the negotiations had been stalled. Similarly,

the Marianas group for some time cooperated with the United

!
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States in omitting from the communique the sharp differences i
i

which existed on United States land requests. On one occasion,

a_reement was reached on a joint, press release on economic meas- i

ures. However, in a separate statement the Marianas publialy

°' : idenoun.ced the position taken.by the United States in. the joint .. "

release. I
Although at the conclusion of negotiations with the Marianas

representative would state that the Covenant was i
the United States

openly arrived at, this was hardly the case. Official reports con-

tained largely formal and ceremonial statements. The Marianas had

indeed made complete written reports to their legislature after
' • "

the second round, and these included position papers exchanged by

However, the United States strenuously objected to the I
each side.

release of such detailed information and threatened to cease ex-

changing position papers if the Marianas made further complete _

reports. The United States position prevailed, and henceforth H
i

the Marianas negotiators limited their reports to less complete

presentations. 1

A total of five sessions, all on Saipan, were held before

the United States and Marianas negotiators signed a Covenant'to

Establish a Commonwealth o_ the Northern Mariana l_l_nds in Polit_ B
i

ical Union with the United States of America. The negotiating

sessians Were (in chronologi0al order): .Dec'ember 13214, 1972; --

May • 15-June 4, 1973; December 6-19, 1973; and May 15-31., 1974.

The final session was divided into two parts, December 5-19,

1974, and February 4-15, 1975. •
i

I

!
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I United States-Marianas negotiations were usually held in

saipan for periods of two to three weeks. Formal negotiations

l were preceded by extensive informal contacts between representa-

I tives of each side or through working committees. •

i .The First Round
The first round was held in Saipan and lasted only two

I days, December 13-14, 1972. It was generally a ceremonial and

exploratory session with the Marianas expressing their desire

I to become part Of.the American political family and with the

I United States, flattered, recalling various ways this desire had
been communicated to the United Nations, the United States gov_

I ernment, and the Congress of Micronesia. "The coming of the

United States in Micronesia ushered in a new era for our people,"

l said Pangelinan:

i For the first time in four centuries we
could enjoy the fundamental human rights

I to Which all men are entitled .... After a

quarter century of American administra-

l tion, our people have come to know and

i ppreciate the American system of govern-
ment. The concept of democracy has been

I very important and significant to us ....

We desire a close political union with

I the United States of America--a member-

i ship ±n the United States political family.f

!

!



Williams's reply.spoke of American ideals, goals, and love of I

country

As an _erican and as the representative: 1

of the President-,of the United States, I I
cannot help but be moved by these words

and the eloquence and sincerity of the " I

statements of your leaders...with all of our

human imperfections, we cannot be less I

than enheartened and grateful that the I
people of the Marianas would have Fe'ached

the conclusion, voluntarily, to become a I

• permanent part of the American family,

that you have chosen to place your faith I

in the ideals which continue' to guide and I
motivate the American nation as it strives

to perfect its own systemsand to improve I"

the quality of life Sf its citizens and

people everywhere. I

l.am reminded of what Adiai Stevenson once i
said: "When an Americah says that he loves t

his country, he means not only that he ipves I

the New England hills, the prairies glisten-

• inginthe sun, the wi_e and rising plains,

the great mountains and the sea. He means '1
that he loves an inner air, an inner light in

which freedom lives and in which a man can I

draw the breath of self-respect."

I
!
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I But not all was sweetness and light. Pangelinan's iden-

i tification of the issues ahead was itself an indication of dif-
ficult negotiations. Essentially, the United States-Marianas

I negotiations involved three major issues and one procedural,

though substantively important, issue.

i. The form of POlitical association. Would the Marianas

i " unincorporated or other territorial status 9

have a "commonwealth, , .

More important, what do those various relationships imply in

I terms of sovereignty and the application of the United States Con-

stitution and laws, citizenship, political and human rights such

I as voting, internal self-government and participatipn in foreign

i affairs? Pangelinan himself noted that existing precedents might
not be sufficient to resolve the issue. It might, he said, be

I necessary to develop a "%ot_ally new '' political status for the

Marianas. We hope, said Pangelinan, "that the United States will

I be flexible and responsive to our desire to develop a political

status unique to the Marianas. Af'ter all, there was no estab:

I lished precedent for the Constitution of the United States in

I 1789. "

2. Land. More than 90 per cent of land in the

I Marianas was controlled by the United States government through

the Trust Territory government or the United States military,

I either as public land or military retention land, respectively.

I The land question has long been hotly debated throughout Micro-

nesia, the people maintaining that land, their scarcest and only

"I asset, had been wrongly taken by both Japanese and Americans and

I

!
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should be returned. The Marianas agreed in princ- I

iple to provide land for United States military needs but pre_

-cisely how much, where, and on what terms would be a matter of i

dispute. As Pangelinan put i_, "Land--its use_ sale, and devel- !

opment--is probably the most important and difficult problem we.

face in the future." In addition, they wished to insure that _ i

whatever the political relationship with the United States, land I
could not be purchased by other than Marianas descendants, i.e.,

land could not be alienated.° i

3. Financial and economic arrangements "_ In addition to

funds received through the lease or sale of land to the United I

States military and to funds generated as a result of United I
States military Construction and operations, agreement needed to

be reached on the level of funds to be provided by the United I

States for operation of the Marianas government and for capital

• iimprovement. Most important, agreement had to be reached on the

controls to be maintained on United States funds. For example, I
could agreement be reached on specific lump sum appropriations

so that the Marianas government could not be controlled in internal i

matters through the United States control of the purse strings? i

-- _ i'"4. Finally, there were the procedural questions of trans-

ition. Legally, the Marianas could be administered separately,

but 0nly_under the provisions of the Trusteeship Agreement. No

change in the political status of the Marianas could take place i

without amending the Trusteeship Agreement, a step which the

United States believed to be politically infeasible since the i

i

• I
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I approval of the United States Security Council would be necessary.
The Security Council might oppose separate status for the Mari-

I anas, a proposal was presented a
especially if such prior to res-

4

olution of the status of the rest of Micronesia. Thus, politi-

I Cally, it was more desirable to administer the Marianas separately

i ntil agreement was reached with the larger Micronesian group and
the entire Trusteeship Agreement could be terminated at once.

I Clearly, the Marianas--and the United States--wanted to
implement

the provisions of the new status without waiting for a formal

I and internationally approved change in status.

i While each of the above issues would be dealt with separ-
ately, no one was misled about their interrelationship. As one

I American official put it in commenting on the relatively low level

of economic support offered the larger Micronesian grouping, "the

I closer the relationship, the more money." The Marianas were to

i ain economically from the closeness of their rel&tionship with
the United States, just as the larger Micronesian group was to

I pay for the right to "opt-out."

Following Pangelinan's presentation of the issues,

I .......Williams's remarks touched on future status, finance, and land.

i Guam, American Samoa, and the Virgin Islands, he noted, all en-
joyed certain basic rights, benefits, obligations, and guarantees

I under the United States Constitution. Continuing assistance

could be given to the Marianas along the lines of federal grants

I to match locally collected revenues; budgetary support could be

i made available until an adequate tax base was developed; an_

!

I
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there could be the full range of federal programs and services Im
available to all United States states and territories for public

.works, health and education, and housing. _I

Regarding land, .the Dnited-States expected to transfer to I

|
the new'government of the Marianas all remaining publlc.lands-in -.

the Marianas after the "minimal" needs of the United States gov- I

ernment were met. Williams also noted the concern about land

alienation and pledged to work to find ways to protect against I

land alienation or ownership of land•by persons who were not of B

Marianas descent. Military land requireme_ta, he said,, would

take into account United States military needs, as well as the I

basic interests of the Marianas people, as the United States

hoped to achieve its objectives, with "maximum harmony and a min-

imum of trouble to the people." In order to avoid disruption,

the United States hoped to consolidate its military activities

on the island of Tinian, where a joint service Air,Force, Navy I

Airfield-Logistic Facility and rehabilitation of the harbor were

!planned. Limited facilities, said Williams, such as maintenance,

communications, and logistics support facilities, might be devel- i
-_ _ o• |

oped on Saipan at Isley Field and Tanapag Harbor, but these would

not constitute major• requirements. |
But, in Williams's words, the first round of United States-

'Marianastalks was primarily organizational "to set forth basic --

proced.ures for the conduct of talks, and to discuss a t2metable

for future meetings'•'; therefore, the United States did not offer

any concrete proposals. I

I
!
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! •The'Nature of the Political Relationship

Following the organizational first round, the delegations

| "could proceed to discuss principles of the future relationship

E• at the second round' of negotiations, held six months later, from
May 4 to June 15, 1973, in Saipan. Agreement in principle on the

I nature of the relationship came relatively easily, although spel-

ling out that agreement was to prove difficult.

I In their position papers for the second round, the Mari .....

i anas Political Status Commission concluded that after studying
the alternatives "commonwealth status possessed by Puerto Rico

I is superior to the status of an unincorporated territory" and

"this political status affords the most freedom to the people of

I the Marianas to determine their own destiny within the American

i family." However, in addition to providing the most freedom,
an advantage to the commonwealth status was that the Marianas

I would also be secure in the relationship, for fundamental provi-

sions of the agreement can only be modified by mutual consent.

| "• Thiswould be the first occasion that the United States had ex-

• th __,_ _ a __j n__*5 to!
a provision of the joint communique at the third round:

i It was agreed that specified fundamental.

provisions of the Status Agreement, includ-

I ing certain provisions designed to assure

maximum self'government to the future Com-

I monwealth of the Marianas,may not be amended

I or repealed except by mutual consent of the

i

!
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- parties. To this extent, United States au- I

thority in the Marianas would not be plenary.

The Status Agreemen t would be dra_te C so as .. I.

. to ref!ect clear!. _ the intention.•,of..the '' " ' " 'IUnited States.and the Marianas Political ..

Status CommissiQn that this undertaking be " I
.enforceable in the federal courts. Specific

recognition would also be made of the.fact I

that approval of the Status Agreement by the

people of_the Marianas would constitute a I

sovereign act of self-determination. _ I

Howard.Willens, attorney for the Marianas, believed this

language protects the Marianas from United States legislation

which might try to"reintegrate" the Marianas with Guam.. The I
question of the constitutionality of the provision arose. Cer-

tainly it has.been a long held position.of the Interior Depart- I

ment that the United States Constitution gives Congress the right

!to do whatever it wishes regarding territories. Interior held

that one Congress can approve mutual consent provisions but a "

later Congress could legally, if not politically or morally, al- i
f

"ter the legislation. _ " I

It was precisely because of possible legal questions that

the United-States responded'in its position paper at the second -..... I

round that the United States-Marianas relationship would be I"'territorial' as that term is used in the United States Consti-

tution." The United States saw this as an "essential component" I

I

!
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'II of the arrangement but never fully explained the meaning of the

word "territorial." The term is not found in the joint communi-

I que issued at the end of the round, so this major point was

i avoided, perhaps because "territorial" in the sense of incorpor-
ated or unincorporated status was precisely what the Marianas

did not want. However, the United States position paper went on

to state that "the Marianas would become a commonwealth with the

I right to wr_te o its own constitution and would have the maximum

i possible control over its affairs, subject to the supremacy of
the United States federal government."

I Perhaps the United States had used the term "territorial"

to remind the Marianas that they do fall into a category that

I has limitations on rights. One official from the Office of

Micronesian Status Negotiations admitted that the United States!
government had great difficulty making the Marianas understand

I they must remain within the territorial structure and not seek

"more rights than states."

! •A more precise statement of the political relationship be-

i tween the TT_ _es and _ ............. Marianas came in the
tentatively agreed language of the Draft Covenant of December 19,

I 1974. What had earlier been referred to as an agreement was now

called a "covenant," not a "compact," the term used in the United

! -States-Micronesian negotiations or with regard to Puerto Rico.

I The covenant is described as being entered into in order "to es-
tablish a self-governing commonwealth" for the Northern Marianas

_I within the American political system and to "define the future

!
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relationship" between the Northern Mariana Islands and the United I

States. The covenant is to be "mutually binding" when approved

by the united States, the Marianas District Legislature_and by l

the people of the Northern Marianailslands. "in a plebiscite, , ,l
l

constituting on their part a soverelgn act of self-determination."

Among the provisions governing the political relationship ,I

are the following:

|i. Upon termination of the Trusteeship Agreement, the

Marianas would become the "Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana I

Islands, in political union with and under the sovereignty" of

the United States. l

2. The covenant, the provisions of the United StatEs

Constitution, treaties and laws of the United States applicable I

to the Marianas would be the supreme law Of the islands, l

3. The Marianas would govern their internal affairs in

accordance with a constitution of their own adoption, l

4. The United States would have complete responsibility

for defense and foreign affairs.

5. The United States_ could enact legislation applicable i
to the Marianas in accordance with United States constitutional

processes. Subject to a reservation was a clause that this could

be done "so long as the Northern Mariana Islands is specifical]_y

named _n _ny legislation which 'could not also be made applicabie

to the states." _

6. The fundamental provisions of the c_ovenant (those re-

garding the political relationship; the constitution of the

!
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I Marianas; citizenship and nationality; the applicability of some
provisions of the United States Constitution, and protection of

l of land) could not be changed ekcept through
alienation mutual '

i

consent.

l Nowhere in the covenant is the Commonwealth of the Northern

l Marianas Islands spoken of as a territory of the United States.
By reserving its position on the "so long as" clause, the United

l States to leave the extent of to
sought open Congress right

legislate for the Marianas. 7 Just as strongly, the Marianas

l sought to limit explicitly United States congressional legisla-

l ion to those enactments applicable to all states. The United
States delegation dropped the "so long as" reservation after

I consulting some members of Congress. 8

The intent of irrevocability without mutual consent is

l even clearer in the Covenant than in Puerto Rico's "compact."

l Such a covenant is generally defined as an agreement or contract
between two parties;_it could not be expected that provisions re-

l garding sovereignty would be invalid, especially if Congress

knowingly apDroved limitations on its actions, As James Dobbs

I points out in an article in the New York Law Forum (XVlll, No.l,

l ummer, 1972), the Supreme Court has yet to accept a case dealing I

directly with the question of Puerto Rico's constitutional status

! •and the Concept of compact. However, lower federal courts, led

by the District Court of Puerto Rico and the United States Court

l of Appeals for the First Circuit, have generally but not always

l accepted a'special commonwealth, status for Puerto Rico based upon
an irrevocable compact between Congress and the people of Puerto Rico.

I
I
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With regard to action by one Congress to bind or limit a I

succeeding Congress by a legislative act, _Dobbs conceded that

• !thi_ usually cannot be done. However, he cites a Puerto Rican-

• " such-as exists with : " I

view that their compact is a "vested• r_ght,.
o"

compacts under which territories become states,homestead gra_ts

are made, war risk insurance is granted, and contracts and bonds I

are made, redeemable only in gold. Of particular applicability

is Dobb's notation of a recent Supreme Court decision that citi- I

zenship (which the Marianas people would gain if they wished) I
could not be divested without the voluntary.consent of the citi-

zen. " I

There is some evidence that the Marianas were always will-

" |ing in-the final analysis to leave the applicability of Article

IV, Section 3 vague, relying on the willingness of the Congress !
to carry out the spirit of the covenant and not legislate on

matters internal to the Marianas. But the issue is ultimately I

of critical importance to the Marianas and their counsel has

stated his intention to take the issue to court if and when the I.

need arises. " i
In two important areas regarding the political nature of

_he•relationship, the Marianas requests "overstepped _heir " I

bounds!'_ consultation regarding foreign affairs matters and rep-

resentation in the United States Congress. In their position

paper of the second round, the Marianas maintained that t'he com- I
pact should provide for the "fullest possible consultation" re-

garding foreign matters affecting the Marianas. The United States I

!
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_l responded: "Consultation as a matter of right would be inappro-
priate. No other state, Commonwealth or Territory has that

l right.-..we would welcome the advice of the Commonwealth of the

Marianas with respe.ct to any international agreement the United

I States might enter into in the future which might affect the

I Marianas. However, we cannot agree to give the Mariana Islands
a veto over such agreements."

l In the draft Covenant, the United States stuck to its

original position on consultation regarding foreign affairs mat-

l ters. The United.States agreed to give "sympathetic considera-

I tion" to the Marianas government views on "matters directly" re-
lated to the Marianas and to provide opportunities for presenta-

'1 tion of Marianas _ views "to no less extent than such. opportuni-

ties are provided to any other territory or possession under com-

parable circumstances." _n addition the United States agreed to

'I assist and facilitate establishment of an office in the United
States and abroad to promote local tourism and economic or cui-

|• tural interests of the Marianas; and allow the Marianas, on re-

.quest, to participate in regi$nal and international organl_ions

I concerned with social, economic, education, scientific, technical

'l and-cultural matters "when similar participation is authorized
for any other United States territory or possession under compa-

I rable circumstances."

The Marianas also sought a non-voting delegate in the

i United States Congress, and the United States delegation originally

l _ agreed to supporttheir request. However, in their position

!
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paper, the Marianas Commission went even further by stating that I

their long term aspiration in this area was to have a voting

• !_epresentative in Congress "who will have all" the rights and

privileges of other members of the United States House of Repre-

sentatives." However, the United States government and the

Trust Territory administration presented'a dim view even of a I

non, voting delegate, and the United States position paper of the
R

second round States: "We are not overly optimistic that this

can be arranged in the short run .... The U.S. Congress would be

reluctant to do so because of the limited Marianas population."

One State Department official admitted it was unrealistic to I

think that only 15,000 people would get a special status. In

the Draft-..Co_enant of December 19, 1974, the Marianas settled

for a "Resident Representative to the Uni.ted States," who would I
I

be entitled to official recognition by all departments and agen-

cies of the United States government. Nothing is said about a I

representative in the United States Congress.

The Marianas were of t£e opinion that Specific provision

should be made in the Compact regarding periodic'review of all
[]

aspects of the status at five year internals, if either party so f

_requested. In reply, the United Stat_s maintained that, in the I

"close, sympathetic relationship" being discussed, there should

be no explicit need for a review clause because communication ..... _

would be regular enough that either side could raise matters of "1

mutual interest or concern at any time. Particularly regarding

economic questions, the needs of the people of the Marianas would I

I
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l be kept under constant and continuing review "through normal

workings of the annual United States budget cycle."

IIl But the Marianas did not alter their original stance, and

in the Draft Covenant of December 19, 1974, the United States

/ agreed to the review clause, on the condition that the five year

!

intervals be extended to ten years, or at the request of either

government. The two sides also agreed that multi-year financial

i assistance "woUld be discussed prior to the expiration of each

'I seven year period of assistance.
Perhaps the area of most difficulty regarded citizenship.

l The Marianas Commission thought each • individual should be able _

to choose United States citizen or United States national status.

l The commission felt that no governmental entity has the legal

l authority to make this election on behalf of the citizens of the
Marianas and that the people should be able to choose citizen or

l national sfiatus at the time the referendum is placed before them.

Responding, the United States maintained "the acceptance

l of a citizen-national option would prove to be a serious adminis-

i trative inconvenience_ '' so it would prefer to omit this option.
The United States assumption had been that everyone would have

l the opportunity to accept or reject United States citizenship,

but those who rejected it would become resident aliens in the new

t commonwealth. However, at the third round of talks six months

later, after this matter had • been studied by legal advisors, theUnited States consented to the Marianas'wish. As written in the

"l Draft Covenant, Northern Marianas citizens would•have six months
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fol_lowing the effective date of the Covenant or six months after I

reaching their eighteenth birthday to decline United States cit-

izenship, in which case they would become United. States-natiOnals. I

Land . ' " " " .... " '!
, °

During the second round of negotiations in Saipan (May 15-

June 4, 1973), Ambassador Williams gave the most detailed descrip- I

tion to date of United States military land requirements in the I
Marianas. The MarianaS representatives already knew that most

military land needs were concentrated in their islands. They had I

agreed in principle to make land available to the United States;

however, the're had been no discussion of specific land require- I

ments. On May 29, 1973, the United States delegation presented I
its position paper on future land requirements to the Marianas

delegation and on June 3 gave a detailed oral presentation. On I

May 30, Ambassador Williams described the United States military

requirements to the public through a radio broadcast (translated I

into Chamorro). Minimum United States military requirements in- I
cluded:

I. Indefinite continued use o_-Farallon de Medinilla, an ii

uninhabitableand inaccessible island of 229 acres used by the

IUnited States military Since 1970 for target practice under a

"use and occupancy" agreement with the Trust Territory government. I

2; Retention of 320 acres in Tanapag Harbor (Saipan) for

future contingency purposes. The United Statesdid not have an -I

immediate need for the area to be retained and was willing to

I

!

!



_i lease tracts within the retained area for civilian development,

as long as it would not interfere with any future military use.

I . . f3. Joint use of Isley Airfield in SalPan. Currently io- , _

cated on so-called military• retention land, the airfield is

' being developed as a civilian airfield.

I 4. Retention of 500 acres south of Isley Field for the

possible development of a maintenance and logistics area. The

I United States was willing to lease this area until it might be

I required.
5. The entire island of Tinian, the northern two-thirds

I to be used as a joint services military base, and the southern
third to be set aside for civilian use.

I Although the joint communique of the second roundstated

that both sides agreed that it had been possible to develop

|
"meaningf_1 understanding ''as to the significant principles in-

I volved, the Marianas had responded negatively to the United States
requests. The j.oint communique was worded: "The Marianas Polit-

! ical Status Commission agreed in principle that a small, uninhab-

ited _nd inaccessible island could be made available as a United

i States target area, as Farallon de Medinilla is now being used."

_I But Use of Farallon de Medinilla itself was not approved. In-
stead, the Marianas stated their definite preference that the

I. United States choose a more distant northern island for target

practice. However, in the third round, the Marianas agreed to

continued United States use of Farallon de Medinilla as a target

I area and the agreement is incorporated in Section 802(a)(3) 'of
the covenant.

I
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The Marianas Political Status Commission exPressed the I
- ,!

view that United States needs on Saipanwere "unreasonable,

• Ithah the contingency nature of the United states plans reflected

an apparent lack of confidence that the future Co_monwealth @f

the Northern Marianas woul_ honor its responsibilities !'as a

member of the American political family" should the need arise. I

The Marianas position papers from the second round also stated

that before the commission agreed to requests for.land on Saipan, I

it would have to be persuaded that contingency needs could not I
be met through use of land and facilities to be developed on Tin-

Jan. The commission "strongly" objected to the United States I

request in Tanapag Harbor, Saipan. Likewise, the commission took

"a very strong negative view" of the request for 500 acres south

of Isley Field, arguing that that land was "much too important I
for Saipan's future economic development to be burdened by re-

strictions arising from hypothetical needs of the United States I

in the future."

But the greatest reaction came over the United States re- I
J

*° i
quest to purchase the entire island of Tinian. As early as _h_

third round of Micronesian negotiations in October, 1971, it was

ann0unced that theUnited States wished to c'oncentrate'any mili- I

taryfacilities it might establish in the Marianas on Tinian.

• IThis_island was the military choice for a new'base because it "

would disrupt.few people (its population is less. than 900), the I
island was of sufficient size, and in addition, there were run-

ways, roads, and harbors there left over from World War II. I

I

I



,! Viewed from the United States, Tinian is a small island in the

I Pacific, one of thousands of islands. But in the Marianas Dis- . •
trict, it is the second largest island and one of the five

I argest islands in Micronesia with a land area of about forty

square miles. According to initial plans, the United States

hoped to build a joint service (Air Force, Navy, Marine) airfield

i and logistics facility on Tinian and eventually to station there
2,600 military and civilian personnel (not including dependents).

The January 29, 1973; issue of U.S. News and World Report reported

that "according to tentative plans, the Marianas,-along with

I ° Guam--would become America's main outpost in the Western Pacific."

i United States hopes for acquiring Tinian included taking
over the port for military supply purposes. Williams advanced

I several re&sons that San Jose Harbor was necessary: ±t is located

at the'only site on the island suitable for harbor development;

I the property is protected from prevailing easterly winds; the

i iers are within the only protected reef area on the west coast
large enough for deep draft ships; and the area is extensive

I enough to provide adequate anchorage. According to the United

States, no other location on the island possessed these charac-

I teristics, and a suitable alternative site for a harbor was not

i vailable. Williams did not add that acquisition of the repair-
able harbor would constitute less of a drain on the increasingly

I hard-pressed Defense budget.

Acquiring the port wouldrequire the relocation of San

I Jose, Tinian's only village. In Ambassador Williams's words,

I
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"We have no alternative but to propose that the village of San ]

Jose be moved to some other suitable location in. the southern u

|third of .the island.'! But Tinian residents depend on Sa_ Jos_'s

location and harbor for theSr livelihood, and reloc.ation would m

|
have meant moving to the worst section of the island, Marpo Val-

ley. This area, alt.hough good for farming, is largely swampy I

and bordered by rocky hills. There is no harbor and the beach

is small and rocky. Approximately 170 houses from San Jose, as l

well as essential community operations such as public utilities, •
a

roads, schools, and churches, would have had to have been built

!in a new location. What Tinian islanders would receive in return

would'be United States citizenship status, and according to Wil-
F _ i

liams, "a potentially dramatic increase in revenues.-" I

According to the United States position paper, the United •

States desired to purchase but not use the remainingsouthern

third of Tinian "in order to prevent undesirable conditions and ]

consequences which could possibly result from the presence of a

major military base and which would not be in the'interests of

either the local residents or of the United States -'_ " " t

Williams assured the Marianas Commission that the Tinian people

would participate in the" _lanning for the southern one-third of I

the island.

-The, Marianas Political Sgatus CommiSsion-was clearly taken

aback by the magnitude of-the United States proposals. The re-

quests made by the United States for land on Tinian were so over-

whelming, said the. Marianas representative, that they are I

!
.. |
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l "difficult to comprehend in only three days." Earlier, the Com-

mission had stated in its position paper their strong belief

l that the use of land for military purposes should be kept at an

l absolute minimum, so the commission was not inclined to agree to

selling the entire island with a sublease back of one-third for

| "the civilian community. The commission noted it was "especially

concerned" by the dislocation and loss of land which would result

from the inclusion of San Jose Harbor in the United States re-

quest, and understood that other harbor locations were studied
but rejected on cost grounds. It asked for information from the

l United States regarding cost differences between rehabilitation

of the present harbor facilities and construction at other loca-

l tions.

l A significant number of.people on Tinian _ctively-opposed
the amount of land requested by the United States_ its purchase,

i and the need. to move San Jose village. Although some were im-

pressed by the new homes and facilities to be made available,m
_ they rePeatedly pressed their own minimum demands: lease as op-

l posed_to sale of one-third as opposed to two-thirds of the island
without relocation of San Jose village. At a number of public

| " .meetings on Tinian the issue was hotly debated, and during one,

where the negotiations were sharply criticized, placards read

I "Land for Ranchers, not for Bombers." To reassure the Tinian

l population that they would have a voice in the determination of
their future, the two delegates from Tinian on the Marianas Status

l Commission issued several statements like.the following:

!
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• !"Ambassador Williams has said himself that he will go along with

what the people decide" (Hocog) and "The commission members will j
I

not approve any military project unless the Tinian pe0p_e give

• Itheir approval .... No deci's_on of any kind-will b.c. made witho.ut

the people's approval" (Manglona).

• !To insure that they would reallyhave some say about the

future of their island, the Tinian Municipal Council considered

a draft bill calling for a,referendum to be held September 14,

so that the people of Tinian could vote on the following I1973,

questions: " I1. Shall the people of Tinian Municipality allow the

United States Armed Forces to make use of Tinian Island for mil-

itary purposes?

2. Shall the people of Tinian Municipality allow the I

United States Armed Forces to use certain parts of Tinian Island
i

for military purposes? l

3. Shall the United States Armed Forces be allowed to re-

" |
locate the present village site and the people so that the pres-

be used for military installations and facilities? ient villag e may

The bill was not passed. However, on February 14, 1974,

the council did passan ordinance calling.for a referendum which i

was scheduled for April 7. The proposed ballot containe_ two. _
".. _ .- .. . ,

questions_

i) Do you agree to the relocation (moving) of the Village 'I

of San Jose from its present site to another area of the Island

of Tinian? I

!
• |
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I 2) In your oPinion, how much of the Island of Tinian,

in terms of land area, should the United States military be permitted to

I occupy? None? One-third? Two-thirds? Other (specify).

I However, on March 8, the Marianas District administrator,
Francisco C. Ada, vetoed the proposedreferendum and advanced

two reasons for his action: the timing was inappropriate because

no concrete proposals for military use had been presented ("such

I requirements are extremely general in nature, serving as a point

I of departure for •purpose of negotiation"); and it would be an
"attempt to undermine" future negotiations. In light of the in-

I dependent action of the Marianas, Ada's argument was ironic: "To

permit one municipality to even attempt to influence the negoti-

I ations will, in my opinion, be the beginning of fragmentation

I that will lead to no appreciable conclusion in our collective
efforts to achieve a political status."

I According to a high level official in the Trust Territory

government and an official from the Office of Micronesian Status

I Negotiations, the decision was entirely Ada's own. The United
/

I States Status Office did not become involved, they said, until
after the-decision was made. On the other hand, few people doubt

I that Ada did not know that a referendum was inconsistent with

United States policy objectives.

I Felipe Q, Atalig, Tinian's representative to the Congress

I of Micronesia, believed it should give priority to the referendum
in a special session in 1974. Earlier, Atalig stated that a ref-

I erendum was "the only way to officially determine what the people want."

|
I
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But the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations all along said " [

that there would be no referendum on Tinian. Several reasons

were advanced: the Tinian popu!ation is not ifldigenous and re- I.

all_ comes from the Carolines;. the land belongs to some people
• . . . . |

who do not live on Tinian;.and a small group of less than 900

should not be able to affect .the destiny of all the Marianas. [

This attitude contrasted sharply with statements from both dole-

• !gations that they were "committed" to undertake full consulta-

tion with the people of Tinian before any final decisions or

agreements were made regarding the use of land on Tinian for

• !military purposes. When asked if denying the right of a refer-

endum was not inconsistent with the United States position on

" |self-determination, the same official said with a smile that the

United States was being consistent in following its own best in-

terests. Another United States official speculated that the

first draft bill was not passed was that Tinian resi- l"
reason the

dents were overwhelmingly in favor-of the military. Navy offic-

!ials visiting Tinian in the spr_ng of 1973 were also convinced

this was the ease. So, the United States official reasoned, _

draw attention to this fact even further in a public referendum
L

_ou_d-only be putting the Marianas in _ bad negotiating position. [

Besides, consultation could be achieved by public meetings. These

were_,lessrigid than a referendum. _ .... _-

But the tenacity of Tinian residents was underestimated. I
g

On June 5, 1973, just five days after Williams's.broadcast, a pe-

tition was drawn up by the office of the speaker of the Tinian I

!

!
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Municipal government stating that their "expressed willingness

i to accommodate the needs of the administering authority military _.
has been misinterpreted by representatives of the administering

I authority as our being willing to [allow] unrestricted and uncon-

trolled use of Tinian." The petition was sent to all those in-

volved in the decision-making process, from the Marianas District

I Legislature to the President of the United States. It noted
that the United States "has a moral obligation to give due con-

•I sideration to the wishes of the people concerned." United States

military forces, the petition continued, would be welcome only

I under the following terms and conditions:

i I. Existing military retention of lands of approxSmately
9,000 acres on Tinian should be adequate to develop the proposed

I combined military complex. If justified, perhaps an addition

2,000 to 3,000 acres adjacent to the existing area co,,l_ h_ m_

I available, but no more.

2. The existing San Jose Village would not be moved under

I any circumstances.

I 3. The existing harbor would remain under civilian con-

trol, but could be used jointly.

I 4. If an ammunition dock was needed or desired, then a

new dock should be constructed in the Unai Babui or Chulu (Marine

I beach) area on the northwestern shore of Tinian.

I 5. Government would remain in the hands of the people

without any restrictions on growth and development activities

I within the civilian community.

|
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6. The civilian community would be accorded free use of I

and access to West Field (the present airfield) to board sched_

!
uled approved commercial aircraft. • "

7. The current ongoing. . homestead,, program., would be..:conb_in-.._- " I

ued without interruption. '_ '

From the beginning, differences over Tinian were under- " ' ,I

played, at least in o_ficial communiques. For example, the only I
mention of Tinian in the joint communique of the second round

was: "It was the understanding of both delegations that the Mar- I

ianas Political Status'Commission would be prepared to negotiate

with respect to that Portion of Tinian required by the United I

States for military purposes. In this connection, means would

" |
have to be found to assure that social and economic conditions

evolve in a manner Compatible with the mutual interests of both I

the civilian and military communities."

At the third round the Marianas Political Status Commis- I

sion responded to the_united State_ land requests: " I
Farallon de Medinilla: The United States could use the

island as a target area, provided the United_ Stat_s military Il-

forces filed an environmental impact-statement, i

- - Tanapag: • The United States wou_d be able to us_ the har- I

bor Jointly under civilian control, but all 640 acres should be

returned to the public domain. The 320 acres requested by the

United States could be made available later if needed. (The 'I

United States continued to want 320 acres immedi'ately and for

Ithe first time indicated that it wanted to use most of this

• _ I
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| '• portion of Micronesia's scarcest commodity not for strategic

purposes, but to develop as an American memorial park for World

I War 11 dead.)

I Isley Field: This could be available to the United States
on a joint use basis. The United States could lease 250 acres

I but the remaining 250 desired the United States would
acres by

be subject to restrictive covenants. (The United States said

I it continued to need 500 acres.)

I Tinian: Negotiations would continue for a lease. (The
•United States indZcated it still needed approximately two-thirds

I of the land area including the harbor and adjacent safety zone.)

In the joint communique the United States no longer de-

im manded control and ownership of the entire island of Tinian but

i agreed that the people of Tinian could control and own one-third
of the island. In the United States view, the issue remaining

I was which third of the island would be locally owned and controlled,

in other words, would San Jose village have to be relocated? ON

| "• the other hand, the statement of the Narianas position continued

Peak _'-_'" _ _c_ .... _ ..................................

United States military. Carefully omitted from the communique

I was the full extent of United States-Marianas disagreement. The

people of Tinian insisted through their representatives that at

I least two-thirds of the island be locally owned and controlled.

I The issue of one-third or two-thirds was'sufficiently contested
that one-third--two-thirds became a Standing, but substantively

I serious, joke among the two delegations.

|
!
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No further progress was possible without major United I

States concessions regarding United States landrequirements,

particularly on Tinian. Some of these concessions came,at the " I

fourth round of negotiations held _rom May 15-31, 1974, in Saipan.

This session consisted of several working mee%ings on Saipan as

Well..as public meetings on Tinian and Rota. I
I. Tanapag: The United States backed down from its de-

sire for 320 acres in Tanapag Harbor and agreed to 197 acres for I I

future contingency use. Most Of this land Was for the develop-

!ment of an American Memorial Park and recreation area for the

people of the Marianas. Since none of the 197 acres was for im- I
mediate use, the United States agreed to allow the Marianas to

sublease the remaining land for civilian harbor-related activi-

ties.

2. Isley Field: The United States agreed to approxi- I

mately 482 acres, although it had requested 500 acres. This land I

would also be made available for use or lease for industrial or

agricultural purposes "compatible with possible f_ture military I

use. " -

- _I
3. T inian: The United States backed away from its proposal

of acquiring the-entire'island to obtaining two-thirds of it I

(approximately 17,475 acres). The desired acreage was further re-

duced by _pproximately 1,200 acres. ,The United States conceded that

San Jose Village need not-be moved, and a new dock would be built on

Tinian, although in the past the United States position was that no I

suitable site was available. In addition, the United States agreed I

to re-evaluate its military needs again in order to make as much

!



l land as possible available "for agricultural and other purposes

compatible with planned military activities " The United State

l also agreed that land within the proposed base would be made

I available for agricultural, fishing, recreation, and other pur-

poses. These changes included all except the first poin t of the

l Tinian petition of June 5, 1973, and the Tinian Municipal Council

later unanimously approved the land arrangements for Tinian.

i Thus, in the Draft Covenant, agreement was reached on a land

l package markedly different from the original United states request.

Only a portion of'Tinian (17,799 acres, excluding a portion of

l land at San Jose Harbor), approximately 177 acres on Saipan at

Tanapag Harbor (much of it for a memorial park), and Farallon de

l Medinilla Island were made available. Most of the request for

l land at Tanapag Harbor and all of the land at Isley Field were
dropped.

I At the second round also the question of how the United

States would obtain Tinian and other land was raised. The United

| "
i States position paper presented its argument for purchasin_

l Tinian: "The U.S_ Government historically purchases, not leases,
land when it requires land for the public good and for uses in-

| • volving substantial investment over a long period of years .... The

U.S. Congress is reluctant to commit large sums to projects with

l only the protection of a lease." But the Marianas Commission

I replied that it would not agree to the sale of land on Tinian for
military purposes--land would only be available on a lease basis.

I' "Prevailing practice in the United States," they argued, "has

|
.
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little relevance to the Mariana Islands, where land is scarce i

and has a special cultural significance to the people."

The joint communique of the. third round mentioned that I

regarding lease versus purchase, the Marianas proposed a combi-

nation _f long term leases Tor fifty years ren'ewable _t the end

of that period. The United States continued to favor purchasing. E

The question of lease versus purchase of land was settled

at the fifth round. At the opening of the round, Pangelinan re- I

peated the Marianas oppostion to the "permanent alienation" of

so much of the islands _ scarce land. The Marianas proposed, and I

the United states ultimately accepted, a fifty year lease with I

a fifty year renewal option. Such a lease, said Pangelinan,

fully protected United States security interests. _ l

The means for determining the value of land on Tinia_n was I
another matter which had to be resolved. The Marianas suggested

that standard procedures for determining land values in Micronesia, I

particularly those previously used by-the United States military,

would not apply. Land value should take into consideration the I

future growth potential of the Marianas and the relationship be- I
tween the amount of developed and undeveloped land. The commis-

sion, therefore, suggested use of land values equivaie_t to those I

on Guam or Hawaii. But the United States referred to this as

• |"rather-unconventional criteria" and stated_t_at "by law and reg-

ulation the U.S. cannot employ any other standard than current "1
'fair market Value' to pay for land."

!

|
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I " theBut while advocating use of "fair market value,

United States was also considering steps to freeze the value of

I land on Tinian. There were strong indications Of rapidly rising

I and values on Tinian in light of anticipated military acquisi-
tion. In 1973 the high commissioner, at the direction of the

I Status Negotiations, announced that nonew
Office of Micronesian

applications for homesteads on Tinian would be processed. This

! •action, immediately labeled a "moratorium" by the people of the

I Marianas, was vigorously and vocally opposed as high-handed and
unilateral. In an interview, Ambassador Williams in a play on

| "words denied that a "moratorium" had been imposed, pofnting out that

applications continued to be processed. Only when pressed did

I he acknowledge that no new applications would be accepted or pro-

i cessed. Other United States officials were more candid.
Privately, United States officials accused at least three

! ,of the most prominent members of the Marianas Political Status

Commission (including Pangelinan) of involvement in speculative

I land dealings on Tinian. Pangelinan acknowledged the charges

about two of his colleagues but denied his own involvement. He

could not, he said, be responsible for the actions of his rela@_

I tives. A high Trust Territory official told of how member of
a

the Marianas commission from Tinian bought property for $850, had

| "the.sale notarized by a fellow commission member, and within ten m_.n-

I utes sold the same parcel for $i0,000 to the notarizer. Don 0ber-
dorfer in the Washington Post Wrote in February, 1975, that xer-

I oxed copies 0f a handwritten message, purportedly passed by two

i . ,.

!
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Marianas negotiators during an official session, are in Circula- I

tion on Saipan. Oberdorfer continued: , I_ The note concerns the price which might be asked

for land which the note• passers oDtained on Tin .... . .. I
ian .... The authenticity of the handwritten paper

could not be established but'informed sources " I

confirmed that at least three members of the Mari-

anas Commission purchased Tinian lands in recent I

months. I
Clearly, both the amount of land and its-value were sharp"

points at issue from the beginning. Yet communiques constantly I

underplayed thedifferences.

By the opening of the fifth round, no agreement had been

reached on the price to be paid for the lease or purchase of I
land. Conflicting appraisals of land values had been made by

experts hired by each side and these had been discussed inform- I

ally. Once agreement was reached'on the lease of land, agreement

-- ' " I

was then reached on price. The final agreement called for the

following total payment for up to i00 years: i) _Tinian_ $17,500,000; i

2) Tanapag, $2,000,00.0; and 3) Farallon de Medinilla, $20,600. In I

addition, the United States would pla_e two million dollars in I

perpetual trust to be used for development and maintenance of the

memorial park at Tanapag Har$or.

Agreement had been_reached in principle in the second round I

of negotiations regarding the limitation of land ownership to

people of Marianas ancestry. The United States had agreed to land I

!
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i alienation provisions: Article IV, section 2, clause i of the
United States Constitution relat'ing to "privileges and immuni-

i ties" will apply to the Marianas so that "the ability the
Of

future Marianas government to preserve control of the land...in

i the hands of Marianas citizens will not be compromised." Yet

'I by the fourth round, no progress had been made toward the imple-u
mentation of this policy. It was then agreed that a joint draft-

i ing committee would consider questions regarding alienation
of land

and as well as the development of appropriate safeguards in the

i area of eminent domain.

i The Draft Covenant tentatively approved at the fifth round
provided for protection of ownership of land for the peoples of

i requires that the Northern Marianas
the Marianas. The Covenant

"regulate the alienation of permanent and long term interests in

i real property so as to restrict the acquisition of such interests

i " and to "regulate
to persons of Northern Mariana Islands descent,

the extent to which a person may own or hold land which is now

i land." The extends "twenty-five afterpublic provision years

termination of the Trusteeship Agreement" and coul_ contim_e

i thereafter. In short; the Marianas are given a permanent right

i to control alienation of land. It was understood that "Marianas
descent" included the Carolinian community, but the latter were

i later to express fears that they might be excluded from land own-

ership in the future.

i The covenant also outlined the procedures the United States

i government" must follow to acquSre additional land. The United

|
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States agreed to seek only the minimum area necessary, to try to I

rent or lease land, to look at public property before acquiring

- |
private property, and to purchase land only if nOother_means is

satisfactory. Prior writtennotice must b e given to the goVerh_ I

ment of the Marianas before acquisition of land, and the United

• IStates agrees to acquire no int.erest in land "unless duly auth-

orized by the Congress of the United States and appropriations I
are available therefor.." Im_mediately following a statement of

its military requirements, the United States affirmed that it I

had "no present need for or present intention.to acquire any ad-

ditional property, or .any greater interest in the property leased I

by the United States in accord with the Covenant than. that..which I
is granted to it thereby, in order to carry out its defense re-

sponsibilities." I

In the final analysis, however, the United States reserved

for itself the right to "exercise within the Commonwealth the I

power of eminent domain to the same extent and in the same manner

as it has and can exercise the power of eminent domain in a State

of the Union'"• - - i

, . Economics and Finance I
The area of economics and finance proved as difficult as

Iland negotiations,. . i_.not more so. In,he. land negotiations,.the .

solution lay in scaling down the size of inflated United States

land.'requirements and allowing interim civilian use of land which - I

would be set aside indefinitely for contingent military use. In I

I
I

• " " I



I the area of economics, the question was how much more money than

I the United States was then spending was it willing to spend and
m

to what extent was it willing to relinquish controls over expend-

I itures. Unlike the Micronesian negotiators the Marianas group

had devoted considerable attention to economic questions from

the beginning. They had also hired an economic planning consult-

I ant to work alongside their principal attorneyJ

As early as the second round the Marianas group had indi-

I cated their immediate and long term economic goals as well as

specific dollar figures which might be needed. They would need

I sufficient economic resources to enable them to facilitate an

I orderly transition to the new political status; build toward an

adequate social and economic infrastructure; provide necessary

I public services and programs; and encourage and promote the
.

future economic development of the Marianas.

I The Marianas presented the United States with very specific

I proposals--comPlete with charts of capital investment requirements,
budget projections for the fiscal years 1973-79, and projections

I the Islands government expenditures and revenue require-
of Mariana

ments from 1975 to 1981. In great detail, their paper pictured

I their development in three phases of transition:

I Phase one to last a year and requiring $4.5 million.
Phase two to last seven years (1975-81) and requiring

I million, broken down into the following amounts per year:
$47.7

1975 $19.2 million

I 1976 $22.4 million

! .
!
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1977 $23.9million I
1978 $28.3"million

1979 $27.5 million . I

1980 $21.6 million .

"" I"

1981 $19.9 million"

Phase three, "extending to the year 2000 and perhaps be- I
yond," for which no projections were made.

The United States response totally ignored the Marianas I

estimates and provided no budgetary figures of its own. Deputy I
United States representative James Wilson replied: "We will

• Ineed to explore with you further the nature of these requirements,"

and "we are by no means clear about the basis on which your total

figure of $47.7 million was reached." Instead, the United States

sought to explore "general principles leading to general under-

standings rather than concentrating on budgetary details and pre- I

cise figures and estimates." \ I

Looking at the examples of Guam, the Virgin Islands, and

Puerto Rico as prototypes, the United States suggested two forms I

of annual financial assistance for a period until the Marianas i
were able to meet their own financial needs: direct financial

grants.in support of the costs of government "operation _nd c_pi- I

tal improvement programs, and the extension and provision of

federal programs and services to the Marianas. ' Williams was

careful to add, "I must always caveat my remarks when talking I
about money by addingthe familiar 'subject to the approval of

Congress' clause." In an obvious effort to scale down Marianas I

I
!
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! .estimates, the United States pointed out that the impact of mil-

itary facilities and expenditures in the Marianas must be con-

| ,sidered--probably $10-12.million for the years of construction

l and approximately $15 million per year after that. Summarizing,
the United States po'sition paper states:

Statements regarding the mechanics of a finan-

cial relationship are not enough nor is an im-

l personal rundown of current and potential sources

l of revenue and support. We should add that ui_
aside from forms and figures (emphasis added) we

i do agree with your goals and aspirations and with

your understandable desire to raise the standards

I of living of your people.

I A description of initial discussions of ecQnomic issues
in the. joint communique was replete with phrases such as "agreed

| "in principle," "prepared to agree," "have agreed to explore,

"special attention will be paid," and "will require...planning. ''

I However, the United States did agree to provide start-up costs

I and planning assistance. Most important, although clearly indi-
cating the United States desire to maintain control of the purse

I the United' States representative agreed to provision
strings, a

whereby, subject to the approval of the United States Congress,

I the United States would "provide financial support over an ini-

I tial period of years at guaranteed fixed levels. '' (Emphasis
added.)

!
| •

| .
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That the Marianas were disappointed is clear. For it was I

inthe area of economics that Pangelinan made his most pointed

. • 4' I,
_riticism of the United States. Commenting on the joint press

release, Pangelinan said: :" " " " _ I
The Commission wants the United SSates dele-

gation to know that the Commission is of the " !

unanimous view that the commitments made by

the United States in the area of economic ]

and financial support in this release are I

not as specific, definite or generous' as the

Commission believes appropriate The Commis- I

sion intends to pressits views on thismat-

ter vigorously in the future at every possible

occasion until the United States is prepared I

to make the financial commitments necessary

for the future growth and development of the I

Marianas.

!
At the third round the United States came with figures,

but they fell far short.._°f the Marianas_ expecta_i.ons._ .The i

United States proposed approximately/S14.5 million of direct i

assistance annually for the first fiveyears, to be b_oken down as I

follows: $7.5 million for. budgetary support for government, oper-._ " " ' - I
ations; $3 mfl-lion for capital improvement projects; $i million

to a Marianas development loan fund; and an estimated $3 million I

in federal government programs and services. This did not in-

clude payment for the use of land for public purposes, including I

!

!
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I military uses or an amount estimated after five years to reach

$4.5 million annually from customs duties, excise taxes, and

i federal income taxes which would be generated from within the

I Marianas. In addition, the United States continued to cite the.

indirect benefits accruing from the establishment of a United

I States military base_ However, the joint communique of the third

round stated:

I No attempt was made to reach definitive

I agreements on United States financial assist-

ance to the future commonwealth government.

I The Marianas Political Status Commission

noted that its own detailed studies to date

I indicate that a higher level of external as-

I _ sistance than that provided by the U.S. pro-. , . • .

-_ posals would be required during the first 5

I years under the commonwealth arrangement.

The fourth round saw United States land requirements sig-

I nificantly scaled down and a corresponding willingness by the

I "Marianas to agree-to new United States proposals of economic as-
sistance. The agreed amount differed from the initial United

I• States offer in three respects. The guaranteed assistance level

would cover seven years instead of five years. The package would

| total $16.5 million instead of $14.5 million (operational up

I 0.5 million to $8 million; capital improvement increased by
$i million; and approximately $3 million in federal services).

I Finally, up to $1..5 million would be provided to cover the costs

I
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of transition. Other indirect benefits, such as taxes, would l

remain the same.

One aspect of the agreement on,economic and financial

issues is indicative of internal Marianas politics_.. The people/ l

of Rota _ave never been overly enthusiastic about their fate at

the hands of Saipan.. And some on Tinian have felt that their

island provides the major commodity for which the United States I
is paying. It is thus not surprising that the agreement specif-

ically designates money for each area: $50.0,000 annually each l

in development funds for Rota and Tinian_"because of the urgent

development needs on those islands. ''9 l

At the fifth round in December, 1974, final agreement was l
reached on the economic package and for the first time agreement

was reached on the amount of money the United States would pay l

for use of land in the Marianas. Agreement was not reached, how-

ever, before the United States officially confirmed what had been l

whispered around Guam since the earlier visit of Deputy .Secretary l
of Defense Clements. Clements had stated privately that the

_f

• lUnited States would not proceed immediately with construction of

the base on Tinian. His statements were consistent with an ear- ,

- llier warning by united States House Appropriations Committee that

a new base on Tinian could, not be justified so long as t_e United. , I
States_ continued to maintain bases in'Japan an_ the Philippines.

Finally, an anticipated U_ited States budget deficit in excess l

of $40 billion exerted extensive pressure on the funds

available to Defense and thus forced the Pentagon to choose its l

!

!



.• priorities even more carefully. The result was a decision not

i to proceed immediately with construction of abase which Clements
himself had said ali along was not needed until the "outback"

I years, meaning fifteen to twenty years hence.

The Marianas were not the only ones surprised by the de-

cision not to proceed immediately with the building of the Tinian

i facility. Williams was uninformed about the decision even though
he had heard rumors. Though he surely knew by then of the change,

I Williams made no hint of it at the opening of the fifth round.

The cancellation of the base undercut the United States position

I in the financial negotiations, for one of the reasons advanced

i by the United States for a small financial package was the eco:
nomic advantages the Marianas would receive as a direct by-product

I of immediate military base construction and operation over a per-

iod of seven years. ThQugh they could and did ask for more money

! .as a result of the base cancellation , the Marianas had never fully

accepted the United States contentibn that part of their cOmpen-

I sation should be a by-product of the base. Even before the base

I cancellation, Pangelinan told an interviewer that the Marianas

had to protect themselves against the distinct possibility that

I the base either would not be built or would be delayed.

The joint communique of the fifth round stated that in view _

I of reduced revenues and employment levels as a result of the de-

I cision not to proceed with construction of the Tinian base, the

United States would increase its compensation by $500,000 for each

_I of the seven years of th$ initial financial agreement. (Two

|
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hundred and fifty thousand would be provided yearly for low-income I

home construction loans; and $250,000 would be provided for such I
things as retraining workers, school curriculum d$velopment, and

• Itraining of civil servants) This Would b.ring thetotal direct

United States payment (excluding land) in each of the first seven

Iyears to $14 million, Not stated is a pre_ious agreement under

which the United States would provide $1.5 million.in "transition" I
expenses. Also not mentioned is the estimated $50 million cost

of moving the Micronesian capital from Saipan to somewhere in the I

other five districts, i0 Thus, the total financial package is

Ias follows: .-

Land Lease P I
Tinian $17,500,000

Farallon de Medinilla • 20,600 .I

Tanapag 2_000a000

Total $19,520,600 i

Move of Capital 50,000,000 I

Transition Expenses 1,500,000

Government Support 57,750,000 i I

Capital Improvements 28,000,000

"° f _ I

Economic Develop-
ment Loan Fund 12,250,000

Federal'Programs . " - I

.... and 'Services 2i_,000_000

Total Cost of

Marianas Package $190,020,600.11

I

!
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As indicated earlier, the United States agreed to guaran-

i2

tee annual payments. Section 702 of the covenant states that
l

approval of the covenant constitutes "a commitment and a pledge

I Of the full faith and credit of the United States forthe payment,

as well as an authorization for the appropriation '' for guaranteed

I annual levels of expenditures. Thus, the legislative process

for approrpiations is shortened. Congress would go through the! •
formality of ap'propriation, but the authorized amount (subject

I to dollar fluctuation) is already fixed.

i Tension in the Marianas
One issue which lay in the background in the Marianas ne-

I gotiations may cause problems was disagreement
and which later

among the Mariana islands, i.e., disagreement between Rota, Tin-

I Jan and Saipan. The people of Tinian objected to the apparent

I ease with which other Mariana islanders, particularly those on
Saipan, were willing to negotiate land on Tinian; Rota, which had

I continued to be administered Interior while Saipan was admin-
by

istered by Navy, object@d to the dominant role of Saipan. Inm

/I addition, a group of Carolineans on Saipan objected to the domi-

I nant role of the Chamorro majority. Some of these differences
manifested themselves in election returns. In 1974, the people

I of Tinian elected a new mayor who opposed military base plans;

and in November, 1974, the people of the Marianas defeated the

I dominant Popular Party an_ elected representatives of the Terri-

_ torial Party. The status negotiations, particularly objections

to their secrecy and haste, were a major, issu@. Included among

| ..
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those defeated was Edward Pangelinan, head of the Marianas nego- i

tiating team. Included among the newly elected was Oscar Rasa,

•_n outspoken American-educated Marxist critic of the negotiations. I.

Some of the differences within .the. Marianas are smoothed.. _ i
over in the covenant. 'Specific money is set asidefor use on

Tinian and Rota. There also.seems to be an informal agreement I

that a percentage of money paid for lease of Tinian land will

• !be controlled by Tinian. By far the major protection for Tinian

and Rota is a covenant provision that the Marianas Legislature i
be bicameral with one house of equal representat16n. There is

no doubt, however, that Rota and Tinian will be locked into the I

new Northern Marianas political entity. For, according to the

negotiating history, the provision which insures that union with

Guam is not foisted on the Marianas also serves to insure that i
there will be no fragmentation of the Marianas.

• !Not until the eve of the signing of the Marianas Covenant

did pressure buildup to stop it. The immediate issue was not

!the status • of association with the United States but the terms

of the association. Two members of the Marianas Political Status i
Commission, among them Oscar Rasa, spoke out strongly against J

!the "haste" with which the covenant was being signed. , Rasa's

newspaper accused the United States of buying off Marianas rep-

resentativesby promising $24,000 fox work on transition matters. " " i

In the end, two members (Rasa and Felix Rabauliman, a Carolinean) i

of the fifteen-member Marianas Commission refused to sig n the

covenant, a lth0ugh they were said to have previously approved it. i
• . ., ,- .'. .

!
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Another attempt to stop Marianas separation came from the

I Congress of Micronesia. On February 14, 1975, a Marianas repre T .j,
sentative (Jose P. Mafnas)asked the High Court of Micronesia,

I in a class action suit, to temporarily and permanently restrain

the Marianas Commission, Legislature and Trust Territory govern-

I ment from proceeding with the signing of the covenant and the

i subsequent conduct of a plebiscite. The s_it was argued by
Michael A. White, a staff attorney for the Congress of Micronesia,

l and, according to Micronesian sources, paid for by the Congress

of Micronesia. White argusd that under Trust Territory law only

l the 0ongress of Micronesia could authorize status negotiations

I and that the Marianas District Legislature had exceeded its auth-
ority since it was limited to local matters.

I The Marianas responded, in a brief prepared in cooperation

with United States negotiators_ that the question was a political

l matter, that the question was not a last-minute one and should

i have been raised earlier, and that the Congress of Micronesia
would, in effect, deny the Marianas their right of self-determin-

I ation. As to legality, the Marianas suggested that the negotia- •

tions had been conducted with the consent and at the direction

I of the President of the United States, Who had final authority

i in Micronesia, under United States law. Finally, the Marianas
suggested that the plaintiff(s) would suffer no irreparable harm

I since many steps remained before the covenant would go into effect.

At a hearing held just three hours before the scheduled

I signing of the covenant, Trust Territory Chief Justice

m
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Harold Burnett, who is appointed by and removable by the Secre- I

tary of the Interior, denied the restraining order. By June 29,

1975, the Chief Justice hadrtake-n no action on th_ reques_t - for _ I

permanent injunction. As a matter•.°f law,• there were. no..further. I
actions by the Trust Territory government, the Marianas Legisla-

ture, or the Marianas Commission which, could have been effectively I

stopped after the signing. The chief actor in the events, the

United States government, way not a defendant and could not have I
13

been since the matter was in the territorial court., I

Plebiscite and Transition •

With agrement behind on several major issues, the last I

round of Marianas negotiations began to look ahead to transitional I

measures and actual implementation of a new government. At the

fourth round, a joint committee was appointed to draft a Marianas I

status agreement for consideration at the next round of negotia- I
tions. The Marianas repeated their request for early transitional

self-government and separate administration. In what mu_t have I

been a burst of patriotism, the negotiators set July, 1976, as a

ipossible early date for installation of the new governmsnt of

the Northern _ Marianas. At the fifth round, the Marianas again I
reiterated their desire for separate administration from the

. . #

I

!
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I remainder of Micronesia as promptly as possible after approval

i of the covenant. The United States representative responded that
he would "strongly recommend" that the Secretary of the Interior

I "take all necessary action" to meet the Marianas request. In

the agreed document on negotiating history and in a press confer-

ence held after the signing of the Covenant, the United States

i went further. It stated its intention to administer the Marianas
separately as soon as the covenant had been approved in a plebis-

I cite and before approval of the Covenant by the United States

Congress. In fact, the covenant allows for implementation of

I some of its provisions prior to termination of the Trusteeship

i Agreement.
On April II, 1975, Secretary of the Interior Rogers Morton_

I issued a proclamation which set June 17, 1975, as the date for-a

plebiscite in th'e Marianas. Morton also announced the appoint- _

I ment by the President of Erwin D. Canham, former editor of the

i Christian Science Monitor, as plebiscite commissioner. ..
As set forth in Secretarial Order 2973, dated April i0,

I 1975, Canham was to insure the conduct of an impartial plebis-

cite education program; appoint a plebiscite register; oversee

I the administrative plans for and supervise the plebiscite; and

appoint an executive director responsible for the execution and

I Coordination of the plebiscite. Given the brief time between

I his appointment and the date of the p_ebiscite, Canham had to

rely heavily on Nieman Craley, a member of the "cabinet" of the

I : high commissioner.

|
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Many of the most crucial questions governing the conduct I

of the plebiscite were already set before Canham's appointment

and would directly influence the outcome of the plebiscite whose i

Ifairness he was to certifY..Among thesewas.qualificatlons for
I'

voting, a question of major "importance in an ar'ea which, because

of its function as the seat of government, has many !ong-_ime I

residents from other districts. But the two most important is-

sues were the questions to be voted on in the plebiscite and the i

timing of the vote. ' i

The questionsto be voted on were state_ ,in Morton's proc-

lamation. •- I

YES--I vote for Commonwealth as set forth in the

[
Covenant to Establish Commonwealth of the

Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union .I

with the United States.

NO-- I vote against Commonwealth in political I

union with the United States as set forth , l
in the Covenant, recognizing that, if Common-

wealth is rejected, the Northern Mariana Is- i

lands will remain as a district of the Trust

Territory with the right to parti$ipate with" " l

the other districts in the determination,. of -- I
- • an-al_ernative, future political Status.

The wording of the plebiscite ran into immediate criticism. 'I

It stated that a negative vote was a vote against commonwealth

("if Commonwealth is rejected") rather than a vote against the I

l

!



il covenant. Thus, the wording virtually forced a "yes" vote by

those who supported the idea of commonwealth but wished revisions

and by those who simply wanted more time to consider the question.

I The implication was reinforced by wording which, if not readcarefully, implied that the alternative to approval of the com-

I monwealth was inclusion in the uncertain political unit being
14

negotiated by the other five districts.

! .• The principle objections came from the Carotinean commun-

I ity. Their position was supported by United States Representa-

tive Lloyd Meeds, who wrote the Secretary of the Interior and

I urged that the plebiscite wording be changed. In the end, how-

ever, Acting Secretary of the Interior Kent Frizzell turned down

I all requests for a change in the ballot, saying that the wording

I of t_e plebiscite was agreed on by the various agencies of the
United States government only e*a_er the most careful considera-

I tion of the obligation of the United States under the Trusteeship

Agreement. Frizzell did not add that the wording was a compro-

I mise: State blamed Wil_iams's office for the unsatisfactory word-

i ing and Williams's office said they were responding to the demandsB

of State f_r language which would indicate that there was a choice

I of remaining with the other five districts<

I Part of the haste in holding the Marianas plebiscite was| to pre-empt a July territory-wide referendum called for by the

I Congress of Micronesia. The referendum proclamation, signed by
the high commissioner on May 15, was to "ascertain the wishes of

"I the people of Micronesia with respect to their future political •

I
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status choice, the Unity of Micronesia and the role of the Con- I

gress as a negotiating agency on behalf of the Micronesian people."

.The referendum was set for July 8, 1975. " I

- Between April I0 and.June 17,. the plebiscite commissioner I
also had to educate the voters of the Marianason the choices

before them. There had beenprevious education efforts conducted- " I

by the Marianas negotiators and by the Trust Territory government ,

|but neither of those efforts was free of suspicion since both parties had

an interest in the outcome of the plebiscite. Given the tendency I
of local newspapers to'take strong editorial positions even in

news columns, an objective education program under Canham was I

even more important. Time, however, was against the plebiscite

commissioner. Not until two weeks before the vote did the Office [

Of the Plebiscite Commissioner announce completion of booklets, I

in the three relevant languages, explaining the proposed common-

wealth covenant. I
o

In the plebiscite_ held, the. commonwealth was approved by I
a certified vote of 3,945 to 1,0_0 (or by 78.8 per cent). Dele-

gates of Australia, France_. and the United Kingdom'were sent by i-

the United Nations Trusteeship Council to observe the vote and i

!the political education program.15 According to the MiCronesian

Independent, Plebiscite Commissioner Canham described the result

as "SO decisive t_at this is a clear mandate of public opinion."

As expected, the Marianas District Legislature promptly I

asked that the Marianas be administered separately, and excluded

from the territory-wide referendum and constitutional convention I

which Was convened in July, 1975, "_ "I

!
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II Of the three the most to the Marianas leaders

requests, important

1| "was separate administration. _'.

For its part, the Congress of Micronesia had previously

l expressed opposition to separate administration of the Marianas
until the people of the Marianas had.had an opportunity to vote

I on the draft compact. At session in mid-1974,
a special a com-

mittee of the Congress reported:

|
I- THE UNITED' STATES undertook some very important

i obligations to the people of Micronesia when it
entered into _he Trusteeship Agreement. We may

I fairly summarize that spirit of all these obli-_

gations quite simply: to do what is right by •

! •the people of Micronesia, and to treat them fairly

i and equally.
TO DENY any possibility of the unity of Micronesia

I by the administrative separation of a district

prior to the time when its people have had the

! •opportunity to vote on the Compact of Free Assoc-

i iation is to deny everything which the Trusteeship
system stands for, everything good about democracy

I which the United States purports [to] represent,

and even the slightest pretense that the United

I States is in Micronesia for any reason higher than

I its own base and selfish interests.
WE DO NOT BELIEVE that anyone in Micronesia would

I have any quarrel with the separation of a district

!
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if its people had-conclusively voted to reject i

the Constitution and theCompact. But, by the

!
same token, we regard it as a serious _nfring_-

ments on our own rights and dignity• if even the i

slightest chance for a united Micronesia were

" i"destroyed by the actions of the administering

authority. If the United States has confidence i
in the integrity, of its relations with that dis-

trict Cthe MarianasJ, it has nothing to lose by I.

testing the faith of the people of that district

by permitting them to vote on the question of the I

future of all of Micronesia...

But more important opposition to separate administration

of the Marianas came from some members of the United States Con-_ i

gress who did not wish the executive branch to anticipate or

pre-empt its decision on the covenant. Faced with congressional i

opposition, the administration decided just after the plebiscite, i
to drop its plans for the immediate separate administration of

the Marianas. Instead it pressed the Congress to act on. the Mar- i

ianas covenant by September, 1975. Once again, haste was the

watchword. _ " ' I

If the projected 1980-81 date for free association'ofp the_ i
rest of Mic_onesia holds, the American b_centen_iai wou Id_ see no

change in the internationa_ status of the Northern Marianas, only

their separate administration under the Trusteeship Agreement.

The significance of transition prior to termination of the -I

" |
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l Trusteeship Agreement is substantial and might have been suggested

by the United States side even if the Micronesians had not done

l so The amount of opposition which fragmentation would face in

i the United Nations or in the United States Congress would be
substantially less if separate'units were already functioning.

l Conclusion

l It is premature for a definitive assessment of what the
Marianas have achieved now that the covenant has been signed and

I approved by 78 pe r cent of the Marianas voters (55 per cent was

required). Before the covenant takes complete effect, it must

I be approved by the United States Congress and by the President.

l In the meantime, the Congress of Micronesia might find legal and/
or political means to effectively block the Marianas separation.

l United Nations Security Council approval is needed to terminate

the Trusteeship Agreement, although both the United States and

I counsel for the Marianas have suggested that United Nations ap-

l proval is not necessary.
There are other factorswhich might derail the Marianas

I Commonwealth even after it comes into being. American tradition

is that once a part of the United States, always a part. of the

l United States-=unless, of course, the United States decides oth-

erwise, as in the case of the Philippines. But the Civil War
whi6h established that principle ended mor.e than a hundred years

I ago. The United States might react di'fferently in the very dif-

: ferent political cl&mate of the seventies, especially where geo-

I graphical separation and cultural distinction might bolster

l
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secession. Certainly, the United States would be faced with • i

problems not dissimilar to those of France in Algeria should

• Isignificant nationalist sentiment in the Marianas.and its people

conclude that the commonwealth, is not sufficient.... to fulfill their " l
aspirati$ns. .

There may be a tendency to dismiss 'the possibility of ser- I

ious dissidence in the Marianas--and surely time and the fulfill-

[ment of mutual •needs will lessen that possibility. On the other

hand, it should not be forgotten that the language of the covenant I
is still subject to dispute as to meaning. Some-ambiguities seem"

to have been deliberately built-in in the give-and-take of nego- i

tiations.

[It is worth remembering that at •the very outset of negoti-

ations•there were problems about the word '!permanence." The l

United States assumed that the word "permanence" could• be used

freely and openly • After all, when the Marianas leadership asked i

for separate negotiations, they noted that the desire of the peo-

_ |ple of the Marianas to become "a permanent part of the United
A

States of America is fundamental and has existed o_er a number i

of years." But the formal mandate of _he Marianas District Leg- i

• [isl_tuee instructed its delegation to n_gotiate a "ciose assocl-

ation." The mandate did not mention "permanent." Accordingly,

.the Marianas .Commission notic@ablY avoided use of._heword except _ .... i-

in their initial statement at the first session of the negotia- i

" " "enduring," and "lasting". are wordstions. Since then, secure,

the Marianas use to describe the relationship they see_. I

I
!
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I The Marianas sensitivity to use of "permanent" is partly

in recognition of the temporary nature of any arrangement in the

abstract. But it is also possible they could have been ti_inking

seriously of later alteration. Even at the moment when the Mar-
ianas were distancing themselves from any association with the

United States that might eventually dissolve under pressure for

independence or that, at least, was not close enough for their

liking--at that moment, there was hesitation to use the word

permanent. Who is to say what the aspirations of any people may
be in the future?

Knowledge of worldly political developments remains lim-

ited in the Marianas. Rhetoric to the contrary, the peopl@ and

I their leaders are now largely motivated by pressing economic ob-

i jectives which they believe cannot be resolved except by barter-
ing their strategic location. The time may come when economic

objectives loom less large--although no one now sees such a time.

The people of th$ Marianas may then wish to re-evaluate their

I relationship with the United States, perhaps to seek improvements

in that rei_xu_i_u±p wi_i_i _i_ _i'l_l_ of _i as_u_iut_ with the
United States, or to seek a new relationship with Guam or the

other islands of Micronesia, or Something totally different.

The covenant provides for regular review and thus there is an op-

I portunity to. accommodate changed circumstances. If the _ovenant

does not prove sufficiently flexible, American military officials
who look upon the Marianas relationship as a permanent solution to

I the±_ base needs in the western Pacific may find themselves faced

with a status problem in new and more difficult dimensions.

i

!
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FOOTNOTES,. i

Chapter VI

I. An additional 2,5.00 residents.of the Marianas.. are I
"foreigners," i.e., Micronesians from other districts and

American civil servants. " I

2. See Benjamin F. Bast, ed., The Political Future

- Iof Guam and. Micrones.ia (Agana: University of Guam Press, 1974).

3. Still another_ potential case of fragmentation is I
the Polynesian island of Nukuoro in the _anape DistriCt, whose

people told the 1964 United Nations Visiting Mission that they. I

also wished to separate if the Marianas were allowed .to do so.

I4. U.S. Congress, House, Subcommittee on Defense Appro-

priations, Department of Defense Appropriation for 1976., Hearings, I
Part I, page 396. Schlesinger's response was submitted to the

committee for the record and was not "cleared" in advance by rel- i

evant agencies concerned with Micronesia. The United States ne-

gotiators learned of the Schlesinger testimony only after portions

of it were reprinted in the Micronesian Independent. i
5. As Australia did with Bougainvill e and Papua, France

is doing w_th the island of Mayotte in the comoros andthe United i

Kingdom did,.inter alia, in the cases of Buganda, and the north- teast frontier ofKenYa. Recentlyp Portugal has refusedto counten-

ance secession of Cabind_ from Angola. 'I
6[ For example, the United States gave the Marianas pri-

ority treatment in land surveys. I

!
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7. "The Congress shall have the Power to dispose of and

I make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory

I or other Property belonging to the United States; and nothing
in this Constitution shall be so construed as to Prejudice any

I Claims of the United States, or of any particular state."

8. Puerto Rico does not have the advantage.

| '9. For similar reasons, Rota and Tinian insisted at the

I last round that a bicameral legislature, where in one house their
representation would be equal to Saipan's, be made a part of the

I covenant.

i0. The capital might have been relocated in any event,

I but relocation is made necessary by the separation of the Mari-

I anas.
II. In constant United States dollars. The Marianas

I would also benefit from five-year program
developmentthe an-

_,,_ _n 1_a_ 1974 . These costs undoubtedly figured in the

I willingness of the Marianas to accept a smaller financial pack-

I age.
12. In these areas, the Marianas got more than the Dis-

! tricg of Columbia, whose budget and finances are still subject

to congressional whims and whose legislation is still subject
I

I to disapproval by the Congress.

i 13. In any event, the plaintiff, under pressure from
family and friends, resigned from the Congress of Micronesia

and ceased participating in political matters.



I114. Another group may have been influenced to vote in

favor of the plebiscite. Within two weeks of the. plebiscite the 1
Trust Territory government circulated a report recommending that

525 Ma_ianas residents W0rking for the gevernment be allowed to _

keeptheir jobs during transition in the interest of an "orderly

and efficient transition." it was a timely •assurance for those . 1

who may have leaned toward voting against the plebiscite in the 1
interest of Job security.

• l15_ The Soviet Union voted against the proposal to see

observers from the Trusteeship Council and refused to go to

Micronesia when the resolution passed.

1

!

I
I
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I Chapter VII

Implications for Guam and the Other United States Territories

I

I Whatever the needs--whether real or
imagined--of the Pentagon in the

I western Pacific, the willingness of

Washington to deal so generously

I with non-citizens while denying

I their fellow Americans equal treatment
can only be viewed With suspicion and

•I resentment by the people of Guam.
---A Won Pat

I Both Congress and the executive branch have always been

I aware that negotiating a new status for Micronesia might have
implicationsfor other territories of the United States. In

I the Kennedy and Johnson years, those implications, repeatedly

put forth by the Department of the Interior with the strong

I backing of Congressman Aspinall, had'.often blocked policy decisions

I _ which might have led to an.earlier resolution of Micronesia's

|
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status. At the same time the territories •have looked for pre- i

_cedents in the Micronesia negotiations whfch,they, might use to I
improve their own status•

w , ' ' '" 'i
Guam, particu&arly, followed the tactlc of encouraging

the Marianas to hold out •for more •extensive United • States conces-

• I
sions, and Guamanians criticized the• United • States • for offering

the Marianas .a better status than that_ enjoyed by Guam, In 19731 i
Jose Cabranes, then on leave from his position as a Professor

of Law at Rutgers University, and serving as administrator of i
o.

the Office of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and counsel to

Puerto Rico's governor_ saw by analogy neW alternatives open i

to Puerto Rico as a result of the Micronesian negotiation_ for 'i
free association.

•Hawaii and Alaska may have been the last United States I

territories tc follow the traditional pattern of. progress, i
Compared to the forty-ninth and fiftieth states•,.the remaining

territories--Puerto-Rico, Guam., American Samoa, and the Virgin i

Islands--are even more geographically, demographically, culturally '

and historically dis%inct. These factors seem to limit their i
f

_xpectations, if not their aspirations. If their peoplecannot, i
hope to achieve equality within the American system, they

seek to determine how close they can come or how much autonomy.. _ i

they can exercise. Some Guamanians have begun to discuss indepen-

dence, JG_t as some Puerto Ricans have done for decades. The I

Virgin Islands also seek changes in their status. On the other. I
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hand, the people of American Samoa recently again voted down a

I proposal to elect their own governor.

The amount of politi_cal restlessness varies from one

territory to another, but the pursuit of a satisfying status

I remains the major preoccupation of all territorial politics._
Pressures for changes in status, in fact, are sometimes welcomed

I as indicato_s of social and economic advancement. Congressmen

returning from a trip to Micronesia and American Samoa.in 1974

I complained to interviewers that the Samoans had not, in their

I longer association with the United States, developed the political
maturity and assertiveness which the Micronesians had]

I All United States.territories may have some basis
for

.complaint if fewer limitations are placed on new-United States

I territories as the resultof negotiations with the United States.

I echnically, the only new United States territory under consider-
ation is the Northern Mariana Islands which would come under

I United States sovereignty; a comparison
of that territory's

prerogatives with the (often rather limited) prerogatives of
i

_ other territories is most relevant. There are a variety of

I congressional reactions to objections that the Marianas are
going to have more benefits, rights, and power than other United

I States territories. These reactions range
from the feeling

that five di.fferent and unequal statuses demonstrates "c_rrect .

I flexibility" to the notion that.the new status of the Marianas

.I will be an incentive to other territories to press Congress for a
|

I . 4' . .
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better status for themselves. I
Guam

•Guam would be included •in a discussion of Micronesia's I

status even if it were not directly affected by precedents which

• ' "' " imight be.established. Guam•is ge0graphlcally•but•not politically

part of Micronesia in the anthropological sense. Guam is likely i
to remain an integral part of Micronesla, especially of the

Mariana islands chain, of which Guam is the southern-most ie

island. But the question of Guam's future status would have

been important even if the Marianas had not decided to break

away from the rest of Micronesia and seek a separate relation- I
ship with the United States; however, the separate negotiations

and the substance of agreements reached, spurred Guam's interest 'I

in Micronesian developments and caused Guam to question anew its

own relationship with the United States. i

IGuam and the Marianas Have Common Roots

Guam has similar cultural, ethnic, and linguistic roots

with the rest of the Mariana Islands. However, Guam developed

separately after it was severed from the other Mariana Islands i

and ceded to the United States by Spain following the Spanish-

" iAmerican War. The Mariana Islands had be_n quite densely

populated until the Spanisho introduced Christianity. C_ntinua_. i
native resistance to it, however, cuim_inated in uprisings whidh _

Ithe Spanish quelled by moving the entire Chamorro population to

Guam and killing off a large percentage of them. In one sense

there are no Chamorros. Those who survived intermarried with i

I

|
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I Filipinos, Spanish, Chinese and others to form the basis of the .
present population of Guam and of the Northern Marianas.

I When Guam was ceded to the United States, the remainder

of the Marianas went to Germany. Even at the time of Pearl

I Harbor, little Was known about the rest of Micronesia. The Navy

i administered Guam but didn't seem to believe it had any strategic
value. Before the Japanese invasion, Guam was classified

I "temporarily dispensable" and all American personnel and dependents

were evacuated. It is a _ore point with some older and younger

I Guamanians that the United States left Guam to the mercy of the

i JaPanese. On the other hand, probably a larger number of
Guamanians are grateful to the United States for recapturing the

I island.

When Guam was liberated on July 21, 1944, a Guamanian

I spokesman revealed Guamanians' patriotism: "We have never

i subscribed to any foreign ideologies or influences; we Pledge
allegiance to no flag except that of the Stars and Stripes; we

I have proved our loyalty, have demonstratedour valor, and _re

sacrif±ced for a common cause."

I Guamanians are proud of their association with the

i United States--"Where America's Day Begins" reads a newspaper
banner. "The people of Guam are without a doubt among the most

I loyal Americans on the face of the earth," said the president

of the Guam Junior Chamber of Commerce before a congressional

I subcommittee. "Everyone knows," said another observer, "that

I
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Guamanians will sing 'God Bless America' at the drop of a hat.!' I

Guam remained a military base after the war. The island was placed I
under strict naval security clearance regulations, which, along

with Navy control of large blocks of land'and almost all essential

services, had a severely adverse effect on economic development.

Tourism, for example, could not be developed because of restrictions I

on entry. I
In 1950, with the passage of an organic act, a civilian,

Carlton Skinner, was appointed governor and administration of .H

the island was placed under a civilian agency, the Department

of the Interior_ Guam first elected its governor in 1971, and I

in April,1972,a bill was approved under which Guam would e_ect I
a no_voting delegate to the United States Congress. It was

not until Typhoon Karen devastated the island in 1962 that Guam I

began to come alive economically. Congress passed the Guam

Rehabilitation Act and new facilities were built. _ The island I

is still largely dependent on the contribution of the military I
to its economy. However, since 1962, Guam has developed a booming

tourist industry which attracts large numbers of Japanese, rl

especially young couples who go to Guam for.thelr honeymoon§.

IMicronesia is heavily dependent on Guam. Virtually all

Trust TerritorY commerce, goes through it. ....Up, to mid,1974, even - I
goods shipped from the United States west coast and destined for

the Marshalls, went first to Guam. Guam once served as the 'I

seat of government for MicronesiaJ And the University of Guam

I

!
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serves as the institution of higher education for Micronesia.

I . On the other hand, Guam depends on Micronesia for a sub-

i stantial amount of agricultural products, and its dependence is
likely to grow if plans materialize for improved agricultural

:I development on Tinian and Rota. A Guamanian entrepreneur from

Texas already has a meat and dairy ranch and a slaughter house

I on Tinian. Most of his products are shipped to Guam. Similarly,

i the University of Guam attracts a large number of Micronesian
students and would.suffer if that number were reduced signifi-

I cantly.

I Political Barriers
Thus, in everyaspect except political, the relationship"

I between Guam and Micronesia seems to point to unification. This

_ particularly true of _i_ relationship between Guam and the
i

Northern Marianas. But the political barriers are substantial,

I Perhap s imPenetrable.- ..
As early as 1961, the people of the northern Marianas

I ". proposed their "reintegration" with Guam on grounds of ethnic,

cultural, and linguistic similarities. And to the extent that

"Guam is American in its ways, the Northern Marianas are more sim-

I ilar to Guam than they are to any other area of Micronesia.
The_e is undoubtedly an element of truth to the suggestion, prev-

l alent in the early sixties, that the Marianas reintegration move-

ment was initially.promoted by the American Navy on Guam; but

American citizenship and the higher wages paid by the military

| -
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on Guam also played a major role in "reintegration!' efforts, i
In any event, repeated overtures by the Marianas were met with

|
'solid opposition from the United Nations and from'the United

States under pressure fr0m the United Nations. • In 1969, Guam

itself joined the anti-reintegration side when a poorly publi-

• " " " Ncized, low voter turnout referendum on Guam resulted in the re-

Jection, by a narrow margin, of "reintegration" with the Northern N
Marianas. Guamanians are said to harbor bitter feelings against

• Nthe Saipanese because many Saipanese were used by the Japanese

to guard Guamanians during the Japanese occupation of Guam.

Guamanians speak condescendingly of their poor northern neigh- m

bors. " N
Guamanians may, however, be changing their attitudes about

political reintegration with the Northern Marianas. In a•recent N

but unscientific poll conducted by Guam's delegate to the United

• nStates Congress, Antonio BorJa Won Pat, 86.2 per cent voted in favor

of reunification with _he Northern Marianas. Former Guam Governor N
Carlos Camacho felt strongly about an eventual union: "The link

• ibetween Guam and the Northern Marianas ....was broken only by

a quirk of history, we all have so much in common and we should I

- _ |
be working in a mutual partnership•for the benefit of _ll the

people in the. Islands."._ But,Won Pat projects that plans to unlfy._ _ N

the Marianas and Guam will be unrealistic for quite a while--at

least fifteen to twenty years, because resources, both human 'N•

and material, are lacking. _ N

!
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I The Marianas were faced with rejection by Guam and became

i the object of growing antipathy from the rest of Micronesia.
Realizing that the United States military was primarily interested

I in building military facilities on their islands, not on other

islands in the rest of Micronesia, the Marianas formed a status

group to begin their own negotiations with the United States.

Guam did not figure in their new position, which opposes reinte-

I gration. The United Nations Visiting Mission of 1973 reported

I that although there exists a feeling of kinship between Guam

and the Northern Marianas, it is less talked about now than it

I used to be. James Leonard, a United States-based economic con-

i sultant to the Marianas, thinks that at this point the Marianas
do not feel any great desire for !'reintegration. " With a popu-

I lation of only 13,381, the Marianas now see themselves overpowered
by a permanent Guam population of about 7.1,000 people and a good

I many experienced politicians. Moreover, the Marianas group feels

that it can drive a hard bargain with the United States, and can

I eventually negotiate a status better than that of Guam's. Guama-

I nians agree. Delegate Won Pat states, "Micronesians are better
off than Guam becuase they didn't have to go through the period

I of military control which Guam did." Governor Camacho agrees

that the Marianas are in a better position than Guam was in 1950

I (the year the organic act was passed), because Guam was not given

I the opportunity to negotiate with the United States about its
political status.

!

I
!
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Domination of the United States Military

One issue of particular concern to Guamanians in the last

• !few years is the extent of the military presence inGuam.

The life and economy, of Guam .have been dominated, b_ the omnipres- 1
ence of the American Naval arid Air Force personnel and their de _

pendents, who constitute about 22,000 temporary residents_ more l

than one third of the population In addition, there are more

than 81,000 semi-permanent Philippine residents whowere brought l

in by the military to work on the military bases. I

The American way of life has had a prof.ound and far-reaching

impact on Guam. Agana, the capital, has Americ&n television; l

it receives news from American sources; and it has adopted the

' |
American educational system. Chamorro customs are rapidly going

the way of the Chamorro language--they are dying out, with the I

result that a growing group of Chamorro "nationalists" have started

a campaign to reintroduce Chamorro into the schools. I

Before World War II, most of the people of Guam earned l
their living from agriculture. The total value of imports was

several times greater than exports, but the balance-of-payments i

was met by expenditures of the naval station. As a result of

postwar developments, land previously used fox agrlculture"" ' was" I

pre-empted in favor of military purposes. The island is approxi-

-. l l

ma'tely-200square miles and over 33 per centof the land, much 0f it

agricultural, is controlled by the military. Until the recent l

growth of tourism, Guam's prosperity was to a large extent a

!

!
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by-product of heavy military expenditure on the island.

I The economy is still affected to a large extent by the build,up. _,

or cutback in military expenditures. More than I0,000 Guamanians

I now do government or government-related work.

I Since 1898 (and continuing until about ten years ago),

the island had been virtually isolated from social and commer-

I cial intercourse with the rest of the world because of the secu-

rity restrictions imposedby the military, and consequently,

I .it had a stagnating economy that resulted in an almost total

I dependence upon military activities. It was not until the summer
of 1962 that the Naval security clearance was abolished by Pres-

I ident Kennedy, over the objections of the Navy. When those re-

strictions were lifted, Guam experienced a massive economic boom--

I with the assistance of Typhoon Karen.

I Military and Land

I A serious problem for Guam as well as for the rest of
the Marianas is land. Foreign land speculators are rapidly acquir-

I ing land, and because of the acutely limited availability of

land, prices have skyrocketed. Young couples, unable to afford

I house lots, are forced to live With parents or relatives. They

i rive to work on a military base every day and travel across
vast acres of federally held land lying completely idle.

I The military actually uses only 25 per cent of its land holdings_

i ....

I

I
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|Partially because its economy and landare dominated by the military

. and persons not of Chamorr0 Qescent, Micronesians frequently cite I
.C_uam (and Hawaii) as examples of what they wish to avoid.

No one is really against the military presence on Guam,

says Delegate Won Pat, but many question the present use of the I

island and are opposed to further military acquisition" • I
The Naval Air Station is-utilized more by civilians (75 per cent

of the Naval Air station area is civilian used) than by the mill- I

tary, yet the Department of Defense will not part with any of the

land. The Naval Air Station is directly in the.middle of a grow- I

ing community and former Governor Camacho pointed out, '_It has I
become something of a sore point--to get from Barrigada to Tamu-

ning you have to go all the way around the base instead of going I

right through, l'm not too happy at the way the military is

utilizing the property it is holding. They always say they have I
°

future plans, but I have_ heard that comment for ten and[sic] twenty I
years." Guamanians, said Camacho, were starting to feel uncom-

• |fortable about the military, mostly because of the land issue.

"There is a growing resentment because'the people have to look

through the fences at all of those enclosed areas Of the island

" says Camacho. Former Guam Senator Frank Iwhich the military has, .......

Lujan' commentSd, "We know that the milltary retention of one-

third, of our limited land area is hampering normal development I

of the economy. The very presence of the military constitutes

I



I a drain upon our human and natural resources."

I The Nayy has plans for a $I00 million ammunition complex
and dock to be constructed at Sella Bay, the last "unspoiled"

I area one of the most beautiful--perfect for the de-
of Guam and

velopment of tourism. Many Guamanians believe the federal gov-

| "ernment took advantage of the Guamanians' desperate need for a

i new airport and used the airport as "hostage" or "bait" to soften
Guamanian opposition to giving up Sella Bay. The Guamanians had

I no choice but to trade Sella Bay for an international
almost

airport, an absolute necessity for growing tourism. In 1974,

I members of the Guam Legislature and members of the Sierra Club

I and Friends of the Earth filed a suit in San Francisco's Federal
District Court to stop construction of the complex. They charge

I that the Navy and the Guamanian government engaged in an illegal

land *_e_ and held no public hearings as required by _^

I National Environmental Policy Act. The law suit was successful

.I_ and the transfer has been stopped--at least until proper land
transfer procedures are followed.

I The scarcity of land, in fact, is a ma_0 r reason for

the new questioning of Guam's political status. As Senator Lujan
a

_ put it: "We are keenly aware of the fact that the United States

_.1 -_military wants to expand and intensify their activities on Guam,

which means a Guamanian move toward self-determination is becom-

| "ing an extremely sensitive issue." In testimony before the 1972

House Subcommittee on Territories hearings, Guam Senator Paul

!
i .
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Bordallo noted that the United States was negotiating land q_Jes-

tions with the Marianas and apparently was willing to enter into
m

long-term leases. Why, asked Bordallo,_didn't the_United States

negotiate.leases with Guam rather, than cont.inue ownership_ One l

Guamanian teacher summed up what is perhaps a widespread and I

growing feeling amongislanders: "Many of us want tO become

American (i.e. want statehood) not because we want to be absorbed l

into American culture, but so' that we can protect ourselves better

against the military. This is more important than ever now that I

the Navy has its eyes set on Sella Bay, the last part of the |
island we can call our o_n." •

- IThe Guam Status Commission: "We Do Not Intend to Sit. Idly By..."

Even prior to the separate negotiations with the Northern

Mariana Islands, Guamanians had kept a wary eye on the Microne-

negotiations. Delegate Won Pat expressed dismay that [
sian status

the United States was not encouraging "long overdue reunification."

- |After the Mariana breakaway, Guam's governor signed'legislation

on April 19, 1973, which established a special con_nission to re-

view the island's political status. Specifically, the commission

to study the following alternatives: statehood; [
wa s instructed

independence; affiliation with another nation; commonwealth or

associated _ree state ;"and unincorporated territory Senator ..-

Lujan was the Commission's chairman and Bordallo, then a Senator I
i

and brother of Guam's current governor, was an outspoken member

• !of the commission.

!



The United States-Marianas communique of May, 1973, in

l which United States negotiators agreed to a "commonwealth" status
for the Marianas, was a particularly bitter pill for Guamanians

I to swallow. Then Governor Camacho, a Supporter of political

reunification, challenged the United States tentative agreement

with the Marianas: "We do not intend to sit idly by while ...

i [the Marianas] negotiates itself a political status better than
ours. Our status review is underway and when they present theirs,

I we will move to insure that Guam is treated equally. Our long

loyalty to the United States entitles us to nothing less."

l A steady stream of statements came from Guam Status Commission

i members, mostly expressing dismay at the Marianas negotiations
and Guam's "inferior" status as an unincorporated territory.

! Among other things , the chairman of the commission wrote_a_-series

of harshly critical articles in the Pacific Daily News, describ-

ing Guam's territorial status as a "nothing status_' and a "poli"

l tical no man's land." According to a reliable congressional source
the Navy was sufficiently concerned about political dissent among

l Guam legislators that it began contingency plans to relocate

facilities°in Micronesia.

l The concern felt by Guamanians on their status was ex-

l pressed in the report of the Political Status Commission to the
Guam Legislature in September 1974. Written with the assistance

l of Arnold Liebowitz, former _ounsel with the Puerto Rico Status

Commission, the Guam Status Commission report is couched in more

!
|
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restrained language than the Lujan articles in the Pacific Dail_

News. }Iowever, the desire to change Guam's •political relation- l

ship with the United States is unmistakable, particularly when
m

the conclusions are read in the context of.the enti_e report. " !

In its analysis of legal constitutional factors regard-

!ing the status of Guam, the Guam Status Commission cited three

general roles given the Department of the Interior by Congress

in governing United States territories: a representative role

before the Congress and elsewhere in the executive branch; l

a review function over expenditures in the territory; and a di-
m

rect administrative and supervisory role in specific areas. 1

The extent to which the Interior Department fulfills_.these
[]

roles varies. On one end of the spectrum is the "commonwealth"

of Puerto Rico where neither the Interior Department nor any other l

United States government agen.cy exercises a representative, re-

view, administrative, or supervisory role. On the other end of

the spectrum is the "unincorporated" and unorganized territory 1

of American Samoa, which is governed under a constitution approved

Secretary of the Interior and by a governor appointed i
by the

by the President. In the middle--in "no man's land"--are Guam

!and the Virgin Islands, which are "unincorporated," and organized

territories, meaning they have been constituted by an organic •
u / . .

act of-the Unit$d states Congress. They can'govern themselves

permitted by Congress. : Since 1971, Guam and I
only to the extent

the Virgin Islandshave elected their own governor. According

I
I
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I
to Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Interior Stanley Carpenter,

I Interior's current role in Guam and the Virgin Islands is liml-

ted to five statutory areas: the audit function of the Federal

I Comptrollers of each territory; responsibility for submerged

I lands; the Virgin Islands. Conservation Fund; the Virgin Islands
Matching Fund; and the Guam Rehabilitation Act.

I The Guam Status Commission Report argues that the extent

i of federal control, i.e., including the role of Congress and
other agencies such as Defense, is more pervasive in Guam and

I the Virgin Islands than Deputy Assistant Secretary Carpenter
•implies.

I The basic instrument,of government, the organic act,

stems from congressional actionand does not even in theory take

I its pow@rs from the people of Guam; it is "at all times subject

I to such alterations as Congress may see fit to adopt." In addi-

tion, the organic, act contains "a number of legal reservations

I on the exercise of local governmental authority and institution-

alizes a review of Federal bure_,,__ intr,,_ within the

I local structure." For example, Guam and the Virgin Islands are

I limited in that the governor's authority to appoint and remove

all officers and emPloyees of the executive branch of the govern-

I ment can be limited by other acts of Congress and the governor

must submit anannual report and any other report requested by

I Congress to the Secretary of the Interior who in turn submits

I the rePorts to Congress. Similarly a government comptroller

I

I
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appointed by the Secretary of the Interior rev_.ews the operations I

of the_ government and brings them to the attention of the Secre- I

tary of the Interior and the governor. The Comptroller may commu-

nicate-directly with any. person or with any departmental officer

and he may even summon witnesses and administer oaths. The laws

of the Guam Legislature may be annulled bythe Congress of the I

United States. Judges in the District Court of Guam are appointed I

for a term of years rather than for life as in other District

Courts throughout the States and Puerto Rico. Finally, in Guam, I

particularly, the organic act established "a special sanction I
for the military presence on the island _,h_h."_ _,_j....._ ......_t an _an-

sion of military authority more readily than elsewhere in the °. I
United States."

The report concludes: I

i. The relationship between the United States and Guam I
should be based on self-determination and it is essential that

decisions are undertaken with the wishes of the Guam people in I
mind.

|2. The organic ,act does not permit the people of Guam

t_e£fectively manage their own affairs and is inadequate for _ I
Guam's needs. The act does not delimit federal power, so local

governing insti.tutions,._ remain weak. Federal law extends more .. " " " _ I

broadly to Guam than to any state or commonwealth because the

presumption of the validity of the local statutory acts does I

not operate. I

!
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| "
3. Various status alternatives from commonwealth to

I independence a)e within the of the of Guam and the
power _peop le

Congress to establish under the Constitution.

I 4. The military has played an unduly large role in Guam

I in areas not affecting the national security but of critical im-
portance to Guam, particularly in control of land.

I 5. in such Pacific institutions
Participation regional

as the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE) and

I the Asian Development Bank would be desirable economically and

I politically to _Guam, but the United States government has resisted
this participation. The report complains that "instead of the

I government appearing ... generously promote
U.S. to seek out and

opportunities so that its ... citizens can benefit from partici-

I pation in the world community, the people of Guam have seen almost

I the contrary to be the case .... Although the peoPle of Micro-
nesia, who are not U S. citizens, have gained the full endorsement

I by the State Department for their participation in these institu-

tions, no such endorsement has as yet been forthcoming for Guam."

The report recommends the development by the people of

I Guam o_ a constitution for the governing of Guam and a referendum
in which the people of Guam could choose between a new consti-

I tution continuation of the organic act. Whatever was chosen _
or

wou'Id be an interim position similar to the commonwealth status

| " .granted Puerto Rico and being discussed for the Northern Marianas.

I The report noted that "the interim position is not necessarily

!

!
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• !the longer term status goal. It may be that the Commonwealth

would con$inue to develop and grow, but it could also be that

the people of Guam would wish closer association _ith the United
B

•States through Statehood or a more distant .one similar to-that I

being discussed with Micronesia at the present."

• !The report also recommends the return of land holdings

not necessary to the national security interest. It further re- B
l

commends that, as in thecases of Micronesia and the Marianas,

administratively secured documents be raade available to Guam plan- I

ners on present and future military needs so as to aid them in

a more effective plannifig for future developments on the island, i

Finally, the commission recommended the creation of an ad hog l
l

committee to review fully United States military presence on

Guam. I

The Guam Commission report, however, had little impact

• !even in Guam itself. 0nly fifty copies Were distributed. More-

over, coming just prior to the 1974 elections, the report_was I

-greeted cautiously by politicians. Future.action on the report

• .|is-uncertain, especially given the defeat of the cnairman of the

Status Co_ni_sion in the 1974 elections. However, it appears

unlikely that Guam will let the status question rest for very

long. Within a month after his inauguration, the newly elected _
|

governor of Guam (a brother of the defeated Guam Status Commis-

sion member) rai.sed Guam's status with Interior officials in I

Washington. I

I
• !



I
Opposition of Guam's Congressional Delegate

I Although the Guam Status Commission gained little atten-

i tion in Guam and in Washington, the island concerns have been
brought to the attent±on of Congress. Guam's delegate to Congress

I watched relatively silently as the Marianas negotiations progressed.

Finally, on February 4, 1974, Guam Delegate Won Pat expressed

I Guam's outrage.on the floor of the United States House of Repre-

i sentatives: "To accord these individuals a political status higher
than that now accorded Americans in the United States Virgin

I Islands or Guam ... is a• grave trespass on the boundaries of the

union which exists between territorial Americans and their coun-

I terparts in the fifty states." Won Pat went on to say that by

i promising the residents of the Northern Marianas "a degree 0f _
political autonomy far greater than that presently enjoyed by

I the American citizens of Guam, the United States may well have

created an effective impediment to.reunification for the fore-

I seeable future."

i Won Pat didn't _ _-_ _'_- _^-_ ..... _^-_ ............

_h±_1_ _i_ _u_-_h_-_ _._-±_i_ w_u even to

discuss reunification with Guam since its level of political au-

I tonomy is far below that being offered.the Marianas. "It comes

as no small shock to our people," said Won Pat, "to see the United

I States readily, even eagerly, offer our neighbors to the north

a host of privileges which we on Guam do not enjoy." He concluded

that "whatever the needs--whether real or imagined--of the Penta-

I gon in the western Pacific, the willin_ness of Washington to

l
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!
deal so generously with non-citizens while denying their, fellow:

Americans equal treatment can only be viewed with suspicion and l

resentment by the people of Guam." n

!Guam is particularly disturbed because there was no offi-

cial response to Guam's status initiatives. Won Pat asked Pres- l

ident Nixon to set up a Status Commission for Guam, pointing out

!the Puerto Rican and Micronesian precedents, and stating that

"as citizens of a free democracy, the people of Guam are only

asking that their positions within the framework of this great [

country be reviewed and improved." But the White•, House took [

no action, instead, Department of the Interior officials offered

to meet with Guam representatives. Guamanians remarked bitterly: I

"The Micronesians got to negotiate with a Personal Representa-

tive of the President; all we got was Stan Carpenter [Director .I

of Interior's Office of Terri%orial Affairs]. ''3 I

Less outspoken than Delegate Won Pat but making essen-

tially the same point was the delegate from the Virgin Islands I

"who in late 1974 told a hearing of the House Subcommittee on [
Territories that he too was concerned that the Marianas was get-

ring greater advantages than the United States gave the _irgi_ l

Islands.

•. I I

..... Other-Territories '

!American negotiators do not believe the prQvisions of

the Draft Compact with Micronesia set precedents for Puerto Rico.

!
!
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The argument is that the Compact does not app!y to a territory

I over which the United States has soverleignty, and States has
theUnited

sovereignty over Puerto Rico. Using this logic, only the Marianas

I Covenant could have precedential implications for Puerto Rico.

i On the other hand, Puerto Ricans, who already resent the provi-
sions of some United States laws that Puerto Rico is "a territory

| "of the United States, consider their "fr@e association" status
4

the same as Micronesia's and have cited the Draft Micronesian

I Compact in their effort to achieve improvements in Puerto Rico's

i status. Such improvements, they argue, are necessary if Puerto
Rico's present status is to remain viable. From the Puerto Rican

I point of view, at least three for Puerto Rico would
changes re-

sult from the Micronesia Compact. They are:

I I. Wider latitude in foreign affairs would include _

i associate membership and, in some cases, full membership in Uni-
ted Nations agencies and other international organizations.

! .It also includes specific consultation and approval Of interna-

tional agreements with major impact on Puerto Rico.

t- 2. The riNht to unilaterally alter its relationship

i with the United States, even though there is no Serious consid-
eration currently being given such an action.

t 3. Complete control over internal affairs, leaving only

foreign affairs, defense, and other areas explicitly agreed on

I to the United States. This is not presently the case _ Under

i Section 9 of the Federal Relations Act, "Statutory laws of the

!
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United States not locally inapplicable ooo shall ha_/e the same

force and effect in PuertoRico as in the United States."
[]

If, on the other hand, one takes the view of United States
m

officials and looks upon Puerto Rico's free ass ociation as dif- I

ferent from the free association of the Micronesian Compact, then []
J

only the Marianas Covenant contains possible precedents for Puerto

!Rico. It is, for example, most important to amend Section 9

of the Puerto Rico Federal Relations Act so that laws passed by
n

the United States Congress will be applicable to Puerto Rico only I

if Puerto Rico is specifically mentioned. Similarly, a commission
[]

with a Puerto Rican majority should _.........rev ..... u==e_t United States

laws and recommend those which should be applicable to Puert$ I

Rico. Although Puerto Rico allows foreign ownership of land,

they may wish to control future alienation of land. Other pos- I

sible precedents of the Covenant are control over immigration,

customs, excise taxes, and the opportunity to negotiate with

the federal government_ particularly the military, over the amount I
i

"and cost of land it uses.

• |The specific pr'ecedents for Guam, the Virgin Islands,
/

a_d-Am_rican Samoa are similar to those_for Puerto Rico when []

Puerto Rico is looked upon as a territory under United States _

sovereignty..However , precedents are more far-reaching for these .- . . _ I

three territories which do not already have the relatively ad-

vanced status held by Puerto Rico. Some •of the precedents for _

Guam, the Virgin Islands, and American Samoa are: protection •
|

I
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I o ..

against land alienation; the right to negotiate the natur_ of

I their relationship, if any, with the United States; the right

to write, adopt, and amend their own constitution and laws; the

I ability to negotiate land usage; restrictions on the applicabil-

I ity of United States laws; control over such areas as customs_

excise taxes, and immigration; the right to establish a supreme

I court; deletion of the requirement to submit a report to the

i Secretary of the Interior or to the Congress; deletion of the
right of Congress to annul legislation; and long-term authoriza-

I tions of a specific commitment of funds.
The precedents listed above are a few of the items which

I governments of United States territories might cite as being pro-

vided the Marianas and currently unavailable to already established

| territories. Not all of the above will be equally important in

I each territory. But on the whole, the desire for changes
United States territories, in the wake of the Marianas Covenant

I and the Micronesian Compact, is an indication that the United

States has yet to develop a stable, lon_-term relationship with

I its offshore possessions.

I It is strange that this should be so thirty years after
the United States had championed "self-determination" in the

i United Nations Charter. The simple truth is that the United

States has always been reluctant to admit that it, just like

I Britain, France and Portugal, has colonies. But Britain, France,

i and now Portugal have largely succeeded in adjusting their

i .

!



relations with the territories over which they ruled. In the I

long term they may have •been fortunate that they recognized a I

colony as a colony and that those colonized put up resistance

to contlnued foreign rule. " " I

I

]

]

"'" I

" I

I

]

]
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Footnotes Chapter Vll

I i. Unlike the Micronesian Status Commission, the Guama-

i nians apparently looked upon "commonwealth" in the same way as
Puerto Rico, that is, as a "free associated state." The Spanish

I language name for the "Commonwealth of Puerto Rico" is Estado"

Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico.

I 2. Ironically, while the Puerto Ricans worked hard to

i chieve this status, they now complain that there is no mechan-
ism in the United States government to coordinate Puerto Rican

I interests. There is a White House staff person responsible for

" including Puerto Rico, but this isall "territories,

I not adequate.

I 3. In a letter dated May 15, 1975, Guam delegate Won
Pat made a similar request to President Ford. On May 22, 1975,

I Won Pat informed his constituents by newsletter that he was draft-

ing legislation to form a Select Committee to recommend "a more

| relevant Federal Territorial Relations Act" for Guam.

i . . n±___VuaL1d the Inter-

4 See W i._I_"".......± Riesman, _u_-tu

national Process: New Roles in Association (Washington: Ameri-

i can Society of International Law, 1975). See also statements

by Jose Cabranes before the 1973 annual meeting of the American

i Society of International Law and the University of Texas Law

School, December 4, 1974; and the presentation of Puerto Ricanl
Governor Hernandez-Colon on April 27, 1974, before the Ad Hoc

i Advisory Group on Puerto Rico.

!
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.Told that Puerto Rico was being called a United States F

"territory" _n order to differentiate it from a free• associated I
Micronesia, a leading authority of Puerto Rico wrote the author:

"It should be reiterated that the orthodo_ U.S. and Puerto Rico

position concerning the Commonwealth status of the island is that

it ceased to be a 'territory' on July 25, 1952. If there are in- I _

deed federal officials who continUe to claim that Puerto Rico's I
status is that of a 'territory' they are persons quite unwilling

to publicly state their views. If they did, any such statement I

would be of great interest to me personally, to 3 million Puerto

IRicans and to the Committee of 24 of the U. N _ General Assembly,

where the U. S. has argued for a generation that Puerto Rico" I
is not a 'territory' It seems quite clear that the unnamed

federal officials to which reference is made cannot publicly I

argue out of both sides of their mouths. They must choose to

characterize Puerto Rico as a 'territory' (i.e., an outright I

colony) or as something else--namely, an 'autonomous political I
entity' freely associated with the U.S. (General Assembly Resolu-

tion 748 (VII) of 1953_)" i _

'° 4 _ I

• I/

I

!
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Chapter VIII

I Congress and Micronesia

I I don't object to spending money

I over there, but what I object to
is the hypocrisy which this country

I has...in its relationship to Micronesia,

making these people expect something

I which they can't have--independence.

I --Wayne. Aspinall

I The Tmusteeship Agreement had its roots in firmly-held

anti-coionialistsentiments in the executive branch, particularly

I within the White House and the Department of State. President

i Truman thought the Trusteeship Agreement between the United
States and the United Nations Security Council sufficiently impor-

I tant to seek approval in both the House and Senate, instead of in

the Senate only, as required by the Constitution in the case of

I treaties. The agreement was approv@d on July 18, 1947, but in

!

!
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Congress as in the American military establishment, the American I

draft plan for trusteeship was viewed as a legitimization for

.territorial expansion rather than as a new approach to. the I

development of dependent areas.. Throughout twenty-five years I
of involvement with Micronesia, Congress would.assert its

territorial imperative to Micronesia, would deal with the &rea I

as if it had no international significance except strategic,

and Would assign legislation regarding Micronesia to committees I

which dealt solely with domestic issues. I
Attempts had been made to annex the territory. In 1945,

Congr@ssman F. Edward H_bert introduced a resolution declaring I

it the sense of the Congress that the United State retain

"permanent possession" of all islands captured from Japan. '" I

Similarly, in an August, 1945 report, the House Subcommittee on I
Paclfic bases of the Committee on Naval Affairs stated that the

United States "should take outright the Japanese mandated islands." I

Others in Congress had more grandiose ideas. Congressman James

IJ. Delaney proposed an "American commonwealth Of nations" consists.

ing of the British Caribbean islands, the Galapa_os, Baja Ca!i- i
fornia (which he felt could be taken-from Mexico), and Micronesia.

/

-- |The delegate from the Territory of Haw_aii, Joseph Farrington,

Whose elderly widow would become director of Interior's Office

of Territories in-_1969, SuggSsted that "the territorial formula I

which had proved so successful in the development of our country I
through more than 150 years can ... be readily adapted to

I
!

!
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l the vast new areas of the Pacific." The views of Congress were

consistent with public expressions at the time: in 1944 with

l the island-to-island battles fresh in their minds, 60 per cent

of Americans surveyed told the Gallup organization that the
United States should retain possession of Micronesia.

l When the Trusteeship Agreement was presented to congress

for approval, little was said about the United States capability

I to assist Micronesian social, economic, and political development.

l Little was said which would lead any Congressman to think that

the agreement gave the United States less than unquestioned

l control of the islands Such was congressional opposition to

any status short of outright control that emphasis on United

States obligations was non-existent. Senator Byrd of Virginia,

l for example, said that it would be absurd to consider placing

the Pacificbases Under trusteeship when the Soviet

i Union was extending its sovereignty over the Kur!ie ilands,

Islands. In trying to win approval of the Trusteeship

I Agreement, even Congressmen sympathetic to the developmental

.[ goals off trusteeship went out of their way to assert t_hat the

plan guaranteed unquestioned American control of Micronesia.

l Congressman Fulton, floor chairman of the bill, stated that the

Trusteeship Agreement would "establish United States control on

a regular basis. Congressman Mike Mansfield, who had visited

l t_e area in 1946, encouraged approval of the agreement on the

grounds that it would "give us the kind of title to the new

!

!
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Territory of the Pacific that we should have and which we have l

earned." The American veto power over any change in Micronesia,s

status, along with provisions allowing'mi_itary use of the

6slands and the right to restrict access, were.seen-as guarantors., I

of American ownership.

• !' The United Nations had little choice but to approve any

United States decision on disposition of theislands. An investi- i
gat.ive report submitted by Mike Mansfield to the Congressional

Record quoted John Foster Dulles informing the United Nations l

Trusteeship Council that even if the American draft Trusteeship -.

lAgreement was rejected by the United Nations, the islands would

remain under United States control. In less polite terms, it l
was a "take it or leave it" situation. Amidst these circumstances

the-Trusteeship Agreement was approved by the Congress--and then l

only after Admiral Nimitz and General Eisenhower had testified

that the agreement fully.protected American defense interests. I

Even prior to approval of the Trusteeship Agreement,_ some l
in the executive branch questioned the emphasis on United States

security interests. This took the form of a bureaucratic struggle l

between State and Defense over whether Micronesia should be an-

" !
hexed or placed under the proposed Trusteeship system; and between

the Interior.. , Department and the Navy over which agency should "'_" l

administerthe islands. On September 28, 1945, Acting Secretary

of the Interior Abe Fortas wrote to President Truman outlining l

Interior'sargument for civilian administration of all United

• |
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States territories, including Micronesia:

I By maintaining_naval administration of Samoa and

• Guam, the United States has had the dubious dis-

tinction of being the only Pacific power which

I governs an inhabited colonial area as a mere _.
.- appurtenance of-a military base... This is not,

I I believe, a distinction which the American

people will justify at a time when enlightened

H opinion, at home and abroad, demands expert

i attention to the progress of dependent people.•
In May of 1947,1_Secretary of Interior J.A. Krug returned from a

I trip to Micronesia and recommended to President Truman that at

the conclusion of the Trusteeship Agreement then under consider-

I ation, the United States should ask Congress to "define the

I civil rights and political status of the islanders in their new
• relationship to. the United States .... It is vital that by act

! of Congress we guarantee these people the maximum degree practical

of the civil liberties and basic freedoms enjoyed by United

I States citizens." In response to Krug's recommendation, Truman

asked the Department of State to draw up an organic act for the

I Trust Territory.

I Legislation to define the political status of Micronesia

reached Congress on May 21, 1948, (S.J. Res. 221) and was

I referred to the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

Committee _nd the House Subcommittee on Interior and Insular

i
i
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Affairs, then a part of the House Public Lands Committee. On l

the same day, a special joint committee to study Organic

legislation for United States territories was'proposed. But l

while that special joint committee was established and proceeded

to consider organic legislaton for Guam and Anlerican Samoa _,

the proposed organic legislation for Microneisa was left to l

the interior committees, which gave it no consideration. This

was a foretaste of the course which Congress would pursue on l

all legislation regarding Micronesia's status for the following I
twenty-five years.

"Congress," in the Micronesian situation, would come to l

mean the interior committees. The House and Senate interior

committees are domestically-oriented, and since they deal with l

issues such as natural resources, parks, grazing lands and l
recreational areas, they traditionally attract a predominantly

western membership. Energy and environmental problems of the l

seventies have resulted in some membership changes; however,

earlierinterio.r cTQmrnittee members tended tO represent areas

which obtained statehood in the western expansion of the United _ |
States and were inclined toward annexation as a solution to

f

_territorial problems. Increasingly, _licronesia became, the special l

interest of westerners. (Micronesia is also an opportunity for

• !western patronage. The last two_ High Commissioners, Norwood _

and Johnston, are Hawaiians.) These western representatives l
often have at least a minimal amount of economic concern since

!

!
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West Coast companies havesome chance of winning government

l contracts inMicronesia, Guam and American Samoa. Finally,

many members of the interior committees share a general distrust

l of, perhaps distaste for, the United Nations, especially now

l that the United States votes constantly On the losing side,
on many issues.

I .Exit Foreign Affairs

l The direct involvement of the Senate. Committee on Foreign
Relations and the" House Committee on Foreign Affairs in Micro-

i •nesian matters terminated with the approval of the Trusteeship

Agreement and the subsequent decision to assign civilian respon-

l sibility for Micronesia to the Department of the Interior. The

l Senate Committee on Foreign Relations exercised responsibility
only for the approval of American representatives to the United

l In fact, the involvement of the
Nations Trusteeship Council.

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations has been so minimal that"

| "during the confirmation hearing for Eugenie Andersonas Ambassador

l to the United Nationa Trusteeship Council i_ _c_, o^.-_

_U_, _ _

,i

...... _ulbright,. long-time chairman o_ the committee, asked _hether

i _he U_i _d S_a _ hald a full _l_ad _ni_ra_Or in one of _hose

_r_s__er_ri_ories, St_ll la_er_ _he l Senate Co_i_ _l_l on _oreign

1

! Relations passed up the opportunity to consider the Micronesian

I War Claims Agreement between the United States and JaPan, leaving
that task to the Senate Interior Committee. On the House side,

| -.

i . •
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the Committee on Foreign Affairs showed similar lack of interest, I

although that committee did consider the war claims measure. The

International Relations Committee action, ho_ever, was probsbly I

more attributable to the active interest of Congressman Donald

'" " " " I

Fraser, Chairman of-the Subcommittee on International Organi-

zations, than to a conscious effort by the full committee to I

consider Micronesia as a foreign affairs rather than a domestic

question. I

St is an irony of history that in its foreign policy on I
dependent territories] the United States was one of the foremost

advocates of decolonization and international oversight, except n

for the small dependent island areas of its own responsiblity.

Moreover, the selection of the Interior Department to administer N

Micronesia was meant to emphasize the broad civilian, as opposed n
to the military aspects, of the American presence. Yet, the conclusion

Iof the Trusteeship Agreement and the change from military to

civilian administration actually'resulted in decreased concern

for international oversight and decreased involvement by those

responsible for international_,L affairs:_ the Dep_rtment of State i
and the legislative committees on foreign affairs.

f

mThere was little evidence of _ongressional concern over

the poor development in Micronesia. During the fifties, Congress

appropriated-less than $6 m_llion annually for adminis- .... I

tr_tion and capital improvement in the far-flung territory. In I
Micronesia's schools, pencils had to be chopped in half to

I
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! increase the supply, and during the entire decade the many

i unqualified Microneisan teachers were backed up by only one
qualified American teacher Yet one former Congressman, even

I now, is inclined to think that the fifties were a golden age

of American administration in Microneisa. "Del Nucker," said

Congressman Wayne Aspinall, "was the best High Commissioner we

i ever had...he ran a better ship with four or five million
dollars than we've donesince."

I In the absence of pressure from the executive branch,

from the American public_ from the international community or

I •from the Micronesians themselves, Congress took no initiative

i for action in Micronesia. However, other territories over which
the United States had sovereignty did receive attention, parti-

I cularly in regard to their political status. Hawaii and Alaska

attained statehood; Puerto: Rico became a commonwealth; and Guam

1 and the: Virgin Islands were organized into largely autonomous

I political units.
As noted earlier, "considerable dissatisfaction and

I discontent" among the Micronesians, reported by a highly critical

United Nations Visiting Mission in 1961, along with the acceleration

I of decolonization,, shook the executive branch and the Congress

i from self-assured apathy. President Kennedy responded by . _
requesting an appropriation of $17.5 million in 1963 for

I the Trust Territory. In 1963, Wayne Aspinall, RePresentative

from Colorado, who•had become House Interior Committee chairman

I ........

I
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in 1959, introduced a bill calling for increased appropriations I

for the "economic and social development of the Trust Territory Iz

of the Pacific Islands." M_chigan Congressman Gerald Ford

opposed Aspinall's presentation, saying, "The initiation of I

such a program at a relatively small amount per year is only

.the kick-off for an ever-expanding, never-ending program." But I

the bill passed since, as with most Micronesian bills referred I
by the committee, no significant floor opposition was encountered.

Congress soon authorized $15 million, eventually increasing to I

$60 million in 1972.

" The next United Nations Visiting Mission, in 1964, prodded I

t_e I UnitedIStaItesIgovernment and Congress, in partiI_lar_ _o_a rd |
_r_heI_ aotion. Senator Bar_le_ t of th e Senate Territorial and

_nsular Affairs Subcommittee submitted the report of the chairman I
ofthe Visiting Mission to the Senate.. "The territory is now

moving and the hum of activity can be heard throughout Micronesia," IP

Visiting Mission chairman Frank Corner of New Zealand said: I
"The territory is reaching the point of political breakthrough;

and this makes it possible to face up to the question of the i

self-determination of Micronesia as a real rather than a

hypothetical issue." The United Nations team had observed I

political restlessness among the Micronesians and perhaps I
realized that the United States had no internal mechanism for

thel consideration of Micronesia's political status. The United I

Nations report went on to apply pressure directly to the Congress

!
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which, it said, "has immense power for good or .ill over the

I evolution of Micronesia in the period immediately ahead."

Congress had treated the question of the self-determination of

! Micronesia as a hypothetical rather than a real issue; now it

i was being warned to. consider the issue in real terms.
But Congress did not respondto, the United Nations

l _.isiting Mission .suggestion, just as in 1963it had not responded

to thesecond major initiative of the Kennedy administration,

l the appointment_of the Solomon Committee. More specifically,

i Interior Committee Chairman Aspinall looked upon the United
Nati.ons reports, as meddling and saw the Solomon group as the __

I first of a.series of efforts, to by-Pass--and criticize if it could

nofi by-pass--the Interior Depar_menfi and his committee. The

I Solomon Report showed li_t.leconcern for congressional, sensitivities;

l it did not deal with the practical problems likely to confront .
Congress. Aspinall, for example, had his own ideas about the

I .evolutionary.advancement of AmeriCan territories, and the --

self-governing pplitical status thought to have been-recommended

l by Solomon did not set well with Aspinall. To Aspinall, status

. was determined by a long evolutianary process; Micronesia might _
be "ready" in fifty years. According to a State. Department

I official, in a hearing on Micronesia closed to the public,

Wayne Aspinall told State: "As far as status goes, the Trusfi .

I Territory is on the bottom, Americah Samoa is next, Guam and the

i Virgin Islands are above it, and Puerto. Rico is on toP. What

!
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you guys at State. want to do is take the bottom one on the list I

and put it on top." Solomon, said Aspinall, "messed up things I
because he set up certain unapproachable goals and this has

• Icaused some difficulty." Interior's cautious reaction to

Solomon's recommendations was largely a reflection of congressional

views, particularly those of Aspinall and other senior members I

of his Committee. Aspinall believed that neither his committee I
nor Interior needed to be told how to run Micronesia. Aspinall

voiced his views over the years at hearings of the House Sub- I

committee. Unfortunately, the full story may never be told;

subcommittee hearings at which Micronesia's future was discussed I

were closed to the public. I

Congressional Proposals I
The movement of Congress from a period in which Micronesia

was left unattended to a period in which questions about Micro- 1

nesia were to be confronted was not an easy process. The process

took from 1963 to 1970, seven very important years in the

political development of Micronesia. Wayne Aspinall presided i
over these years, with virtually complete control over his

ICongress, but very little control over the forces at work in

Micronesia.

Some in Congress noticed uneasiness in Micornesia, I

particularly those members from the new Pacific state, Hawaii..I
In 1965, Senator Hiram Fong of Hawaii proposed that Micronesia

be incorporated into the state of Hawaii. He mentioned the dream I

I

I



of Kalakaua, .a Hawaiian monarch who ruled from 1874-1891, of a

I confederation including most of the islands in the Pacific.

i It was time, said Fong, for the United States to consider
Micronesia's status since there had been significant progress

I toward "political maturity and development toward tl_e goal of

self-government." Fong warned, "If the-Gnited States fails to

I take the in,itiative in helping to determine t'he permanent political

i status of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, the
increasingly rapid liquidation of colonialism will heighten the

I mood of intolerance in the UnitedNations toward the remnants

of anything-even faintly resembling that practice." "It would

I be ironic," the Senator ventured, "in view of our self-proclaimed

i nti-colonlal tradition, that as this final chapter is written
on the era of colonialism, our own policies should come under.

I the harsh criticism of world opinion."

Statehood for such a scattered and small population was

I untenable,. Fong thought,, but in union with the state of Hawaii,

the interests of the _icronesians, he said, "would be fully

I
protected. They would be first-class American citizens, with _

I all the rights., privileges, and immunities conferred upon them

by the Constitution and the laws of the United States." Hawaii,.

I Senator Fang added, "shares many of the cultural, ethnic, and

historical traditions of the Micronesia territory." The bill

I failed.In committee, but Fong is said to. believe .that his bill

1 was successful in calling the attention of Congress to the issue

I

I



of Micronesian status at a time when no one was sufficiently I
concerned.

Senator Fong soon realized that the subcommittees which H

handled territories, particularly in the House, helped to prevent

congressional action in Micr0nesia's future status. Thus, on H

April 27, 1967, the Hawaii Senator presented a resolution to H
establish a bipartisan Joint Committee of the Congress on Overseas

Insular Areas to "make a full and Complete study and investi- I

gation of the relationship, present and future, _of island areas

with t_e United States, and to report to Congress its findings I

and recommendations." The proposed committee, composed of I

six members of each house, was to consider political status

questions in the American territories • of Guam, American Samoa, B

the Virgin Islands, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the H
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. But Fong's proposal

died a predictable._ death:' it was referred to the Interior H

and _nsular Affairs Committees.

After a 1968 Visit to Micronesia, .Congresswoman Patsy B

Mink of Hawaii introduced legislation providing for an organic i
act for Micronesia. Convinced of the islands' strategic impor-

tance, Mink thought a plebiscite as early as 1972, as proposed I

by President Johnson, was too soon and would be a "serious

error." The enactment of an organic act, she felt, would I

"assure that the determination of political status will be viewed B
wi_h favor and will result overwhelmingly for a permanent

f'" H
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I association with the United States." No action was taken on

Congresswoman Mink's legislation in 1968 nor in 1969, when she

reintroduced it.

I In 1969, a number of congressmen,' expressed concern over

the political status of Micronesia by supporting a bill drafted

I by the Johnson administration. On March 25, Congressman Clement

J. Zabl0cki of Wisconsin told Congress that the Congress of

I Micronesia had passed and sent to the United Nations one resolu-

I tion condemning United States stewardship of the islands and

another asking the Sovieb Union to. "present" its form of govern-

I ment to. the people of Micrones_a. These resolutions, Zablocki

i asserted, "were intended to shock the United States into taking
defini.t_i:ve action on the status of the Pacific Islands."

I Introducing President Johnson's bill to establish a study commis-

sion on status, Zablocki said_ "The people of that area are

-I •demanding to be heard. They wish to be released from the

i political limbo, in which they now findthemselves. If given a
choice, l. have no doubt that the great majority of Micronesians

I will choose close association with the United States."

Also in 1969, Congressman Jonathan Bingham of New York,

I whose interest in Micronesia stemmed from his term as United

States Ambassador to the United Nations Trusteeship Council from

I 1960-1962,. reintr.oduced the administration bill he had first '

I proposed in 1967 toIset up a commission of Americans and

Micronesians to give the Micronesians a chance to express their

I

I
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preferences on the status question. The bill was supported by g

a companion bill in the Senate introduced by Senator Quentin
m

Burdick, chairman of the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs : H

Subcommittee on Territories. .In 1967 Bingham had said that

.!
there could be no guarantee that the islanders would reject

independence in a plebiscite, but the urgency of the status l

question required taking such a risk. Now, Bingham looked
n

back on two years of inaction on the status question and asserted D

that passage of his 1967 legislation "might have precluded the• !
build-up of pressures." Bingham thought there was still a chance

of establishing a close and permanent relationship between I

Micronesia and the United States and that the risks of a full
m

range of choice on a plebiscite were worth taking. "Complete B

independence," said Bingham, "is not likely to be an appealing
l

prospect for the Micronesians." An organic act, as proposed by

• !Congresa_.man Patsy Nink, would help Micronesia, Bingham acknow-

ledged, but .it was not .enough by itself. The United States had
m

to investigate the question of Micronesia's permanent political

status, i
On September 30, 1969, the House received a bill, intro-

duced by Congressman Lloyd Meeds, which offered both _'fiederal l

relations (organic)act and a method for the self-determination

of Micronesians. _ntil the proposed convention produced a

constitution acceptable to the Micronesian pe0ple, Micronesia H

would be an unincorporated territory of the United States, with

[]
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i • , o ....a bill of rights, an _lected bicameral legislature,'.and a

i chief executive appointed by the President. In introducing the
bill, Congressman Meeds stated, "Micronesians do not want to be

I tudied for another twentylfive years. They want and need

action now."

We have already traced elsewhere the bureaucratic stuggle

_hich preceded President Johnson's 1967 request for a commission

i to consider Micronesia's future status so that a plebiscite

i could be held no later than June 30, 1972. Interior had attached

particular importance to involving Congress in any status recom-

i mendations, but Interior's efforts to involve the Congress

i were frustrated by the Congress itself. According to a former
Interior official, the Johnson commission proposal had been

i discussed with Congressman Aspinall prior to_ its submission and,

although he had no love for commissions, Aspinall had agreed

I that a joint legislative-executive commission would be an

i appropriate way.to approach the status question. But, when the
bill finally reached Capitol Hill, the official complained,

i Aspinail acted as if he had never heard of it and it never

received a committee hearing in the House.

i Aspinall, who chaired the full Interior and Insular

Affairs Committee, felt that no changes should be made in

I
Micronesia's status and that to promise the Micronesians a

I status other than something like that of Guam or, more probably,

the lesser status of American Samoa, was foolhardy. He had blocked

i ......
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I
all previous legislation on Micronesia's future political status D

andwas not about to let this one pass, even though it was

lendorsed by President Johnson. Johnson's endorsement, Aspinall

told an interviewer four years later, •did not amount to much. i
"He didn't know anything about the Micronesian situation. He _

was just advised by some of his advisors that this would be a H

way to sweep it •under the rug for a while." No action was taken

on the legislation in 1967, and when Johnson sent the same I

legislation to Congress in 1968, the wiley old Colorado repre- D
sentative argued that Lyndon Johnson was a-lame duckiand a new

President should be given the •opportunity to decide his own B

policy. In fact, however, Aspinall was unalterably opposed to

the legislation, i

_nterior officials believed the bill would have passed H
on the floor of the House. But the House structure and its

beneficiary, Aspinall, blocked the House from considering the H

bill, and any bill like it. Throughout his chairmanship,

fJ _ "7 B

Aspinall firmly held that the status question should !never be

considered, and in late 1973 he still felt that neither the i
Johnson administration nor the Nixon administration ever really

intended that the status of the Micronesians should be worked D

out "Johnson," Aspinall said, "understood that the decision

couldn't be made. Therefore, the way to postpone it was...to H

study it. Nobody has ever done anything except study and survey." B
Exactly what Patsy Mink in 1968 and Lloyd Meeds in 1969

!
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feared might happen Was Chat the question of status would be

I merely studied. They hoped, in presenting proposals for Organic

acts and constitutional conventions that positive action would

I be taken and decisions would be made. Aspinall told an inter-

i viewer that Lloyd Meeds' Federal Relations Act was Justifiably
ignored, since Meeds was "a new congressman....He'd only been

I in there t_o years, maybe." Actually, Meeds and Mink had been

in Congress for about five years. Aspinall's power dramatizes
i

l the perils of a seniority system that allows one man to determine

i that so many proposals be forfeited. The views of members of
his own committee--Mink, Heeds, and Bingham--were lost and belit-

I tied as "premature."

Similarly, Aspinall's negative attitude toward foreign

I affairs was in itself a barrier-to congressional consideration

i of _icronesiats international significance. He was always
unimpressed with the State Department and their Concern for

I ° "

the United Nations "I don't care about the State Department,

he t01d an interviewer, "if I know the State Department, they
m

I don't give a damn either [about Micronesia]...There's more double

i talk that goes on in the State Department than anywhere else in
government.." On one occasion just prior to a hearing, he went '

I_ up to the-United States representative to the Trusteeship Council

and warned against alleged State Department efforts to "interfere"

I with Interior's administration of Micronesia. United Nations

._ Visiting Missions did not move him either. "I've seen the way the

|
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opposition gangs up on us...t_z_ _"_ a team _ ..... _ _^-^ _^

!look and see what. we're doing. Then it always ends up that we

do whatever we think is best, We always listen to their advice.
i

But we always do whatever we thlnk is best for those islands." I

.... What Wayne Aspinall Thought Best I

Actually, what was done was what Wayne Aspinall thought

best. Until his leadership was thwarted--in the committee in I

1970 and in his district in 1972,-he determined a foreign policy I

that was no less than colonial.

Aspinall had arrived in Congress immediately after the I

Trusteeship Agreement was passed and had watched Micronesia ii
longer (1948-1972)than any member of the subcommittee, always

Insisting that the United States had to retain control over the I

islands. "I came to the conclusion," he told an interviewer,

"that what is left open to them is the same status that we have _I

had throughout all our history as £ar as areas such as that are I
concerned, and that's a territory--an unincoprorated territory."

"There is no such thing as independence unless you can support i

it," he said, and "we_ve_ got to have those islands."

He was aware, of t_e United States obligation under the I

Trusteeship. Agreement to promote politicai development but was I
concerned that United States actions toward that end produced

political thinking which did not adhere to his plan: "There ,I

was too much emphasis placed on politics," he said. "People

grew up with the idea that they must participate in politics." I

!
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I His attitude toward the C0ngress of Micronesia followed this

reasoning: "I offered no objection at all _o the establishment _

I of the Micronesian legislature_, but I didn't expect it to go _

I into the operations it's going into. Since it was established
it has produced the political ambitions of leaders who are

I playing with another nation's money." Aspinall never saw the

trusteeship as an experiment in funding a backward area while

allowing it free expression of its political desires. Rather, he

I saw Micronesia as a territory won by the United States and never
to be accorded sovereignty because it was economically backward.

I Aspinall felt tha_ United Nations obligations were secondary;

when others in government made commitments to such obligations

I he felt that they were hypocritical. "I don't object to spending

I money over there, but what I object to is the hypocrisy which
this 6ountry has...in its relationship to Micronesia, making

I these people expect something which they can't have--independence."

When the executive branch began negotiations with

I Micronesia, Congress was still unable to make the distinctions

I that understanding Micronesia's unique status required. To
Wayne Aspinall, who felt that everyone "strong" recognized

I Micronesia's inability for self-government, various status

•. proposals were merely efforts to pacify the Micronesians. When

I asked by an interviewer whether he favored a free association

I proposal, Aspinall replied: "I don'_ know. This is what we've

been doing under different nomenclature--and why? Why are we

!
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doing it? We haven't got _he guts to come to-'a decision as to I

what we want to do, and Why we can't let go." If the United I
States had guts, in Aspinall's view, it would realize the inevit-

ability and necessity of a territorial status for Micronesia. !
The Interior Department had taken over administration of"

I
the islands because it was felt a ciwilian agency would look out

for the rights of the Micronesian people and make basic improve- .I
ments unhampered by military intentions for the use of the

islands. _n the interior commfttees_,_ it might have been thought I

that the rights and advantages of the Micronesian people Would I
be the prime objective also, but observation revea!s that at

least onpolitical status, primary concern for the isiands in I
the con_mittee was based on an interest in protecting the strategic

value of the area. We cannot lead the Micronesians to believe I

_a_t_e__ _e_o_-_over_n_,_or_ _o_n_, _e_e ,|
"we_ve_ got to have these islands--for military purposes." During

Aspinall's chairmanship, the Interior committee adhered, as did I
the Department of the Interior, to the advice of the Defense

Department, at leaston the status question. Aspinall himself i
echoed the Defense Department's fall-back theory. When asked I
if South Korea, Thailand, Taiwan, the Philippines could not support

United States defense commitments, Aspinall replied, "If we're I
honest, we'll leave those other places." Asked why Micronesia

should carry the weight of United States needs, he replied, I
"Because it's ours," (His emphasis.) Micronesia, in his view, I

I
I
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is ours because off our strategic interest, and strategic because

l it's ours.

"We're just not about to give them up," he said. "You

l don't continue to keep on fooling_them--give one excuse or

l another, when, in the background--and they're smart enough to
it--_ there's a war on or otherwise, they're the bufferfigure _

l zone." In no other government figure did the conflict between

our strategic interests and the stated goal of self-determination

l for the Micronesians manifest itself as clearly as in the chairman

l of the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee.
Ironically, though Wayne Aspinall wanted a territorial

l relationship between the Trust Territory and the United States,

he did much to make such a relationship impossible. He ignored _

I the small but growing independence movement in Micronesia, the

l increasingly hostile, anti-colonial attitudes in the United
Nations, the gro_ing political sophistication of Micronesian

I leaders, the development of concern in the State DePartment,

and the pressing_desire for responsiveness among members of his

l committee. He positioned himself in such a way as to bring

l all these forces to an impasse, never understanding the importance
of their momentum, and never really understanding that the only

l way the United States could protect its strategic interests

was to deal with these forces rather than to discount them.

I Aspinall remained in Congress long enough to see his

l colleagues proved correct, although he continued to think all



ipresent proposals were also "premature_" Nevertheless, by the

time the Unlted States got around to offering Micronesia a l
status similar rio Guam (mislabeled, however, a "commonwealth"),

the Micronesians had already moved on to Seek "free association." I

By 1972, the Congress o£ Micronesia passed a resolution to pursue

independence. Barring an unforeseen change, the chance for a I

legitimate plebiscite, satisfactory rio.the United Nations, I
which might have resulted in a close relationship with She United

States, had been lost. I

Despite the very severe mistakes and Setbacks caused by

Chairman Aspinall's power, something must be said for the interest I

and commitment which he gave Micronesia. He had a staffman, _ I
John Taylor, who was knowledgeable and sympathetic to Micronesia.

Aspinall devoted more of his personal concern to the area than i
any other Interior committee chairman, more than most subcommittee

chairmen. Even after he lost his grip on the committee, he ii

received, read and made lengthy notes on the negotiations within I
a day after the negotiators returned to Washington. This type

of intense interest won the respect of officials at Interior i

and Defense. It is badly needed on Capitol Hill where few

subcommittee members even find the time to attend their hearings I

on Micronesia. Few disputed or condemned Aspinall'sinterest, '1
even though they regreted his power and complete control over

Micronesia in that period. Congressman Lloyd Meeds put it I

most succinctly: "Wayne Aspinall is a man who is delightful

in many respects--tough, honest, and hard; but I blame him as i

l
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ii much as any person for the problems we've encountered in Micro-

I nesia.

. The Downfall of Wayne Aspinall
Aspinall had always maintained complete control of his

I subcommittees. Subcomm±ttee chairmen could not schedule

meetings which Chairman Aspinall could not attend. If the

I subcommitte_ chairman wanted to hold a meeting to discuss some:

i thing which Aspinall opposed, Aspinall would say that he could
•not attend, and the meeting would be postponed or cancelled.

I Aspinall sat next to the subcommittee chairman and was dominant

when he attended the meetings. One subcommittee chairman was

I recently asked if he enjoyed his position, and he replied, "At

i least now there isn't a full committee chairman sitting right
next to you." Aspinall also picked the committee and subcommittee

I staffs himself and maintained control over staff work. Finally,

Aspinall selected conferees for meetings to iron out differences

I in House and Senate legislation. Once, Lloyd Meeds fought for

I a "North Cascades bill" which he considered the biggest thing
in h_s career at •that point. It passed the House, and when it

I returned from the Senate, Aspina!l did not choose Meeds as a

conferee; people with relatively little or no concern for the

I bill decided its final text. On another occasion, Philip Burton

i excused himself from a hearing to go to the rest room. While
he was gone•, Aspinal! deleted Burton's amendments from a bill.

"I Suchpunches made bruises., .and members of the House Subcommittee

I

I
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on Territories began to consider rules, changes which would •

reduce the powers of the committee chairman.

The revolt was led by Meeds, Burton, Mink, _ and O"Hara in

• i1970. Meeds, Mink, and O'Ha.ra were veterans of another success-

fulrevolt,, the one against House Education and Labor Committee

Chairman Adam Clayton Powell over travel funds. They were also

successful in the Interior committee revolt. By the narrow H
u

margin of one Vote, subcommittees were released from having

to satisfy the chairman's schedule as long as subcommittee H

chairmen agreed to try to prevent conflicts with the schedule

of other subcommittee meetings; subcommittee chairmen were

permitted to. control their budgets and to choose their own H

staffs (the full committee budget is now an amalgam of the

subcommittee budgets); and conferees were chosen by party caucus. H

These rules changes marked a turning point in the history

H
of United States relations with Micronesia. With Aspinall's .

decline, a group of congressme_ who had been attracted to the g

subcommittee in the 1960's, who had developed an interest in and

understanding of the special significance of the Pacific trust, H

and who had spoken out on legislation responsive to. Micronesians,

assumed a larger role in Micronesian affairs. Some remnants, of

Aspinall's ideas would remain, but the House subcommittee's g

involvement in Micronesia was significantly changed under the

leadership of Philip Burton of California, a leader of the H

liberal Democratic Study Group. •
|

C
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I Wayne Aspinall was no more working
thesuccessful in with

urban voters suddenly included in his previously rural legislative

I district and he went down to defeat at the polls in 1972. The

I new chairman of the House Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, James Haley of Florida, was less autocratic. He kept

I informed on the progress of United States-Microneisa negotiations,

but left most matters to subcommittee chairman.Philip Burton,

| "who in turn allowed greater latitude" to members of his subcommittee.

I In the Senate, Henry Jackson of Washington is Chairman
of the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee. Jackson has been

I a major figure on Puerto Rican status questions, an d ,
given his

I interests in defense matters, can be expected to have a decisivevoice on Micronesian status. There is no evidence that Jackson

I was deeply involved in Micronesian status questions during the
first four years of negotiations. The Chief United States Negoti-

1 ator, Hadyn Williams, is knownl to have repeatedly sought consultation

meetings with Jackson. For two years, most of these efforts

| "were unsuccessful When Williams was successful in getting a

I meeting, he received but a few moments of the Senator's. divided
attention.

i Jackson hired the professional staff for .
Like Aspinall,

the committee. It is to the staff of the full Senate Interior

i and Insular Affalrs Committee which subcommittee chairman J. Bennett

I -Johnston turns to for information regarding Micronesia. Generaily Sena-
tors like J, Bennett Johnston himself, put Micronesia low on their list

!
!
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of priorities and Very quickly move to committeeassignments_ _ I

which have no responsibility for Micronesia. House predominance

o'n the Micronesian scene is possibly a result of numbers. With I

435 members, subcommittees,, committee assignments and chair- I
manships are scarce and therefore more desired than in the

Senate where there are only i00 members and freshmen Senators I

may instantly become chairmen of subcommittees.

The House Subcommittee on Territories

Some of the members of the House Subcommittee on Terri- I

tories have maintained an interest _in Micronesia for the greater

part of their careers. In fact_ no Other group of individuals I

in government has sustained such a long-term interest in the I

Trust Territory. State, Interior and Defense Officials advance

or move out, the concern of the united Nations fluctuates, and _I

Sefiatesubcommittee_ members switch to other committees, but the I
House subcommittee has maintained a relatively permanent watch.

It is an advantage that there is one institution which has the I

POtential for long-range involvement. It takes timeand experience

to understand the complexities of the Micronesia situation, i

Long-range involvement, of course, can have disadvantages, but, I
especially now when the negotiations require expert congressional

scrutiny, the interest and experience of the House subcommittee I

members is greatly needed.

The present interest developed under Wayne Aspinall, often I

out of frustration with Aspinall's policy. It developed among I

I
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representatives of stateswhich have a potential interest in good

! -relations w_th the Pacific Islands: Washington, Ca-lifornia, and ..

Hawaii: namely, Congressmen Lloyd Needs, Thomas Foley and Philipm

_ Burton and Congresswomen Patsy Mink.. In numerous interviews with

l congressmen, these four were mentioned most often as being "Micronesia
experts." They have a keen interest in the area which manifests

l itself in their proposalsfor legislation
and their willingness

to travel to Micronesia and to meet with Micronesians in Washington.

| The House. also has thebenefit of the advice of two terri-

I torial delegates. House members mention Antonio B. Won Pat of
Guam as a "Micronesia expert" because Of Guam's "proximity" to

Won Pat often refers to his "fellow Micro-
Mfcronesla, Indeed,

neslans," Both Won Pat and Ron de Lugo of the Virgin Islands

l have expressed concern about the effect of the negotiations on

l political destinies of their older, more populous territories.
The United • States-territorial relationshfp is discussed fully

I. it is important to note here that the.territorial
elsewhere, but

delegatesl who roSe-on matters before the committee are not without

l influence in hhe House subcommittee, although they are peculiarly

l su_ect .to influence by other members. Their impact .in t_e
Senate is-at best minimal, •

! Congressional Interests and Attitudes

Interest in Micronesia is not widespread in Congress. In

l " most.cases,interest has developed only through rather unique

R personal circumstances. -Hawaiians are expected to have an

| "
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interest in Micronesia because of the popular congressional I

conception that Hawaiians are the same "racial and cultural type"

as the Micronesians. A common congressional misconception is that I

Micronesians and Hawaiians are next door neighbors. A southern I
congresaman once asked Hawaii Representative Spark Matsunaga

about Micronesia: "It is out around near you, isn't it?_" I

Matsnnaga reportedly replied, "It's only 4,000 miles away."

(Actually, the Marshall Islands are 2,.070 miles from Honolulu.) I

Some congressmen developed an interest during the• war. I
Senator Henry Bellmon served on Saipan and Tinian; Congressman

William Ketchum served on Guam; and Congressman Don Fraser • served I

in the Marshalls. Congressmen Sid Yates and Jonathan Bingham

became interested during their experience as United States ;I

representatives on the United Nations Trusteeship Council. I
Additionally, Jonathan Bingham's grandparents were among the

first American missionaries in the Pacific. With an issue like I

Micronesla, which does not attract widespread concern, obscure

coincidences can make a congressman an expert on Micronesia. I

Such•coincidences do not occur often and Micronesia attracts i
little attention. Even on the House Subcommittee on Territories,

there are members who consider Micronesian questions uhimportant. I

One subcommittee member, when asked by an interviewer how important

Micronesia was to him, said that it was at the bottom of his list. I

The islands, he went on, "are merely specks in the Pacific."His [
involvement;is so peripheral that he did not even know his

I

I

• I



I colleagues: "Patsy Mink,isn't on that subcommittee, is she?"

I he asked.
Republicans are particularly uninformed about and un-

I interested in Micronesia. During negotiations seemingly there

was a tendencyto wait and see the results before making any

comment. It is quite natural for the Republicans to avoid con-

I frontations wlth a Republican administration, but it is not natural
for them to avoid, as they do, advocacy of administration proposals.

I According to United States officials, the ranking minority

member of the House Subcommittee on Territories, Don Claussen,

I in fact says nothfng in consultation sessions. Administration

I officials have dubbed them "head-nodding sessions."
This lack of interest among Republicans has meant that

I Ambassador Williams has had to deal only with a liberal congres-

siona! voice and has consequently.been encouraged to negotiate

I liberal benefits for the Micronesians. The danger is that the

I whole process will backfire if conservatives conclude, when.a
new status for Micronesia is up for congressional approval, that

I the administration has gone beyond what they assumed its limitations

would be.

I Those few who have devoted time to Micronesia expect

I to be listened to;when the time comes _ to approve the final
agreements. In fact, one of the most prominent United States

I congressmen on Micronesian affairs initially planned to rely on
L,

Congress's general apathy to facilitate approval of the agreements

!

i
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and the larse sums of money needed for them.- The Clear Impl_-

cation was" that an open and detailed debate in Congress might I

very well result in rejection of current proposals. Assuming
i

no large scale and detailed debate, the views, of those who are

concerned about Micronesia are thus acutely important, i

Status Proposals I
Some Congressmen have been quicker to discuss status

options than administrative or policY problems. Given the r wide i

range of feelings on Micronesian status, it would appear that
i

congressional debate could be lengthy and thorough when the i

proposals reach Capitol Hill, especially in the Senate. The I

administration, supported by key congressmen, may seek to avoid such
i

debate, but views on the issues seem to taking a definite shape. 'I

i

Inde)endence

IAs a status proposal to be advocated, independence was

taboo on Capitol Hill for a long time. But the first spokesman i
l

to break the taboo did so with eloquence: "What greater demon-

stration of our worth could there be," questioned Congresswoman i

Patsy Mink in the January, 1971, issue of the Texas International

Law Forum, "than an unconditional release of these people to B •

pursue their own destiny." The question was whether to give
i

the Micronesians the option of independence. Senator Lee Metcalf

advocated it "to get the question out of the way " Patsy Mink i

advocated it hoping for close United Stat@s-Micronesian relations.
m

"Such a meritorious step," she maintained, "would be the single B

thing most likely to inspire the Microneisans to choose partnership i

with our country."

I
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I congress does not want to find itself inRe position

of limiting the free expression of Micronesian aspirations. In

| a June, 1969, speech, Senator Inouye said, "It is imperative '

that all discussion beglnwith the principal question: What do

I the Micronesians want? Do they want to be completely independent?

I If so, we should exert all efforts to ensure that they achieve

independencewith all speed." Chairman Burton of the House

I Territories Subcommittee emphasizes that]the final status must

i be "whatewer they want, whether wise or stupid."While it is doubtful that Congress would now oppose, as

I it did when Aspinall was interior committee chairman, the offer

of an independence option to Microneisa, there are many congress-

I men who oppose the thought of actual independence. "l_think

there are a number of liberals who automatically assume thafi _

I independence is a good thing," Congressman Thomas S. Foley told

I an interviewer, "but independence is always sought with enthusiasm

and high expectations which are lost in normal, practical, govern-

mental functioning. The United States has a responsibility to

i the people Of Micronesia; we must not forget that."
Congressman F01ey's concern goes beyond economic consider-

I ati.ons., but there are many on Capitol Hill who argue against "

independence on economic grounds alone. "I can't see how they

I could be self-go_erning," Congressman Joseph Vigorito said -_..

in an interview. "If we withdrew our money, they would have to

!
go back to subsistence, to living off the beaches." in a hearing

!

!
!
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before the House Appropriations Subcommittee on the Interior, •

then chairwoman Julia Butler Hansen and Congressman H. Gunn

McKay warned Interior officials of the importance of finances

in establishing a new type of'government in the Trust Territory. I

"I don't care what way they go," said chairwoman Hansen, "as
m

long as they don't get disillusioned by the fiscal problems." I

And Congressman McKay added something which is often heard on _

Capitol Hill: _ "It would be pretty hard to be politically inde-

fiscally independent." Interestingly .. I
pendent if you're not

enough, an inversion of the economicargument is used by one

Republiean on the subcommitteewho opposes a close relationship

with the islands. "There is no particular advantage to a closer I
u

relationship with the islands," he says. "Puerto Rico has failed

except put more people on welfare in New York I
to accomplish much

City' and I don't see much indication of Puerto Rican love for

the relationship." ii

Free Association I
Rather than supporting independence, Congress would more

likely support free associaton--an arrangement whereby Micro- i

nesians exercise self-government with some United States • involve-

ment. Congress would probably have proposed something akin B

to "free association" even if the United States delegation •
b

l
had not developed the concept in negotiations with the Micro-

nesians.
For example, in looking back at his 1969 Micronesian- I

Federal Relations Act, Congressman Lloyd Meeds told an inter-

viewer, "They were to have total Self-government. The United

!
!
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states would handle foreign affairs and defense; otherwise, they

I were like a state." Senator Inouye's suggeston was _imilar. .

"A fair arrangement would be to give them control of all internal

I _ affairs, let them use American currency, assist them in providing

security and diplomatic relations," he told interviewers. "All

I of these things would be done, realizing it would be too costly

I for the Micronesians to do them._'

Arrangements like these satisfy most hesitancies about

I independence. Lloyd Meeds, probably the foremost advocate of

free association, has always concentrated on the development

I of an economic infrastructure and political maturity in Micronesia. •

l In an early interview, he charged that the Interior Department

had "done a very poor job of educating middle level management,

I doctors, and mechanics." Later, after a trip to Micronesia in

1974, he noticed that some success had been achieved in these

I areas. Ee _ad talMed to many Micronesians who held positions

1 which were oncefilied 0nly by Americans and who were justifiably

proud of their effectiveness_ Meeds also saw "vast improvements"

I in public works: airfields, colleges, hospitals, electric

• . generators, sewers, water catchments, ports, and highways. He

i feels we must encourage Micronesian participation in all aspects

I oflifeas we maintain a committed presence in Micronesia. In

the period of free association, he says.that the United States

I should make a major effort to assist the Micronesians. That

i : help could come in the form of direct financial support, research

I

i



" |into methods of developing capital and clarification of Micro_

nesia's ocean boundaries. Iu
While there are a significant number of congressmen who

believe that through the development of "ocean agriculture" I

Micronesla could become "the biggest pastureland in the world'S,

many are not optimistic about Micronesia's potential for economic •

development. In a late 1974 hearing Congresswoman Mink reminded I

Interior Department officials that proposed capital improvement

projects were the same ones she had heard about ten years before. Little I

had been done Others think that American money has been an

unfortunate intrusion in Micronesia, and that Micronesians'

aspirations haveincreased in a way that makes close association I

with the United States mandatorY. Senator James A. McClure

observed that when he visited the Inter-Islands High School in I

Truk in 1969 "every student had a transistor radio attached

I
to. his ear. These kids long for the outside world and are very

dissatisfied with life in the Trust Territory. They volunteer I

for the United States military service just to get away." McClure

concluded, "Until there is a dollar economy, the Micronesians I

will not be able to absorb dollars."

• !
There are other problems with "free association." Congress-

man Thomas S. Foley's primary concern is that the United States I

might be making permanent the hierarchy of Micronesians who

are presently in power. Traditional chiefs have retained a I

great deal Of power in modern Micronesia. Senator James A. McClure, _i

I
I
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traveling with Foley in 1969, tells of asking a senator of the

I Congress of.Micronesia whether he would run for re-election.

The Micronesian replied that he did not know; he had not yet

I "violatesi asked the Chief. "Traditional culture," says Foley,

almost every principle the American people have ever known. There

I .. .

is a small, able elite which would find themselves in control.

I Maybe they arenot well-motivated to• serve the interests of their

people." While many Congressmen are hesitant to try to enforce

I democratic government in Micronesia, there is the problem of the

i proper use of American money. "As long as the United States"we must •" Foley says,maintains responsibility for the islands,

I guarantee civil rights and the administration of justice, the

protection of American citizens, and the proper conduct of their

! •foreign affairs." Other congressmen object to free association

because they think it does not protect _United states strategic

Int er_s t s.

. The chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Territories,
J

_{ i J. Bennett Johnston, was startled when interviewers pointed out

...._hat the negotiations included an independence option. In his

_the area was too important strategically to allow Micronesian

.\_e_nce. Though there had been no objections at poorly

"'_e\hearings, Senators later expressed strong concern.

Defense"

_uessing about specific defense needs.

_ies, general base plans are
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well-known and are accepted "if the Micronesians want the bases." E.

in the Senate subcommittee, at least .among the present, largely
[]

conservative membership, it is assumed that base construction

is justified strategically. The Defense Department is supposed I
m

to have consulted the Armed Services Committees about new

Micronesian bases. However, in late 1974, Congressman F. Edward i

H_bert, then chairman of the House Armed Services Committee told

interviewers that neither he nor any member of his committee had

been consulted regarding plans for the multi-million dollar base i

on Tinian, a major pirt of the negotiations with the Mariana

Islands. In 1974 the Defense Subcommittee of the House Appro- i

priations Committee made an attempt to uncover military plans
m

for Tinlan and, even though it had not been asked for funds, i
i

reported: _/-_I

The Committee.wishes to advise the Department

of Defense that its actions in thfs connection '_ _

are being closely watched and that the Committee

doubts that construction of a new base complex _

can be justified so long as the United States

retains access to Ja)anese and Korean bases

In the two territorial subcommittees, the base on Tin_

has been discussed as a fait acc _rs a_sume that

development would bring badly needed economic advantage_

was a general feeling that the Marianas want the has;

so they can develop "like Guam," However, there
/

/
/
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misgivings. Senator Daniel K. Inouye has watched Micronesian

I attitudes toward the military very closely. In 1969_ he noticed .
that Micronesians were beginning to feel that if they were an

I independent nation, the United States would have to pay larger.

sums for the lease of military bases. "That the Micronesians

I seem to feel it is easier to get money from Congress for defense

I " Senator
needs than for Department of the Interior projects,

Inouyeconcluded, "is a very sad commentary on our administration

I of the islands." "Military development," said Senator Lee Metcalf,

former chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Territories, "is

I an artificial thing that is forced on people. A Chamber of

I Commerce can make a choice between a fishing cannery, or watch
factories, or things like that, but with military installations:

I there is no choice whatsoever._'

Even with some objections to military development and

II' skeptici.sm regarding defense needs in the Pacific, most Congress-

I men in th@ InteriorCommittees think the base will be approved.
The chairman of the Senate subcommittee on territories put it

j Q

I this way: "I don't know the figures• for the Tinian base but •

getting Congressional approval for it is not going to be that big

I a problem. The Tinian base is important." Aides to: Senator

I Henry Jackson, chairman of the full Interior • Committee in the
S_nate, say that the "military is his p_imary concern in Micro-

"1 • nesia." The• picture•that develops is one in which the Senate

Interior Committee places a high value on the strategic importance

I

I
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Of Micronesia and feels that it could approve or win approval I

of bases there while the House Committee emphasizes the Micronesians'

economic interest in bases but leaves strategic questions to the I

defense committees which, in turn, were not consulted about I
Micronesian bases and are highly skeptical of their worth.

The Marianas "Commonwealth"

"Commonwealth" status might be approved for the Marianas, I

if only because, in Patsy Mink's words, "a group of people

wanting to be Americans is an exciting phenomenon nowadays." I

However, there is a strong belief that the Marianas and Guam I
should form a single political entity and a hope that unification

will eventually take place. Chairman Burton repeatedly emphasized i

union with Guam in his discussions with chief Marianas negotiator

I,Edward Pangellnan. Patsy Mink told an interviewer that Guam's

interest in statehood would be aided by union with other islands. !I
At the same time, there is realization that the Marianas do not

presently want union with Guam. "That would make them the tail I

of the dog," Congressman Manual Lujan pictured, "and they are

going to have a hard time wagging that dog." i

One item which Congress would definitely not give the I
Marianas is a nonvoting.i delegate to Congress. Several sources

have said that in talks with Marianas negotiators, House Subcom- I

mittee chairman Burton came down against a nonvoting delegate

for the Marianas (population 13,500) "like a ton of bricks" and I

such sentiment undoubtedly led to elimination of a non-voting I

I.



•1 ¸• ° .delegate as an issue in the Marianas negotiations. It is a simple

I matter of demography. Nonvoting •delegates may vote.in committee.
Thus, a delegate representing 50,00.0 people votes with the same

I power as a Congressman representing or a
45o,o0o Puerto Rico

Commissioner representing three million. "Perhaps a representative

I 11 ashould be sent to Washington to appear before the agencies,

I member of the House subcommittee told an interviewer, "but already
there are on the subcommittee one delegate from the Virgin

I Islands and from Guam--both of whom nice
one are very people--

but _ couldn't afford to have these people narrowing the signifi-

I cance of my vote."

il The Marianas can expect sympathy for their desire to
restrict land ownership to people of Marianas ancestry. Most.

subcommittee members Share :the •views of Congressman Philip Ruppe

of Michigan° "Some kind of land alienation measure is essential.

I People with. little knowledge of business affairs will sell too

I quickly Qut of-need-. These are the people who scream later,.
We could do two things: prevent the sale of land to non-Americans

I prevent the sale of land to but the not
or anyone, peopleshould

be unprotected from speculaton." At the same time, congressmen_

I unfamiliar with the special role of land in territorial areas

may object to giving American citizens (if indeed the people of
i

_he Marianas become citizens) privileges not shared by the

I on the mainland, A precedent for such congressional
people

objections exists: At the time of passage of an organic Act

| .

|
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for Guam, Congress deleted a provision which would have limited _ I

land ownership to Guamanians. On the other hand, protection of

land has precedents in American Indian, Hawaiian, and Alaskan i

law. Thus, the question may be political and not legal. E
m

The proposed Marianas tax system was initially under

heavy fire, but the two congressmen who objected most now feel I

that a fair tax system is being instituted. The Marianas had
mR

planned to create their/own tax system with no application of I

federal laws. Congressman Burton and Foley advised that they
i

use the American tax system at first and later amend it to fit

their needs. Burton was irked that the Marianas plan included I

i

exemptions for Series E and H bonds, something which would _-

Ibenefit only millionaries and would be a red flag to Congress

that something was wrong in the Marianas. He commented that I
I

he didn't see why the Marianas government should start out

plans also called for #931 exemptions for income, I
corrupt. The

allowing Marianas generated income to be treated as foreign

earned income. This "tax-haven" idea met with strong opposition.

Fragmentation _ i
The divisive aspirations of the people of the Trust

Territory have resulted in United States plans to assist in the I

separate development of the Marianas "commonwealth" and "free

associated" Micronesia. When it is discussed, the division of

the Trust Territory evokes, with amazing repetitiveness, the im
word "regrettable." Every congressman interviewed regrets the

!
I.
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I fragmentation, using the Word "regret" in numerous ways. Frag-

I mentation is regretted because it seems economically disadvan_

tageous for all Micronesians, because a different policy could

I possibly have brought all of Micronesia into a relationship

I more conducive to United States strategic interests, and because
as a policy it may encourage the separatist tendencies of other

I island groups in Micronesia. Congressional support of a separate

status will put the United States Congress in direct conflict

I with the territory-wide Congress of Micronesia which has opposed

i he separate negotiations. Thus, at this point, Congress looks
back on, looks at, and looks ahead to the implementation of a

I policy Which it is uncomfortable with, but which •it may feel•
[

it has little power to change.

I The strategy of both •United States and Marianas nego-

tiators has been rio make Congress (and the Micronesians and

fihe United Nations)impotent on the fragmentation issue. Even

I before the Marianas prposal was submitted for congress±onal

approval , Congreas. was askedfor $1.5 million in transition

I funds to bring the Marianas Commonwealth into being. In

• addition, the administration agreed to separate the Marianas

I from the rest of Micronesia for purposes of administration as

I soon as the covenant is approved in a•Marianas plebiscite, but

bSfore approval by the United States CoNgress.

I Congressmen generally see their role as protective

i of the interests of the people of Micronesia and think that they-

I

I
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alone are free from bureaucratic bias. To some congressmen_ I

it appears that the State Department asserts its concern as I

if "diplomacy were the sport of princes." Interior is viewed

as being bureaucratically inept and as having sent its "un- I

fireables" to the Trust Territory. The Defense Department, it I
is felt, is concerned only with protecting its "negative"

interests. The United Nations, most members think, is of no I

real concern andits expressions are seen as "gamesmanship."

Members of the Subcommittees on Territorial Affairs are confi- I

dent that they will be able to prevail with theirperception, of I
what status the Micronesians should have. TT_+,,_,,....... __j, Congress

itself is not in a position to view Micronesia without prejudice. I

Congress is trapped by former commitments, by a predisposition to

toward a formula used in the past to annex territories, and by I

an inadequate structure to handle the Micronesian situation. I

_ C$ngress and the-Conduct of the Negotiations

I
Congress, though largely uninformed about Microneisa,

has a significant membership which is deeply concerned about I
Micronesia and uncomfortable and frustrated by United States

policy toward it. In the past, congressional discomfort was I

taken out on the Department of the Interior. One congressman

• I
returned from a trip to Micronesia and told an interviewer of

his recommendatons to an official in the Trust Territory govern- I

ment. Asked how the official responded, the congressman said,

"Bureaucrats nod in agreement, but then you leave and they go I

I

I
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back to their offices and nothing gets done." The feeling is

I widespread that American money produces insignificant results

in Micronesia, iargely because transportation and administration

I co sfis are high and there is a lot of waste. According to a

i recent Senate Interior Committee report, a sewage treatment
plant- construction project begun on the Ebeye at the cost of _

I $350,000 w_s terminated in 1974 with 0nly 13 per cent of

the project completed and the funds virtually exhausted.

l _n recent years, the negotiations as well as administra-

tive problems have frustrated Congressmen concerned with Micro-

I nesia. Orders for the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations

l supposedly came from the White House; they definitely did not

come from Congress. Most congressmen remained in the dark about

l the substance of the negotiations when there were subcommittee

i meetings with the negotiators present, discussion of the negoti-
ations was avoided because Congress did not want to "meddle"

I in the business of the executive branch and because comment_

on ongoing negotiations were felt to be inappropriate. But

l when congres_smen finally learn the specifics of the negotiations,

as in the closed hearing before the Senate Interior Committee on

I September 12, 1974, they react With, "The United States should

I have limited the options in the very beginning so that we wouldn't

have to take an agreement which goes beyond what we want to do."

I Initially, Aspinall tried to outline the limits of United •

"I States "flexibility." As he modestly pu t it, "They [United

IIII i w,[l....nT



States negotiatiors Harrison Loesch, a Colorado neighbor and I

friend of Aspinall, and Haydn Williams] reported in: we talked

it over; I told them what I thought would have to' be acknowledged

and recognized before they could get anything out of it." However, I

early in the negotiations, Aspinall's ability to influence the a

|course of negotiations was diminished. In his own words':

Well, of course, the next thing i knew Phil Burton

became chairman of the subcommittee. Next

thing after that Nappened was that Phil Burton l

then decided that everything had to be cleared

.!through him, and he still feels that way about

it. _ I
One of the complications is the relationship between the

principal actors. The Senate, _once again, leaves the House in l

charge of overseeing the negotiations. Until late in the •
|

negotiations, .Senate subcommittee chairman J. Bennett Johnston

had not seen Chief United States Negotiator Haydn Williams for I

a one-to-one briefing. The Office Of Micronesian Status Nego-

tiations had tried to set up such meetings, but Johnston was I

never able to fit them into his schedule. One indication of

the problems faced by United States negotiators was Johnston's

startlingly negative reaction to information that _the draft
R

agreement contained an opportunity for the Micronesians to

unilaterally declare their independence. The independence I

option had been so crucial to the Micronesians that it had

|
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I caused the breakaway of the Marianas, and it had been mentioned

in every hearing before the Senate Subcommittee. But Johnston

I first focused on the issue in an interview later on.

I' House territories subcommittee chairman Burton and

Ambassador Haydn Williams had their differences, and these

I differences had an indirect effect onthe negotiationswiththe .

Micronesians. Ambassador Williams is a quiet, reticent individual

I who was once described as having "one major fault--a complete-

I inability to relate, to human beings." On the other hand, "burly,

beefy Philip Burton," to use a.Ralph Nader congressional profile

I description, "has a voice like a sonic boom, the Charge of a

i bull in a congressional committee room: and an "emphasis on
the one-to-one relatiQnship." The two Callfornianscome from

I very different backgrounds: Philip Burton considers himself

a spokesman for San Francisco's poor; Ambassador Williams is a

I• resident of.the rich San Francisco suburb of Hill-sborough "

Burton-hopes that .the Micronesians see him as a friend and thinks

| •
that the subcommittee is comprised of people "sensitive :to social

I justlce."

For many months the contrasting personalities and

I ideologies of Burton and the head of the United States negotiating

team appeared to be a major Obstacle in the negotiations.

I The contrast came into sharp focus at a State Department reception

I for Micronesian negotiators, November 12, 1973. According to

several sources, Burton cal_ed Williams a "fascist" and

I
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"_n1_n_a!_se " _ to!d Lazarus _a! _ __oL _ _^ _ .......___

,l I
negotiators, that Williams "would lead hlmdowm. the garden path,

but that "Congress will takecare of [him]..'" Williams was

shocked by the congressman's actions, and relations between the I

two were strained for thefollowing two months. I
During those months, congressmen _ often expressed resentment

that theOffice of Micronesian Status Negotiations was not keeping I

them fully .informed; it was as if communications between Congress

and the office of Micronesian Status Negotiations had broken down I

completely. In late December, 1973, however, Ambassador Williams I
made a special effort to meet with Congressman Burton--Williams

!had just flovm in from ta.lks in Hawaii and Burton was going to

leave that night for a trip to Micronesia--and relations between

the two improved markedly. Two weeks later, in Micronesia, I

Congressman Foley expressed the often-heard view that Williams I
was not keeping Congress informed. Burton came to Williams'

•defense and said that he may have beento blame hfmself because .I

he had done a poor job of passing information on to the subcommittee.

Burton was even quoted as saying, "I have deep respect for the i

Ambassador." l I

Senator McClure complained that he and Congressman Foley

had tried for three and a half years to get someone from the I

executive branch to come up and talk to them about Micronesia; .Ino one had. State Department officials repeatedly expressed

concern that congressional consultations were infrequent, limited I

!
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to the Interior and perhaps the Armed Services Committee and

I excluded the Forelgn Affairs Committees. Among the committee

members, consultation has largely been limited to committee and

I sub-committee chairmen and ranking members, although the then

i head of the House Armed Services Committee told interviewers _
he knew nothing of Tinian base plans,

I Congress is not without blame for inadequate consultations.

Communiques from thenegotlatlons are regularly sent to Congress,

| and the office of.Micronesian Status Negotiations offered to send

i its public affairs officers to Capitol Hill to provide briefings
and to set uplntervlews with principal officials of the Office

I in a genuine attempt to open information channels.

But the results of efforts to keep Congress informed

I were, unfortunately, predictable. Staff members forgot or neglected

i to attend briefings and thus continued, to Complain that the Office
of Micronesian Status Negotiatons had made no attempts to talk

I with them. Others complained that briefings were inadequate and

did not go beyond information whfch Was already public.

I A former director of theOffice of Micronesian Status

i Negotiations noted that congressmen' would often talk only to.
the chief United States negotiator. Such rank-consciousness •

ii complicated consultations with Congress since the chief United

States negotiator, San Francisco-based Haydn Williams, had a

I full-time position as head of the Agia Foundation and thus was

i _ in Washington infrequently. Moreover, jurisdictional jealousies

|
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and seniority _!thin Congress itself are partially responsib!e _ l

for limiting briefings to senior members of committees concerned I

with Interior and Defense. Thus, it may be that observance of

congressional sensitivities: resulted in the _Injunctlon that the l

State Department not consult with foreign affairs committees and

• !
that defense Committees be left .to the Defense Department.

An uninformed Congress presents numerous:problems in I

negotiations. Members of the Interior subcommittees travelled

officially to Micronesla on inspection tours,_ and congressional I

assertions there sometimes undermined or embarrassed... the United I
States _ _ _negvt_a_n6 position. Meetings with Micrcnesians in

Washington presented thesame possibilities. " I

One example::concerned the Mariana Islands. In conceding

to the United States demand for a base on Tinian, the Marianas i

wished to attain and retaincontrol"of their internal affairs and I
their tax system. United states negotiators had no reason to

discourage the Marianas from. thinking that they might win these I

concessions. But during a visit to Micronesia, subcommittee

chairman Burton made it clear that tax questions and some status i

matters might have.difficulty in Congress, whether or not the l
Marlanas permitted the development of the base at Tinian. Since

Congress will make its Judgment on the merit of the final - I

proposals; it can have the luxury of being unconcerned about

winning concessions from the Micronesians. I

Another example occurred in the seventh round of I

!

.



negotiations (November 13=21, 1973). Th e Microneslans had

II requested $10O.mlllion annually for theduration of a "free associ- .ation" status. The United States representative rejected this

I proposal on the ground that it would be unreasonable to. glve

i more money to the area after tr.us-tees:hlp than was given during

I trusteeship. The Micro.nesians were willing to decrease the "

I amount requested in return for a looser-association agreement..

But a number of congressmen, including subcommittee chairman

!I Burton, let it be known that they were willing to meet the $i0.0 .

i million request '
On one occasion the United states negotiating position was

I completely undermined by significant congressional sentiment.

In the second round of negotiations with the Marianas, the

I United States representative presented plans for the purchase-

of Tinlan on-the grounds that "the United States Congress is •

.!
reluctant to commit large sums to projects with only the protec_

I tion of a lease." In 1974,. in a three hour meeting on Saipan,

several members of the House Subcommittee on Territories s.uggested

I to-Marlanas negotiators that they lease rather than sell land to

i the .federal government. Defense, they said, would require a long-
term lease, perhaps as long as ninety.-nine years, but leasing

| "-. itself was not objectionable to Congress.

But most importantly, concerned Congressmen did not

! .show great faith in the negotiators, and assumed that negotiated

i agreement_ would be 'changed. The Office of Micronesian-Status

!

m .,
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Negotiations chose to tolerate Congress's uninformed lethargy

until the final stages of the negotiations. With increased I

congressional briefings in 1974, the folly of this approach

became clear, and _enators who were years behind in understanding

of the negotiations balked at the status, proposals.

Over and over, congressmen stated that they had no views

but would wait for executive proposals. But a wait-and-see I

attitude is impractical and may be a continuaton of the refusal

by Congress to fulfill its responsibi!ites. In the first place,

it is late in the day for Congress to suddenly discover that it I
m

is in disagreement with agreements tortuously negotiated and

partially implemented .in good faith by both the Micronesians and

by the executive branch. Secondly, the very content of the

United States negotiating position depends upon the extent to R

whlchCongress is willing to follow-up .with funds, legislative I

restraints, etc.

Congressional Approval ofFinal Status Arrangements I

Congress has assumed that, at some point, it would receive

from the executive branch firm proposals which it could debate

and either approve or reject, as a whole or in parts. It has I

been only twenty years since Congress deal_ with the Constitution

of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in this manner. I

But this approval procedure was not to be followed with

Congress. Rather, in September, 1974, the executive branch asked •

Congress to raise the ceiling for authorizations to Micronesia I

specifically in order to begin implementation of status proposals

!



I whichwould later be Submitted to Congress for approval (Senate.

bill S-3996 and House bills HR-Ig731 and HR-16793)..Authorl-

!
zations were requestedfor capit&l improvements. and for "_transitlon '''_

l of the Marianas to a commonwealthstatus.

Mr. Fred Radewagen, speaking for Interlor's Office of

I Territorial Affairs,.stated:

i Sincelggg, the united States and .Micronesia
have been negotiating thefuture political status.

l of the territory's six districts and termination

of thetrusteesh_ p.

I Public Law 93-iiI • currently authbrize_ the

i appropriation of $60 million for fiscal year 1965,a level whfchhas been maintained since 1971.

l The Administration's proposal would authorize

- a total annual approprlationof $75 million for

l fiscal year 1975 and the 1975 constant dollar

I equivalent of $80 million for 1976.
Additionally, in sectlon two, we are asking for

I a separate authorization of $1.5 "_
m1±±±ui_ for a

special program to aid transition of the Mariana

I Islands District to a new commonwealth status as

l a territory of the United States,
These proposals are a direct result of the

l future political status negotiations,
/"

!

!
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Themoney for the Marianas was particularly connected _

to its future political status,the merIts and drawbacks of B

which Congress had nelther _ormally considered nor debated up l
to that point. But even the badly needed capital improvement

funds-called for in the Other sectIons of the Dill were connected I

to future political status by administration officials: "tentative

agreement as to levels of accelerated capital improvement program.

funding was reached in theCarmel talks in March of this year i
between Ambassador Franklin Haydn Williams, the President's

Personal Representatlve for Micronesian Status Negotiations, I

and Senator Lazarus salil, Chairman of the Joint Committee on

- !Future Status of the Congress of Micronesia. Deputy chief negoti-

ator Wilson, however, pointed out that .the provisions for ._ I
Micronesia's future political status "are subject to the approval

of the United States" Congress in the process of approving the I

compact."

The Marianas' transition to commonwealth status would, I

the administration candidly admitted, go into effect as soon i
as the Marianas.and United States negotiators signed the final

|agreement. However, ..... Marianas Commonwealth _proposals are

hardly uncontroversial, they contain perplexing problems I
that deserve debate. Also, approval of the Marianas transition

funds would put the United States Congress in direct conflict [

with the Congress of Micronesia which had opposed separate nego-

•tiations with the Marianas. To make matters more complicated, I

!



before Congress had acted on thehills, .the people of the Marlanas

I voted .their negotiators out of office, replacing them" wlth repre-

sentatives who advocated a s.lowerpace"In the negotiations and, .

I in one instance, opposed the negotlatlons-completely, Thus . _

i congressional approval might also go against theimplied wishes
of the Marianas people themselves.

I In spite of all the implications of the finance bills,

the executive branch officials vehemently denied that they

I were _intentionally forcing Congress' hand on'Micronesia and

i argued that they were trying to facilitate implementation of
proposals if the proposals received congressional approval. There

I is little doubt that capital Improvement.funds were badly needed.

But thorough consideration and public debate of the status

I proposals was needed as much, if not more,

i Inclusion of aspects of the status negotiations in a
bill whlch heeded Only to deal with acknowledged fiscal needs

I in Micronesia, Was perpiexing to many people on Capitol Hill_

Senator Johnston c.ommented, "This funding seems a little incon-

| "sistent to me. Here you have the Micronesians negotiating for

i the whole of Micronesia and getting a budget for the _holeof
Micronesia and the Marianas wanting a million and a half to make

I the transition to a.separate status. Is that inconsistency not •

rather plain and why do we have.to have that?" Senator Johnston,

I who was insufficiently informed on the negotiations to begin with,

i _ _ received this response from deputy chief negotiator Wilson: "I

I

I
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l
think there may besome confusion here due,to the fact,Mr,

Chairman, that weare faced wfth the proposition, almost, of H

trying to paint a moving train, We do have the problem of

having to fund current •administration, the current administration I

of all six districts at onceunder _ the present .system while we _ I

are, at the Same •time, trying to_ devise a new System," Unfor_

tunately, no congressman asked the administration spokesman why g

a new system had to be funded before i_._as congressionally • g
approved.

open hearlngs on theautho_izationPr0posal_ were he:!d H

September 25, 1974, in the Senate and in the House on October

i, 1974. Before the hearings, James W. Wilson, United States g

deputy Representative for Micronesian Status Negotiations,

g
conducted a closed brieflng with the Senate Interior and Insular

Affairs-Committee, At that briefing, Senate misgivings about D

the status proposals became clear. In the words of staff members

of the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations,. "Senator H

McClure wanted to rewrite the whole Draft Compact." _Clur_, H
Buckley, and Johnston reportedly objected to the entire direction

of the negotiations. Interviewed soon. after the briefing, Senator H

McClure said that Congress should have stated guidelines prior to

the negotiations. - B

At the September 25, 1974, open hearing, of the Senate H
Subcommittee on Territories, chairman: J. Bennett Johnston began

by warning: "I think there is a substantial chance that at least H

!
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11 "

It some provisions- of the igentative agreements will be recommended
against by. the committee,"" Xohnston added that he .hoped his .,

warning was sufficiently timely to allow Ambassador Williams

1| -j.• to take the Committee's opinions into account in negotiations,

I Chairman Johnston stated the basic, problem this way:
Our one real gut interest in Micronesia is

I ,a strategic interest. Here we are going to

enter into a compact that .would say, Unilaterally,

.i| you can rescind that agreement. 2 think that is

I Just insane "
St seems to me that we had better get some more

I sentiment from the committee and I will try to do

bhat for you.. In the meantime, I just doubh

I the Wisdom of increasing the budget,, really,, a_

l more or less of a quid • pro quo to enter thosem
negotiations--I mean, to enter that compact

I before we have an acceptable compact.

Senator Bartlett foilowed up on the Chairman's comments and

I expressed the Views of many Senate subcommittee members (Senator

I Abourezk is a notable exception):
Mr. Wilson, I share the concern that has been

I expressed by Senator Buckley and Senator Johnston

and perhaps others on the termination by mutual

I consent of the compact .in the first 15 years,

I I attended the last hearing [the closed

!
!



unable to stay long enough to express myself,

In addition, _ haveconcern about .the pro-
B

vision that, thereafter, it would be terminated
!

by unilateral action on two years '_notice but _.
m

only.,after a satisfactory security agreement has Ill!

been concluded embodying the united States _'_base "

rlght_and denying the area to third parties.
m_

It would seem to me that, rather than leaving _I

that final condition up in the air for negotiation _I
lj

at thAt time, thesat ....... Ill

zszacuory security agreements

embodying the United States' base rights and the"

denial of the •area to third parties should be i

clearly understood prior to the nego%iation of

thecontract. I
Having that up in the air, which wouldbe the

most important thing, should be clearly worked I

out in advance so that there are no doubts.

Faced with problems in both Houses, the administration

developed strategies which would lessen their plight. To a House I
I

subcommitteeconcerned with the Marianas commonwealth, but _largely

content with Micronesian plans, the administration presented the I

Micronesian plans first. To the Senate Subcommittee eager for

closer military ties, the Administration began with the Marianas "•

proposals. The official explanation was that it was done for I

I.
!
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II "variety," but one staffman agreed that the "variety" was not
I

without political intention. '!1

II More important, however, officials at the Department of

Interior and the Office of Microneslan Status Negotiations began

to discuss whether the interior committees, as opposed to committees

l responsible for foreign affairs, should deal with the "international

i agreement" which would be made with the Micronesians. Under this
approach, the Draft Compact, which the Senate Interior Committee

'l seemed to want to block, would go to the more liberal Senate

Foreign Relations Committee, The interior committees, according to

l the Administration officials, had real jurisdiction only over

i a Marianas Commonwealth. Whether the intent was to cut out Congress
or not, according to this plan Congress would never have been

|- .abl_e :to deal with the question of fragmentation of the Trust

Territory, one of the most controversial political issues.

! .In the final analysis the Congress refused to go along

with the administration's approach. Both houses approved
authorization of $1.5 million for "transition" _f the Marianas

I ut explicitly disapproved of any expenditures before Congress

acted on the Marianas Compact. The debate on this measure in

! -the Senate provided the first large scale test of congressional

sentiment on the administration's plan s for Micronesia's future
s_atus. Senator Gary Hart of Colorado introduced an amendment

l on the Senate floor which called for deletion of any mention of

funds for the Marianas, arguing that there would be plenty of time

!
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to authorize funds for the Marlanas transition after the _dea was I

approved by Congress. Hart was particularly opposed to plans I
for the construction of a military base in the Marianas. The chief

critic, in addition to Hart, was Senator Harry Byrd of Virginia, I

who had served in Micronesia during World War II. Byrd sharply

• !
questioned the strategic importance of Micronesia; beyond denial

to others. The Hart amendment was defeated by a forty-seven to I

thirty-nine vote in favor of including the Marianas authorization,

but with its restrictive provision. The vote was close despite " I

heavy lobbying by the Marianas and by the administration. However,

it is clear from the debate that the majority of the Senate decided I

to reserve for later debate the question of Micronesia's status. I

Despite the clear sentiment expressed by the Senate action

limiting funds for the Marianas transition, the administration I

made no change in its announced plans to administer the Marianas I
separately immediatley after a favorable plebiscite but before

"4

congressional action, and it went ahead to spend funds on the I

plebiscite despite the fact that funds for that purpose had been

among those subject to the restricted authorization. Thus, despite i

a clear expression of its intent to do otherwise, the Congress I
was still being presentedwith proposals whose implementation

had already reached an advanced stage. I

Conclusion I
One of the problems in the development of Congress's

I
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relationship with M_cronesia is that Micronesia sends no .official

i representativeto Washington. 2 No representativ@_ or senators

have a Micronesian constltuencF. Hawaiian congressmen, and.

ia lately theterritorlal delegates, have championed Micronesian

] problems, but they must be guided by the same conscience which

!1
motivates other congressmen on the interior committees to go

out of their way to investigate the Micronesian situation.

Working for Nicronesia as a member of Congress offers

I few rewards. Membership on the full Interior Committee is often

I sought _ in hopes that it will provide the opportunity for congress-I men to influence legislation important to constituents (the

l Interior Committee authorizes _ water conservation programs,dams, parks, and recreational areas.) But no bills referred to

iH the sub c omm_t tee on Terrlto_lies offer any benefits for congress-.

men_s home districts. The singular and minor exception, of

I course, is in the potential for benefits for states in the

i Pacific area..
Moreover, sln.ce territorial affairs do not often raise

I issues which catchthe public's eye, an assignment on a sub-

committee responsible for territories is not very popular.

I Assignments generally go to freshmen congressmen; This has

I had an adverse effect on the conduct of territorial affairs,

not so much because freshmen congressmen are incapable, but

I because the subcommittee assignment gives them little political

i advantage. An assignment on a subcommittee responsible for

!
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territories does not help at election time. Thus, Micronesia's 1

interests suffer from hfgh turnover rate, new members constantly

needing to be educated concerning Micronesian affairs • 1

_n the Senate, the situation is particularly bad. Former 1
staff Consultant to the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs

committee James Gamble put it this way: "With each new 1

Congress there is a turnover of chairmen. If a new committee

lis, reduced in size and senior members are promoted elsewhere,

a newly elected senator without any experience becomes chairman. 1
l_t Is • this inexperienced person who is looked to for guidance."

The Senate Territorial Subcommittee gets a new chairman most 1

frequently. Freshman Senator J. Bennett Johnston became chairman

" 1in January, 1973, and in the first hearing held on territorial

matters revealed that he had no idea what .the Trust Territory 1
was, "Do I understand that American Samoa is not included as

a trust terrltory?" Johnston asked Inter lor Director of the 1

Office of Territorial Affairs, Stanley Carpenter. The senator's

bewilderment is understandable, but it is indicative of a 1

structural flaw in the government of the countr_ responsible for i
Micronesia.

Freshmen who are genuinely interested in territorial 1

issues often must be careful about carrying out their sub-_ •

committee duties, A trip to Micronesia is worthwhile, essential - 1

for an understanding of the Trust Territory. Congressman William l

Ketchum, in a hearing on submerged lands, urged that •members of

l
l
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I
the Comm_tteevisit Micronesia in order to fully understand the

I _ssue,"but freshmen.congressmen must particularly consider-the

impress-ion a PaCiflc trip leaves: back home., During the 1968 •trip,

I a cartoon in Lloyd Meeds ' district portrayed him lying in a

I hammockwatchlng a hula dancer. In 1974, editorials denounced
,}."Junkets" to Micronesia,

I But trips to Micronesia are not luxurious or unnecessary.

Conditions-in the Trust Territory are often arduous and more..

I exotic than luxurious •. One congressman complained that .to be.

I diplomatic he had to partake of a feast which featured rancid
lobster and roast.pig which had been sitting in the Weather;

I this is-an unusual view, and perhaps is itself a comment on the

ethnocentrism of the congressman, since Micronesians are famous

I for their roast pig banquets. But more ob]ectiv@ly, the local

i political situation is always ready to present a few surprises:
in 1968, .the congressmeN were attacked because of their appearance

I in business suits onone island and when they decided tO change,

they were chided for their sloppy attire On the next island.

I The trips are exhaustive and often unpleasant, but freshmen

i "I doubt that

Congressman Ralph Regula told an interviewer,

argumen_ would be convincing in my district in Ohio."

I A. very dramatic case of a freshman Congressman's: dilemma

is that of former Pennsylvania Congressman Neiman Craley.

I Elected in theJohnson, landslide of 1964, Craley found the House

I Subcommitteeon Territories intellectually stimulating, if not- -

I



I
politically strengthening, and devoted a great deal of time to

lost hfs bid for re-election in Pennsylvania, Ithe issue. Craley _
I

Afterwards, he follwed hfs interests and moved to Micronesia

where he has served as legislative liaison officer for the Trust • i

Territory administration.. Many members of the present subcommittee I
i

hold hfm in high regard.

Perhaps more important than the people charged with i

Micronesia, however, is the method by which Congress deals with

multifaceted issues. Micronesia should probably have been dealt i

with by a special committee organized to investigate the peculi- i

arlties of this special place. The _probiem _t of Micronesia

involves substantial foreign affairs issues and international i

agreements, multi-million dollar defense investments, and annual

appropriations for the development of an impoverished area, as

well-as the civil administration of an Interior Department ward. i

The problems could have been handled by the Foreign Relations,

Armed Services, Appropriations,-or Interior Committees equally i

ineffectively. But they should have been dealt with by all of []

them. It is a flaw of Congress thatissues and jurisdiction_are

particularized rather than coordinated., i

The assignment of Jurisdiction to the interior Committees

may not have been worse than assignment to any other particular i

committee. But it had its faults. Outside of the Armed Services

Committee, no other committee welcomed trusteeship instead of i

annexation less than the interior committees. The interior •
m

I
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committees had a predisposition toward territorial annexation,

I hroug_out the nineteenth Century, wes:tern expansion and population

growth made theannexatlon of territories easy, if not_Just,

I The pattern of acquisition and development, territory-to-state_

i seemed natural, rnterior committee members thought _ that the
same pattern could be repeated in the Pacific.

I But Congress has had difficulty producing satisfactory

relationships with any of the United States possessions since

I the s,tate_ood of _awaii and Alaska., Revis.ions of the pattern

i have brought Guam and the Virgin Islands to some degree of
satisfaction, but the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,

I Puerto Rico, and American Samoa are caught in a netherland

between-independence and statehood. The problems raised by terri-

| tories are perplexing in an anticol0nlalistt world. Congressman

i Thomas Foley expressed the sentiments of many members Of Congress
when he said, "It's too bad the United States ever got involved

I in the colonial-terrlborial business in the latenineteenth.

century; it is a constant source of problems.

I The Trusteeship Agreement involved a strong commitment

i to economic and social and political development toward the goal
of self-determlnation. From the beginning, the United States

I had committed itself to a more altruistic involvement in Micronesia

than it had. in the other territories. From the beginning, the

I Trust Territory had a better status because its sovereignty was

i reserved, Assuming that somehow Micronesia's status could be

!

I . r ' ,-
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handled in the traditional pattern by the traditional subcommittees I

has proved to be unrealistic, and one can still ask if the United

States has truly met its high commitment to Micronesia. I

I

i

I

i

I

I

I

i

i

i

I

i
I

I
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l •Chapter VIII Footnotes

Congress and Micronesla

I
I. Willlams's availability changed sharply just before a

! 'and just after the signing of the Marianas Covenant. In a public

hearing before the House Interior Subcommittee, all past diffl-

l culties were-forgotten and Williams was lauded by Burton for

I excellent congressional briefings and model negotiations.
2. The firm of Wilmer, Cutler and Pickering has registered

! ,as a lobbly:_st for the Mariana Islands, The firm's, contacts have

been limited largely to the status negotiations. The firm of

I Clifford, Warnke and Glass represents the Congress of Micronesla.

! •

I
il
I
I '
I

i'
1'
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I

Chapter IX

Conclusions and Recommendations I

I
This study concludes with a favorable plebiscite vote

in the Marianas and the immediate request by President Ford I

that the Congress approve the Marianas Covenant. The President's

request was dated July i, 1975. Appropriate legislation was

• !Introduced July 15, 1975 in the Senate and..hearings were scheduled
°

for the 24th. In the House of Representatives, hearings were

announced on July 2 to begin July 14. Plans called for House I

approval, presumably under a suspension of the rules, by the
m

first of August when Congress begins its summer recess. In other

words, the House of Representatives felt it could deal adequately i

with the question of the first acquisition of territory in seventy-
E

five years -- could consider an agreement which grew out of six I

years of negotiations -- in a little more than a month. At adminis_
[]

tration Urging,appropriate Senate leaders also promised similarly
P_

prompt action -- though after the conclusion of the filibuster on I

the disputed New Hampshire senate seat.

!
!
I.
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I In part the hurried consideration by the United States

i Congress can be traced to the original , imprudent but legal
plan of the administration to administer the Marianas separately

I immediately after a favorable plebiscite and before approval

of the covenant by the United States Congress. The leaders of

I ° .. <the Marianas were understandably disappointed with the changed

United States approach. Equally imprudently some Marianas

I leaders threatened to renege on the covenant unless the Marianas

I were administered separately by September.

A single change in the covenant by the United States

I Congress would mean that the Marianas would have to approve the

i covenant all over again, whether by the people or by their
elected representatives remains unclear. However, assuming

I approval without change , most_of the proviaions in the.covenant,

particularly the provision for self-government, will take effect

I as soon as the covenant and the Marianas Constitution are approved

by the Marianas and by the United States Congress. Nevertheless,

I legally , the Marianas will remain a part of the Trust Terri-

I tory of the Pacific Islands until a decision is taken on the

future political status of the other five districts. Negotia-

I tions on a United States-Micronesian Compact have long since

succumbed to the priority emphasis placed by the United States

on the Marianas negotiations. In any event, the Micronesian

I negotiations are at an impasse over.:_among other things) finances,
United States land policies, and the extent of United States

I control • over foreign affairs. The Micronesians have announced



that free association is no lon_er a valid basis of ne_t_t_nn_ I

In the meantime there are • increased pressures for further frag- I
mentation. Even if the impasse in the negotiations is broken

and the compact is concluded at an early date, the United States I

does not plan to seek United Nations Security •Council approval

of termination of•the Trusteeship Agreement until 1980 or i981. I

For the Marianas the delay is political rather than legal. I
The United States could seek United Nations Security Council

approval of an amendment to the • T_usteeship Agreement whereby I

trusteeship would no longer apply to the Marianas but would

continue to apply to the remainder of Micrones.ia .......... , _

do so. would raise in their most acute form some of the major I

criticisms of American policy, and the proposal might therefore

fail to achieve Security Council approval.' The delay for the I

•remainder of Micronesia is also primarily political, but the I
political problem largely revolves around United States domestic

rather than international political considerations. The admini- I

stration does not believe it can persuade Congress to approve

ia larger financial package for Micronesia. Thus, a decision was

made to complete needed capital improvement programs under the I
aegis of the United States rather than to provide funds for the

Micronesians themselves to make the Same capital improvements. I

The irony is that United States administration of past and current

capital improvement programs in Micronesia was recently sharply I

criticized in the United States Congress. I

!
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l The delay and the uncertainty of future developments

make it difficult to reach conclusions on the advantages and

disadvantages of either the Marianas Covenant or the Microneslan

I Compact. Even after termination of the Trusteeship Agreement,

i it will be some time before hard conclusions can be drawn. Per-
spective will make it possible to differentiate between those

! issues in the negotiations which were truly important and have

enduring implications and those issues which, while they pro-

i foundly influenced immediate decisions and particularly the

atmosphere of the negotiations, have no significant long-term
effect. More important, perspective and experience will tell

l whether the unique relationships which the United States seeks

to b_Idwithboth the Marianas and Micronesians are sufficiently

! strong and flexible to accommodate changing needs and aspira-

l tions. Such changes are likely in developed countries; they
are inevitable in a developing area such as Micronesia. Just

l as Micronesia outgrew the rigidities of a status as a non-self-

governing territory of the United States (even before it was

| offered), it may be expected to outgrow some of the provisions

i of its new status, if not the status itself. Thus despite the
-_' effort of the United States to develop a permanent relationship

l ' with Micronesia and Micronesian efforts to be able to freely

change the relationship, the length as well as the warmth of •

I the new relationship-,even with the.Marianas where the United

j States achieved its objectives--can only be determined by the
extent to which it is and remains mutually beneficial.

|



Despite the uncertainties ahead, it is important to I,

make some judgment on the attitudes and assumptions upon which I
the present proposals were founded and to draw conclusions re-

garding the development and implementation of United States I

policy at this turning point in the continuing relationship

between the United States and the islands of Micronesia. I

i. The basic assumption of United States policy--that Micro- I

nesia is "essential to_ the United St_ates for Security reasons"-- I
is highly questionable. Such a judgment cannot be made outside

political, economic, technical, and above all, human considera- I

tions. Considered against these trade-offs, initial United

IStates military plans for land acquisition and military base

construction in Micronesia not only were clearly extravagant

I
but also affected Micronesian life and aspirations. The mili-

tary should never have been permitted to proceed so far with pre- I

parations for a military base without a firm decision that the

area was of such strategic importance that the Pentagon's budget I

would include the necessary financial support, i
There is no doubt that Micronesia is useful from a

military point ofview. Nor is there any doubt that it is to I

the advantage of the United States,'Micronesia and the inter-

national community to insure that the area is never again used I

for aggressive purposes. But a judgment that Micronesia is '1
useful and must be denied to potential enemies raises very different

POlicy questions than a conclusion that the area is "essential." I

I

I
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!.. A more realistic assessment of Micronesia's strategic impor-

i;I tance might have resulted in more rapid and less contentious
negotiations, if not more serious consideration of such options

I "! as international neutralization, a bilateral treaty, and/or

long-term base agreements. The last two options, particularly,

ii could have accommodated United Statesmilitary interests with-

I out unnecessarily restricting Micronesian options.

2. Resolution o__ffMicronesia's Status was needlessly_delayed

I b__yythe failure of the eXeCUtive branch to reconcile conflicts

_i between Interior,_Stat_, and Defense. Inthe Johnson adminl-

stration, continued bureaucratic infighting.made it possible

| "for a single congressman to exercise aim0st complete control

over United States policy objectives. Even when a coordinated

I approach was initiated by the Nixon administration, attain-

.Im ment of• policy objectives was jeopardized by the. administration's

dismissal, of the experiences of its predecessor, by its initial

! -refusal to restrain military demands and by its insensitivity

to Micronesian rights and aspirations.

!
3. 'The'MiCronesians havenotbeen preSented with a free

I 'cNoiceon their futurestatus. Rather tNeyNavea freeChOice

i within-thelimited range of optionsmadeavailabletothem. The
choice was limited by two factors: .The primary factor was United

I •States military strategic policy which precluded independence

and allowed internal autonomy only if the United States continued

"i to control defense and foreign affairs. A second limiting

I
|,
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factor was economic. United States economic development of I

Micronesia was a dismal failure. Political _ social and edu-

• !cational programs bore no relationship to economic realities

and. potential. The result is a Micronesia which is considerably i!
beyond a subsistence economy but which is unable to advance fur-

ther or even to maintain current standards without considerable I

outside assistance. No pledge of continued United States econo-

mic assistance at sufficient levels was made for an independent I

Micronesia. On the contrary, the United States made it clear ]
that the closeness of the relationship and not Micronesian needs

would determine the level of United States economic assistance. ]

The military and economic factors which limited Micro-_ Inesian choice were not unconnected. Theoretically Micronesia

could have auctioned off its stragegic location, but because, of -I
firmly established United States military interests, it in

actuality was not in a position to do so. A more economically I

independent Micronesia, particularly a Micronesia not dependent

I
solely on military attractiveness would have been able to attract

domestic and international political support for a wider_ range i

of status options. "_ •: _ -- ...._'_!_

It is also worth mentioning that'as a participant in I

the status negotiations and as a party whose interests are

directly and indirectly affected by the results, the United I

States may have brought into question its ability to objectively I

conduct either a political education program or needed plebiscites.

At a minimum,the conduct of plebiscites should not be the I

!

!
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t_ responsibility of,the United States but the responsi-

bility of a neutral and impartial body or individual. Similarly

! and perhaps alternatively, United Nations Participation should

I be expanded beyond mere observation.

t 4. _Ithough itm professed to be :.following a policy o__ffterri-
torial unity, _ealUnited States economic and military polfcies

t reinforced existing cuitural, geographic-and other Causes for

disunity in MicrOnesia.The initial Navy separation of the

I Marianas from the rest of Micronesia in 1951, location of the
o

B capital in Saipan far away from the geographic center of the
territory, and clear economic and educational advantages for

t the Marianas reinforced and encouraged separatist tendencies

there. These tendencies were also encouraged every time the

t military expressed a desire for bases in the Marianas. The

t final decision to negotiate with the Marianas appears to have
been made primarily for military reasons.

t 5. A Commonwealth of the Marianas will neither be integrated

t into the United States (like a state).nor have a free _ssoeiated
status (like Micronesia). Their status will be new in United

I Nations terms and may be subject to criticism there. However,

it must be recognized that the Marianas will have virtually

t complete control over their internal •affairs and they,knowingly

t and voluntarily entered into the arrangement. 'If c•urrent ' plans

for the-Marlanasareprojected: successfullyth___eMarianaswil_____lin_)

I C reasinglylwanteitNer-_.r.eat.er.-.p.ar.t.i.91_:a.t.i-on-.i__n ....

United States affairsor greater
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independence, despite the fact that they say they are satisfied
with the current arrangements. If the United States fails to

accommodate such desires or uses its authority in.the Marianas l

insensitively, the United States can expect the Marianas to

• !seek a change in the relationship.

• !6. Given politlcal and economic realiti@s, free association

with the United States may best serve M±cronesian interests.

--- |Free association status would give the Micronesians maximum

internal autonomy,, assured economic assistance,• protection •l

against third country encroachment, and the responsibility for

preserving significant aspects of Micronesian culture. The I

Micronesians would also have the option to unilaterally declare

their independence at some future date when the political and

economic realities which limit current alternatives maY have I

changed significantly.

However, for free assocfation to survive its initially l

fixed period or beyond, it must indeed be free. Ideally, such

an association could be based on traditional American generosity, l

and on the continuing feeling of responsibility and the bond i

of friendship which ought to result from the relationship

between trustee and ward. Pragmatically, however, free associ- l

ation _ust be based on mutual interests, 0n accom_odation, _

• !
rather than subordination, of perceived United States security

interests with Micronesia's right to determine its own future l

and to govern itself. Thus far, subordination has characterized

l

!

!



I American polic_, and it remains one of the major obstacles to

arriving at a mutually satisfactory settlement. It may be

I too much to expect that the United States, which had to be

I brought screaming and •kicking to an arrangement which it could
have and should have offered and negotiated graciously years

I earlier, can make still further concessions. ,

I 7. The threat that other islands Will f011ow the Marianas

separatist route and Mibr0nesia,sc0ntinuing0verwhelming dei

! pendence on United States grant-s suggest that the remaining

i five districts Will have-immediately before them two tasks at
which the United States faiIed dismally: designing a government

I so that itprovidesstrength throUgh unit[ and yet is sufficiently

flexible t__oomeet diverse needs Which exist _ the islands;

I an___ddeveloping an eCOnOmy and Way of life less dependent o__nn

'I public approprlationsanduncertain iilitary expenditure. Ideally,
the United States. also has a continuing responsibility to promote

I unity and to develop a reasonably satisfactory economy. But the

American track record on economic development is appalling, and

! American credibility on unity may be lost irretrievably. Micro-

nesia cannot escape the shortcomings of previous American mis-

I takes, but it will have the opportunity and responsibility for

I corrective actions.

I 8. 'COngress is poorly organizedto handle questions relating
t__ooissUeS like MiCronesia. The rigidity of the committee system,

!

!

!
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excesses of the seniority system, dictatorial powers .of committee B

_._ congress _ .... _ _............%lJ_ll JJL_JJ , _J_

in inadequate attention given to the interrelationship of the I

international, political, economic and military factors in-
m

volved in fulfillment of United States trusteeship obligations, i

Some of these shortcomings have, of course, been changed in H

recent years. However, such continuing problems as the antiquated

committee structure, will continue to adversely affect United i

States policy in Micronesia and the Marianas even after they
m

gain their new status. -i

• ,' . •

9. TheNixon and Fordadministrationstook advantage of.congress- i

ional shortcomings. Congress was not encouraged toaddress..

in a coherent manner .the policy questions involved in termination

of Micronesia's trusteeship status. .Instead, the administration I

took steps which at best would have resulted in piecemeal con-
i

sideration and at worst narrowed the scope of congressional i

action. Authorization of funds for transition of the Marianas

to commonwealth status was requested before the Marianas

• |Covenantwas completed or submitted for congressional approval,

before Congress had a chance to look at the implications for or

hear the views of the rest of Micronesia and to consider the impli-

cation of military plans. In addition, the administration i
n

announced plans to hold a plebiscite and, if approved, to begin

separate administration of the Marianas prior to congressional I

approval of a separate status for the Marianas.

!
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| "The administration can rightly argue that it took

i hese steps openly, after consultation with a few key members
of Congress. In fact, it. reversed i_position on these pro-

i edures after congressional opposition developed. Of course,

Congress ultimately always had the opportunity to stop all

action on Micronesia until it was satisfied with the status

i question. But Congress doesn't work that way and the executive
knows it. Besides risking more distrust of the executive by

i Congress , the administration's procedure jeopardizes the agree-

i ments themselves. Marianas disappointment at not obtainingseparate administration immediately after the plebiscite will

i e nothing compared to how Micronesians will feel if Congress
later discovers that it cannot live with agreements whose

i partial Smplementation it _has _already approved.

i i0. It is too late to give Micronesia's future political
status the kind of systematic planning it deserves. However,

|• :Congress, th___eeMicronesians and the United Nations should con -

' sider both the Mmrlanas questionand Micronesia at the same

i time. This would undoubtedly result in-a delay for the Marianas,

i but assuming the Marianas approach is valid, the delay would
cause no permanent damage. In fat.t, to the extent that its

i validity was established, the delay could have positive ad-

vantages. In any event, as a practical matter, the Marianas

! question cannot be decided without also deciding major aspects

i of the incomplete' United States-Micronesian negotiations.

!

!
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• I8iven the impasse in the latter, it may be that the only way

o__ forcing a re_-_"_ion of those negotiations wouid be through

detailed consideration of the Marianas question. , I

However, 'there is no rea_sOn, to expectthatCongress. " I
will suddenly-begin t_o"take seriously i_s responsibilities

toward Micronesia. Phillip Burton, the chairman of the - I

House sub-committee on territories, and Henry Jackson,•

chairman•of the Senate interior committee, are willing and I

powerful allies of administration efforts to push the I
Marianas aspect of the "Micronesia question through Congress

swiftly. The administration, of course, reneged on its I

commitment to begin implementation of the Marianas agreement

before congressional approval. But it is a change without a I

difference. Faced with threats from the Marianas because I
the administration commitment was not fulfilled, congress _"

ional leaders a.greed to givethe Marianas. agreement pro I

forma approval without the significant debate and pains-

taking examination the issues deserved. The manner in which I
s

the-Marianas proposal has moved through Congress in which. I

the representati%es of other United States territories have
J

been qmieted and their objections ignored, and in which an I

uninformed Congress acts should serve as a warning to the

Mari_nas of. t.heir future vulnerability tothe whims of -. ._.-- _ I

Congress. Congress, which is frequently criticized for I
acting with deliberation and no speed, is now acting with

speed and little deliberation• I

I

!
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n ii. The Marianas Commonwealth and the Free Associated State

-of Micronesia will bring to five the kinds of territories assoc_______il-

ated with the United States: " Guam and the Virgin Islands;

i!_ American Samoa; and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The United
Statesshould immediately move to insure that the statuses ofn

the other territories are similarly improved. The objective
I

!_ is not to create a rigid formula for all territories or towithhold Micronesia's privileges until other territories

I achieve a similar status. There is virture in a flexible J

;_ approach which, tailors political status to the particular
requirements of each area. Rather, it is to recognize that

other territories have legitimate concerns which were presenteven before the Micronesia negotiations. They should not be

i handicapped because, unlike Micronesia, they came under American

sovereignty in another era and thus have not renegotiated their

evolving status in. the American political family.

12. Up to the signing of the MarianasCovenant , the United

States demonstrated little or no concern for the role of the
United Nations. This is seen in the initial UnitedStates proposal

! for commonwealth, the movement of Micronesian matters from the

I State Department's Bureau of International Organization Affairs,

the of State Department participation in the

_dis Cent inuatio n

i| •
I,
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Marianas negotiations and the failure to consult the foreign I _

affairs committees of Congress. Reference to the role of the I
United Nations is not included in either the covenant, or the

Icompact or anycommunique or in the United States itemized

list of the ten steps remaining before finalization of the

covenant. Only at annual sessions of the United Nations was I

that organization involved in Micronesian status questions. I
Even the United Nations participation as observers of the

plebiscite was requested rather late. I

On the other hand the United Nations has not performed

Iparticularly well at the most important stage of its respon-

sibilities for Micronesia. Consideration of Micronesia, so far, I
•is'effedtively isolated in the Trusteeship Council, away from

the sometimes overly critlcal eye of the newly independent I

Afro-Asian and Latin American countries. Only the Soviet

Union, among Trusteeship Council members, offers more than I

perfunctory criticism of United States administration and I
even Soviet criticism reflects the artificial restraint of

d_tente. Micronesia is the victim of the structure and politics i

of the organization which is supposed to be its ultimate pro- Itector.

I
•_ Two p ointsstandout more than any othersafter an

examination of the twelve years which have elapsed since the I

United States first began to give serious attention to a reso-

lution of Micronesia's future political status. The first is I

I
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! how extraordinarily complicated the issues are for such a small

place, and how much time is required for an adequate, fair and ..! •
informed treatment of the question. The second point is that

I no one comes OUt Of this phase of Micronesia's history looking

good, not the Congress, not the executive, not the United

|• Nations, not even the Micronesians who too frequently seem

I to be concerned more about money than about the principles
involved. Each has grappled with the problems of that small

I place and each inadequately. Each will have to continue to do

so for the foreseeable future, for the dilemma which the United

! States postponed in 1945 has in reality once again been postponed.

!

|

•|

!

!
!

!

!

I

!
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i Appendix I
The Solomon Report: Summary and Introduction

I (AsReprinte d in the-Oct0ber 1971, Young Micronesian). '....

I .•America's Ruthless Blueprint for the 1

I Assimilation of Micronesia
The Setting

I i. The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands--or Micro-

nesia--comprises the former Japanese mandated Caroline, Marshall

I and Mariana Islands.• Scattered over an area as large as the

i mainland of the US, those• 2100•islands, less than i00 of which
are inhabited by the territory's 81,000 people, came under United

I States • control first by conquest and then, in 1947, under a trust-

eeship agreement with the Security Council of the UN. The islands

iI vary from low•coral atolls to higher islands of •volcanic origin,

the largest land masses being Babelthuap in the Palau district

I
with 153 square miles, Ponape with 129 square miles and Salpan

I with 46 square miles. Population distribution ranges from islands

with a few families to Saipan with 7,800; Ponape with 11,500;

I and Truk with 15,-000

I I



With a variety of.racial mixture_,.languages and cultures,

.'.esseDtially a series of individual, island communities rather than I

!a unified society, a lack of human and natural resources, tre_nen-

dously difficult communications and transportation, the-area has

•. pre.sented very serious administrative and developmental problems l

to the US. Historically, life has centered around the village,

the extended family, or clan, and its lands. The traditional I

systems of communal, rather than individual land ownership, of E

inheritance through matrilineal lines and of the selection of

• !native chiefs continue side-by-side with the f0.rms of democratic

institutions introduced by the US'.

!
For a variety of reasons, in the almost twenty years of

US control, physical facilities have further deteriorated in many I

areas, the economy has remained relatively dormant and in many

ways retrogressed while Progress toward social development has l

been slow. Thepeople remain largely illiterate and inadequately

prepared to participate inpolitlcal, commercial and other activi" l

ties of more than a rudimentary character. Ti_e great majority i

depend largely upon subsistence agriculture-'fruit and nut gather-

ihg--and fishing. As a result, criticism of'the trusteeship'has I

been growing in the UN and the US press--and in certain ways,

!
among. Micronesiafis - .- "

2. Despite a lack of serious concern for. the area until l

quite recently , Micronesia is said to be essential to the US for

security reasons. We cannot give. the area up, yet time is running I

out for the US in the sense that we will soon be the only nation

!

!
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left administering a trust territory. The time could come, and

l when the in the uN for
shortly, pressures a settlement of the

status of Micronesia could become more than embarrassing.

! In recognition of the problem, the President, on April

I 18, 1962, approved NASM No. 145, which set forth as US polic_
the movement of Micronesia into a permanent relationship with

! -the US within our political framework. In keeping with that goal,

the memorandum called for accelerated development of the area

I to bring its political, economic and social standards into line

l with an eventual permanent association•.
The memorandum also established a Task Force to consider

l what action be taken to and
might accomplish our goal to provide

policy and program advice to the Secretary of the Interior who

| "is responsible for the administration of the Trust Territory.

II The Task Force, consisting of representatives of the Departments
of the Interior,.Defense , State, and Health, Education and Welfare,

l and observers from the NSC and Bureau of the had Consid-
Budget,

ered and recommended several steps for greater aid to the aTea,

both through the increase appropriation ceiling (from $7 to 17.5

l million) and in legislation (H.R. 3198) now pending in the Con-
gress. It also proposed the sending of a survey mission to the

I Trust Territory to conduct a more thorough study of the area's

major problems.

I 3. The Mission's formal instructions from the President

l (through NASM No. 243 of May 9, •1963) were to survey the politi-
cal, economic and social problems of the people of the Trust

!
!
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I

.Territory andto .... k_ _ .... _"_^--m_ _ .e_omm_xu_ leading to the formulation

• iof programs and policies for an accelerated rate of development

so that .the people may make an informed and free choice as to
B

their future in accordance with US responsibilities under the I

trusteeship agreement. I
4. The Mission consisted of nine men, both Government

and non-Government, selected by its chairman and serving for I

differing periods of time up to six weeks in the Trust Territory

during July and August i963. The Mission visited six district

centers in the territory and representative Sample of the outly- I

ing islands containing in all a majority of the area's population.

Discussions. were held throughout the area with seven assemblies I

of local people, eight legislative committees, seven municip&l

councils and three women's associations; about twenty-five inter-

views with American missionaries and over forty-five interviews I
I

with Micronesians were held. There were also briefings by Head-

quarters personnel of the Trust Territory government and the I

six district administrators and their staffs. Wherever possible, i
roads communications, transportation facilities, agricultural

developments, schools and other facilities and enterprises were I

examined and evaluated. Several additional weeks were spent in

the US preparing the final report of the Mission. I

Objectives and Considerations I

1. Working within its broad frame of reference, the

|Missi0n's major findings relate .to three key sets of questions

I
• " f • "" II.
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that it attempted to answer:

l .... a. What are the elements to consider'in the pre-

.paration for organization, timing and favor-

I able outcome of a plebiscite in Micronesia

i and how will this action affect the long,run
problem that Micronesia, after affiliation,

I will pose for the US?
b. What should be the content and cost of the

I minimum capital investment and operating pro-

gram needed to insure a favorable vote in the

!
plebiscite, and what should be the content

I and cost of the maximum program that could

be effectively mounted to develop the Trust

l Territory most rapidly?

c. What actions need to be taken to improve the

!
relationships between the current Trust Terri-

l tory government and Washington and to inSUre
that it can implement any necessary political

l strategy land development program with rea-

sonable efficiency and effectiveness.

I 2. The Mission's findings and recommendations on these

l three sets of questions correspond to Parts I, II and III of its

report. Those recommendations sum up to.an integrated master

I plan which, if accepted, would provide guidelines for Federal

action through fiscal year 1968 to secure the objectives of:

J a. Winning the plebiscite and making Micronesia

|

!
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United S_es territory under cir_,,,o_ances

• |which will: (_) satisfysomewhat conflic-..

ting interests of the Micronesians, the UN n
• " ' " _ m.and the. US along lines satdsfactorj to the m

..

Congress; (2) be appropriate to the present I
m

political and other capabilities of the Micro-

and (3) provide suffi.cient flexi- m
nesians;

bilityin government structure to accomodate

whatever measure 0f local self-government I

the Congress might grant tO Micronesia in

later years.

the minimum but satisfac- I
b. Achieving rapidly

tory social standards in education, public

health, etc. I

c. Raising cash incomes through the development I

of the current, largely Crop-gathering sub-

sistefice economy. ' l

3. There are, however, unique elements in the delicate
[]

problem of Micronesia and the attainment of our objectives tha_

urgently require the agreement now of the President _nd the-Con- m
m

gress as to the guidelines of US action over the next few years.

_irst, the US. will be moying counter to the anti-colonial move.- _-- l

ment that has Just about completed sweeping the world and will

.!be breachingits own policy since World War I of not acquiring

new territorial posessions if it seeks to make Micronesia a US m
m

territory. Second, of all eleven UN trusteeships, this will be

I
!
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I the only one not to terminate in independence or merger with a

I contiguous country, but in a territorial affiliation with them
administering power, Third, as the only "strategic trusteeship,"

I the Security Council will have jurisdiction over the formal ter-

mination of the trusteeship agreement, and if such a termination

I is voted there, the US might have to decide to proceed with a

I series of actions that would make the trusteeship agreement a
dead issue, at least from the Microneslan viewpoint. Fourth, the

I •2,100 islands of Mlcronesia are, and will remain inthe now fore-

seeable future, a deficit area to be subsidized by the US. Fifth,

| ,,granted that this subsidy can be justified as a "strategic rental,

I it will amount to more than $300 annually per Micronesian through
1968 and any reductions thereafter will require long-range pro-

I gramming along a master development plan as proposed
the lines of

in the Mission report. Finally, this hoPed for long-range reduc-

I tion in the level of subsidization and the implementation of the

I political strategy and capital investment programs through fiscal
year 1968 require a modern and more efficient concept of overseas

I "• territorial administration than is evident in the prevailing ap-

proach of the quasi-colonial bureaucracy in the present Trust

I Territory government.

I P_ar___tt_,Political Development of•Micronesla

i. The Washington policy, adopted last year, of having

I the Trust Territory affiliate permanently with the US, has not

I had an observable impact on the Trust Territory government.

American and Micronesian officials in the area appear still to

!
,
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be tNinking in terms of independence for Micronesia as an even-

tual, distant goal and there appears, to have .been...l±ttleattempt.,o _ l

to direct Micronesia toward thinking about eventual affiliation

with the US. In the absence offurther action, the Mission be-

lieves that the momentum of previousattitudes and policies which

. |
did not involve the concept of affiliation will be hard to over"

come ' 0 i

2. It can be stated quite unequivocably that the masses

of Micronesians are. not only not.concerned with the political I

future but also are not even aware of it as a question. They I
simply live in the present reality of_he "American _imA" that

has replaced the "Japanese time." The earlier German and SPanish I

times are dimly, if at all remembered.

3. The situation is not quite the same among the politi- I

cal elite. Political power among the Micronesians is in a tri- I
umvirate of the traditional clan chiefs, the educated younger

bureaucracy working in the Trust Territory government; arid the l

small but powerful group of businessmen operating trading com-

panies. These groups are aware that their political future is i

still to be_resolved,.but even they generally, shy away from ac- I
tively concerning themselves with it. The reason lies in their

belief that:., (a) they. cannot stand alone.. now and.that indepen--." I

dence, even if they want it, is so far distant that meaningful

consideration is not practical; (b) there has been no indication I

from the US of an alternative to independence--they do not know l
that the US may desire affiliation; and (c) even if affiliation

!
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were possible, the prospect creates feelings of uncertainty and

I insecurity that they would rather not face.

4. These insecurities arise from general ignorance as

I to what affiliation means and what it would do to their lives

I as they know them today _. The more important of the traditional
chiefs are especially concerned whether "coming under US laws"

I would invalidate the present restrictions against non-Micronesians

owning land and whether it would affect their complicated communal

I land-tenure systems on which their social organization and customs

I and the chiefs' powers are based. The merchant businessmen, even
though they want more economic development, react against the

I prospect of a flood of American businessmen with whom they believe

they cannot compete. The Micronesians in the government bureau-

I cracy are less fearful of permanent affiliation, but they also

I share in the general concern among the political elite--they don't
want to be swampedby Americans and lose their status "as the

|• Hawaiians did."

5. On the other hand, there is a sophisticated awareness

I among a goodly number of the Micronesian elite that their own in-

- terests are not best served by the UN trusteeship simply because,
as a provisional non-permanent arrangement, it perpetuates the

I excessively dependent psychology and habits of a people who have

been _anded around four major powers in tlhe last 65 years. There

I also appears to be an unexpressed bug fairly widespread and awake-

I able emotional feeling among these more sophisticated Micronesians
that they want an "identity" and a permanence of status that is

I

I
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not compatible with the implied impermanence of the trusteeship.

6. Another disadvantage of the trusteeshipis. its pro- i

tective and custodian nature, a carryover from the philosophy

• l• . I_ ' whieh'is not fully compatible :of the League of Nations mandates,

with .the more recentemphasis on modernization and more rapid

i
development of peoples under trusteeship. Most policies which

try to be both development-minded and protective do not seem to i

do a good job of either. However, a conflict between development

objectives and protective attitudes characterized the current i

administration of the Trust Territory. Although it has become

• lfashionable for American officials connectedwith the Trust Ter-

ritory to disclaim any desire to maintain an "anthropological i

zoo," in reality protective and custodial policies are very pre-

valent. This conflict within official thinking faithfully mirrors I

the dilemma of the Micronesians themselves. They desire urgent

l
economic development, but want to retain, at the same time, re-

strictions on non-Micronesians immigrating, occupying land and i

starting businesses. The Mission believes that, if for no other

reason than that of the impending plebiscite, the Micronesians. i

need reassurances on the continuance of tho_e restrictions b_t,

" le

at the same time, we are recommending certain modifications which

will initiate.long-run liberalization, of those.,restrictions. ,_ I

7. Another factor of importance affecting the plebiscite

is the economic stagnation and deterioration of public facilities i

that has characterized the US administration of the Trust Terri- I
tory in contrast to that of the Japanese. The rapid growth under

l
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the Japanese was due not only to their large capital investment

I and subsidy program, but to Japanese government-directed organi-

I zation by Japanese and Okinawans. The fact that it was the Japa-
nese rather than the Micronesians who supplied the labor for the

i then-flourishing sugar cane and commercial fishing industries

and who benefited most from the Japanese government's subsidi-

i zation of the area does not alter the fact that per capita Micro-

nesian cash incomes were almost three times as high before the

I
war as they are now and that the Micronesians freely used the

I Japanese-subsidized extensive public facilities. For the Outcome

of the plebiscite to be favorable, the Mission believes there must

I be an effective capital investment program before the plebiscite

i to give the Micronesians a sense of progress to replace the deadly
feeling of economic dormancy.

i 8. While more than 95 per cent of the budget of the

Trust Territory government is financed by the US and the impor-

i . . , .• tance of those funds in influencing a favorable plebiscite re-

• sult is obvious, _he impact of US funds has been lessened by:

i (a) considerable feeling among Micronesian bureaucrats that a

i large part (actually, over $2 million) is spent on high salaries
for US personnel in Micronesia; (b) numerous complaints about,

i and dissatisfaction with, the competence of the Trust Territory

government (one district congress advised the Mission that, de-

i spite area need, they did not want more US funds if they were

I _ not "properly administered by real experts who should be brought

in"); and (c) some belief that US aid results only from UN action

i

I
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and thmtM_n_nn_m_ght _ _ oo,_,o_!ooa_oto_ .... I
_ 9. The Trust.Territory government gets _ood marks from |.

the Micronesians,. however, for, its genuine., fostering of. democratic |civil liberties and increasing the'particiPationof M-icronesian-s

in various levels of local governmen t (as territorial advisory I
council, six district legislatures and a m:ultitude of municipal

|governments). Hovever, Micronesia is still a long way in terms.

of experience and funds from being able to mount a viable local

Igovernment. The very _ultiplicity of local govornment levels

is beginning to cause problems, particularly, at the municipal.. I
le_T_1 _T_r_ there is much _osatisfaction because -_ _'-- reali-

• Izat_on that, in a large majority of cases, the "US imposed" muni-

cipal taxes produce only enough revenue to pay salaries to muni-

cipal officials and councilmen for making decisions thatthe vil- I

lage elders previously made free as a public service. This is I
a clear case of too much government.

I0. The great distances, cultural and linguistic barriers I

separating the six districts of Micronesia also have special impZi-

cations for a piebiscite. The Mission found little conscious- i
f

-n_ss-among the people of the Trust Territory of themselves, as |
"Micronesians" andno emotional nationalistic feelings. There

are. no traditions, of unity but rathe_r a history of individual. "..... I

island cultures. There is almost universal ignorance in each

district as to who are the leaders, political and otherwise, of I

the other five districts, and there is little inclination to com- I
promise on a district's special interest in favor of the terri-

l
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I
tory's advancement as a whole. This regional separation is

I strengthened by the existence of separate district legislatures,

and to date only minor progress has been made toward a centralized

I indigenous government. The district legislatures function rea-

l sonably well given the small revenues they can command, but they
represent conservative bastions for the maintenance of traditional

I policies, and land and social customs. Within some districts,

especially Yap and Ponape, there is the additional complication

I of the outlying island groupings resenting the domination of

i the islands nearer to the district centers. This situation re-_
quires the most carefully impartial handling by the US in the

,I period before the plebiscite and the avoidance in the plebiscite

of questions of special interest to particular districts, such

I as ,'union with Guam," which is an issue in the Marianas. It also

I creates the need for the right mix of political comprom±ses in
the organization of the territorial legislature. (The Mission's

I report, in Part I, identifies for each district the particular

issues, political groupings and key people of importance in that

I district.)

ii. The Mission has no difficulty in Concluding that

I there is little desire for independence in the Trust Territory.

ii It would go so far as to say that even if a plebiscite were held

today without preparation, the total vote for independence would

I probably be only from 2 to 5 per cent. The Mission also concluded

i that there.is no hard core of feeling against permanent affili-
ation with the US but, as described earlier, an inchoate inse-

I

I



curitY among a substantial number of the elite that can be allayed I

_°nly through certain actions recommended below: • I•
12. The Mission recommends that the plebiscite be held

in 1967"or 1968 because: " I
o.

a. Our timetable calls for creation of the true

territory-wide legislature in the fall of

1964 and having its members Serve out an I

initial three-year term before the plebiscite,

during which the members from the different I

districts can develop more political exper-

• !b - • .

isnce working together than was possible !n

the present territory-wide advisory council, l

b. The maximum impact of the recommended capital

investment program will not be felt until I

late 1967 on the one hand, nor will it be

felt asstrongly after 1968 since the Mission

_oes not expect the development process in l

• the private sector of the Micronesian econom_ '

tb be strong enough to offset the anticipated i

- setback in the capital investment program

after fiscal year 1968 (by which time the B

_ higher Dri_rity capital needs of education,• _ - I

public health and public works will have been

me t ) . l

c. The early definitive resolution of the poli-

tical future of Micronesia as a US territory

!
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I will make it easier for the US, if it so de-

m to permit Japanese businessmen,+cities _
tech:

nicians and fishing vessels into non-sensitive

l areas of the Trust Territory; which would

l supply a very great stimulus to economic_
development at no cost to the US and thereby

i , permit reductions in the US subsidization

of the territory.

l If necessary, the plebiscite could be advanced to as early

I as 1966 by compressing the schedule for the development of the
legislature. The legislature could be created by the Spring of

l 1964 if the Commissioner instructed to do
High were SO. However,

such an advance in the plebiscite timing would be at the expense

| 'of giving the legislature less experience and not waiting for

I the capital investment program to have its full impact.
13. The questions offered in the plebiscite to the Micro-

I nesians should be Confined to two in number with such
some gene-

ral wording as follows_ •

.! (a) Are you in favor of becoming an independent

I nation?
(b) Are you in favor of a permanent affiliation

J with the US of America?

There will be some nations in the UN which, sensing our

I objective, will claim that the plebiscite should be confined to

,_ the single option of independence since the basic idea of trust-

eeships is that thay should terminate in independence. There may

!
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_]_ h_ _m= _*_ons which ,,,_i _.__ _._ ,.... r. r_ tat,,_ C_, _I_, ±_ its ol -oo s em_

of development and dependence, Micronesia cannot realistically I

choose independence and is therefore not being given real alter-

!
natives. To s0meextent, this latter argument, could be nuiiified

by including a third plebiscite option--namelY , Continuation I
for the time being,of the status quo of the trusteeship with the

US as the administering power. From our viewpoint, this would I

reduce the vote for permanent affiliation from 95 per cent of

those voting to a substantially smaller percentage, although I

still a majority. I. o

_,_I'.m_^±_Mission recolm_ends the following s_eps as part

of the overall program to achieve our plebiscite objective and I

at the same time promote the longer run political development

and general advancement of the Micronesians: .I

a. A qualified American should be appointed in I

each of the six districts to develop and main-

tain continuous liaison with the various lead- I

ers of the three politically critical groups.

His main job would be to develop, in a grad- i

ual_way, interest among _hose people in _is • I

district in favor of permanent affiliation •

. by supplying the information needed to elimi- _ I

hate their ignorance and allay their .fears I
as to what the affiliation would entail, as

well as its advantages. He would also admin- I
ister useful adult education and US and world

I

I
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information programs, as well as the local

I radio programming now handled b_ the district

director of education. These six information

I officers, in whose recruitment US Information

I Service should CoQperate, would also perform
through their supervisor at Headquarters

I the regular political reporting function so

acutely lacking at present.

I b. Washington should facilitate the general de-

i velopment of Micronesian interest in, and
loyalties to, the US by various actions,

I three of which are:
.

(i) Sponsorship by the Department of

I State of Micronesian leader visits

I to the US.
(2) Introduction in the school system

I of US-oriented curriculum changes

and patriotic rituals recommended

I in the section of the Mission's re-

i port dealing with education.
(3) Increasing the number of college

I scholarships offered to Micronesians,

a highly sensitive issue in the TT.

I c. TheCommunity Action Program by the 60 Peace

Corpsvolunteers recommended in the Missioni
report should be begun because it is of crit_

i --- .

I
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ical importance to both the plebiscite atti-

tudes and the overall advancement of the ma- I
jority of Micronesians living on islands out-

side the _istrict centers. The program as

recommended (which includes use of Peace Corps

volunteers as teachers in the school system) I

and the realities of Micronesian needs con- I
rain all the probabilities of a spectacular

success for the Peace Corps. I

d. Preparation should be taken to offer Micro-

• nesian government employees and other wage

earners two specific inducements to seek af- I
filiation with the US. First, after such

an affiliation Micronesian and US personnel iI

basic pay scales _would be equalized. Since

the inequality exists only in the professional I

and highe_ administrative echelons, the cost I
would not be excessive. Second, rather than, ,

introduce a retirement program for Microne- i

sian government employees, the Social Secur-

ity system should be extended to %11 wage

. _ and salary earners in Micronesia (most of _ _ I
whom are government employees) with possible

consideration of a more general inclusion I

simultaneously or at a later time. I

!
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15. The final factor of importance to the outcome of the

| -.
plebiscite will be the Micronesian leaders' insistence on know-

l ing the PrOPosed organization of Micronesia's
post-plebiscite

territorial government. The Micronesian leaders are intelligent

I and in many cases quite sophisticated, and they have been led

to expect eventual independence; their willingness to produce! .
a large popular vote for permanent affiliation will partially

l depend on the measure of to be given them within
self-government

the structure Of territorial affiliation. This will also be of

I critical importance in the UN since the trusteeship agreement

• requires "independence or self-government" as the terminal ob-
jective. On the other hand, consideration must be given to the:

l need for continued adequate control by the US the traditional

attitude of the Congress toward the organization of territorial
i

I government. Also, there are clear limitations on the present-day

ability of the Micronesians to govern themselves.

As the practical solution of this many-pronged dilemma,

l the Mission recommends a government organization for the Terri-

tory of Micronesia that gives, on the one hand, a reasonable

l appearance off self-government through an elected Micronesian iegis - _

lature and a Micronesian Chief Executive nominated by and having

the confidence of the legislature, but on the other hand retains

l adequate control through the continuation of an appointed US

High Commissioner. (This arrangement is similar to that now

I operating in the administration of the Ryukyu Islands.)
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The powers of the High Commissioner could range from:

• (a) The minimum of being able to withhol_ all _ I
° • . i

or any Rart of the US funds gding to Micro-

.. nesian government and the authorityto declare _•

martial law and assume all legislative and

• |
executive powers when the security of the

US so requires; to I
I

(b) the maximum additional power of vetoing all
i

laws confirming the Chief Executive's appoint- •l

ments of key department directors and dis-

the legislature at any time. l

16. The Mission also re'commends that, after the plebi-
'm

scite, the Congress recognize the expressed desire of the people ,I

of Micronesia to affiliate by granting them the status of US na- l
g

tionals but that action on an organic act be deferred until Con-

gress judges that the development of the•territory has sufficiently I

advanced, and the territorial legislature" has had a c_ance to
B

take action on the local customs and laws which now pr6tect the

lands and _usinesses of'Micronesians. Once the people •of Micro- l
g

nesia have expressed their desire to affiliate, it is hishly ad-

!visabte.that they-feel the queation of _heir-.political future...

has been definitely resolved by having the Congress grant them

without delay the status of US nationals, even though there may I

be subsequently protracted debate in the Security Council over I

the termination of the trusteeship agreement. It is worth pointing

!
.
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out that the extension of all the administering authority's laws

l to the-Trust. Territory, and that this could be thefirst in a

series of steps tha.t could.make the trusteeship agreement an aca-

B demic issue, even if the Security Council were not willing to

l terminate the trusteeship agreement.
17. Looking beyond the plebiscite and the subsequent

I achievement of territorial status for Micronesia, what seems to

be the possible long-run political • future for the area: F_rst

! and most essential consideration might be given to the union of

l the two territories of Micronesia and Guam which would produce
(a) economies of overhead in regular governmental administration,

I transportation and other facilities, (b) a more economically

viable area alongwith a new stimulus to its economic development,

I frontier in the Pacific. Such a union would involve a very deli-

I cate problem of negotiation and would require consistent pressure.
However, the payoff would be a substantial reduction in the need

|• for appropriations as these deficit areas came to stand more and

'more on their ow_ feet. (Part II of the Mission report includes

i recommendations for immediate action to develop the economic

I interrelationship between Guam and the Trust Territory.)
The even more distant problem of what ultimately, if any-

I thing, could or should be done with the unified territory of

-Guam and Micronesia is at present too much in the realm of clouded

I crystal ball gazing. Incorporation as a county in the State of

i Hawaii has been suggested in various places, and the Governor

!



but the Guamanian and Micronesian leaders' long-run P°!itical -" l

speculations definitely, do not contemp!ate this degree of absorp-

- !
tion and loss of political.independence.' Furthermore_ the'ulti.i "..'.

matestatus of this territory may very well. not be decided sepa- ,. I
rately but as part of a general solution devised by the US for

all our remaining territories, l

!

!
!

!

!
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i Appendix 2
Summary of United States-Micronesian Negotiations

I Round I: Washington, October, 1969.

I This was an exploratory round at which the Micronesians
outlined eleven principles which should govern a future politi-

I cal relationship. The United States disagreed with two Micro-

nesian principles: whether the Micronesians could control land

I ..,and whether the Micronesians could unilaterally terminate the

I relationship.

I Round II: Washington, May 4-8, 1970.
The United States Presented and the Micronesians rejected

Q

I a plan under which Micronesia would become a permanent territory

(called a "commonwealth") of the United States.

.

Round III: Hana, Maul, Hawaii, October 4-12, 1971
f .

I The first round in which Will±ams participated, round

three was highly successful, providing a-new atmosphere and a

I new approach to the negotiations, i.e , a discussion of issues

I _ as opposed to a speciffc plan.
The United States agreed with the Micronesian suggestion

I

I
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that future relations could be governed bY a Compact of Associ-

ation. According to the Compac.t, the Micronesians.. coul_ draft, I-

adopt and amend their own constitution; and enact, amend or re-

peal thesr own legislation. The United Sta'tes wouid have no

authority either to amend the constitution,., or enact legislation, i
The united States would not exercise eminent •domain.

All land would be returned ,t° Micronesian control after the Micro- I

nesians agreed to limited United States military land needs which

would be specified in the Compact. In addition, the Micronesians i

would b$ asked to agree to procedures whereby the United States. i
would have _emporary access to land in the event of an emergency.

The United States would pay full and fair compensat$on. The Micro- i

nesians welcomed United States statements but insisted that pres-

ent United States land holdings would terminate at the termination i

of the Trusteeship Agreement, that leases be negotiated and that I
any United States land holdings would revert back to the Micro-

nesians if and when the Compact was dissolved_ In addi@ion, the I

Micronesians required consent for the storage of some types of

Iweapons and a set time limit on emergency use of land"

Mi_ronesians.would have full authority in all internal I
affairs with the United States controlling foreign affairs and

defense. _The powersnecessary,for the.United States to fulfil_ i

its responsibilities for goreign affairs and defense would be

spelled out in'the Compact. I

The Compact would outline procedures for Micronesian use, I
if desired, of programs in health, education, public works, etc.,

I

I
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and of services such as the Postal Service, banking and currency,

I etc.

i The scope of United States economic assistance depended
_ on the "form, substance and continuity" of a future relationship.

I Micronesians would be responsible for determining their own eco-

nomic development priorities. The Micronesians thought detailed

i discussion premature but said some assurance of the level of

i finances was necessary.
Terminatidn was a major point of disagreement. The United

I States proposed that amendment or termination after an agreed

number of years be subject to mutual consent. The Micronesians

I insisted on the right of either party to unilaterally revoke the

i compact.

Round IV: Koror, Palau, April 2-13, 1972

_I Both sides found the talks "highly useful." Basic agree-

I ment was reached on a number of issues including Micronesia's
right to unilateraliy terminate the agreement. Outside the formal

I talks, the United States announced its decision to negotiate

separately with the Mariana Islands.

| Agreement was reached that a Compact of Free Association

i would govern the relationshiP, with Micronesia completely respon-
sible for internal affairs. The United States would be respon-

I sible for defense and foreign affairs, but both would consult

on international matters affecting the interest of the other.

I Micronesians could join appropriate regional organizations and

I

I



I
enter contracts not involving intergovernmental obligations. I

There continued to be sharp differences over the extent _°f United_ I
States authority in both defense _nd foreign affairs"

The parties reaffirmed agreements.reached'a_ Hana Concerh- I
...

ing Micronesia's right to write, adopt, and amend its own consti-

" I"tuti0n and _egislation. United'States laws would apply only to

the extent mutually agreed. I
Any land needed'by _he •United States would be negotiated

in the Compact. Any additional land acquisition would be subject I

to Micronesian laws. The United States wou_d permanently relin-

quisho the power of eminent domain at the time the Compact took I

effect. United States options and leases of land would continue I

for a predetermined period and not terminate automatically with

termination of the Compact. A mutual security pact agreed to I

prior to signing the Compact would continue in the event of ter- Imination.

•The parties agreed that either side would be abl_ to ter- I

minate the Compact after an agreed period and after due notice.

iAgreement was not reached on the precise period necessary before

termination was possible. The United States proposed fifteen

- I
years, the Micronesians five years.

The area of sharpest, difference was over the amount, of _ I
United States financial assistance. The Micronesians proposed

$i00 million annually. Also, the United States decision to nego- I

tiate separately with the Marianas was made known at Koror and Iled to additional differences.

I
"" I
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Round V: Washington, July 12-August l, 1972

I -Tentative agreem@nt was reached on.the Preamble and three

titles--Internal Affairs, Foreign Affairs, and Defense--of a

I Draft Compact of Free Association. Still to be negotiated were

I provisions on finance, trade and commerce, immigration and travel.
The Micronesians suggested that the next talks focus on the United

I States response to Micronesian proposalsion
the level of United

States financial assistance as well as on transitional arrange-

I ments. The United States agreed. Both sides agreed that the

I language was "tentative and preliminary," pending final agreement
on the Compact as a whole.

I Major provisions of the Draft
compact included:

I. Micronesians have the right to adopt.their

I 'own constitution, which can be changed or

E amended at any time so long as it is consis-
tent with theDraft Compact.

i 2. The government of Micronesia shall have full

responsibility for and authority over inter-

I " nal affairs.

I 3. In the event the Compact is terminated, the
people of Micronesia "in the exercise of

I their of self-determination may freelyright

choose their own political Status."

R 4. The•government of the United States would

I have full responsibility for and auth0rity

-i
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I
over all matters which related to the for-

eign affairs of Micronesia-. I

5. The United States would av.oid to the greatest

extent, possible any interference in Micro-

nesia's internal affairs pursuant to its I
foreign affairs authority.

6. The government of the United States would I

have full responsibility for and authority

Iover all matters which related to defense
°.

in Micronesia_ ij . °

7. The government of the Unitsd States Would

• Ihave the exclusive right to establish, main-

rain and use military areas and facilities

in Micronesia. I

8. If the United States government required i
additional land, requests wouldbe made of

the government of Micronesia to satisfy these I

requirements. . ,

• IIn Annex B, the U.S. also listed its land requirements:
J

I) Marshall Islands - - I
a) Within the Kwajalein Atoll, continu-

h-. .. ing rights for the use_of those lands ...... i

and waters associated with and cur-

rently controlled as part of the I

Kwajalein Missile Range, the land I
portion of which encompasses approx-

I

I
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I imately 1,320 acres.

l b) In the Bikini Atoll, contlnuing rights
for use of 1.91 acres of Ourukaen

l and Eniman Islets, use
and to the

pier, airfield, and boat landing on

Eneu Island.

l c) In the Eniwetok Atoll, retention of
such use right s as may be negotiated

l . upon return
of the atoil.

2) Palau Islands

I a) Access and anchorage rights in Malakal

'I harbor and adjacent waters, together

with rights to acquire forty acres

! -for use within theMalakal harbor

area, composed of submerged land

l to be filled and adjacent fast land.

l b) Rights for the jo±nt use of an air-• i

field capable of supporting military
Q

I jet aircraft (the proposed airfield

at Garre.ru Island reef, or Babeithuap

I airfield/Airai site), the right to

i improve that airfield to meet military •
requirements and specifications, and

l the to develop an exclusive userigh t

area for aircraft Parking, maintenance

and operational facilities.

!
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c) On the island of BabelthuaD the _*

to acquir _ 2,000'acre.s for e_clusi-ve I

.use, along with the right for non-

" " " ' ' I

". , . .. ,, ,- .. . ,

"- exclusive use o'f an adjacent area

encompassing 30,000 acres, for inter-. I
mittent ground force training and

maneuvers. _I

3) Continuing rights to occasional or emergency

use of all harbors, waters and airfields I

throughout Micronesia. I
4) Continuing rights to use of existing Coast

Guard facilities. .. ' I

Round VI: Barbers Point, Oahu, Hawaii, September 28-October 6, I
I

1972

The talks broke down over the issue of independence. I

In their report to the Congress of Micronesia a_ter I
Round V the Micronesian negotiators had recommended approval of the .

agreed portions of the Draft Compact and asked the Micronesian I

Congress for additionalguidelines. The Draft Compact had met

" |with sharp criticism, partially because, on the basis of the

parts completed,., it looked, as if the Micronesians. were giving..- " 'I
a great deal and getting little. The Micronesian Congress had

passed a resolntion renewing the mandate of their negotiators I

to negotiate a status of Free Association but added the directive

that independence also be negotiated at the same time. I

l
l
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The United States Began the negotiations by asking for

I a clarification of the Micronesian position, particularly with

regard to previously agree d principles and the tentatively agreed

_l but still incomplete _ Draft Compact. In response the Micronesiahs

l indicated a desire to continue discussion of remaining portions
of the Draft Compact. However, they noted that there were new

i instructions to negotiate independence as a result of opposition

to provisions of the Draft Compact and growing sentiment for

l independence. Th_ Congress had decided that a plebiscite must

include a choice and independence was an alternative which had

considerable and growing support.

il The United States said it was unprepared to _iscuss inde-

pendence, nor was it prepared to discuss financial assistance

il or termination procedures until it had considered "the new frame-

il work" in which negotiations were proceeding. The United States
implied that independence was out of the question because of

I Micronesia's strategic importance. The Micronesians pointedly

• reminded the United States that they were negotiating for six

J districts and did not accept separate united States negotiations

IE with the Marianas.
|1

Round VII: Washington, November 14-21, 1973.

I More than a year passed between the sixth and seventh

lJ rounds. In addition to disagreement on negotiations on indepen-
dence, three other issues had accounted for delay: United States

I with the disputes over the return of land,negotiations Marianas,

!
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_,,u a u±_puu_ uv_. u_ content of the political education pro ram.

Prior to the meeting, agreement was reached on a politi- m

cal education program. The United States announced a new land N
policy just prior to the meetings. But the nego.tiations, broke

down over the amount of United States financial assistance, and N

one of the reasons for the difference was Micronesian insistence

on negotiating for six districts (i.e., including the Marianas) N

and the United States insistence that only five districts_were

under discussion. N

Subsequent Meetings: 1974 to Present.- - . n.

After the breakdown of the seventh round, the United N
States and Micronesia began to emphasize informal private dis-

cussions between the leaders of the Micronesians and the two E

or three representatives of the United States.

NSome progress was made. Agreement was reached on a finan-

cial package of $690 million over fifteen years, provided the N
United States completed a $i46 million capital improvement pro-

gram prior to termination of the Trusteeship Agreemen t in 1981. N

However, at its regular 1975 session, the Congress of Micronesia

. _ N_rejected the financial provisions of the agreement and expressed

concern about the degree of United States control, over foreign N
affairs." .....

|In November 1974, the land issue which had earlier caused

a one-year delay in negotiations led to another abrupt break in

informal negotiations. The Congress of Micronesia had twice passed I

and the..High Commissioner had twice vetoed land legislation on I



l
the grounds that it did not conform to the eight conditions set

l down by the United States at the seventh round. Among other things,

the United States wanted land returned directly to the Districts

l and not to the Congress of Micronesia. In addition, the United

i States wished individual owners to agree in advance to "accomo-
date" United States land requirements. Neither of these condi-

I tions or others were acceptable to the Congress . Told at Hono-

lulu that the United States intended to resolve the matter by

l Executive Order, the Micronesians walked out of the meeting.

i In early 1975, the Micronesians indicated by letter to
' the United States representative that they were prepared to re-
,/

sume negotiations. At the same time, legislation which would

have precluded further negotiations was introduced in the Con-

l gress of Micronesia and later withdrawn.

l In May 1975, a Micronesian representative informed the
United Nations Trusteeship Council that freeassociation was

i o longer a basis on which agreement could be negotiated with

the United States.

i
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